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The Root of Spiritual Enlightenment
Small Circulation, or the Microcosmic Orbit, is the practice of circulating energy, within the
human body, Qi, through the two main pathways, or “vessels” of the body. This practice is
considered to be the foundation of Internal Elixir Qigong, and was a fundamental step on the
path of meditation training in ancient times. Over the centuries, this practice has slowly been
lost from many meditation traditions, and its importance has been forgotten.  

Small Circulation regulates the Qi circulating in the Twelve Primary Qi channels, making it
abundant throughout the entire body, which has been known for centuries for promoting
health and longevity. This is also the foundation of Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong (Yi
Jin), which deeply conditions and strengthens the body. It is advised that you begin your
meditation training by practicing Embryonic Breathing, which will help you establish your
central energy system, and conserve and store this energy to
abundant levels. Building on this foundation, Small Circulation
is the next required stage of meditation training. Ultimately, one
then practices Grand Circulation Meditation, which circulates
Qi everywhere in the body and exchanges it with partners and
the surrounding environment. Its purpose is to open the third
eye and reunite the human spirit with the spirit of nature.

This book contains translation and analysis of many ancient documents used to transmit Small
Circulation and Internal Elixir cultivation to future generations, and offers modern scientific
explanation for learning and training safely. Though meditation is popular today for relaxation
and general health, the ultimate goal of this training, in both Daoism (Taoism) and Buddhism,
is spiritual enlightenment. 

• Small Circulation Meditation builds the body from weak to strong and trains the mind
to be calm and focused.

• Dr. Yang presents a modern method for learning safely.
• Includes scientific analysis, translation and commentary of ancient documents, and a

summary of the practice methods.
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Don't be afraid! 
不用害怕!

Dare to challenge..… 
敢於挑载. . . . . 

Dare to accep t..… 
敢於接受. . . . . 

Dare to dream.一....
敢於参想. . . . . 

- Dare to emerge from the traditional matrix-
- be free from spiritual bondage-

"The philosopher should be a man willing to Iisten to every suggestion, but 

determined to judge for himself. He should not be biased byappearances, have 

no 旬vorite hypothesis, be of no school, and 的 doctrine have no master. He 

should not be a respecter of persons, but of things. Truth should be his primary 

object. If to these qualities be added industry, he may indeed hope to walk with

in the veil of the temple of Nature." 

- Michael Faraday (7 797 -7 86刀
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Qigong Meditation-Small Circulation 

Romanization of Chinese Words 

This book uses the Pinyin romanization system of Chinese to English. Pinyin is 
standard in the People's Republic of China, and in several world organizations, 
including the United Nations. Pinyin, which w部 introduced in China in the 1950's, 
replaces the Wade-Giles and Yale systems. In some cases, the more popular spelling 
of a word may be used for clarity. 

Some common conversions: 
Pinyin A1so Spelled As Pronunciation 
Qi Chi che 
Qigong Chi Kung chεkrmg 

QinNa Chin Na chln nã 

Jin Jing jTn 
Gongfu Kung Fu gδngfoo 

Taijiquan Tai Chi Chuan 江 jë chüén 

For more information, please refer to The People's Republic 0/ China: 
Administrati叫t缸~ The时rmo/的e Chinese Written Languaglιor a contempor町
manual of style. 

The author and publisher have taken the liberty of not italicizing words of for
eign origin in this text. This decision w臼 made to make the 眩目 easier to read. Please 
see the comprehensive glossary for defìnitions of Chinese words. 

x 
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52. Taiji Ball Qigong—2; YMAA Publication Center, 2003.
53. Taijiquan Pushing Hands—3; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
54. Taijiquan Pushing Hands—4; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
55. Taiji & Shaolin Staff—Fundamental Training—1; YMAA Publication

Center, 2004.
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2004.
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2004.
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59. Taiji Ball Qigong—4; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
60. Advanced Practical Chin Na—1; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
61. Advanced Practical Chin Na—2; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
62. Taiji Yin & Yang Symbol Sticking Hands—2; YMAA Publication Center,

2004.
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63. Taiji Chin Na In-Depth—1; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
64. Taiji Chin Na In-Depth—2; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
65. Taiji Chin Na In-Depth—3; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
66. Taiji Chin Na In-Depth—4; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
67. White Crane Gongfu—3; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
68. Tai Chi Fighting Set; YMAA Publication Center, 2004.
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DVD:
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3. Taijiquan, Classical Yang Style; YMAA Publication Center, 2003.
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2004.
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12. The Essence of Taiji Qigong; YMAA Publication Center, 2005.
13. Qigong Massage—Fundamental Techniques for Health and Relaxation;

YMAA Publication Center, 2005.
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Editor’s Note
David Silver

Master Yang, Jwing-Ming has made it his life’s purpose to research and translate
all of the available ancient documents pertaining to the subjects of Qigong and
Internal Cultivation. His extensive scientific background, paired with his training in
Soft (Taiji), Hard (Long Fist), and Soft-Hard (White Crane) martial arts, empowers
him with a comprehensive insight on the subjects of human physiology, universal
electromagnetic energy, and the relationship between them.

Ancient Buddhist, Daoist, Qigong, and Martial Arts documents are often frag-
ments; each discussing a certain aspect of its training, from the author’s unique per-
spective based on his or her experience and contemplation. These documents are
truly among the most precious artifacts of human history, sometimes passed down in
the form of songs and poems, transmitted from teacher to student. Because many
documents are only a piece of the puzzle, Qigong and Meditation are frequently mis-
understood, or passed-down in an incomplete form. In an effort to preserve this
accumulated knowledge, most of Master Yang’s works are written as a stand-alone
document, offering readers worldwide a complete overview to the subject matter, as
he works toward a ‘Unified Theory’ of Qigong. 

Several chapters in this book offer information discussed in Master Yang’s previ-
ous works. If you have truly assimilated this information already, you are encouraged
to move on to later chapters. However, as Master Yang’s tireless research continues,
his insight expands, and it may benefit the reader to humbly read each chapter and
again immerse oneself entirely in the subject, starting with its general concepts and
theories. Master Yang is fond of scolding his students for neglecting fundamental
training, saying “Don’t be a Jedi too soon”.

Many cultural and spiritual centers have been destroyed in times of war. It is impos-
sible to know how much knowledge, and how many written works, have been lost for-
ever. It is impossible to know what the future holds for humanity, what humanity holds
for itself, or how much of today’s scientific and spiritual information will survive.

I share Master Yang’s hope that the interrelated subjects of Qigong, meditation,
and human bioelectricity will continue to be researched, and will become an impor-
tant focus of scientific, medical and spiritual study. In 100 or 500 years, the situation
on Earth (and other planets) will be so different that it is nearly impossible to con-
ceive. We must hope that by then things have changed for the better; that humanity
has rediscovered its common spirituality, reopened our third eye, and created a bal-
anced and peaceful global society. 

If not, I hope someone finds this book.

David Silver
Boston, April 2005
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Foreword
Thomas G. Gutheil, MD

“Qigong is a science of inner feeling which relates to spiritual cultivation.” 

This definition may strike the Western reader as somewhat
strange, since it fuses an Eastern concept of biologic energy and
the idea of science, together with feeling and spirituality – con-
cepts which are usually quite separate in Western thinking. But
the very essence of Qigong is its union of physical, mental and
spiritual issues into one discipline.

Western medicine is just beginning to explore the role of
meditation in various forms as a legitimate adjunct to other
approaches. The concept known as mindfulness, in which
meditation consists of focus on breathing and the attempt to
empty the mind of linear thought, is one such modern appli-
cation. Though not as popular as it once was, transcendental mediation represents
another form. Taiji, sometimes described as moving meditation, is, of course, one of
the oldest forms but one which is enjoying a modern resurgence, even in alternative
medicine where it is used to aid with a number of medical problems such as high
blood pressure and ulcers. Yoga has also been practiced, sometimes in conjunction
with mindfulness practice, to achieve some of the same states of tranquility. Finally, in
the scientific community, studies of the so-called relaxation response represents anoth-
er form that this method may take in current practice. Producing results ranging from
feelings of inner harmony and tranquility to actual decreases in blood pressure, these
techniques have gradually found a place in popular awareness and fields of healing.

In this work Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming continues his astonishingly productive life-
long endeavor of unearthing hidden, secret, lost and otherwise unavailable ancient
Chinese texts and translating them for the world of readers. The present book also
takes its place in a series of works that explore almost every aspect of Qigong from
its roots to its practical applications (see bibliography). Moreover, the present volume
represents an updating of understanding of the fundamental principles of Qigong
since publication of the predecessor volumes.

Based on the foundation of Internal Elixir Qigong practice, this book takes the
reader to the next level of spiritual cultivation. Moving from an overview of the topic,
Master Yang takes the reader through meditation training; then the specifics of Small
Circulation, and then a look toward the future development of the subject.
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While retaining the colorful and highly metaphoric language of the original texts,
Dr. Yang makes the complex subject accessible and useful to the interested reader or
practitioner. A helpful glossary furthers this accessibility. The thoughtful reader may
thus gain a deep understanding of the basic sciences of this aspect of Qigong practice.

Thomas G. Gutheil, M.D.
Harvard Medical School

Qigong Meditation—Small Circulation
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Preface
Several friends have asked how I found time and energy to achieve proficiency in

three Chinese martial arts styles, at the same time obtaining my Master’s degree in
Physics and Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering. The main reason I could achieve each
goal I set, was that I learned how to concentrate through meditation. I have practiced
and studied meditation since I was seventeen. I could relax whenever I was tense, and
ponder profoundly when I needed to. Meditation brought me another world—the
world of spiritual awareness, which enabled me to build up self-confidence, wisdom
and a better understanding of the world.

Small Circulation Meditation (Small Cyclic Heaven or Microcosmic Meditation,
Xiao Zhou Tian Jing Zuo, ) has been well known for centuries through-
out the East, including China, India, Indo-China, Korea, and Japan. According to
ancient documents from Buddhist and Daoist monasteries, if one practices correctly
under a master’s guidance, it might take only 90 days to learn to circulate Qi in the
Small Circulation path of the Conception and Governing Vessels. But I did not
achieve this goal until I was 24 because I was young, and did not know the correct
theory and technique. Documentary information was sparse, so I asked my White
Crane and Taijiquan Masters. Due to lack of personal teaching experience, they
refused to guide me. They simply advised me not to continue because of the danger
involved. I could not calm down my mind to practice due to my school work and
martial arts training. From the age of 15 to 19, in addition to school work, I trained
Taijiquan in the early morning, and White Crane every evening. My meditation
practice suffered as a result.

I finished my M.S. degree of science at Taiwan University. I was 23. Information
was revealed to the public on meditation, and I could finally understand some theo-
ry. Then I was drafted into the Air Force as a military physics teacher. I had much
time and little pressure, so I could calm my mind and put all my understanding into
practicing every day for the whole year. I completed the Small Circulation path that
summer, continuing until I married at age 27.

Being married, my life was very different and difficult, and my meditation was
disrupted. I came to the United States in 1974 for Ph.D. study. I practiced a little,
but could not advance further, due to the new environment and the pressure of stud-
ies. I only used meditation to calm my troubled mind. The following year, my wife
arrived to join me from Taiwan, and in the year that followed, we lost our first child.
Again I stopped meditating. I was sad and disappointed. Meditation had been part
of my life and now I could not continue. After graduating with my Ph.D. from
Purdue in 1978, my first son was born, then my daughter, followed by my second
son. The financial pressure of supporting the family was so great, I almost forgot the
pleasure and peace meditation could bring. But though I could not practice, I did
not give up, and started collecting Qigong documents. Since 1980, many hidden
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Qigong documents started to be revealed. I studied them and deepened my under-
standing of the subject.

To follow my dream, I resigned my engineering job in 1984 and dedicated my
effort to writing and study. Life was great and the pressure of work was gone, but the
financial reality of supporting my family worried me so much I could often not sleep
at night. I developed pneumonia in the spring of 1984. Without health insurance, I
did not see a doctor. One of my students studying as a medical doctor visited me and
told me I had pneumonia for nearly two months, and was near death. My dentist
brother in Taiwan sent me some antibiotics, and two weeks later my recurrent fever
was disappearing. Three months later I published my first Qigong book, Chi Kung—
Health and Martial Arts. The new edition is called Qigong for Health and Martial Arts.
Surprisingly, this book started to bring some income, and I could smile again.

Since 1984, I continued to read, study and research. More books and ancient
documents were revealed in Taiwan and mainland China. The second half of the
1980s became the most joyful of my life, as many more hidden documents were
revealed. The most valuable to me were the secret classics, Yi Jin Jing (Muscle/Tendon
Changing, ) and Xi Sui Jing (Marrow/Brain Washing, ), said to have
been written by Da Mo ( ) around 500 A.D. in the Shaolin monastery. These clas-
sics are very profound. To many Qigong practitioners, their theory remains obscure,
but to me they were the most precious knowledge I had ever received.

Studying them, I discovered the missing part of Qigong practice, its Yin side.
Part of the Yi Jin Jing (Yang side) secret had previously been revealed through Shaolin
martial arts, but not the Xi Sui Jing (Yin side). These two classics are two sides, Yin
and Yang, of the same Qigong training. Both are required to reach the enlightenment
or Buddhahood. Yi Jin Jing builds up and circulates Qi throughout the body to
strengthen it (Yang side). Xi Sui Jing leads accumulated Qi from the Real Lower Dan
Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian, ) to the bone marrow, and also up to nourish
the brain cells for spiritual enlightenment (Yin side).

To accumulate abundant Qi for Yi Jin Jing and Xi Sui Jing training, Small
Circulation Meditation must first be practiced. This is the foundation of Internal
Elixir Qigong (Nei Dan Qigong, ), without which Qi would be too weak
to build up physical strength or to nurture spiritual enlightenment.

To fully comprehend the theory and training in these documents, I had to devote
all my effort to it. This meant writing books about it. Through translating the doc-
uments, I was forced to ponder the meaning of every word. It also forced me to find
related information with which to unravel the knots. My efforts came to fruition
with publication of the books, The Root of Chinese Qigong, and Qigong—The Secret
of Youth (previously Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing Chi Kung.

Since 1984, countless Qigong documents, written by hundreds of ancient
Qigong experts during the last four thousand years, have been compiled and pub-

Qigong Meditation—Small Circulation
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lished in mainland China. This has been a source of deep joy to me. I feel I am so
lucky to have been born at this time, not only with access to these documents, but
having a strong scientific background to understand and analyze them. Due to
enhanced communication between East and West, great interest in this art of inter-
nal energy has also been aroused in Western society. 

The more books I have written, the deeper I have understood this art. My mis-
sion in life is to present my Qigong knowledge in Western languages. All my chil-
dren have grown up now, and my financial situation is stable. I resumed meditation
practice in 1992, and can apply my understanding of Qigong theory in my practice.
For the rest of my life I plan to enjoy reading and understanding these Qigong doc-
uments, the fruits of four thousand years of human feeling and spiritual cultivation.
This will make my life meaningful and happy.

I have taught Small Circulation in the USA since 1981. After more than 20 years
of teaching experience, I have modified some traditional practice methods, to make
them safer and more suitable for practitioners in modern society. In this book, I share
these methods with you. However, any book can only offer an opinion from the
writer’s point of view. You are the one who must collect more books, read and com-
prehend them, and finally arrive at a consistent scientific theory and method of prac-
tice, suitable to your lifestyle.

This book deals with vital new subject matter, including updated information
and insights concerning subjects covered in earlier books. It focuses on profound dis-
cussion of the theory and practice of Small Circulation. Traditional training methods
and modified ones are compared and analyzed. As long as you remain humble, and
read and ponder carefully and sincerely, you should reach the goal of Small
Circulation without risk. You should also discuss the subject with experienced prac-
titioners.

The first part of the book reviews the general concepts and theory of Qigong. In
the second part, traditional meditation training, procedures and theory are summa-
rized, to show how traditional Qigong meditators reached the goal of enlightenment.
The third part discusses the theory and practice of Small Circulation, especially
Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi, ), the root of all Internal Elixir Qigong practice.
More than 100 ancient documents discuss this important subject. For a deeper dis-
cussion of this subject, refer to my previous book, Qigong Meditation—Embryonic
Breathing. In Part IV, we discuss the relevance of the subject matter to society.

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

Preface
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PART I 

Foundations 根基



(HAPTER 1 

Genera1 Conceots 
一般概念 品

1-1. INTRODUCTION 介韶
Qigong study and practice have become ve可 popular since being introduced into 

Western society in the 1970s. However, many problems still remain: 

1. Only a few books explain Qigong scientifìcall严 bringing scientifìc theory 
and ancient experience together. So many people are still skeptical abollt 
Qigong science. 

2. Few scholars and scientifìc researchers are willing to spend effon pursuing and 
veri命ing this Qigong science. Qigong is a newcomer to Western society，皿d
few ∞nvincing scienti自c results are reponed in scholarly studies and papers. 

3. Many people are still in traditional and religious bondage, preventing them 
from opening their minds to another spiritual culture. Qigong is a science 
of inner feeling and spiritual cultivation. If one cannot or dares not jump 
out of the traditional matrix, one cannot accept this science which has been 
studied by Chinese and Indian society for more than four thousand years. 

4. Few qualifìed Qigong practitioners can read, understand and accurately 
translate the abundant ancient Qigong documents into Western lan
guages. I estimate that less than 1 % of the ancient documents have been 
translated into Western languages. Most have been hidden in Buddhist 
and Daoist monasteries and only revealed in recent decades. 

5. Many Qigong practitioners have used Qigong as a tool to abuse and mis
lead their followers. This has led people into superstitious belief and blind 
worship, making scientifìc scholars doubt the truth of Qigong practice. 

Chinese Qigong derives from more than four thousand years of experience in 
healing and prevention of disease, and in spiritual cultivation. Four major schools 
have emerged: medical, scholar, religious, and martial. Qigong is one major essence 
of Chinese culture which cannot be separated from its people. 
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Western science has developed from its focus on the material world. That which 
can only be felt is considered unscientifìc, while inner feeling and development are 
ignored. But to Chinese, feeling is a language which allows mind and bo吵 ω commu
nicate, extending beyond the body to communicate with nature (heaven and earth) 
or Dao (道). This feeling has been studied and has become the core of Chinese cul
ture, and is especially cultivated in Buddhist and Daoist sociecy, where the fìnal goal 
is to attain spiritual enlightenment, or Buddhahood. Through more than two thou
sand years of study and practice, this cultivation has reached such a high level that it 
cannot yet be interpreted by material science. I believe it will take some time to break 
through this barrier, and for Western scientists to accept this concept. 

From my more than 42 years of Qigong practice, and 丘om studying many 
ancient documents, I am confìdent at last that I have derived and understood the 
map of this Qigong science. As long as a "Dao searcher" (Xun Dao Zhe，尊道者) is 
willing to study this map, even without guidance from a qualifìed master, one should 
still be able to stay on the correct path of study. 

I have interpreted this map in several books: 

1. The Root o[ Chinese Qigong. This book establishes a fìrm fc岛缸)un
understanding Chinese Qi恒gong.

2. The Essence o[Shaolin White Crane. This is a martial Qigong book, and the 
theory is complete. However, the manifestation of this the。可 is in the 
White Crane scyle. 

3. Qigong-The Secret o[ Youth. This book interpreted the crucial ancient 
classics, MusclelTendon Changing and MarrowlBrain 阪shing Qigong (刀
Jin ]ing, Xi Sui Jing， 易筋锺·洗髓挫)， passed down by the Indian monk 
DaMo (遣磨)， around 500 A.D. 

4. Qig01飞g Meditation-Embryonic Breathing discusses Internal Elixir Qigong 
(Nei Dan，向丹). Embryonic breathing (Tai Xi，胎息) is a key practice in 
building and maintaining abundant inner energy. Without this practice 部
a foundation, the achievement of Internal Elixir would be shallow. 

The practices described in these four books build a fìrm foundation for Internal 
Elixir Qigong (Nei Dan Qigong，内丹氯功)， making it possible for the next step in 
spiritual cultivation, Small Circulation, to be understood. 

In this book, I introduce Small Circulation in four parts. Part I introduces and 
summarizes general Qigong knowledge of Small Circulation. Part 11 discusses tradi
tional training procedures for Small Circulation and Enlightenment. Part 111 intro
duces Small Circulation training methods, while Part IV lists questions which remain 
to be answered someday. My next area of research will be on the topics of Grand 
Circulation and Spiritual Enlightenment Meditation, which will be published dur
ing the next few years in either one or two books. 
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Chapter 1: General Concepts 

1-2. WHAT IS QI AND WHAT IS QIGONGl 何萌氯?何胡乱功?

We fìrst discuss the general c'Oncept 'Of Qi, b'Oth the traditi'Onal understanding 
and m 'Odern scientifìc paradigms and c'Oncepts explaining Qig'Ong. 

A General Definition of Qi 
Qi is the energy 'Or natural f'Orce which fìlls the universe. The Chinese believe in 

Three P'Owers (San Cai，三才) 'Of the universe: Heaven (Tian，夭)， Earth (Di，地)
and Man (Ren，人). Heaven (the sky 'Or universe) has Heaven Qi (Tian Qi，天氯)，
the m 'Ost imp 'Ortant 'Of the three, c'Onsisting 'Of f'Orces exerted by heavenly b'Odies, such 
皿 sunshine， m 'O'Onlight, gravi可 and energy 丘om the stars. Weather, climate and n町，
ural disasters are g'Overned by Heaven Qi (Tian Qi，天乱). Every energy fìeld strives 
t'O stay in balance, s'O when the Heaven Qi l'Oses its balance, it tries t 'O rebalance itself, 
through wind, rain and even t 'Ornad'Oes and hurricanes which enable Heaven Qi to 

achieve a new energy balance. 
Earth Qi (Di Qi，地氯) is c'Ontr'Olled by Heaven Q i. T'O'O much rain f'Orces a river 

t'O fl'O'Od 'Or change its path, but with 'Out rain, vegetati'On will die. The Chinese believe 
Earth Qi is made up 'Of lines and patterns 'Of energy, as well as the earth's magnetic 
fìeld and the heat c'Oncealed undergr'Ound. These energies must als 'O be in balance, 
'Otherwise disasters such as earthquakes 'Occur. When Earth Qi is balanced and har
m 'Onized, plants grow and animals thrive. 

Finally, each individual pers'On, animal, and plant has its 'Own Qi fìeld, which 
always seeks balance. Losing Qi balance, an individual sickens, dies and dec'Omp 'Os
es. All natural things, including mankind and 'Our Human Qi (Ren Qi，人氯)， are 
determined by the natural cycles 'Of Heaven Qi and Earth Q i. Thr'Ough 'Out the hist'O

可'Of Qig'Ong, pe'Ople have been m 'Ost interested in Human Qi and its relati 'Onship 
with Heaven Qi and Earth Q i. 

In China, Qi is als 'O defìned 甜甜y energy which dem 'Onstrates p 'Ower and 
strength, be it electricity, magnetism, heat 'Or light. Electric p 'Ower is called electric Qi 
(Dian Qi，雹氯)， and heat is called heat Qi (Re Qi，热氯). When a pers'On is alive, 

his b'Ody's energy is called Human Qi (Ren Qi，人氯).
Qi als'O express自由e energy state 'Of s'Omething，臼pecially 'Ofliving things. The weath

er is called Heaven Qi (Tian Qi，天轧) because it indicates the energy state 'Of the heav
ens. When s'Omething is alive it has Vital Qi (Hu'O Qi，活氯)， and when dead it has Dead 
Qi(Si Qi，死氯) 'Or Gh'Ost Qi (Gui Qi，鬼筑). When a pers'On is righte'O山 andh因由e
spiritual strength t'O d'O g'O'Od, he is said t'O have N 'Ormal Qi 'Or Righte'O山 Qi (Zheng Qi, 
正氯). The spiritual state 'Or m'Orale 'Of an 町my is called its Energy State (Qi Shi，氯势).

Qi can represent energy itself, 'Or else the state 'Of the energy. It is imp'Ortant t 'O 

understand this when y'Ou practice Qig'Ong, s'O y'Our mind is n 'Ot channeled int'O a nar
r'Ow understanding 'Of Qi, limiting y'Our future understanding and devel<?pment. 
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A Narrow Definition of Qi 
Now let us look at how Qi is defìned in Qigong society today. Among the Three 

Powers, the Chinese have been most concerned with Qi affecting health and longevi
可'.A丘er four thousand years emphasizing Human Qi, when people mention Qi they 
usually mean Qi circulating in our bodies. , 

In ancient Chinese medical and Qigong documents, the word Qi was written 
"黑". This character consists of two words, "元" on top, which means "nothing", and 

、" at the bottom, which means "fìre." 50 Qi was originally written 挝、o fìre." In 
ancient times, p均ysicians and Qjgong practitioners attempted to balance the 刃n and 
Ytzng Qj circ仰ting in the bo.吵~ so there was "no fire" in the internaloψns. Each inter
nal organ needs a specifìc amount of Qi to function properl予 If it receives an improp
er amount, usually too much which makes it too Yang or on fìre, it starts to malfunc
tion, in time causing physical damage. The goal of Qigong w臼 to attain a state of 
"no fìre ," which eventually became the word Q i. 

But in more recent publications, the Qi of "no fìre" has been replaced by the 
word" 氯，飞gain constructed of two words, "气" which means "air," and "米" which 
means "rice." Later practitioners realized that post-birth Qi is produced by breathing 
in air and consuming 岛od. Air is called "Kong Qi" (空氯)， literally "5pace Energy." 

For a long time, people debated what type of energy circulates in our bodies. 
Many believed it to be heat, others electricity, while others again assumed it was a mix
ture ofheat, electricity and light. This debate continued into the 1980s, when the con
cept of Qi gradually became dear. Today, science postulates that, with the possible 
exception of gravity, there is actually only one type of energy in the universe, namely 
electromagnetic energy. Light and heat 缸e also manifestations of electromagnetic 
energy. The Qi in our bodies is actually bioelectricity, and our bodies are a living elec
tromagnetic fìeld. 1 Thus, the Qi is affected by our thoughts, feelings, activities, the 
food we eat, the quality of the air we breathe, our lifestyles, the natural energy that 
surrounds us, and also the unnatural energy which modern science inflicts upon us. 

The following scientifìc formula represents the major biochemical reaction in our 
body: 

6 

glucose+602 ___.. 6C02 + 6H20 

dGo 1 = -686 Kcal 

」 Heat 
Light 
Bioelectricity (Qi) 

As you can see, rice is glucose，。玛'gen is air, and bioelectricity is Q i. 



Chapter 1: General Concepts 

A General Definition of Qigong 
In China, the word "Gong" (功) is 0丘en used instead of "Gongfu" (Kung Fu, 

功夫)， meaning energy and time. Any study or training which requires energy and time 
ω achieve 勿 called Gong{u. It can be applied to any specia1 skill or study 叫uiring
time, energy and patience. Qigong is a science which s阳dies the ene叨， in na阳re. The 
main difference between this energy science and Western energy science is that 
Qigong focuses on the inner energy of human beings, while 咱也stern energy science 
pays more attention to the energy outside the human body. When you study Qigong, 
it is worthwhile to consider the modern scientifìc point of view, and not restrict your
self to traditiona1 beliefs. 

The Chinese have studied Qi for thousands of years, recording information on 
the patterns and cycles of nature in books such as the η ]ing (易雄， The Book 0/ 
Changes, 1122 B.C.), which describes the natura1 forces of Heaven (Tian，天)， Earth 
(Di，地)， and Man (Ren，人). These Three Powers (San Cai，三才) manifest 部
Heaven Qi, Earth Qi, and Human Qi, with their defìnite rules and cycles. The rules 
are unchanging, while the cycles return to repeat themselves. The 刃Jing applies these 
principles to ca1culate changes in natura1 Qi, through a process ca11ed The Eight 
Trigrams (Bagua，八卦). From the Eight Trigrams are derived the 64 hexagrams. The 
刀 ]ingw部 probably the fìrst book describing Qi and its variations in nature and 
man. The relationship of the Three Natural Powers and their Qi variations were later 
discussed extensively in the book, Theory 0/ Qj's 协riation (Qj Hua Lz矶氯化输).

Understanding Heaven Qi is very difficult, and was especia11y so in ancient times. 
But since natura1 cycles recu巳 accumulated experience makes it possible to trace the 
natura1 patterns. Understanding the rules and cycles of Heavenly Timing (Tian Shi, 
天峙) helps describe changes in the seasons, climate, weather and other natura1 
occurrences. Many of these routine patterns and cycles are caused by the reba1ancing 
of Q i. Various natura1 cycles recur every day, month or year, while others return only 
eve可 twelve or sixty years. 

Earth Qi forms part of Heaven Q i. From understanding the rules and structure 
of the earth, you understand the proc臼s whereby mountains and rivers are formed, 
plants grow and rivers move, and also where it is best to build a house and which 
direction it should face to be a hea1thy place to live. In China, Geomancy Teachers 
(Di Li Shi，地理问)， or Wind W缸er Teachers (Feng Shui Shi，凰水问)， make their 
living this way. The term Wind 'W如er (Feng Shui，凰水) is- used because the loca
tion and character of wind and water are the most important factors in eva1uating a 
location. These experts use the accumulated body of geomantic knowledge and the 
η]ing to help make important decisions such as where and how to build a house, 
where to bury the dead, and how to rearrange homes and offices to be better and 
more prosperous places in which to live and work. 

Human Qi has been studied most thoroughly, encomp凶sing many di他rent
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aspects. The Chinese believe Human Qi is a能cted and controlled by Heaven Qi and 
Earth Qi, and that they in fact determine your destiny. By understanding the rela
tionship between nature and people, and also Human Relations (Ren Shi，人事)， you 
may predict wars, the destiny of a country, a person's desires and temperament, and 
even their future. The people who practice this profession are called Calculate Life 
Teachers (Suan Ming Shi，算命何).

However, the greatest achievement in the study of Human Qi is in regard to 
health and longevity. Since Qi is the source of life, if you understand how Qi func
tions and know how to regulate it correctly, you may live a long and healthy life. As 
a part of nature, you are channeled into its cycles, and it is in your best interest to 
follow the way of n缸ure. This is the meaning of Dao ( 道)， which can be translated 
部 theNaωral\%y.

Many different 臼pects of Human Qi have been researched, including acupunc
ture, m臼sage， herbal treatment, meditation, and Qigong exercises. Their use in 
adjusting Human Qi flow has become the root of Chinese medical science. 
Meditation and moving Qigong exercises are used to improve health and cure certain 
illnesses. Daoists and Buddhists also use meditation and Qigong exercises in their 
pursuit of enlightenment. 

In conclusion, the sωdy 0/ any 0/ the a.伊ects 0/ Qi including 1企'I1ven Qi, Earth Qi, 
and Human Qj should be called Qigong. However, since the term is usually used today 
only in reference to the cultivation of Human Qi through meditation and exercises, 
we will con岛rm to this narrower defìnition. 

A Narrow Definition of Qigong 
The narrow defìnition of Qi is the energy circulating in the human body. Qigong 

studies and trains the Qi circulating in the body. Qigong includes how our bodies 
relate to Heaven Qi and Earth Qi, and the overlapping fìelds of acupuncture, herbal 
treatment, martial arts Qigong, Qigong m部sage and exercises, and religious enlight
enment Qigong. 

In ancient times, Qigong was called "Tu-Nà' (吐纳)， meaning to "utter and 
admit," namely focused breathing. Qigong depends on correct breathing. Zhuang Zi 
(路子) said, "Blowing to breathe, utter the old and admit the new. The bear's natu
ral movement, and the bird's extending (of the neck) , are all for longevity. This is 
favored by those living as long 臼 Peng Zu (彭祖)， who practice Dao-Yin (事引， guide 
and lead) , and nourish the shape (cultivate the body)."1 Peng Zu w剖 a legendary 
Qigong practitioner during the reign of emperor Yao (壳， 2356 B.C.), said to have 
lived for 800 years. Qigong was also called Dao-Yin, meaning to use the mind and 
physical movement to guide and lead Qi circulation. The movements imitate natural 
movements of animals such as bears and birds. A famous medical Qigong set passed 
down from that time is called The Five Animal Sports 何'u Qin Xi，五禽觑)， which 
imitates the movements of the tiger, deer, bear, ape, and bird. 
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Qigong defìnes twelve major channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二姐) in the body, branch
ing into many secondary channels (Luo，格)， similar to the blood circulatory system. 
The primary channels are like arteries and veins, while the secondary ones are like 
capillaries. The Twelve Primary Qi Channels are also like rivers, while the secondary 
channels are like streams flowing into and out of the rivers. Qi is distributed through
out the body through this network which connects the extremities to the internal 
organs, and the skin to the bone marrow. The internal organs of Chinese medicine 
do not necessarily correspond to the physical organs as understood in the W町， but 
rather to a set of clinical functions related to the organ system. 

The body also has Eight 快ssels (Ba Mai，八腺)， called strange meridians (Qi 
Ji吨，奇挫)， that function like reservoirs and regulate the Qi circulation. The famous 
Chinese Daoist medical doctor Li, Shi-Zhen (李峙珍) described them in his book, 
TheS，阳吵 0/Strange Meridians and E~沪t ~sselr (奇挫八腺考)， "The regular meridi
ans (1 2 Primary Qi Channels) are like rivers, while the strange meridians (Eight 
Vessels) are like lakes. When the Qi in the regular meridians is abundant and flour
ishing, they overflow into the strange meridians卢

When Qi in the eight reservoirs is full and strong, so is that in the rivers. 
Stagnation in any channelleads to irregularity in the Qi flow to the extremities and 
organs, and illness may develop. Every channel has its own particular Qi flow, its 
strength affected by your mind, the weather, time of day, food you have eaten, and 
even your mood. In dry weather, Qi in the lungs tends to be more positive and Yang 
than in wet weather. When you are angry, the Qi flow in your liver channel will be 
irregular. Qi strength in di他rent channels varies throughout the day in a regular 
cycle, and at any particular time one channel is strongest. For example, between 11 
A.M. and 1 P.M. the Qi flows most strongly in the heart channel. The Qi level of the 
same organ di佐rs from one person to another. For more detail on the relationship 
of the Qi flow and time of day, refer to the YMAA book, Qigong flr Health and 
Martial Arts. 

When Qi flow in the twelve channels is irregular, the eight reservoirs regulate it 
back to normal. When one experiences a sudden shock, Qi in the bladder becomes 
defìcient. The reservoir immediately regulates it to recover from the shock, unless the 
reservoir Qi is also defìcient, or if the shock is too great. Then, the bladder contracts, 
causmg urmatlon. 

A sick person's Qi tends to be either too positive (excess Yang，晴) or too nega
tive (defìcient Yin，陪). A Chinese physician would prescribe herbs to adjust the Qi, 
or else insert acupuncture needles at various points to adjust the flow and restore bal
ance. The alternative is to practice Qigong, using physical and mental exercises to 
adjust the Q i. 

In Scholar society, Qigong is defìned di能rently， focusing on regulating distur
bances of the emotional mind into a state of calm. This relaxes the body and enables 
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Qi to rebalance and circulate smoothly, so mental and physical health may be 
attained. 

In Daoist and Buddhist society, Qigong is the method to lead Qi from the Lower 
Dan Tian (下丹田)， or elixir fìeld, to the brain for spiritual enlightenment or 
Buddhahood. This place in the abdomen stores Qi in a bioelectric battery. (We will 
discuss the Dan Tian in detail in section 2-3.) Religious Qigong is considered the 
highest and most rigorous level of Chinese Qigong training. 

In martial arts society, Qigong is the theory and method of manifesting Qi to 
energize the physical body to its maximum efficiency and power. Martial arts Qigong 
originated from religious Qigong, especially Muscle/Tendon Changing and 
Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong (Yi Jin Jing and xi Sui Ji吨，易筋姐、洗髓锺)， and 
the profoundest level of martial arts Qigong training is the same as that of religious 
Qigong, namely spiritual enlightenment. 

1-3. CATEGORIES OF QIGONG 氯功之分颊

1 would like to discuss the scope of human Qigong, and the traditional concept 
ofNei Dan (内丹， Internal Elixir) and Wai Dan (外丹， External Elixir) , to clari命 the
di能rences between the styles of Qigong practice around the world. 

A. Scope of Qigong Pradice-Physical and Mental 氯功楝霄之规施
If we trace Qigong history back to before the Chinese Qin and Han Dynasties 

(255 B.c.-223 A.D.，泰、漠)， we fìnd the origin of many Qigong practices in danc
ing. Dancing exercises the body and maintains it in a healthy condition. Matching 
movement with music harmonizes the mind, either to energize it or calm it down. 
This Qigong dancing w臼 later passed to Japan during the Han Dynasty, and became 
theve可 elegant， slow and refìned dancing still practiced in the Japanese Royal Court 
today. 

Mrican and Native American dancing, in which the body is bounced up and 
down, also loosens the joints and improves Qi circulation. Any activity which rlψt
lates Qi circulation in the bo吵， even jogging or weight-li丘ing， may be regarded as 
Qigong. Aspects of this include the food we eat, the air we breathe, and even our emo
tions and thoughts. 

In Figure 1-1 , the vertical axis to the left represents Qi use by the physical body 
(Yang) , and the right vertex that of the mind (Yin). The more to the left an activity 
is represented, the more physical effort and the less mind is needed. This can be aer
obics, dancing, walking or jogging in which the mind is used less than the body. This 
does not need special training, and is classifìed as secular Qigong. At the mid-point 
of the graph, mental and physical activity are combined in equal me剖ure. This 
would be the slow-moving Qigong commonly practiced, in which the mind is used 
to lead Qi in coordination with movement. With slow, relaxed movements, the Qi 
led by the mind may reach deeper into the ligaments, marrow and internal organs. 
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Deep internal feeling can lead Qi there signifìcantly. Taiji , Wh ite Crane , Snake, and 
Dragon are typical systems of Qigong, cultivated intensively in Chinese medical and 
martial arts societies. 

At a deeper level of practice, the mind becomes critically important. It is active
ly involved while you are in deep relaxation. This is cultivated primarily by scholars 
and religious Qigong practitioners. There may be some physical movement in the 
lower 也也men， but the main flcus is cultivating a peaceful and n阳:tral mi.叫: andpur

suing 加 final goal 01 spiritual enlightenment. τhis practio巳 ind叫巳:s Sitting Chan 
(Ren , 坐褥'忍)， Embryonic Breathing (Tai xi Jing Zuo，胎息静坐)， Small 
Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天)， Grand Circulation (Da Zhou Tian，大周天)，
and Brain Washing Enlightenment Meditation (Xi Sui Gong，洗髓功).

Di岳阳nt Qigong practices aim for different goals. For a long, happy life, you 
need health of mind and bod)ιThe best Qigong for health is at the middle of our 
model, to regulate both body and mind. You may practice the Yin side through still 
meditation, and the Yang side through physical activity. This balances Yin and Yang , 
and abundant Qi may be accumulated and circulated. 

From this we may conclude: 

1. Any activity able to improve Qi circulation is Qigong. 

2. Qigong which emphasizes the physical more will improve physical strength 
and Qi circulation, conditioning the muscles, tendons , and ligaments. 

Phylslcal 
(Yang) 

Danclng 
Walklng 
Jogglng 

TalJI 
Qigong 

Yin 

Figure 1-1. The Rang-e of Refined Qigong 

Mind 
(Yin) 

Still 
Medltation 
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3. Qigong activating both physical and mental can reach deeper, enhancing 
physical strength and Qi circulation. By coordinating the relaxed physical 
body with the concentrated mind, Qi may circulate deep inside the joints, 
internal organs, and even the bone marrow. 

4. Qigong which 岛cuses on achieving a profound meditative state may how
ever neglect physical movement, causing physical strength to degenerate. 

External and Internal Elixirs (Wai Dan and Nei Dan) 外丹舆内丹
Qigong practices can be divided according to their training theory and methods 

into two general categories, 'W组i Dan (外丹， External Elixir) and Nei Dan (内丹，
Internal Elixir). Understanding the differences between them gives you an overview 
of Qigong practice. 

Wai Dan (External Elixir) 外丹. Wai means external, and Dan means elixir. 
External here means the sk.in and surface of the body, and also the limbs, as opposed 
to the torso at the center of the body, which includes the vital organs. Elixir is the 
life-prolonging substance for which Chinese Daoists searched for millennia. They 
fìrst thought it w部 something physical which could be prepared from herbs or from 
chemicals purifìed in a furnace. A丘er thousands of years of experimentation, they 
岛und the elixir within, namely Qi circulating in the body. To prolong your life, you 
must develop the elixir in your body, cultivating, protecting, and nourishing it. 

In 'W组i Dan Qigong practice, you exercise to build Qi in your arms and legs. 
When enough Qi accumulates there, it flows through the Twelve Primary Qi 
Channels clearing obstructions, and into the center of the body to nourish the 
organs. A person who works out, or h臼 a physical job, is generally healthier than one 
who sits around all day. 

Mωsage， acupuncture, and herbal treatment are all Wai Dan practices. 
M臼saging the body produces Qi, stimulating the cells to a more energized state. Qi 
is raised and circulation enhanced. A丘er a m部sage you are relaxed, and the higher 
levels of Qi in the muscles and sk.in flow into the torso and internal organs. This is 
the theoretical foundation of Tui Na (推拿， push and grab) Qigong massage. 
Acupuncture may also enhance Qi, regulating the internal organs. 

Any stimulation or exercise that generates a high level of Qi in the limbs or at the sur
j♀ce ofthe bo吵，吵ich then flows into the center of the bo吵~ can be classified硝肠iDan

(Figure 1-2). 
Nei Dan (Internal Elixir) 内丹. Nei means internal. Nei Dan means to build up 

the elixir internally, inside the body instead of in the limbs, in the vessels rather than 
the channels. Whereas in Wai Dan, Qi is built up in the limbs or sk.in, then moved 
into the body through primary Qi channels, Nei Dan exercises build up Qi inside the 
bo吵 and lead it out to the limbs (Figure 1-3). This is accomplished by special breath-
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Figure 1-2. External 日ixir (Wai Dan) Figure 1-3.lnternal Elixir (Nei Dan) 

ing techniques during meditation. First one builds abundant Qi in the Lower Dan 
Tian, the bioelectric battery, then leads it to the Eight Vessels for storage. Then Qi in 
the Twelve Primary Channels can be regulated smoothly and efficiently. 

Nei Dan is more profound than Wai Dan, and more difficult -to understand and 
practice. Traditionally, Nei Dan Qigong practices were p部sed down more secretive
ly than Wai Dan, especially at the highest levels such as Marrow/Brain Washing, 
which were passed down to only a few trusted disciples. 

Schools of Qigong Practice 氯功殊营之内派
Qigong 怕也ur major categories according to the purpose of training-A. cur

ing illness, B. maintaining health, C. enlightenment or Buddhahood, and D. martial 
arts. Most styles serve more than one of these purposes. For example, Daoist Qigong 
aims for longevity and enlightenment, but you need to maintain good health and 
cure sickness. Knowing the history and principles of each category helps understand 
their essence more clearly. 

Medica1 Qigong一伽 Healing. In ancient China, most emperors respected 
scholars and their philosophy. Doctors were not highly regarded, because they made 
their diagnosis by touching the patient's bod严 considered characteristic of the lower 
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social classes. Although doctors were commonly looked down on, they quietly passed 
down the results of their research to following generations. Of all the groups study
ing Qigong in China, doctors have been at it the longest. Since the discovery of Qi 
circulation in the human body about four thousand years ago, Chinese doctors have 
devoted major efforts to study it, developing acupuncture, acupressure, and herbal 
treatment. 

Many Chinese doctors also created sets of Qigong for maintaining health or cur
ing specifìc illnesses. Doing only sitting meditation with breathing, as in scholar 
Qigong or Buddhist Chan meditation, is not enough to cure illness, and they 
believed in movement to increase Qi circulation. Although a calm and peaceful mind 
is important for health, exercising the body is more important. They learned through 
practice that people who exercised properly got sick less 0丘en， and their bodies 
degenerated less quickly than people who just sat around. Specifìc movements 
increase Qi circulation in specifìc organs, and are used to treat specifìc illnesses and 
restore normal function. 

Some movements are similar to the way certain animals move. For an animal to 
survive in the wild, it must instinctively protect its body, especially accumulating its 
Qi and preserving it. We humans have lost many of these instincts over time, in sep
arating ourselves from nature. 

A 可pical ， well known set of such exercises is Wu Qin xi (五禽蝇， Five Animal 
Sports) created nearly two thousand years ago by Hua Tuo (攀伦). (Others say it w;挝
by Jun Qing (君倩). Another famous set is Ba Duan Jin (八段锦)， The Eight Pieces 
of Brocade. It w剖 developed by Marshal Yue, Fei (岳通) during the Southern Song 
Dynasty (1 127-1280 A.D.，南宋)， whow;臼 a soldier and scholar rather than a doctor. 

Before physical damage manifests in an organ, there is fìrst an abnormality in Qi 
circulation. Excess Yin or Yang is the root of illness and organ damage. In a specifìc 
channel, abnormal Qi 价'Culation leads 归。伊n ma伪nction. If the condition is not 
corrected, the 0电an degenerates. The best way to heal is to adjust and balance the Qi 
before there is any physical problem, the major goal of acupuncture and acupressure 
treatment. Herbs and special diets also help regulate the Q i. 

As long as the illness is limited to Qi stagnation and there is no physical organ 
damage, Qigong exercises can be used to readjust Qi circulation and treat the prob
lem. But if the sickness is already so serious that the organs have started to fail, the 
situation is critical and specifìc treatment is necessary. This can be acupunctu町，
herbs, or even an operation. Ulcers, asthma, and even certain kinds of cancer, are 
o丘en treated e他ctively with simple exercises. 

Over thousands of years of observing nature, Qigong practitioners went even 
deeper. Qi circulation changes with the seasons, so they helped the body during these 
periodic adjustments. In each se臼on di能rent organs have characteristic problems. 
For example, at the beginning of fall , the lungs adapt to breathing colder air, making 
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them susceptible to colds. Other organs are also affected by seasonal changes, and by 
one another. Focusing on these seasonal Qi disorders, they developed movements to 
speed up the body's adjustment. These sets were originally created to maintain health, 
and later were also used for curing sickness. 

Scholar Qigong-for Maintaining Heal由. Before the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.-
221 A.D.，漠朝)， two major scholar societies arose. One was founded by Confucius 
(551-479 B.C., Kong Zi，孔子) during the Spring and Autumn Period (722-484 B.C., 
Chun Qiu，春秋). His philosophy wωpopularized and expanded by Mencius (372-
289 B.C., Meng Zi，孟子) during the 'W组rring States Period (403-222 B.C., Zhan 
Guo，峨圃). Scholars who practice his philosophy 盯e called Confucians (Ru Jia，儒家).
Their basic philosophy consists of Loyalty (Zhong，忠)， Filial Piety (Xiao，孝)，
Humanity (Ren，仨)， Kindness (Ai，爱)， Trust (Xin，信)， Justice (Yi，巍)， Harmony 
(He，和) and Peace (Ping，平). Humanity and human feelings are the main subjects, 
and Confucian philosophy is the root of much of Chinese culture. 

The second major scholar society w:臼 Daoism (Dao Jia，道家)， established by 
Lao Zi (老子) in the 6th centu可 B.C. His classic, the Dao De ]ing (道德挫， Classic on 
the Vir，阳e 01 the Dao) , describes human morality. During the Warring States Period, 
his follower Zhuang Zhou (摇周) wrote a book called Zhuang Zi ( 摇子)， which led 
to the forming of another strong branch of Daoism. Before the Han Dynas可，
Daoism w:臼 considered a branch of scholarship. However, in the East Han Dynasty 
(25-168 A.D.，束漠)， traditional Daoism w:ωcombined with Buddhism imported 
from India by Zhang, Dao-Ling (报道陵)， and began to be treated as a religion. 
Daoism before the Han Dynasty should be considered scholarly Daoism rather than 
religious. 

With regard to Qigong, both schools emphasized maintaining health and p町，
venting disease. Many illnesses are caused by mental and emotional excesses. When 
one's mind is disturbed, the organs do not function normally. For example, depres
sion may cause stomach ulcers and indigestion. Anger may cause the liver to mal
function. Sadness may lead to stagnation and tightness in the lungs, and fear can dis
turb the normal functioning of the kidneys and bladder. To avoid illness, you need 
to balance and relax your thoughts and emotions. This is called regulating the mind 
(Tiao Xin，拥心).

Both schools emphωize gaining a peaceful mind through meditation. In still 
meditation, the prima可 training is getting rid of thoughts, to clear the mind. As the 
flow of thoughts and emotions slows down, you feel mentally and emoωnally neu
tral, leading to selιcontrol. In this state of "no thought" you even relax deep down 
into your internal organs, and your Qi circulation is smooth and strong. 

This still meditation is very common in Chinese scholar society, which focuses 
on regulating the mind, body, and breath, so Qi flows smoothly, and sickness may be 
averted. Their training is called Xiu Qi (修氯)， which means cultivating Q i. This is 
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very different from the religious Daoist Qigong since the East Han Dyn甜可; called 
Lian Qi (楝氯)， meaning to train Qi to make it stronger. 

Qigong documents from Confucians and Daoists are mainly limited to main
taining health. Their aim is to follow natural destiny and maintain health. This is 
quite different from that of religious Daoists a丘er the East Han Dyn甜可" who 
believed one's destiny could be changed. They believed it possible to train your Qi to 
make it stronger, and to extend your life. Scholar society maintained that "in human 
life, seventy is rare."3 Few common people in ancient times reached seven可 as a result 
of the harsh conditions. They also said, "peace with Heaven and delight in your des
tiny" (An Tian Le Ming，安天祟命)， and "cultivate the body and await destiny" (Xiu 
Shen Si Ming，修身候命). Compare this with the philosophy of the later Daoists, 
who said, "one hundred and twenty means dying young.叫 They proved by example 
that life can be extended, and destiny resisted and overcome. 

Religious Qigong for En1ightenment or Buddhahood. Religious Qi站g伊on吨g
though not as popular as other cαat臼egorie臼s in China, has achieved the greatest accom
plishments of all categories of Qigong. It w剖 kept secret in the monasteries, and only 
revealed to seculars, or laypeople, in the last centu可·

It comprises mainly of Daoist and Buddhist Qigong. The main purpose of their 
training is striving for enlightenment or Buddhahood. They seek to rise above nor
mal human suffering, and escape from the cycle of continual reincarnation. They 
believe all human suffering is caused by the seven p臼sions and six desires (Qi Qing 
Liu Yu，七情六惩). The seven p部sions are happiness (Xi，喜)， anger (N u，怒)， sor
row (Ai，哀)， joy (Le，集)， love (Ai，爱)， hate (Hen，恨)， and desire (Yu，惩). The six 
desires are the six sensory pleasures of the e严s， ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 
If you are bound to them, you will reincarnate after death. To avoid this, they train 
to be spiritually independent of the body, and of physical attachments and circum
stances. Thereby they enter the heavenly kingdom and gain eternal peace. This 鸣'
orous training is called Unifìcation of Heaven and Man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一).
It is extremely difficult to achieve in the everyday world, so practitioners generally 
shun society and move into the solitude of the mountains, where they can concen
trate all their energies on spiritual cultivation. 

Religious Qigong practitioners train to strengthen internal Qi, to nourish their 
spirit (Shen) until it can survive the death of the body. Marrow/Brain Washing 
Qigong training enables them to lead Qi to the brain, where the spirit resides, and 
to raise the brain cells to a higher energy state. This training used to be restricted to 
only a few advanced priests in China and Tibet. Over the last two thousand years, 
Tibetan and Chinese Buddhists, and the religious Daois邸， have followed the same 
principles to become the three major religious schools of Qigong training. 

This religious striving toward enlightenment or Buddhahood is recognized as the 
highest and most difficult level of Qigong. Many practitioners reject the rigors of this 
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religious striving, and practice Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong solely for longevity. It 
W臼 these people who eventually revealed the secrets of Marrow/Brain Washing to the 
outside world, as described in Qigong-The Secret 01局uth.

Martial Qigong-for Fighting. Chinese martial Qigong developed from Da 
Mo's MusclelTendon Chang切~ and MarrowlBrain 阪rhing Qigong G如此 (Yi ]in ]ing, 
Xi Sui ]ing; 易筋挫，洗髓挫)， written in the Shalωolinτèmple (βShaolin S缸i，少林寺)

during t由heL凶lan吨gD阶yn部E可y(σ50ω2
improved t由he由i让r health and greatly increased t由hei甜ir martial p严OWI附er and e自能-CωtiVI而eness.
Since t由he吼n凡， man盯y martial styles have developed further Qigong sets, and many mar
tial styles have been created based on Qigong theory. Martial artists have played a 
m司or role in Chinese Qigong society. 

When Qigong theory w臼 fìrst applied to martial arts, it w臼 used to increase the 
power and efficiency of the muscles. The mind which is generated from clear thinking 
仍[) leae.击 Qi 归 the muscles 归 en仰ne喀俘ize t.加b加em
P严er;臼'Son generally uses his muscles at about 40% efficiency. Training a strong Yi to lead 
Qi to the muscles effectively, one may energize the muscles to a higher level, increas
ing fìghting e他ctiveness.

Acupuncture theory enabled fìghting techniques to reach even more advanced 
levels. Martial artists learned to attack vital cavities, disturbing the enemy's Qi flow 
to cause injury and death. Central to this is understanding the route and timing of 
Qi circulation in the body, to strike the cavities accurately and to the correct depth. 
These techniques are called Dian Xue (黠穴， Pointing Cavities) or Dian Mai (黠服，
Pointing Vessels). 

While most martial Qigong practices also improve the practitioner's health, there 
are some which, although they build up some special skill useful for fìghting, also 
damage the practitioner's health. An example of this is lron Sand Palm (Tie Sha 
Zhang，钱砂掌). Although it builds am缸ing destructive power, it can also harm your 
hands and a徙ct the Qi circulation in the hands and internal organs. 

Many martial styles have developed from Da M的 6th century Qigong theory 
and methods. They can be roughly divided into external and internal s可les. The 
external styles emph部ize building Qi in the limbs 岛r physical martial techniques, 
following the practices of \1Ç知i Dan Qigong. The concentrated mind is used during 
the exercises to energize the Q i. This signifìcantly increases muscular strength and the 
e能ctiveness of the martial techniques. Qigong trains the body to resist punches and 
kicks, by leading Qi to energize the skin and the muscles, enabling them to resist a 
blow without injury. This training is called lron Shirt (Tie Bu Shan，钱布衫) or 
Golden Bell Cover Oin Zhong Zhao，金锺罩). Martial styles which use Wai Dan 
training are called external styles (Wai Jia，外家). Hard Qigong training is called 
Hard Gong (Ying Gong，硬功). Shaolin Gongfu is a typical example of a style using 
W组i Dan martial Qigong. 
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A1though Wai Dan Qigong increases the martial artist's power, training the mus
cles can cause overdevelopment, leading to energy dispersion (5an Gong，散功). To 
prevent this, when an external martial artist reaches a high level of external training 
he will start training internal Qigong, which specializes in curing the energy disper
sion problem. "The external styles are from external to internal and from hard to 
so丘.叫

By contrast, Internal Martial Qigong is based on the the。可 of Nei Dan. Qi is 
generated in the torso instead of the limbs, and later led to the limbs to increase 
power. To lead Qi to the limbs, the techniques must be so丘 and muscle use kept to 
a minimum. Nei Dan martial training is much more difficult than 'W组i Dan. For 
more detail refer to the book, Tai Chi Theory and Martial Power. 

5everal internal martial styles were created in the Wudang (武齿山) and Emei 
(峨崛山) Mountains. Popular ones are 1询问uan (太植拳)， Baguazhang (八卦掌)， Liu 
He Ba Fa (六合八法) and Xingyiquan (形意拳). Even internal martial styles, called 
50丘 5tyles， must sometimes use muscular strength while fighting. Utilizing strong 
power in a fight requires Qi to manifest externally, using har，巾" more external tech
niques. "Internal styles are 丘om internal to external and from soft to hard卢

Although Qigong is widely studied in Chinese martial society, the main focus is 
on incre臼ing fighting ability rather than on health. Good health is considered a by
product of training. Only recently has health started receiving greater attention in 
martial Qigong, especially in the internal martial ar臼.

1-4. THEORY OF YIN AND YANG, KAN AND LI 除隋坎雄之理揄

The most important concepts in Qigong practice are the theories of Yin and 
Yang, and of Kan and Li. These two di他rent concepts have become confused in 
Qigong soci町; even in China. If you understand them clearly, you have grasped an 
important key to Qigong practice. 

What are Kan and Li? 
The terms Kan (坎) and Li (雄) occur frequently in Qigong documents. In the 

Eight Trigrams, Kan represents Water while Li represents Fire. Kan and Li training 
has long been of m司or importance to Qigong practitioners. 

Although Kan-Li and Yin-Yang are related, Kan and Li are not Yin and Yang. 
Kan is Water, which cools your body down and makes it more Yin, while Li is Fire, 
which warms your body and makes it more Yang. Kan and Li are the methods or caus
矶 while 刀n and Ytzng are the results. When Kan and Li are adjusted correctly, Yin and 
Yang are balanced and interact harmoniously. 

Qigong practitioners believe your body is always too Yang, unless you are sick or 
have not eaten for a long time. Excess Yang leads the body to degenerate and burn 
out, causing aging. Using Water to cool down your body, you can slow the aging 
process and lengthen your life. Qigong practitioners improve the quality ofW位rin
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their bodies, and reduce the quantity of Fire. You should always keep this subject at 
the top of your list for study and research. If you earnestly ponder and experiment, 
you will grasp the trick of adjusting them. 

Water and Fire represent many things in the body. First, Qi is classifìed accord
ing to Fire or Water. When your Qi is not pure, causing your body to heat up and 
your mind to become unstable (Yang) , it is classifìed as Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氯). The 
Qi which is pure and can cool your physical and spiritual bodies, making them more 
Yin, is Water Qi (Shui Qi，水轧). Your Qi should never be purely 'W组ter. It may cool 
down the Fire, but should never quench it, which would signi马， death. 

Fire Qi agitates and stimulates the emotions, generating from them the emotion
al mind called Xin (心)， which is considered the Fire mind or Yang mind. On the 
other hand, the mind that Water Qi generates is calm, steady and wise. It is called Yi 
(意)， and considered to be the 'W知er mind or wisdom mind. If your spirit is nour
ished primarily by Fire Qi, although your spirit may be high, as a Yang spirit it will 
be scattered and confused. If the spirit is nourished and raised up mainly by W缸er

Qi, it will be a 自rm， steady Yin mind. When your Yi governs your Xin e能ctively，
your will, as strong emotional intention, can be fìrm. 

Your Qi is the main cause of the Yin and Yang of your body, mind and spirit. To 
regulate Yin and Yang, you need to regulate 'W垃er and Fire Qi at their source. 

To analyze Kan and Li and adjust them efficiently, apply modern science to 
marry the past and the present, and to give birth to the future. The reliance of mod
ern medicine on drugs is the worst way to cure illness or gain health. The best way 
is to solve the problem at its root. Ancient China did not have our modern medical 
chemistry, and had to develop other ways to adjust the body's Water and Fire. We 
could learn much from them. For example, many arthritis patients today rely on 
medicine to reduce pain. While this may offer tempora可 relief from pain, it does not 
cure the problem. When the medicine is gone, the pain resumes. Chinese medical 
Qigong cures arthritis by rebuilding the strength of the joints. Patients increase Qi 
circulation with slow, e部y exercises, and m臼sage to strengthen the joints. These 
practices readjust the Yin and Yang balance, allowing the body to repair the damage 
and increase the strength of the joints. This approach addresses the root of the prob
lem. 

Nevertheless, many modern medical practices conform to Kan and Li theory. 
Fever is treated by applying medicine and ice cubes to reduce the temperature. Ice 
cubes are used to reduce swelling caused by injuries. Whether you follow ancient or 
modern medicine, the basic theory of healing remains the same, namely a句ustment
of Kan and Li. Medical chemistry has brought us much that is marvelous, but also 
many problems. 

The key is understanding the circulation of Qi, or bioelectricity, in the bod予
Regulating it strengthens the body and maintains health, allowing doctors to correct 
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irregular Qi even before the appearance of physical symptoms, and increasing the 
quality and duration of life. 

The Keys to Kan and Li Adjustment 
Here we discuss how Kan and Li relate to your breathing, mind and spirit, and 

the keys to regulating them in Qigong practice. Combining them, we construct a 
secret key which leads to the Qigong treasure. 

Kan and Li ofBreathing. In Qigong, breathing is considered a strategy to lead the 
Q i. Directing your breath, you may lead Qi to the skin or marrow. Breathing slowly 
can calm the Qi flow, while rapid breathing can invigorate it. W协en you are excited, 
your bo.吵 b 局咯 andyou exhale longer than you inhale. This leads Qi to the skin, where 
excess Qi diss伊'ates through sweat. When you are sad your bo吵打 ηn， and you inhale 
longer than you exhale. 1茄ispreserves Qi by leading it inward, and you feel cold. Through 
breathing you adjust the body's Yin and Yang, so breathing has Kan and Li. 

Inhaling is a W剖er (Kan) activity, because you lead Qi inward to store it in the 
bone marrow. This reduces Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街筑) and the Qi in the muscles 
and tendons, calming the body's Yang. Exhaling is a Fire (Li) activity because it 
brings Qi out to the muscles, tendons and skin to ene咆ize them, making the body 
more Yang, and enhancing Guardian Q i. When the body is more Yang than its sur
roundings, its Qi is dissipated. 

Yin and Yang should be balanced so your body functions harmoniously. The trick 
is using breathing strategies. Usually inhalation and exhalation should be equal. 
When you are excited your body is too Ya吨， so you may inhale longer and deeper 
to calm your mind and lead Qi in, to make it more Yin. 

Exhalation leads Qi to the skin and to the fìve extremities {the crown, the two 
Laogong (P-8，劳宫) cavities at the center of the palms, and the two Yongquan (K-1 , 
涌泉) cavities near the centers of the soles) , to exchange with your surroundings. 
Inhalation leads Qi deep inside your body to reach the internal organs and marrow. 
T油le 1-1 summarizes how di能rent breathing strategies a他ct Yin and Yang in their 
various manifestations. 

Kan and Li of the Mind. According to Chinese tradition, one h剖 two minds, 
Xin (心) and Yi (意). Xin means heart, the mind generated by emotional dist町，
bance, or emotional mind. The Chinese word Yi comprises three characters. The top 
one means establish (Li，立)， the middle one means speaking (Yue，曰)， and the bot
tom one means heart (Xin，心). That means the emotional mind is under control 挝
you establish communication with your heart. Yi can be translated as wisdom mind. 
Xin makes you excited and disturbs your emotions, making your body Yang, so it is 
considered Li. Yi makes you calm, peaceful and able to think clearly (Yin), so it is 
considered Kan. 

In Qigong traini吨， the mind is the general who directs the battle, decides on fìght
ing strategy (breathing), and directs the movement of the soldiers (Qi). As a general, 
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Table 1-1. The E仔ects of Breathing on the Body's Yin and Yang in their Various Manifestations 

you control your Xin (emotional mind) and use your Yi (wisdom mind) to judge the 
situation and decide on the proper strategy. 

In Qigong, your Yi dominates the situation and generates an idea. This idea gen
erates and executes the strategy (breathing), and is the force moving the Q i. When 
your mind is excited and energized, the strategy (breathing) is more 0能nsive

(emphasizing exhalation) and Qi circulation is more vigorous and expansive. This 
aggressive mind is considered a Fire mind, making your body more Yang. When the 
strategy is more defensive (emphasizing inhalation) , Qi circulation will be calmer and 
more condensed. A calm or depressed mind is a 'W始er mind, since it makes your 
body more Yin. 

The mind's Kan and Li are more important than breathing, since the mind deter
mines the strategy. Regulating mind and breathing are the two basic techniques for 
controlling your body's Yin and Yang. Regulating mind and breathing cannot be sep
arated. When the mind is regulated, the breathing can be too, and when breathing is 
regulated, the mind enters a deeper level of calm. 
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Kan and Li of the Shen. W电 now consider the most decisive element in winning 
a battle, the Shen (Spirit). Shen is the morale of the general's officers and soldiers. 
There are many c臼es throughout history of armies winning battles against great odds 
because the morale of their soldiers w:臼 high.

It is the same in Qigong training, where the Shen determines how successful your 
Qigong practice will be. Your Yi, the general who makes the strategy, must be con
cerned with raising up the fìghting morale (Shen) of the soldiers (Qi). When morale 
is high the soldiers are led efficiently and strategy is executed e能ctively.

Using Yi to raise Shen is the primary key to successful Qigong training. Shen is 
the headquarters which governs Qi, together with the Yi. Yi and Shen are closely 
related and cannot be separated. 

When Yi is energized, Shen is also raised. You want to raise up your Shen but not 
get it excited. When Shen is raised, strategy is carried out effectively, but if Shen is 
excited, the body becomes too Yang, which is not desirable in Qigong practice. 
When you practice Qigong, you want to keep your Shen high at all times, to govern 
the strategy and the Q i. This enables you to regulate Kan and Li. 

Shen is the control tower which adjusts Kan and Li, but does not have Kan and 
Li itselE Some practitioners consider raised Shen to be Li (Fire) and calm Shen to be 
Kan (Water). 

Now, let us draw a few important conclusions from this discussion: 

• Kan (W注目r) and Li (Fire) are not Yin and Yang. Kan and Li are methods 
which regulate Yin or Yang. 

• Qi itself is only a form of energy and does not have Kan and Li. When Qi is 
e~αssive or defìcient, it can make the body too Yang or .too Yin. 

• When you adjust Kan and Li in the body, the mind is the fìrst concern. The 
mind can be Kan or Li. It determines the strategy (breathing) for withdraw
ing Qi (Kan) or expanding it (Li). 

• Breathing has Kan and Li. Inhaling is Kan as it makes the body more Yin, 
while exhaling, which makes the body more Yang, is Li. 

• Shen does not have Kan and Li. Shen is the key to making the adjustment 
of Kan and Li effective. 

The Keys to Adjusting Kan and Li 
The keys to Kan and Li adjustment are mentioned repeatedly in the ancient doc

uments. The fìrst key is that Shen and Breathing mutually rely on each other. The 
second key is that Shen and Qi mutually combine. 
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Shen and Breathing Mutually Dependent (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依).
Breathing is the strategy which directs Qi in various ways, controlling and adjusting 
Kan and Li, which in turn control the body's Yin and Yang. Shen is the controlling 
influence which makes strategy work most efficientl}ιShen governs strategy direcd严
and controls Kan and Li and the body's Yin and Yang indirecdy. The success of your 
Kan and Li adjustment depends upon your Shen. 

When Shen matches respiration, it leads Qi direcdy to condense and expand in 
the most efficient way. Shen must match the breathing for it to be raised up or 
calmed down, and the breathing must rely on Shen to make the strategy work. It 
seems Shen and breathing are dependent on each other and cannot be separated. This 
training is called Shen xi Xiang Yi, which means Shen and breathing depend on each 
other. When Shen and breathing match each other, it is called Shen xi (神息) or 
spirit breathing, because it seems your Shen is actually doing the breathing. 

Shen xi Xiang Yi is a technique in which, when Shen and breathing are united, 
Shen controls the Qi direcdy. 

Shen and Qi Mutually Combine (Shen Qi Xiang He，神轧相合). When Shen 
and breathing match each other as one, the Qi is led direcdy, so Shen and Qi become 
one. This is called Shen Qi Xiang He, which means Shen and Qi mutually harmo
nized. Shen governs Qi direcdy and efficiendy. Harmony of Shen and Qi is the result 
of Shen and breathing being mutually dependent. 

Da Mo believed that to have a long and peacefullife, Shen and Qi must coordi
nate and harmonize with each other. He said, "If one does not keep mother (Qi) and 
son (Shen) together, though Qi breathes internally, Shen is labored and craves the 
external, so Shen is always debauched and dirty and thus not clear. If Shen is not 
clear, original harmonious Qi will disperse gradually, and they cannot be kept togeth
er."7 The spirit is ve叩 important， and regulating Shen is one of the highest levels of 
Qigong practice. To reach a high level of harmony, fìrst regulate your emotional 
mind, which is hard to achieve in secular society. 

1-5. QIGONG AND HEALTH 氯功舆健康

When we discuss the relationship between Qigong practice and health, we 
should fìrst defìne health. There are two aspects of health, the Yang side of physical 
health which can be seen, and the Yin side of mental health which can only be felt. 
More than half of today's sickness is caused by mental problems such as depression, 
stress, and mental fatigue. There are several reasons: 

1. Due to our changing social structure, the pressure of living in today's soci
ety is greater than eveιOur modern lifestyle only started in the 20出 cen

tury. Before then, industry did not heavily dominate the social structure, 
and many people lived as farmers. The struggle of living in a society 
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demanding more money and material enjoyment dominates our thinking 
and generates great pressure. In a few short decades, we have become slaves 
to mon伴 We have lost the original lifestyle which connected us with 
nature and spiritual feeling. We are facing a revolution which is changing 
the old life style to the new one, generating many mental problems. 

2. Medical science has advanced to a high level and controls most common 
illnesses, but is still limited to the Yang side of understanding. It lacks 
interest in and knowledge of the bioenergeticωpect of body, mind, and 
spirit. Because of this, we miss half of human science, and are unable to 
solve several problems and illnesses. 'W也 cannot e他ctively cure problems 
such as cancer and aids. Also, lacking understanding of our mental and 
spiritual center, we cannot solve mental illness. Many scientists believe that 
we understand less than 12% of the 且mction of the brain. 

3. Due to the decline of religious belief, seculars have lost their guide in 
understanding the meaning of life. This is because knowledge of the gen
eral public has increased, and religious dogma is questioned more serious
ly than ever. Religious authorities cannot 。他r an educational program 
which is persuasive to the new open-minded generation. Most churches 
still preach with methods used for thousands of years. This is very unfor
tunate since many people have become lost in today's new socie可: Many 
Westerners cannot fìnd new meaning in their lives from traditional reli
gion, so turn to Eastern religions and philosophy, hoping to fìnd answers 
and peace. 

4. Internal cultivation, such as meditation, has been largely ignored. Many 
people build up a facade in order to hide their true selves from others 
around them. We lie, and hide our fears and guilty feelings deep in our 
subconscious mind. Going to confession (Western way) , or removing our 
mask through meditation (Eastern way) , were traditional ways of releasing 
pent-up emotions and balancing our feelings. Today, many people have 
lost these two most powerful methods of relieving mental imbalance 
induced by suppressed emotions and feelings of guilt. 

Our mental condition is closely related to our health. Many diseases are caused 
by mental imbalance, which results in the disharmonious Qi circulation in the body. 
To have good health, you need a strong bo吵 but also a healt.钞 mind. Qigong for heal
ing and for maintaining health, is based on this concept. 

To maintain physical strength, Qigong exercises which condition the muscles, 
tendons, ligaments and bones were developed. Before Da Mo (483 to 536 A.D.，速磨)，
many exercises were developed by doctors to regulate sickness and facilitate healing. 
Da Mo brought a di舵rent concept as recorded in the MusclelTendon Changing Classic 
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(η ]in ]ing， 易筋挫). Since then, based on this training, countless Wai Dan Qigong 
styles were created. 

Meditation was developed by di他rent schools to regulate the mind into peace 
and harmony. Meditation not only brings a peaceful mind, but also builds up abun
dant Qi to circulate in the body, through the Qi channels and vessels. 

Modern medical science has improved health and extended lives signifìcantly. 
But today's scientifìc achievement is still in its infancy. Many new problems have aris
en due to the new social structure and environment. The pressure generated in 
today's society has caused many mental problems, and many new diseases have 
emerged. For example, the increase of breast cancer is caused by going against the 
course of nature. Even fì丘y years ago, many women could expect to bear at least ten 
children. There w;臼 a constant Qi exchange between mothers and babies. Today we 
control birth and most women will not bear more than three babies in their lifetime. 
Qi is trapped in the breast area and generates cancer cells. We should understand one 
important thing. The body we have now has developed through millions of years of 
evolution. It is impossible for us to fìt into the new lifestyle created only in the last 
few decades. 

Similarly, lower back pain is caused by lack of exercise. Physicallabor was the tra
ditional way of maintaining strength and health, but now machines have replaced 
most of it, and naturally, the torso degenerates rapidly. Again, common knee prob
lems are generated by lack of walking, which was required in society until 自句r years 
ago. Automobile transport has caused degeneration of our knees. 

Other than that, human sperm production has decreased signifìcantly over the 
l囚t two decades, caused by our new lifestyle.8 Traditionally, people went to bed short
ly a丘er sunset and woke up at dawn. Our bodies adapted to nature over millions of 
years. In our new lifestyle we 0丘en do not go to bed before midnight. According to 
Qigong theo厅; the Qi in our bodies manifests 臼 physical action during daytime. Qi 
nourishes our brain and sexual organs through the spinal cord at night. If we go to 
sleep by 9 P.M., it takes two to three hours of natural breathing during sleep to lead 
Qi from the surface to nourish deep inside. By midnight it is ready to nourish the 
brain and sexual organs. Brain energy is recharged, and sperm and sexual hormones 
are produced. The modern lifestyle has introduced a new time schedule which pre
cludes the natural production of hormones. Naturall严 production of sperm has 
decreased over the last two decades. If it continues in this w部 the problem will be 
even more signi自cant and serious. 

Councless other problems have been generated by new products which ca山e materi
al and ene电.etic pollution. Through lack of understanding of human energy and its 叽比
nerability to this pollution, we live in a world at grl臼t risk of physical and mental imbal
mα. To solve these problems, we m山t fìrst achieve awareness before we can awaken oth
ers. Profound and significant study and research needs to be conducted and acted upon. 
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1-6. QIGONG AND LoNGEVITY 氯功舆丧毒

To many seculars, longevity means long life, without regard to health or the 
meaning of life. Most of the people today want to live long physically even though 
they are in pain mentally. Longevi可 is important to them, not happiness. 

Others search for the meaning of life to make longevi可 more meaningful. They 
look for a way to extend physicallife and at the same time keep mental peace in har
mony with the physical bo啡 For them, Qigong for longevity was developed. 

To religious Daoists, longevity is considered very important and crucial to reach
ing enlightenment. They believe it takes many lifetimes to reach enlightenment to be 
reunited with the Dao. They believe, as do the Buddhists, that the physical body is 
only born for the spirit to reside in temporarily for further spiritual cultivation. The 
physical body has no further purpose or meaning. To Buddhists, the physical body is 
unimportant and they 0丘en ignore its condition, emphasizing only the cultivation of 
the mind and the spirit. But Daoists believe that if you live longer in each lifetime, 
you will have more time for spiritual cultivation, and need not reincarnate too many 
times before reaching enlightenment. So they take good care of the physical body. So 
to some religious people, the meaning of longevity is to provide a longer time for 
spiritual cultivation. 

Then, what are the keys or requirements to reach longevity? How do we reach 
this goal? These questions have been searched in every human generations. Now let 
us summarize some key points of longevity from the p部t human experience. 

Key points: 

1. The balance and harmony of the Qi body (Yin) wi由 the physical body 
(Yang). When there is balance and harmony ofYin and Yang, excess ener
gy is minimized. Health is maintained and longevity reached through a 
healthy lifestyle, and by keeping Yin and Yang in balance through Qigong 
trammg. 

2. Follow the way of the Dao, adjusting your body to fìt in with natural 
cycles such as the time of day and the change of the seωons. Avoid artifì
cial material or energetic pollution. 

3. Understand the physical bodyand Qi body scienti6.cally. Through this 
we can fìnd a way to slow down the aging process, and the key to attain
ing spiritual enlightenment. 

These concepts were also discussed in medical Qigong society. One of the oldest 
medical classics, Yellow Emperor 's Inner G缸fsic: Simple Questions (黄帝内挫·素间)
said, "The ancient people who knew the Dao, modeled themselves a丘er Yin and 
Yang, matched the ways of nature, controlled their eating and drinking, lived with 
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regularity, did not labor without knowing their limit, and so were able keep the shape 
(body) and the Shen (spirit) together. There岛re， they end their heaven years (the age 
granted by heaven) completely and p甜s hundred years, then gone.叫 For a healthy 
bod严 concern yourself with the harmony of Yin and Yang and follow the Natural 
Way. Only then can you reach longevity. 

Let us summarize how we reach these goals with Qigong. 

Physical Body: 

1. Keep the bone marrow clean. The majori可 ofblood cells are produced by 
the bone marrow. Once we reach thirty, the bone marrow starts to degen
erate rapidly and quality and quantity of blood production decreases. 
Blood cells car可 nutrients，。可gen， and the Qi required to replace old cells 
with new ones. Without enough healthy blood cells, cell replacement s吨'
nates and degeneration of the body sets in. 
Degeneration of bone marrow results from defìciency of Q i. Without 
abundant Qi, blood production from bone marrow is slow and defìcient. 
Bone marrow washing Qigong teaches how to lead Qi to the bone mar
row， ωdescribed in the book, Qigong-The Secret 0/局uth.

2. Maintain health of the body, especially the torso. For health and longevi
ty, we need physical and mental health. Without a strong healthy body, 
even though you have abundant energy, you still cannot manifest this 
energy into physical form. 
A healthy physical body depends on the condition of your torso, especial
ly the spine. Through the spinal cord our brain controls the whole body. 
Any spinal problem disturbs the smooth control by your brain. Along the 
spine there are two Qi vessels, one being the spinal cord (Thrusting 快ssel，

街腺) and the other outside spine, under the skin (Governing Vessel，督腺).
They distribute Qi to the central nervous system and out to the limbs. If 
your spine is healthy, Qi circulation will not be stagnant. Most blood cells 
are produced in the spinal marrow and the pelvis. When Qi circulates 
abundantl严 degeneration of bone marrow is slowed, and production of 
healthy blood cells maintained. 

3. Provide the best quality food and air 岛rα11 replacement. Approx.imately 
one trillion cells in our bodi臼 die each day. To replace them, we m山t provide 
good quality food and air, else the new cells will be unhealthy and we will 唔e

faster. Deep breathing is one of the main keys to keeping cells healthy. 

4. Boost hormone production in the bod予 Hormones (Original Essence) act 
as catalysts to expedite a smooth metabolism. When hormone production 
slows down, cell replacement does too, and our bodies degenerate faster. 
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Qi and the Mind: 

28 

1. Accumulate Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, which produces elixir Qi 
and also stores it. From this energy center, Qi is distributed throughout 
the body. The Lower Dan Tian has a similar structure to the brain, with 
the capacity for memo可~ 10.11 They are connected through the spinal cord 
and the central nervous system, where electric conductivity is highest and 
resistance is lowest. Though there are two brains, their 且mction can be 
considered as one. The lower brain can store bioelectricity. When the mind 
generates an idea (EMF, electromotive force) , Qi is led to the body for 
action. When the Qi stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian is abundant, the 
life force is strong; otherwise we are weak and die young. We discuss this 
subject in more detail in Chapter 2. 

2. Accumulate Qi in the Eight悦ssels. With an abundant level of Qi in the 
Lower Dan Tian, distribute it to the Eight Vessels, or Qi reservoirs, and 
regulate it in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels, or Qi rivers. Small cir
culation meditation is one of the most important ways to increase Qi 
and circulate it. For more information on channels and vessels, refer to 
section 2-2. 

3. Circulate Qi smoothly in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels. Only when 
Qi is distributed everywhere smoothly can the cells in the body obtain 
proper Qi nourishment and our life 岛rce be strong. To reach this goal, bal
ance exercise (Yang) with relaxation (Yin). 

4. Maintain an emotionally neutral state. To Chinese scholar Qigong, regu
lating the emotional mind is most important. Aging is caused by imbal
ance of Qi distributed in the body, caused in part by emotional distur
bance. Set yourself free from emotional bondage to live peacefully and har
moniously. 

5. Raise up 由e spirit of vitality. When your spirit is high, your life 岛rce IS 

strong. To raise up the spirit of vitality, having stored abundant Qi at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, lead it up to the brain to nourish the spirit. This 
raises the spirit up and leads to enlightenment. 

6. Understand the meaning of life. Analyze your life and try to understand 
its meaning. Without understanding, you are rudderless and confused, 
leading to depression and low spirits. When you have a goal in life, your 
thinking and activities are meaningful. 
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Possible Modern Methods for Longevity 
This summarizes how Qigong relates to longevity. If we borrow the knowledge 

and experience of the p臼t， we may fìnd a modern, scientifìc path to longevity. Here 
are a few suggestions for today's medical scientists. 

Physically: 

1. Investigate the human body electric. Study the electric properties of the 
body to understand its electric circuit早 This will pinpoint Qi imbalances 
and stagnation, and enable external electromagnetic fìelds to correct them. 
Then we could prevent sickness before it manifests. In just fì句r years, 
eve可 household will have a scanner to scan the body's energetic condition 
and correct it. We will be able to preserve physical strength signifìcantly. 

2. Maintain proper hormone level. Artifìcial hormones can maintain our 
requirements. Many people already extend their lives with artifìcial human 
growth ho町r口rrr口mone. 12也山2-川-斗l

3. Maintain blood production in the bone marrow. Abundant Qi supply to 
the marrow is necessary. In the future we will clean the bone marrow using 
external electromagnetic intervention. We will have plen可 of healthy 
blood cells to carry 0玛rgen， Qi, and nutrients everywhere for cell replace
ment. 

4. Slow down the cell aging process. Invent a machine or energy chamber to 
slow down the aging proc臼s of the cells, to extend life. 

5. Increase Qi sωrage in the Real Lower Dan Tian. In the future , we may 
fìnd a mechanical way to enhance Qi storage in the Real Lower Dan Tian; 
First to condition the battery itself, and then charge it externally. 

Mentally: 

1. Humbly learn from ancient experiences which offer guidelines for the 
future. They have shown what is possible and where the problem may be. 
If our scientifìc dignity ignores this accumulated experience, we may repeat 
their mistakes. One who is wise remembers both p臼t successes and failures. 

2. Make life meaningful. Many people have no meaning in their lives, mak
ing them depressed and unhealthy. To direct them we must establish non
religious spiritual centers, where they can meditate and recognize the spir
itual role of their existence. Through meditation, the mind can be clear 
and peaceful, providing an environment for selιrecognition. This is the 
fìrst step to selιunderstanding and the path of spiritual enlightenment, 
and their minds will direct them to the right path in life. 
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3. Raise up 由e spirit of vita1ity. When one recognizes oneself, one will see 
how to fìt into this society, and raise up the spirit of vitality. Using scien
tifìc methods to activate more brain cells and open the third eye, we may 
be able to shorten the path to enlightenment. Our spirit of vitality will be 
high, the most important invisible factor in longevity. 

Longevity and Spiritual Cultivation 
According to Buddhism, one may need hundreds or even thousands of lifetimes 

to cultivate the spirit, and see the true nature of reality, to reach enlightenment. In 
each life, one might improve only a little. Before one is twen可 years old, one starts 
to feel one's spiritual identity, the fìrst step to spiritual recognition. Throughout life 
one collects information and experience, fìlters them, and fìnally understands their 
meaning. The spirit learns new ideas. If you die in your twenties you have only a few 
years for cultivation. The best time for spiritual cultivation is from the age of thirty 
when one has a few advantages for spiritual cultivation: 

1. Understanding the world better. By this age, one has been educated and 
has experienced the world. One may adjust their circumstances and 
become serious about spirituallife. 

2. Better fìnancia1 situation. With fìnancial security, the mind is calmer, and 
not trapped in the circle of daily survival, so it can focus more on the spir
itual than the material side. 

3. Better menta1 preparation. By thirty, one is more mature both mentally 
and spiritually, and more ready for spiritual cultivation. 

4. A more logical mind. By age 由irty， one's knowledge and judgment have 
developed logical thinking, which is crucial for correct spiritual development. 
Spiritual cultivation guided by imagination can only lead you away from the 
true nature of reality, and into deeper bondage of emotional confusion. 

The longer you live, the more time for cultivation and development of your spir
itual understanding to a higher level. If you die young, you have only a short time 
for cultivation, and progress will be limited in this lifetime. 

1-7. QIGONG AND SPIRITUAL ENLlGHTENMENT 氯功舆神通

Even though both the Western and Eastern cultures have experienced and docu
mented the existence of the spirit in the past, neither has been able to explain it clear
ly and satisfactorily. What, then, is the spirit? How do we defìne it? Since 1 am more 
familiar with Chinese concep臼 from the Buddhist and Daoist point of view, 1 will 
岛cus on their concept and understanding. 
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The ancient Chinese concept originated with The Book 01 Change (刀Jing， 易短)，
believing there are two poles or dimensions coexisting in space. One is called Yin 
space (Yin Jian，除罔) and the other Yang space (Yang Jian，睛罔). When these two 
poles or spaces coexist, Yin and Yang energy interact and exchange，丘om which 
process life is derived. The fìrst derivation is spirituallife, and from this physicallife 
is formed. Once physicallives are generated, spirituallives can reside in them, unit
ing the Yin spiritual body and Yang physical body. The universe is alive, bearing both 
spiritual and physical existence at the same time. Every life formed or generated from 
this Yin-Yang space 岛llows the patterns of nature and is a small universe within itself. 
It is said, "The universe is a large heaven and earth, man is a small heaven and 
earth."16 Each life, even insects and animals, has its own heaven and earth. 

In space, there are millions of universes, and within each there are millions of 
galaxies. Within each galaxy there are countless sol町 systems. Scientists postulate that 
our universe may be shaped like an egg with two poles (Figure 1_4).17 It is believed 
that life derives from the energy interaction of these two poles. 

We also have two poles in our bodies to sustain our lives. Since ancient times the 
Chinese have known the body h臼 two poles, one called the Real Lower Dan Tian, 
at the the center of gravity, and the other called the Upper Dan Tian, in the brain 
where the spirit resides. These two poles are related to each other. When energy in 
the 1ρwer Dan Tian is abundant, the spirit in the Upper Dan Tian will be high. Since 
ancient times Daoists have searched for ways of building up abundant Qi in the Real 
Lower Dan Tian. Today's science now recognizes that we have two brains, one in the 
head and the other in our gut.川 This conforms to ancient experience. 

What then is the spirit? The spirit is the true nature, or Dao (1马iji) ， of this uni
verse. It is the essential energy 丘om which lives are derived. It is the origin of allliv
ing beings. Dao may be what is called God in Western society. Like the universe, we 
also have this spirit within us. 

Our Original Spirit, before birth, is pure and truthful. But a丘er birth, our envi
ronment conditions us and we construct a conscious mind. \lÇ电 enter the bondage of 
emotional mud, and experience pain and happiness in life. 

Daoists and Buddhis臼 believe 由at to promote 由e spirit to a higher level, we m山tbe
born in physical form and borrow the body:￥ sense or~伊lS to collect information about 
nature. This pro臼ss generat'臼 confusion， but a丘er 6.ltering information 由rough the wis
dom mind, we gradually understand nature. To stimulate the spirit to learn and become 
aware, we lie, cheat， ωmmit mistak臼，但perienαpleasure and pain, and stay trapped in 
emotional bondage. Slowly and gradually，由rough emotional stimulation, we learn to be 
smart and truthful, and to keep a neutral mind. This is the pa出 of returning our spirit to 
the neutral state, of unifìcation wi由 the natural spirit; since nature d。因 not have this 
emotional bondage. You m叮 reach the level of unifìcation of heaven and man (Tian Ren 
HeYi，天人合一)， and will not reincarnate again, having gained eternal spirituallife. 
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Figure 1-4. A Universe May be Shaped Like an Egg with Two Poles 

By searching for the origin of the spirit, we may comprehend the meaning of 
spirit. In the same way, material scientists look for the most basic structure of mat
ter, in order to unravel the mysteries of material science. 

From more than cwo thousand years of experience in spiritual cultivation, 
Daoists and Buddhists discovered the way to achieve this unifìcation of the human 
spirit with the universal spirit. The fìrst step is to recognize our spiritual body and 
understand it, by fìrst understanding the energetic body, which is associated with the 
spirit. In the past, Qi could only be felt , but now through bioelectric research it can 
be tested and measured, rather than regarded as a mysterious and obscure concept. 

To unify our spirit with the natural spirit, we must also open the third eye (Upper 
Dan Tian or Tian Yan，上丹田、天眼) at the lower center of the forehead. This opens 
the spiritual mind to be clear and see the true nature of reality, and to be able to 
access the natural spirit without obstacle. This step is called spiritual enlightenment. 

To open this third eye, one fìrst accumulates abundant Qi in the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. Only then does one have enough energy to be led up through the spinal cord 
to the brain, to activate and energize it to a high level of resonance. Since spirit resides 
in the brain, it can likewise be raised to a higher level. When more brain cells are acti
vated, a halo will be seen. Years of Qi cultivation focus energy at the front of the 
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brain, so the third eye can open. For more about this, refer to Qigong-The Secret 0/ 
抬价" and also Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 

Convert the essence and change it into Qi (Lian Jing Hua Qi，妹精化轧 . One
absorbs healthy food and air (post-birth essence) and converts it into Qi, while gen
erating hormone (pre-birth essence) production from your glands with Qigong. 
With higher hormone levels, you can convert food essence into Qi more efficiend严
Once abundant Qi is converted, you store it in the Real Lower Dan Tian, which is 
considered the formation of the Holy Embryo (Sheng 1礼重胎). A丘er this comes 
ten months carrying the baby (Shi Yue Hui 1剖， 十月慷胎).

Nourish the spirit wi由 Qi (Lian Qi Hua Shen, !味氯化神). Next you lead Qi up 
to the brain to nourish the brain cells, and raise up the spirit of vitality. You also lead 
Qi to the front of brain through the pituitary and pineal glands. This promotes 
smooth production of growth hormones and melatonin, the keys to longevity. 

A.fter many years, or many lifetimes, of meditation , you may fìnally open the 
third eye, allowing your spirit to leave your body while you are still alive. Your mind 
experiences gradual unifìcation with the natural spirit, which it contacts direcd严 In
Daoist cultivation, this is the birth of the holy baby embryo，部 the spirit achieves 
enlightenment. 

A.fter the holy spirit baby is born, it must at fìrst stay near your body to survive. 
Gradually it grows stronger. This step is called three years of nursing (San Nian Bu 
Ru，三年哺乳).

Refìne 由e spirit and return it to nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚). To 
achieve unifìcation with the natural spirit, you must completely free yourself from 
emotional bondage and remain neutral, which may take a long time. The spirit baby 
continues to grow stronger until it is mature and able to survive independendy from 
you. It is said to take at least nine years of effort to do so. To keep your spiritual mind 
neutral, traditionally one must meditate facing the wall within a cave, which is called 
"nine years of facing the wall" Qiu Nian Mian Bi，九年面壁). Then , the spirit can 
have independent life without needing the physical body. 

The independent spirit stays peacefully in the Yin space (Yin Jian， 除罔) for some 
time without emotional disturbance. This is spiritual sleep, the state ofWuji (祭握 ，

no extremity). 
Crush the nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚宝). The spirit can decide to 

remain in the neutral state ofWuji, but may want to reincarnate in physical form to 
accept the new challenge. The spirit faces a new environment to train it to a higher 
level. This is to "crush the emptiness" (Wuji state). A丘er repeated cultivation，自nal
ly your spirit is united forever with the natural spirit. 

This is only a brief summa叩 of spiritual cultivation training. We will explain it 
in detail in later chapters, and in future publications on the topics of Grand 
Circulation and Spiritual Enlightenment Meditation. 
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1-8. BUDDHIST AND DAOIST QIGONG CONCEPTS 佛家舆道家之氯功概念

Because it was kept so secret, religious Qigong did not become as popular as 
other categories in China before the Qing Dynasty (1 644-1912 A. D .，清朝) . Only in 
the 20th century were the secrets gradually revealed to the public, and religious 
Qigong became popular in China. Religious Qigong is mostly Daoist and Buddhist, 
and its main purpose is to assist the attainment of enlightenment, or what Buddhists 
refer to as Buddhahood. 

Buddhist Qigong 
Three main schools of Buddhist Qigong developed in Asia during the last two 

thousand years: Indian, Chinese, and Tibetan. Buddhism was created in India by an 
Indian prince named Gautama between 558 B.C. and 478 B.C. Therefore, Indian 
Buddhist Qigong has the longest history. Buddhism was imported into China dur
ing the Eastern Han Dynasty (58 A.D.，束漠)， and Chinese Buddhists gradually 
learned its methods of spiritual cultivation. Their practice was influenced by tradi
tional Chinese scholar and medical Qigong, which had been developing for about 
two thousand years. What resulted w剖 a unique system of training different from its 
antecedents. 

According to the fragmentary records available, only the philosophy and doc
trines of Buddhism were passed down to the Chinese during the fìrst few centuries 
foIIowing its adoption. The actual methods of cultivation and Qigong training were 
not known. There are several reasons for this: 
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1. Because of the difficulty of transport and communication at that time, the 
transfer of Buddhist documents from India to China w部 limited.

A1though a 岳w Indian priests were invited to China to preach, problems 
remained. 

2. Even if the documents had been transferred, because of the profound the
ory and philosophy of Buddhism, very few people were qualifìed to really 
translate them accurately from Sanskrit to Chinese. This problem was 
exacerbated by the di能rent cultural backgrounds. Even today二 di旺erent
cultural backgrounds are a1ways the main problem in translating accurate
Iy from one language to another. 

3. The main reason was probably that most of the actual training methods 
need to be taught and guided personally by an experienced master. Only a 
limited amount can be learned from documents. This problem was com
pounded by the tradition of passing information secredy from master to 
disciples. 
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The process was very slow and painful, especially with regard to the actual train
ing methods. For several centuries it was believed that as long as you purifìed your 
mind and sincerely strove for Buddhahood, sooner or later you would succeed. This 
situation was not improved until Da Mo wrote the MusclelTendon Changing and 
MarrowlBrain Washing C印sics (刀]in }ing, Xi Sui ]ing， 易筋雄、洗髓挫). Then at last 
there w臼 a fìrm direction in the training to reach Buddhahood. 

Before Da Mo, Chinese Buddhist Qigong training was very similar to Chinese 
Scholar Qigong. The main di岳阳nce was that while Scholar Qigong aimed at main
taining health, Buddhist Qigong aimed at becoming a Buddha. Meditation is a n饵'
essary process in training a priest to stay emotionally neutral. Buddhism believes all 
su他ring is caused by the seven p臼sions and six desires (Qi Qing Liu Yu，七情六惩).
The seven passions are happiness (Xi，喜)， anger (Nu，怒)， sorrow (Ai，哀)， joy (Le, 
巢)， love (Ai，爱)， hate (Hen，恨)， and desire (Yu，惩). The six desires are the six sen
s。可 ple剖ures derived from the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. Buddhists 
also cultivate within themselves a neutral state separated from the four emptinesses 
of earth, wate民 fìre ， and wind (Si Da Jie Kong，四大皆空). They believe that this 
training enables them to keep the spirit independent so it can escape from the recur
ring cycle of reincarnation, known as "the Wheel of Life and Death." 

Tibetan Buddhism has always been kept secret and isolated from the outside 
world. Because of this, it is ve叩 diffìcult to determine precisely when Tibetan 
Buddhism was established. Because Tibet is near India, it is reasonable to assume that 
Tibetan Qigong training has had more influence from India than Chinese Qigong 
has. However, over thousands of years of study and research, the Tibetans established 
their own unique style of Qigong meditation. Tibetan priests are called Lamas (La 
Ma，喇嘛)， and many of them also learned martial arts. Because of the di岳阳nt cul
tural background, not only are the Lamas' meditation techniques di旺erent from 
those of the Chinese or Indian Buddhists, but so are their martial techniques. Tibetan 
Qigong meditation and martial arts were kept secret from the outside world, being 
called Mi Zong (秘宗) which means "sec陀t style". Because of this, and because of the 
di佐rent language, there are only ve可 limited documents available in Chinese. 
Tibetan Qigong and martial arts did not spread into Chinese society until almost the 
Qing Dynasty, but since then they have become popular. 

Oaoist Qigong 
Like Buddhists, Daoists believe in building up the spirit (Shen) so that it is inde

pendent and strong, to escape from the cycle of reincarnation. When a Daoist reach
es this stage of enlightenment, it is said he has attained eternallife. 

Daoist monks found that to enhance their spirit, they had to cultivate Qi which 
was converted from their Jing (Essence). Again, the Daoist Qigong training process 
is: 1. To convert the Jing (精， Essence) into Qi (Lian Jing Hua Qi，妹精化乱， 2. To 
nourish the Shen (Spirit，神) with Qi (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹氧化神)， 3. To re自ne
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the Shen and return it to nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚) and 4. To crush 
the nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空).

The fìrst step involves fìrming and strengthening the Jing (Gu Jing，回精)， con
verting it into Qi through meditation or other methods. This Qi is then led to the 
top of the head to nourish the brain and raise up the Shen. When a Daoist has 
reached this stage, it is called "the three flowers meet at the top" (San Hua Ju Ding, 
三14京顶). The three flowers are Jing (精)， Qi (氯)， and Shen (神) . This stage 
achieves the necessa町 health and longevity for continued cultivation. Finally, the 
Daoist starts training to reach enlightenment. The biggest obstacle is emotional, 
a佐cting thought and upsetting spiritual balance. This is why Daoists retreat to the 
mountains, away from other people and distractions. Usually they also abstain from 
eating meat, feeling that is muddies thinking and intensifìes the emotions, leading 
the spirit away from selιcultivation . 

An important part of this training is Yi Jin Jing and xi Sui Jing Qigong. Yi Jin 
Jing Qigong builds up abundant Qi in the Lower Dan Tian and strengthens the 
body. xi Sui Jing Qigong leads Qi to the brain to raise up the spirit, and keeps Qi 
circulating in the marrow so it stays clean and healthy. Your marrow produces most 
of your blood cells, which bring nourishment to the whole body, and removes w部te

products. When your blood is healthy, your whole body is well-nourished and you 
can resist disease effectively. When the marrow is clean and fresh , it manufactures 
plenty of healthy blood cells which do their job efficiendy. Your whole body stays 
healthy, and degeneration is slowed signifìcandy. 

Although the theory is simple, the training is very diffìcult. One accumulates 
Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian and fìlls up your eight Qi vessels, then leads it into 
the bone to wash the marrow. Except for some Daoist monks, there are very few 
people who have lived more than 120 years, because the training is so arduous. You 
need a pure mind and a simple lifestyle to enable you to concentrate entirely on 
the training. 

Many Daoist Qigong styles are based on the the。可 of cultivating both the spir
it and the physical body. It is said, ''Talking about human nature (spirit) and life, cul
tivate them both. Place the lead (Pb, Yin) and mercury (Hg, Yang) together. This 
secret is hard to comprehend. Cultivate human nature to refìne self-being while cul
tivating life to return the essence (convert essence into Qi) . Xin is the house of the 
spirit while the body is the residence of the Q i. Life is the Q i. Those who cultivate 
human nature blend the body and the Xin as a family. Jing, Qi, and spirit must com
bine into one unit. Then the cultivation of life can be approached.川 This empha
sizes that to reach enlightenment, you must cultivate both body and spirit. The key 
is to harmonize Yin and Yang. Yin is the spiritual body while Yang is the physical 
body. Only when they are harmonious and the three treasures (essence, Qi, and spir
it) have reached the brain, can you reach enlightenment. 
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In Daoism, rhere are generally rhree ways of rraining: Golden Elixir Large Way 
Oin Dan Da Dao， 金丹大道)， Double Culrivarion (Shuang Xiu， 费修)， and Herb 
Picking Ourside rhe Dao (Dao Wai Cai Yao，道外抹然).

Golden Elixir Large Way reaches rraining Qigong wirhin yourself, ro fìnd rhe 
e1ixir of longeviry and enlighrenmenr wirhin your own body. 

In rhe second approach, Double Culrivarion, a parrner is used ro balance one's 
Qi more quickly. Mosr people's Qi is nor enrirely balanced. Some are roo posirive, 
orhers roo negarive, and individual channels also are posirive or negarive. If you 
exchange Qi wirh a parrne民 you can speed your rraining. Double Culrivarion has (wo 
meanings: one is ro culrivare Qi wirh a parrner, and rhe orher means culrivarion of 
borh one's human narure and rhe physical body. 

The rhird way, Herb Picking Ourside of rhe Dao, uses herbs ro accelerare and 
regulare culrivarion. Herbs can be planrs such as ginseng (Ren Sen，人蕃)， or animal 
producrs such as musk from rhe musk-deer. To many Daoisrs, rhe word "herbs" can 
also mean rhe Qi which can be obrained from sexual pracrices. 

According ro rhe rraining merhods used, Daoisr Qigong can again be divided 
inro (wo major schools: Peaceful Culrivarion Sryle (Qing Xiu Pai，清修派)， and Planr 
and Graft Sryle (Zai Jie P;刻， 栽接派). This division was especially c1ear aher rhe Song 
and Yuan Dynasries (960-1368 A.D.，末 、 元朝). The medirarion and merhods of 
Peaceful Culrivarion Sryle are similar ro rhose of Buddhisrs. They believe rhe only 
way ro reach enlighrenmenr is Golden Elixir Large W.坏 according ro which one 
builds up rhe elixir wirhin rhe body. Using a parrner for culrivarion is considered 
immoral, and causes emorional problems which may signifìcandy affecr culrivarion. 

However, rhe Planr and Graft Sryle c1aims rhar rheir approach of using Double 
Culrivarion and Herb Picking Ourside of rhe Dao, in addirion ro Golden Elixir Large 
w部 makes rhe culrivarion fasrer and more pracrical. For rhis reason , Daoisr Qigong 
rraining is also commonly called Dan Ding Dao Gong (丹鼎道功) which means rhe 
Dao Training in rhe Elixir Crucible. Daoisrs originally believed rhey could fìnd and 
puri命 rhe elixir from herbs, bur larer realized rhe only real elixir is in your body. Ler 
us discuss rhese (wo sryles in more derail. 

Peacefu1 Culrivarion Sryle (Qing Xiu Pai， 清修派). Qing means c1ear, pure, and 
peaceful. Xiu means culrivarion, stud严 and rraining. Pai means s可le or division. The 
basic rules of Peaceful Culrivarion Daoisrs are ro follow rradirion according ro rhe 
Daoisr bibles. A11 rraining and srudy are based on rhe fundamenral principles which 
Lao Zi expounded, "Objecrs are many, each rerurns ro irs roor. When ir rerurns ro irs 
roor, ir means calmness. Ir also means repearing Iife." 19 A11 rhings have rheir origins, 
and ulrimarely rerurn ro rhem. Then rhey are calm and peaceful. From rhis srare, Iife 
originares again. He also said, "Concenrrare Qi ro attain softness, can ir be soft Iike 
a baby?"20 These (wo sayings ofLao Zi demonsrrare rhe emphasis on culrivaring calm
ness, peace, harmony, and s，忻刀切. These are rhe basic rules of rradirional Daoism, 
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which originated from observation of natural cydes. Alllife originates from the roots 
of calmness and peace. 

Peaceful Cultivation Daoists emphasize, "the method ofYin and Yang, harmony 
of the numbers (according to the 刀Jin.β ， and shape follows and combines with spir
it卢 I Yin and Yang must be in harmony and balance each other, and the appearance 
of the body will follow the lead of the spirit. This style believes that spiritual cultiva
tion alone can lead them to enlightenment, so a strong physical body is not impor
tant. The body is only a temporary ladder to reach the goal of spiritual enlighten
ment. They emphasize sitting meditation, through which they Regulate the Body 
(Tiao Shen，铜身)， Regulate the Emotional Mind (Tiao Xin ， 拥心)， Regulate the 
Breathing (Tiao Xi，拥息)， Condense the Spirit (Ning Shen，凝神)， Tame the Qi (Fu 
Qi，伏氯)， Absorb the Essence (She Jing，撬精)， and Open the Crux (Kai Qiao，闹革).
These are their seven steps of Internal Gongfu (Nei Gong，内功)， by which they cul
tivate and trace back to their root, the point of calmness and peace within themselves, 
and fìnally cultivate for eternal spiritual life. Through this they endeavor to reach 
immortality and enlightenment. 

The principles and training of Peaceful Cultivation Style are similar to those of 
Chan (潭， Zen，忍) meditation in Buddhism. Once the mind is calm and peaceful, 
they look for the root and meaning of life, becoming emotionally neutral as they 
train to reach enlightenment. 

Plant and Graft Style (Zai Jie P函，栽接派). Zai means to plant, grow, or raise. 
Jie means to join, connect, or graft. Pai means s可Ie or division. Plant and Gra玩 Style

Daoists go in the opposite direction of Peaceful Cultivation Daoists. They maintain 
that the methods used by Peaceful Cultivation Style, such as still meditation alone, 
breathing, and swallowing saliva, using the Yi to lead Qi pωt the gates and open the 
vessels, are less e能ctive and impractical. This view w部 expressed in the Book on 
Awakening ω the 开uth (悟真篇) ， "Within Yang, the quality of Yin essence is not 
tough. To cultivate one thing alone is wasteful. Working just on the shape (body) or 
leading (Qi) is not the Dao. To tame Qi and dine on rosy douds is emptiness after 
all." 22 Meditation is the Yin side of cultivation, and the Yin essence in the Yang is not 
strong. You also need Yang training methods which are di自erent from still medita
tion. This statement criticizes the Peaceful Cultivation Style Daoists for seeking 
longevity and enlightenment through meditation alone. Focusing exdusively on Yin 
training, such as the taming of Qi and enjoying beautiful scenery in meditation, is 
empty illusion after all. 

The Daoist document Maintaining Simplicity ( 抱朴子) by Ge Hong (葛洪) said, 
"The Grand Ultimate (the emperor) knows Daoist secular techniques, which he care
fully keeps and respects, of thoroughly studying the ultimate emptiness, enlivening 
all things, then viewing its repetition, fìnally obtaining the Dao and entering heav
en产3 Secular techniques are those used by Plant and Gra丘 Daoists. When ultimate 
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emptiness is reached, a11 things start again from the beginning and come to life. 
When you understand the cycles which occur continua11y throughout nature, you 
comprehend the rea1 Dao. This sentence emphasizes that even the emperor practiced 
Daoist secular techniques to reach enlightenment. 

What then are the secular techniques of the Plant and Graft Division? They said: 
"If the tree is not rooted, the f10wers are few. If the tree is old and you join it to a 
fresh one, peach is grafted onto willow, mulberry is connected to plum. To pass down 
examples to those looking for the real (Dao) , this is the ancient immortal's plant
gra丘ing method. The man who is getting old has the medicine to cure a丘er a11. Visit 
the famous teacher, ask for prescriptions, immediately start to study and cultivate, do 
not delay."24 This says that when you are getting old, you can gain new life from 
mutua1 Qi transportation through particular sexual practices and specia1 types of 
meditation. 

"When clothes are torn, use cloth to patch. When the tree is senile, cultivate the 
soil. When man is weakening, what should be used to patch? Use Heaven and Earth 
to create the opportunity of variations."25 This asks how a weakened person is to 
regain his energy if not from another person? The purpose of Plant and Graft train
ing is "similar types working together, spiritua1 communication between separate 
bodies."26 People training together can help each other. Spiritua1 communication 
(Shen Jiao，神交) uses shared feeling to guide your spirit and stimulate production of 
hormones. Qi is exchanged in communicating with your partner. Some sexua1 prac
tices stimulate hormone production while protecting and storing the Qi, which is 
considered the "herb" to cure aging. When done correcdy, neither partner loses Qi, 
and both obtain the benefìts of longevity. 

This style of Daoism encourages a proper sex life. With this approach it is more 
difficult to achieve emotiona1 neutra1ity and enlightenment. As a result, it mainly 
emphωizes a long and happy life. Ha的 Book o[ Art and Literature ( 漠害蕃文能) s叮s，
"The activity in the bedroom is the ultimate of persona1ity and emotions, the ulti
mate of reaching the Dao. To restrain external joy, is to forbid internal emotion. 
Harmony between husband and wife is the scholarship of longevity."27 Correct sexu
a1ity promotes longevity, enabling you to ba1ance your Qi and spirit. 

In addition to sexua1 double cultivation, they a1so emphasize non-sexua1 double 
cultivation (Shuang Xiu, ~修). Everyone has a di旺erent level of Qi, and no one's Qi 
is completely ba1anced. In your teens, your Qi is stronger and more abundant than 
afterwards. Once you pass 岛rty， your Qi supply tends to weaken and become defì
cient. To be hea1thy, your Qi should be neither excessive nor defìcient. Double 
Cultivation meditation helps ba1ance each other's Q i. This can be done by two men, 
two women, or man and woman. It is said, "Yin and Yang are not necessarily ma1e 
and fema1e, the strength and weakness of Qi in the body are Yin and Yang."28 "Two 
men can plant and gra丘 and women can absorb and nourish卢9
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To Plant and Graft Daoists there are four requirements for reaching the Dao: 
money, partner, techniques, and place. Without money you spend too much time 
earning a living, and you will not have time to study and cultivate. Without the right 
partner, you cannot fìnd the "herb" to balance your Q i. Without correct techniques 
you w豁出 time. Without the right place to train, you cannot meditate to digest the 
"herb". 

As a Plant and Gra丘 Daoist， to balance Qi with your partner, you practice tech
niques of retaining semen, converting it into Qi, and using the Qi to nourish your 
Shen (spirit) . Your energized Shen directs Qi into the 自ve Yin organs, namely the 
heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, and spleen , to enhance their functions. This Qi is called 
Managing Qi (Ying Qi，警氯) . Your Shen also directs Qi to the skin, where it pro
tects you against negative outside influences. This Qi is called Guardian Qi (Wei Qi, 
街筑)， which may be what is known in the West as one's "aurà'. Your Shen also leads 
Qi into your bone marrow (Sui Qi， 髓氯) .

Plant and Gra丘 Daoists also use herbs to help Qi cultivation, believing they offer 
signifìcant benefìts. Peaceful Cultivation Daoists and Buddhists also use herbs, but 
usually only for healing. 

Daoists at this level can have long and healthy lives. But to reach even higher and 
attain enlightenment, one must establish a baby Shen (Shen 1剖，神胎， Shen Ying, 

神婴) or spirit baby (Ling 1剖，重胎)， feed it, and teach it to be independent. To 
reach this higher level, one slowly regulates their emotions. One usually needs to 
leave normal society and become a hermit to be able to cultivate the mind. 

Even though Plant and Gra丘 techniques bring quick results, many Daoists and 
Buddhists oppose and even despise them. Since you are human, it is easy to fall back 
into emotional bondage during training, preventing you from clearing your mind. 
Also, many who practice these techniques do not balance Qi for the mutual benefìt 
of both partners, but simply take what the partner 0曲rs， without giving anything in 
return. This is easy with a partner who does not know Qigong, and this kind of self
ishness is considered immoral. 

GENERAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BUDDHIST AND DAolsT QIGONG 
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1. In view of training philosophy, Buddhism is conservative while Daoism is 
open-minded. Religious Daoism absorbed the imported Buddhist culture 
into traditional Scholar Daoism, their doctrine, which is generally open
minded. Whenever they found methods or the。可 which could enhance 
their cultivation, they adopted it. This was impossible for Buddhists, who 
believe that any philosophy other than Buddhism is not true. In Buddhist 
society, new ideas on cultivation would be considered a betrayal. The sixth 
Chan (禅) ancestor Hui Neng (慧能) ， who lived during the Tang Dynasty 
(713-907 A.D.，唐朝)， changed some meditation methods and philosophy 
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and was considered a traitor for a long time. Because of this, Chan style 
divided into Northern and Southern styles. This is well known among 
Buddhists, and is called "Sixth ancestor disrupting the passed-down 
method" (Liu Zu Shuo Chuan Fa，六祖就傅法). Daoists have had more 
opportunities to learn, compare and experience, and in many aspects have 
advanced faster than Buddhists. In health and longevity Qigong, Daoist 
methods are better organized and more effective than those of the 
Buddhists. 

2. Though both Buddhists and Daoists kept their training secret 岛r a long 
time, the Buddhists, especially Tibetans, were more strict than the Daoists. 
Before the Qing Dynasty, although both Buddhist and Daoist Qigong were 
kept secret from lay people, at least Daoist monks could learn from their 
m豁出rs more easily than Buddhists. In Buddhist society, only a few trusted 
disciples were selected to learn the deeper aspects of Qigong training. 

3. Daoists and Buddhists have different training attitudes. Buddhist Qigong 
emphasizes cultivating the body (Xiu Shen，修身) and cultivating the Qi 
(Xiu Qi，修筑). Cultivation implies to maintain and to keep. However, 
Daoists focus on training the body (Lian Shen，妹身) and training the Qi 
(Lian Qi， 妹乱). Training means to improve, build up, and strengthen. 
Daoists look for ways to resist destiny, to avoid illness, and to extend the 
usuallimits of longevity. 

4. Buddhist Qigong emphasizes striving for Buddhahood, while Daoist 
Qigong focuses on longevity and enlightenment. While striving for 
Buddhahood, most Buddhist monks concentrate all their attention only 
on cultivating their spirit, regarding the body as a "smelly skin bag" (Chou 
Pi Nang，臭皮囊). The body is used for spiritual cultivation, and is not as 
important as the spirit, so physical health is widely ignored in Buddhist 
society. By contrast, Daoists insist on a healthy physical body to achieve 
the fìnal goal, emphasizing both life and natural virtue. This is called Xing 
Ming Shuang Xiu (性命赞修)， double cultivation of human nature and 
life. This is why more Daoists than Buddhists have had very long lives. "If 
only cultivates human nature and not (physical) life, this is the fìrst illness 
of cultivation."30 "Human nature is Yin while life is Yang. If only cultivat
ing Yin Qi and not Yang Qi, it is like the rooster car叩 the egg by himself, 
the chicken will not be complete."31 "Human nature is at the top (head)(Ni 
Wan，泥丸) while the life is at the navel."32 
Daoists found ways to strengthen the body and slow the degeneration of 
the organs, to achieve long life. They s坏 "One hundred and twenty means 
dying young.叫 Buddhists also do physical training, but generally only 
those doing martial arts, such 剖 the Shaolin priests. 
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5. Buddhist spiritual cultivation has generally reached a higher level than that 
of the Daoists. For example, Chan meditation techniques have been high
ly developed, and Daoists can learn from them. 

6. Almost all Buddhist monks are against such training methods as double 
cultivation (Shuang Xiu，费修) or picking the herb from outside the Dao 
(Dao \1Ç组i Cai Yao， 道外栋然) through sexual practices. Using someone 
else's Qi to nourish you leads to emotional involvement which may disturb 
your cultivation. The mind will not be pure and calm enough for spiritu
al cultivation. But, many Daoists train mainly for health and longevity 
instead of enlightenment, so they regard these methods as benefìcial. 

1-9. IMPORTANCE OF QIGONG 5TUDY TO THE HUMAN RACE 
氯功研究封人额之重要

Qigong is an important science which has developed through thousands of years 
of observation, pondering, study, and experimentation. It is the product of the study 
of health, longevity, and spiritual growth, based on the generally applicable Daoist 
theory of Yin and Yang. . 

Before the 18th centu町; people generally followed the Natural Way (Dao) in 
their lifestyles. They went to bed soon a丘er sunset and got up at dawn. They walked 
a lot and had sturdy limbs. Constant labor made their torsos strong. The human 
body developed over millions of years of harmony with nature into their present 
form. 

Things changed quickly with the industrial revolution since the 18th century, 
when machines began to replace labor through m臼s production. Lifestyles are now 
ve叩 di佐rent from the Natural Way out of which we evolved, and since the 1950s 
they have been changing at a breathtaking pace. The great progress of material sci
ence h部 le丘 our psyche and society in tatters, and has generated many problems. We 
need to re-evaluate the process objectively to fìnd a wiser, more rational path for the 
future. 

The discovery of electricity changed lifestyles signifìcandy. It brought great con
venience, but also many problems. With artifìciallight came changes in our sleeping 
patterns. How much has this new lifestyle influenced our physical and mental struc
ture? What Qi imbalance is caused by working a night shitt? Can this account for 
why human sperm count continues to decline? 

With the invention of aircratt, we can relocate ourselves from one side of the 
earth to the other within hours. How does this a他ct Qi circulation? Will this cause 
us physical or mental problems? 

Because we use automobiles, we walk much less than ever before in human his
tor严 Our knees have degenerated rapidly, with knee injuries becoming very common 
today. Foot injuries have also increased signifìcandy. Now, with the creation of air-
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pump shoes, the feet are overprotected and the tendons weakened by lack of exercise. 
Use of the torso has seriously decreased, causing it also to weaken and degenerate. A 
ve可 common problem is lower back pain and spinal injury. 

Another serious problem caused by the new lifestyle is the increase of breast can
cer. Onlya few decades ago, a woman would usually bear about ten babies in her life
time. Through a million years of evolution, women have developed breasts to pro
duce milk for their babies. There is a great deal of Qi in a woman's breasts. Now, 

through the use ofbirth control, the average woman will have only one or two babies, 
ando丘en will not breastfeed. The result is a g陀at accumulation and stagnation of Qi 
in the breast area, which often triggers cancer. Many do not realize that human 
lifestyles have changed in a relatively short period, and do not know the conse
quences or how to solve the problems caused. 

There are many other problems caused by the rapid development of material sci
ence. Microwave ovens，自uorescent light, and high tension powerlines are recent 
developments, which create artifìcial electromagnetic waves. Our body is a living 
electromagnetic fìeld which can be influenced by external fìelds. A human brain con
tains 2.5 million tiny magnetic crystals. The brain is a magnetic unit like a comp旧，
er floppy disk, with the capability of thought and memory. When the brain is 
exposed to a varying external magnetic 自eld ， it changes our moods , our thoughts, 
and we can even lose our memory.33 

From more and more discovery, we realize how much risk we have exposed our
selves to in the new electromagnetic environment created by humans. How can we 
protect ourselves from the energy pollution of the new electromagnetic environment, 
which a他cts our thinking, judgment, and even our health? 

We have also experienced a great loss of the human spirit, caused by wide-scale 
ignorance, a focus on material science and material possessions. Humans are 
ensnared in emotional bondage, having lost their spiritual center. To recover this lost 
spirituality, we must learn from the p剖t， understand it, and bring it back into daily 
life. 
W电 must educate the new generation about the importance of spiri t. At the age 

of three years old, a child has become familiar with the body's balance, and learned 
to walk and run. This is the best age to teach them to feel the mental center of their 
being. For example, teaching them to walk with eyes closed, they establish a stronger 
inner feeling and body awareness. Next, teach them to locate the residence of the 
spirit and to communicate with it. This develops sensitivi可 to the subconscious 
mind. This kind of inner feeling is called Nei Shi Gongfu (内视功夫) which means 
Gongfu of internal vision. This kind of training is easier for children than adults 
since the child's mind has not yet been contaminated by the complex emotional 
world, and its thinking can be simple and pure. If we teach the new generation this 
meditation, we can bring them to a higher level of sensitivity and understanding of 
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the spiritua1 world. From this recognition of spiritua1 identity, children will have less 
confusion and their lives will be more meaningful. Those methods which lead peo
ple to blind worship should be discouraged. Blind worship can only lead us back to 
the pωt of dictatorship and spiritua1 abuse. 

However, we cannot deny that development of materia1 science has a1so 
improved human life signifìcantl严 For example, the average age of men has increased 
from 47 in 1900 to 76 in 1998. We will soon be able to live to be 120 years old with 
the help of human growth hormone. '川 5 But we should a1so understand the side 
e他cts from injection of human growth hormone. If there are any cancer cells hid
den in the body, growth hormone can help them spread. Hormones are cata1ysts in 
the body, which enhance its biochemica1 reaction, including the metabolism of bad 
cells. If blood circulation is not as abundant as it should be, growth hormone may 
keep the muscles and the surface of the body young, but the deep places such as the 
joints continue to age. Proper Qigong exercise and relaxation can minimize this 
problem. 
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From this we can summarize the importance of Qigong to society. 

1. Bring us better awareness. When we understand the human electromag
netic fìeld better, we can avoid exposing ourselves to harmful external elec
tromagnetic fìelds. 

2. Alert us to harmful future developments. Many chemica1s and radioactive 
substances are harmful and should be forbidden , and we must prevent cre
ation of such harmful products in the future. If we correct our wrong path 
now, we may lead ourselves to a safer and more peaceful environment. 

3. Educate the next generation about spirit. Teach them how to meditate 
and develop the spiritua1 mind. Now we have reached a good level of 
materia1 science and freed ourselves from materia1 shortages. However, this 
a1so causes the danger of modern weapons. We face the complete destruc
tion of the earth and human culture. If we cannot educate the next gener
ation to be free from the emotiona1 bondage, we will surely self-destruct. 
We have to wake up and enlighten our spirit, before we can expect harmo
ny and peace on earth. 

4. Apply Qigong to solve today￥ problems. Many sicknesses which cannot 
be cured by modern medicine respond to traditiona1 Qigong methods. 
Cases of cancer or arthritis have been cured by Qigong. Spine and lower 
back pain is often cured by Qigong, which a1so rebuilds the strength of the 
torso. The greatest benefìt in practicing Qigong is increasing the strength 
of your immune system and keeping you hea1thy. 

5. Help regain our spiritual center and understand the meaning of life. 
Through Qigong practice, countless people have brought themselves back 
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from confusion and roodessness, to a state of self-recognition. They regain 
their spiritua1 center and rea1ize the role of their lives in society. This is the 
path of setting us 丘ee from emotiona1 bondage and materia1 slavery. 

6. From studying Qigong, we understand and develop the Yin side of sci
ence，由at of energy and spirit. We open the gate to understanding the 
spiritua1 side of the human being and comprehending the mission of our 
existence in this universe. 

7. By understanding past Qigong practice, we create a feasible way for 
future spiritual cultivation. This will cultivate enlightenment for 
mankind, the unifìcation of Heaven and Man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一)，
of the natura1 spirit and the human spirit. 

,-, O. ABOUT THIS BOOK 阔於这本害

Qigong is like an infìnite garden which contains everything in nature, both mate
ria1 and spiritua1, but we have never had a detailed map of it. Qigong masters each 
discovered some of the pathways to an understanding of this garden, and mysterious 
hidden places which manifest the beauty of nature were gradually discovered. They 
passed down their understanding through teaching students or through writing. 
Though each document may provide only a litde information on how to reach a tiny 
area of the garden, it had taken a Qigong master's lifetime to obtain. Each document 
is a possible road sign to our goa1. When they are combined, we can construct a map, 
a theory which might take us to places of our Qigong garden where nobody has ever 
gone before. It will probably take thousands of years of effort to obtain a detailed 
map of nature. 

50 far we have only limited information about materia1 nature, and know very 
litde about spiritua1 nature. We are still confused about the meaning of life, and far 
from understanding the truth of nature. 
W七 need open minds to set us free from traditional brainwashing and bondage. 

W电 should humbly face the cha11enge and be willing to accept the truth and the mis
takes we have a1ready committed. Only then can we rea1ize our dream of the future. 
Then we will be able to think with an open mind. If nobody can prove their ideas 
about the universe, we should dare to postulate a theory and explanation generated 
by the imagination. We t叩 to prove our 部sumptions， and if proven wrong, we go 
back to modi今 the the。可 and 町 again. This is the scientifìc method: to dare ω 
dream, dare to acc，φt the challenge, and dare 印 accept theJ♀cts and the truth. 

This book 0能rs methods to establish a fìrm foundation of 5mall Circulation, a 
step on the path toward the ultimate goa1 of spiritua1 enlightenment. 

Many explanations here originate from my persona1 understanding and scientif
ic background. 1 cannot guarantee the correctness of my assumptions. It is quite pos
sible that someone with deeper understanding of this subject may step in to modify 
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or even completely change my the。可. That is the natural course of scientifìc study. 
A丘er the assumed theory has been tested repeatedly, we will be able to confìrm what 
is correct and what is not, and the map will become clear. 

The theory and practice methods introduced in this book only originate from 
Chinese study. You should keep an open mind and study the same subject in other 
cultures. A different view of the same topic could lead you to a clearer judgment. 
This is especially true for spiritual cultivation, as we are still at the beginning of 
understanding this subject. Any past experience could 。他r you more information 
and direct you to a better path of reaching the goal. This book is not an authority on 
this subject, and can only off町 you one cultural viewpoint. 

Even though we cannot yet prove the existence of the spirit in this universe by 
scientifìc method, it does not mean it does not exist. We should continue our 
research to untie this knot and open the gate of spiritual science experienced by peo
ple in all di佐rent cultures. 

In the second chapter of part 1, 1 0能r a theoretic foundation of Qigong practice 
related to Small Circulation meditation. In Part 11, training methods passed down 
from the past are introduced. From Part 1 and Part 11, you will have a clear idea of 
how to approach the essence of this training. Meditation methods are introduced in 
Part 111. Many remaining questions are listed in Part IV. 

The theoretic foundation in this practice is like a map which could lead you to 
the fìnal goal. You should fìrst study it and understand it clearl予 If you rush into 
practice without comprehending the theo厅; you may enter the wrong path and 
become confused, and endanger yourself through incorrect practice. 
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Theoretica1 Foundations 
理输基喋

2-1. INTRODUCTION 介姐
The Chinese concept of Dao (道) is commonly translated as the Natural \1Ç勾.η

Jing (易栓， The Book ofChange, 1122-1115 B.C.) said, "One Yin and One Yang is 
called Dao."J The fundamental concept of Dao is the coexistence of Yin and Yang 
aspects of nature. This concept w部 later refìned by Lao Zi (老子， 604-另 1 B.C.). In 
his book Dao DeJ切~(道德挫)， Chapter 24, he said, "Dao begets one, one produces 
two, two generate three, and three derive into millions of objects产 Dao is the natu
ral causative force which creates the fìrst single object from emptiness, and later this 
(Wuji state of no extremity) divides into two aspects and continues to derive into 
millions of objects and lives. 

Chapter 25 of Dao De Jing says, "There is an undiscriminated thing formed 
before the heaven and the earth (Yin and Yang). Extremely quiet, existing alone and 
without change, repeating cyclically without end, the mother of heaven and earth. 1 
do not know its name and so call it Dao.町 Dao exists since the very beginning, before 
heaven and ea巾， quietl严 alone， and unchanging in its original virtue. When the 
Dao makes Wuji (no extremity) derive into Yin and Ya吨， it sets in motion the pat
terns of opposing 也rces and natural cycles. This derivation from Wuji to Yin and 
Yang is the origin of millions of things and therefore the mother of life. 

Lao Zi believed Dao is responsible for all of creation and life. "Dao is the most 
mysterious of the mysterious, the door (origin) of all marvelousness.叫"咄咄en Dao is 
born, the natural virtues are raised, objects are formed, and the natural state will be 
complete.町 Millions of variations of nature derive from the Dao. Once this natural 
pattern is complete, the natural cycles are established and repeated. For us to fìt into 
this nature, Lao Zi explained, "Man copies the earth, the earth follows heaven, heav
en models itself after the Dao, the Dao follows nature产It does not matter how big, 
such as heaven , or how small, such as a microbe, all follow the same energy patterns 
and the same Dao of nature. 

Dao creates a single object from nothing, and from this single object, it divides 
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into Yin and Yang. When Yin and Yang interacr wirh each orher harmoniously, mil
lions of lives are creared and derived. Ir is said in Huai Nan Zi ( 淮南子)， "Dao begins 
from one, one does nor beger, rherefore dividing into Yin and Yang. When Yin and 
Yang harmonize wirh each orher, millions of objecrs are born."7 

Lao Zi pointed out rhe derivarion from Wuji (熬植) ro Yin and Yang can pro
ceed eirher w部 Wuji can derive into Yin and Yang and Yin and Yang can be unired 
ro become Wuj i. He said in Chapter 1, "Norhing, is rhe beginning of rhe pre-heav
en (Wuji) state, rhe mother of millions of objects. Always norhing, wish ro see irs 
marvelousness, always exisring, wish (0 see it expand.吨 Dao changes from norhing ro 
something, and from somerhing back ro norhing, always changing from one (0 rhe 
other. 

In order ro understand the rheorerical foundarion of Chinese Qigong medira
rion, you musr fìrsr srudy its hisroIγ; tracing back rhe philosophic origins of Chinese 
culture. Qigong is an integral parr of Chinese culture. If you separare rhem, you lose 
rhe roor and essence of rhe art. 

The oldesr Chinese philosophy relares (0 rhe development of nature, especially 
human nature. The 刀j切!g (The Book ofChanges, 1122 B.C.) is rhe fìrsr book ro 。他r
a derailed clear discussion. Under irs influence, rhe Dao (narural way) was followed 
by rhe Chinese people. 
ηρng， Great Biograp句I said, 

The ancestor named Bao Xi became 是ing of heaven and earth. He looked up to 
see the phenomenal changes of伽 heavens， looked down ω observe the naiural 
rules of the earth, watchea the instinctive behavior of birds and animals and how 
they interactedωth theω.th. He adaptedω the changes of things he saw around 
him, he adopted the recurring cycles 0/0吃;ects， he then created the Eight Tr伊-ams.
T伪 was used to understand the virtue of劝edivineand伽 behavior of mi战ons
oflives. 

易大傅曰:电古者包截氏之王天下也。仰别规象於天'
俯别税法於地。貌岛默之文'舆地之宜。近取幸者身'遗
取言者物。於是始作八卦'以通神明之德，以颊再物之
情。，

Bao xi (包截， 2852-2737 B.C.) was rhe ruler of China. The heaven and rhe earrh 
means rhe kingdom. A丘er he carefully observed rhe patterns of natural cycles and rhe 
behavior of plants and animals, he creared rhe Eighr Trigrams (Bagua，八卦)， which 
are used ro interprer and trace the patterns of nature. The rheory of rrigrams has s蝠'
nifìcandy influenced Chinese culrure. 
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刀]ing also said, 

Thelφre， 刀 (Change) has Taiji (Grand Ultimate), and begets two poles (刀n
and Ytmg). Two poles produce four phases. Four phases give rise to Bagua 仍泸t
开铲'tlms). Ba.唔~uωade彻et.仰.el扩.erm
great career is created 

是故易有太植'是生雨傲'雨傲生四象
八卦定吉凶'吉凶生大案。

四象生八卦

Only because there is Taiji, is there change. From 1￥iji， the Two Poles (Yin and 
Yang) are created from Wuji (no extremity or nothingness) and the two poles again 
derive into four phases. These four phases produce the Eight Trigrams. From the 
Eight Trigrams, the patterns of natural cycles can be understood, and good or bad 
fortune predicted. To be prosperous in business, follow the good luck patterns and 
avoid the bad luck patterns of nature. All derivations originate from Taiji. Taiji is the 
Dao or natural force which makes division and unifìcation take place. 

A Daoist classic, )切 Si Lu ( 近思鲸) said, 

Wuji b结.ets Taiji. When Ta扩i moves, the }告ng is born. When movement reaches 
its extremi纱" again calm, generating the 刀n. ，罗'hen calmness reaches its extremi
ty, again moving. One moves and one is calm, mutually as the root. Yin and拍ng
are discriminated and the 仰o poles completed 

集植生太植，太植勤而生畴，勤植徨静;静而生险，静
捶徨勤。一勤一静，互梅其根'分险分畴'南傲至焉。

Through this recurring cycle ofYin and Yang, millions of lives are begotten. The 
causative force is called Taij i. The ancient Daoist classic, Glossary Talking 钞 ZhuZi
(朱子捂颠) said, "What is called 1￥iji， is the root of millions of things in heaven and 
earth." 

Wang, Zon鸣1唱g-Yue叫(王宗岳， 1750 A.D.) described Taiji, 

What is Taiji? It is generated斤。m 肌扩i and is a pivotal卢nction of movement 
and stillness. It is the mo伽rof刀n and Ytzng. When it moves, it divides. At rest 
zt reunztes. 

太植者'集植而生'勤静之械，除畴之母也。勤之则分，
静之别合。
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Taiji is neither Wuji nor Yin and Yang, but the natural force or Dao which makes 
the divisions and unifìcations happen. It is the cause and origin of life and death, the 
way of the natural cycle. 

Chinese culture is based on the the。可 ofTaiji， and ofYin and Yang. When the 
the。可 is applied to Qigong, the fìrst important goal of practice is the harmony and 
balance of Yin and Yang (Yin Yang Xie Tiao，除畴措桐). To reach this harmonious 
state of balance, you adjust Yin and Yang, through the methods of Kan (坎， Water) 
and Li (蝉， Fire). 

When this the。可 is applied to human heal出， the physical body is considered 
Yang, while the mental and the spiritual bodies are considered Yin. To have a long, 
healthy life, you must also consider your spiritual condition. Mind and spirit are the 
岛undation of life, and although they cannot be seen, they are nevertheless the ori
gins and the causes of physical manifestation. When this foundation is fìrm and 
strong, the manifestation of life can be strong. To achieve health and longevity, cul
tivate both mental and physical bodies. This is called double cultivation of human 
nature and life (Xing Ming Shuang Xiu，性命赞修). Human nature means the inner 
nature, the original spirit carried with us since birth. Life here means the limited 
physicallife. 

When you adjust yourself into harmony internally and externally, it is called 飞al
ance the body and mind" (Shen Xin Ping Heng，身心平衡). This allows you to live 
longer, enabling spiritual cultivation to reach enlightenment or Buddhahood, the 
fìnal goal of cultivation. 

Fortunately material science is highly developed, allowing us to veri今 things
which were inexplicable in the past. Nevertheless, many mysteries remain that are 
waiting to be investigated from a scientifìc point of view. We live in a very exciting 
and challenging era, in which ancient mysteries and experiences can be comprehend
ed using today's science. The documents passed down by thousands of Qigong 
experts provide us with clues, some more useful than others. 

1 am like a puzzle player. In front of me are thousands of pieces of the puzzle of 
Qigong practice. 1 try to choose those which are useful and valuable, discarding those 
which mislead. Through my efforts 1 have compiled a map of Qigong, not as detailed 
as 1 would like, but nevertheless a clear guide to prevent confusion and the fear of 
getting lost. 

A clear and detailed map is necessary, but 1 cannot accomplish this mammoth 
task by myself in a single lifetime. 
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1. Thousands of ancient documents remain to be translated, interpreted and 
explained. This requires qualifìed scholars familiar with Qigong practice 
who are also masters of ancient Chinese writing, to understand the special 
terminology used. 
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2. We need experienced Qigong practitioners to translate these ancient doc
uments into other languages correctly. This is no easy task since a Chinese 
word can have many di能rent meanings, depending on where, how and 
when it is used. 

3. We need open-minded scientists and medical experts to offer opinions on 
the merits of these ancient practices. They need to challenge and attempt 
to verify the ancient expe巾nce in a scientifìc context. 

4. We need a foundation with strong fìnancial support to bring the various 
experts together to discuss eve可 aspect of Qigong practice. From these 
conferences, information would be compiled, studied, researched, experi
mented with, and fìnally published. Without government support, or the 
interest of various scientifìc groups, it will be hard to accomplish this task. 

In this chapter, 1 try to explain many mysteries in Qigong practice based on my 
personallimited scientifìc background. These possible explanations remain to be v町，
ifìed, but until then they remain the most probable hypothesis. 
肌 fìrst review the Chinese medical concept of the Qi channels and vessels. With 

this foundation , we use the scientifìc view to discuss the concept of Chinese Qigong in 
section 3. In section 4，出e meaning and 出e purpose of Qigong meditation is discussed. 

The training the。可 of Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing 
Qigong is summarized in section 乡， followed by Small Circulation, Grand 
Circulation, and Enlightenment Meditation in sections 6, 7 and 8 respectively. 

2-2. QI VESSELS AND CHANNELS 氯服舆挫格

W恒 have two bodies, the physical body and the Qi (bioenergetic) body. The phys
ical body can be seen, but Qi must be felt. The Qi body is the foundation of the 
physical body, of living cells, and of our lives. The Qi body is not only related to our 
cells, but also to our thinking and spirit, since it is the main energy source which 
maintains the brain's functioning. Therefo町， Qi imbalance or stagnation are the root 
of any physical sickness or mental disorder. 

Western medical science has long studied the physical bod如 while for the most 
part ignoring the Qi body. This has begun to change in the last two decades, but sci
entifìc understanding of the Qi body, and how it affects health and longevity, is still 
in its infancy. Under these circumstances, we may still accept the ancient Chinese 
understanding of our body's Qi network. 

Twelve Primary Qi Channels and the Eight Vessels 
From the viewpoint of Chinese medicine, the Qi circulatory system in the body has 

Eight Vessels (Ba M剑，八服)， Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二酌， and 
thousands of secondary channels branching out from the primary channels (Luo，络).
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Figure 2-1. The Governing Vessel (Du Mai) Figure 2-2. The Girdle (Belt) Vessel (Dai Ma i) 

On two of the vessels (Governing and Conception Vessels) and the twelve primary Qi 
channels, there are more 出an seven hundred acupuncture cavities through which Qi 
can be adjusted. In this wa严 Qi circulation in the body, especially in the internal 
organs, can be regulated into a harmonious state, sickness cured ,and health main
tained. Here, we briefly review these three circulatory networks. For more about this 
Qi network, refer to Chinese acupuncture books or my books, The Root 01 Chinese 
Qig01飞gand QigOl气gMassage.

Eight Vessels (Ba Mai， 八服j
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a. The eight vessels include four Yang vessels and four Yin vessels, which bal
ance each other. 

b.The Four Yang Vessels are: 

Governing Vessel (Du Mai，督腺) (Figure 2-1) 

Girdle (or Belt) Vessel (Dai Mai，带腺)(Figure 2-2) 

Yang Heel Vessel (Yangqiao Mai, 1'1屠踌腺 )(Figure 2-3) 

Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei Mai，陈锥服 )(Figure 2-4) 

The Four Yin Vessels are: 

Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服)(Figure 2-5) 

Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (Figure 2-6) 
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Figure 2-3. The Yang Heel Vessel (Yangqiao 
Mai) and The Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao Mai) 
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Figure 2-4. The Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei 
Mai) and the Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei Mai) 
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Figure 2-5. The Conception Vessel (Ren Mai) Figure 2-6. The Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai) 
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Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao Mai，险蜻腺 )(Figure 2-3) 

Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei Mai，除锥腺 )(Figure 2-4). 

c. According to Chinese medicine, vessels function 臼 reservoirs， connect
ed to the twelve primary Qi channels and regulating Qi circulating in 
these channels. When the Qi level in some specifìc channel is too high, 
one or more of the reservoirs absorbs the excess, and if the Qi is too low, 
the shortfall will be supplied from these vessels. In this wa严 harmony is 
maintained. 

d. Two Yang vessels, Governing and Girdle 快ssels， and two Yin vessels, 

Conception and Thrusting Vessels, are in the torso. The other four ves
sels are in pairs, located in the legs. There are no vessels in the arms. 

e. Among the eight vessels, the Governing and Conception Vessels are the 
most important, since they regulate the twelve prima叩 Qi channels. The 
Governing Vessel regulates Qi in the six prima叩 Yang channels, while 
the Conception 飞电ssel regulates that in the six primary Yin channels. 
There are acupuncture cavities on these two vessels, but none on the 
other six. However, there are many cavities on the six vessels which 
belong to the twelve prima可 Qi channels, considered to be gates where 
Qi passes between the vessels and channels. 

f. The methods 岛r fìlling the vessels with Qi are ve叩 important. When 
their Qi is abundant, the regulating potential of the prima可 Qi chan
nels is high. The Governing and Conception Vessels are the most impor
tant, since they regulate the twelve prima叩 Qi channels. Qi circulates in 
them, and is distributed to the twelve primary Qi channels throughout 
the day. 

g. In Religious Qigong meditation for enlightenment, the Thrusting Vessel 
(Spinal Cord) is ve叩 important. It connects the brain and the perineum, 
and Qi is abundant in this vessel around midnight. During these hours 
we sleep, and the body is ve可 relaxed. The body does not need much Qi 
to support its activities, and Qi circulates abundantly in the spinal cord 
to nourish the brain and sexual organs. Hormone production increases 
at night. When the brain is nourished, the spirit is raised and enlighten
ment can be achieved. Again, for more detail , refer to my book, 

Qjgong-The Secret ofYouth. 

h. The Governing 飞fessel ， up the middle of the back, is the main vessel sup
plying Qi to the nervous system branching out from the spinal cord. The 
nervous system consists of physical cells which need to be nourished 
with Qi to function and stay alive. To maintain abundant Qi circulation 
in this vessel , your physical health is very important. Injury or damage 
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along the course of this vessel , causes Qi supply to the ne凹ous system to 

be stagnant and irregular. To have abundant Qi circulating in this vessel, 
increase the storage of Qi in the Lower Real Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan 
Tian，真下丹田)， which is the main Qi reservoir or bioelectric battery in 
our body. ~也 discuss this subject in more detail in Chapter 6. 

i. The Yang Girdle Vessel is very important, and is the only vessel in which 
Qi circulates horizontally. It is from this vessel that we feel our balance. 
Qi in this vessel is Yang and expands outwards. As with a tight-rope 
walker, the longer the balancing pole, the easier it is to keep balance. 
Qigong practitioners and martial artists train this vessel to improve balance 
and stabi问。ifbodya;叫 mind. The叫ou can如dyourcenteγ and be root
ed, so your spirit can be raised. 

j. Li, Shi-Zhen (李峙珍， 1518-1593 A.D.) said in his book, The Stz吵 01
Strange Meridians and Eight v告'ssels (奇挫八服考)， "The Yang Linking 
Vessel dominates the Qi of the surface (Guardian Qi) while the Yin 
Linking 、电ssel dominates the Qi of the inner body. The Yang Heel Vessel 
dominates the Yang of the body's left and right sides, while the Yin Heel 
Vessel dominates the Yin of the body's left and right sides. The 
Governing Vessel dominates the Yang at the back of the body, while the 
Conception and Thrusting Vessels dominate the Yin in front. The 
Girdle 、电ssel regulates all vessels horizontally." 1O 

The Twelve Primary Qi Channels and Their 8ranches βhi Er Jing Luα 十二姐格 j

a. The six Yang channels and six Yin channels balance each other. 

b. The six Yang channels are: 

Arm Yang Brightness Large Intestine Channel (Shou Yang Ming Da 
ChangJing，手晴明大踌挫 )(Figure 2-7) 

Leg Yang Brightness Stomach Channel (Zu Yang Ming Wei Jing, 
足陈明胃挫 )(Figure 2-8) 

Arm Greater Yang Small Intestine Channel (Shou 1￥i Yang Xiao 
Chang Jing，手太睛小腾挫 )(Figure 2-9) 

Leg Greater Yang Bladder Channel (Zu Tai Yang Pang Guang Ji吨，
足太赐膀胧姐 )(Figure 2-10) 

Arm Lesser Yang Triple Burner Channel (Shou Shao Yang San Jiao 
Jing，手少踢三焦挫) (Figure 2-1 1) 

Leg Lesser Yang Gall Bladder Channel (Zu Shao Yang Dan Jing, 
足少踢臆挫) (Figure 2-12) 
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Figure 2-7. The Large Intestine Channel of Figure 2-8. The Stomach Channel of the Foot-
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the Hand-Yang Brightness Yang Brightness 

The Six Yin channels are: 

Arm Greater Yin Lung Channel (Shou 1与i Yin Fei Jing，手太除肺挫)
(Figure 2-13) 

Leg Greater Yin Spleen Channel (Zu 1￥i Yin Pi Jing，足太晗脾短)
(Figure 2-14) 

Arm Lesser Yin Heart Channel (Shou Shao Yin Xin Jing，手少险心挫)
(Figure 2-15) 

Leg Lesser Yin IGdney Channel (Zu Shao Yin Shen Jing，足少除骨挫)
(Figure 2-16) 

Arm Absolute Yin Pericardium Channel (Shou Jue Yin Xin Bao Luo 
Jing， 手厥除心包络锺) ( Figure 2-17) 

Leg Absolute Yin Liver Channel (Zu Jue Yin Gan Jing，足厥除肝挫)
(Figure 2-18). 

c. One end of each channel connects to an extremi町; and the other end to 
an internal organ. Each channel has many acupuncture cavities through 
which its Qi can be regulated. This is the basic theory of acupuncture. 

d . Thousands of secondary channels (Luo，络) branch out from each pri
mary one. These lead Qi to the surface of the skin and to the bone 
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Figure 2-11 . The Triple Burner Channel of the 
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Figure 2-10. The Urinary Bladder Channel of 
the Foot-Greater Yang 
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Figure 2-12. The Gall Bladder Channel of the 
Foot-Lesser Yang 
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Figure 2-13. The Lung Channel 
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Figure 2-14. The Spleen Channel 
of the Foot-Greater Yin 

marrow. This is very similar to the artery and capillary system. Instead 
of blood, Qi is distributed. 

2-3. HUMAN QIGONG SCIENCE 人颠之氯功科擎

Modern science has started to accept Qigong concepts, but has far to go to reach 
profound understanding. The observations in this section are from my personal 
understanding, and from information already published. For a satisfactory explana
tion, many assumptions are needed, so use logic and a scientifìc mind to judge. 
Question all assumptions and explanations. Only once we have verifìed the the。可
can we trust it fully. 

In this section, a human bioelectric network is postulated and compared to 
ancient Chinese medical concepts. W旨 defìne the human biobattery, both in the tra
ditional Chinese concept and also from the viewpoint of modern Western science. 

A Modern Definition of Qi 
In ancient China, people had no knowledge of electricity. They only knew from 

acupuncture that when needles were inserted into acupuncture cavities, some kind of 
energy other than heat was produced, which 0丘en caused shock or a tickling sensa
tion. When the Chinese became acquainted with electromagnetism, they realized 
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Figure 2-16. The Kidney Channel 
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Figure 2-18. The Liver Channel 
。f the Foot-Absolute Yin 
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that this energy circulating in the body, which they called Qi, might be the same 
thing as what today's science calls bioelectricity. 

The human body is constructed of many di能rent electrically conductive mate
rials, and forms a living electromagnetic circuit. Electromagnetic energy is continu
ously generated in the body through biochemical reaction, which assimilates food 
and air, and circulates electromotive force (EMF) within the body. 

It is constantly a他cted by external electromagnetic fìelds such as that of the earth 
or electrical fìelds generated by clouds. When you practice Qigong, you need to be 
aware of these external factors and take them into account. 

Countless experiments have been conducted in China and japan to study how 
external electromagnetic fìelds a岳ct the body's Qi 自eld. Many acupuncturists use 
magnets and electricity in their treatment. They attach a magnet to the skin over a cav
ity and leave it there 岛r a period of time, where its magnetic fìeld gradually affects Qi 
circulation in that channel. Alternatively, they insert needles into cavities and then run 
an electric current through the needle to reach the Qi channels direct炒~ Although 
researchers claim success in their experiments, they have not been able to explain the 
theory behind them. Conclusive proof remains elusive, and many unanswered ques
tions remain. Of course, this the。可 is new, and will take more research before it is ver
ifìed and understood. At present, many conservative acupuncturists are skeptical. 

To unravel this knot, we look at what modern Western science has discovered 
about bioelectromagnetic energy. Many reports on bioelectricity research have been 
published, and frequently the results closely relate to what is experienced in Qigong 
training and Chinese medicine. During the electrophysiological research of the 
1960s, investigators discovered that bones are piezoelectric. In other words, when 
they are stressed, mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy in the form of 
electric current. 11 This might explain one of the practices of Marrow Washing Qigong 
in which stress on the bones is increased to increase Qi circulation. 

Dr. Robert O . Becker has done important work in this fìeld. His book, The Bo吵
Electric reports on much of the research concerning the body's electric fìeld. 12 It is 
presently believed that food and air are the fuels which generate electricity in the 
body through biochemical reaction. This electricity is circulated throughout the body 
by means of electrically conductive tissue, one of the main energy sources keeping 
cells alive. 

When you are injured or sick, your body's electrical circulation is affected. If this 
circulation of electricity stops, you die. Bioelectric energy not only maintains life, it 
also repairs damage. Researchers seek ways of using external electromagnetic fìelds to 
speed up recovery from injury. Richard Leviton reports, "Researchers at Loma Linda 
University's School ofMedicine in California have found, following studies in sixteen 
countries with over 1,000 patients, that low-frequency, low-intensity magnetic ener
gy has been successful in treating chronic pain related to tissue ischemia, and has also 
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worked well in clearing Up slow-healing ulcers. In 90 percent of patients tested, it 
increased blood flow signifìcandy."'3 

He reports that every cell functions like an electric bauery, able to store electric 
charge. "Other biomagnetic investigators take an even closer look to fìnd out what is 
happening, right down to the level of the blood, the organs, and the individual cell, 
which they regard as a small electric bauery."13 This convinces me that our entire 
body is essentially a big battery assembled from millions of small ones. All of them 
together activate the human electromagnetic fìeld. 

Much research relates to acupuncture. Dr. Becker reports that the conductivity 
of the skin is much higher at acupuncture cavities, and it is now possible to locate 
them precisely by measuring the skin's conductivity (Figure 2-19).12 Many reports 
show a scientifìc basis for the acupuncture which has been done in China for thou
sands of years. 

Some researchers use the theo叩 of bioelectricity to explain ancient miracles 
auributed to the practice of Qigong. Albert Huebner reports, "These demonstrations 
of body electricity in human beings may also 。他r a new explanation of an ancient 
healing practice. If weak external fìelds can produce powerful physiological e能cts ， it 
may be that fìelds from human tissues in one person are capable of producing clini
cal improvements in another. In short, the method of healing known as the laying on 
of hands could be an especially subde form of electrical stimulation."" 

Another phenomenon reported is the halo seen around the head of a Qigong 
practitioner who reaches a high level during meditation. This is commonly shown in 
paintings of Jesus Christ, Buddha, Orthodox and Catholic saints and various 
Oriental immortals. Frequendy the light is pictured as surrounding the whole body. 
This phenomenon may be explained by the body electric theory. When one cultivates 
Qi to a high level, it may accumulate in the head. It may interact with the 。可gen
molecules in the air, ionize them and cause them to glow. 

Although the link between the the。可 ofThe Body Electric and the Chinese the
ory of Qi is becoming more accepted, there are still many questions to be answered. 
For example, how does the mind actually generate EMF to circulate the electricity in 
the body? How is the human electromagnetic fìeld affected by the multitude of other 
electric fìelds which surround us , such as radio or electrical appliances? How can we 
readjust our electromagnetic fìeld and survive in outer space or on other planets 
where the magnetic fìelds are completely different from that on earth? The future of 
Qigong and bioelectric science is challenging and exciting. W迁 need to use modern 
technology to understand the inner energy world which for the most part has been 
ignored by Western society. 

A Modern Definition of Qigong 
If we accept the internal energy (Qi) circulating in our bodies is bioelectrici町~ we 

can formulate a defìnition of Qigong based on the principles of physics. 
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Figure 2-19. Electrical Conductivity Maps of the Skin Surface over Acupuncture Points 

Let us assume that the circuit shown in Figure 2-20 is similar to that in our bod
ies. A1 though we now have some understanding of this circuit from acupuncture, we 
stilI do not know in detail exactly what the body's circuits looks like. We know there 
are Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Qi rivers) and Eight Vessels (Qi reservoirs). There 
are also thousands of small Qi channels (Luo，格) which allow Qi to reach the skin 
and bone marrow. In this circuit, the twelve internal organs are connected and mutu
ally related through these channels. There is also a Dan Tian (丹田 ， elixir fìe1d) bio
battery which stores the Q i. 

In the ilIustration, you see that: 

1. The Qi channels are like wires which carry e1ectric current. 

2. The internal organs are like electrical components such as resistors and sole
noids. 

3. The Qi vesse1s are like capacitors, which regulate the current in the circuit. 

4. The Dan Tian is like a battery, which stores charge and provides EMF. 

How do you keep this e1ectrical circuit functioning effìciently? Your fìrst concern 
is the resistance of the wires which carry current. In a machine, use a wire with high 
conductivity and low resistance, otherwise the current may me1t it. It should be of a 
materiallike copper or even gold. In your body, you keep current flowing smoothly, 
removing anything which causes stagnation. Fat has low conductivity, so use diet and 
exercise to remove excess from your body. Re1axation to open the Qi channels is the 
fìrst practice in Taijiquan and many Qigong exercises. 

How do you maintain the e1ectrical components, your internal organs? Your 
organs burn out from too much current (Yang) or too little (Yin). To avoid these 
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Figure 2-20. The Human Bioelectric Circuit is Similar to an Electric Circuit 

problems in a machine, you use a capacitor to regulate the current. When there is too 
much current, the capacitor absorbs and stores the excess, and when it is weak, the 
capacitor supplies current to the circuit. The eight Qi vessels are your body's capaci
tors. Qigong increases their level of Qi to supply current when needed, and keep the 
internal organs functioning smoothl}ιThis is especially important as you get older, 
when your Qi level is generally lower. 

For a healthy circuit, you address the components themselves. If they are weak or 
of poor quali町， the circuit su能rs. Qigong maintains and rebuilds the internal 
organs. There is an important di他rence between the circuit in the diagram , and the 
Qi circuit in our bodies. The body is alive, and with proper Qi nourishment, all of 
the cells can be regrown and the state of health improved. For example, if you jog 
three miles today, and keep jogging regularly, you can gradually increase the distance 
to fìve miles, as your body rebuilds and adjusts to the circumstances. 

If we increase Qi flow through our internal organs, they become stronger and 
healthier. The increase must be slow and gradual so they can adjust to it. To increase 
Qi flow you work with EMF. Imagine two containers fìlled with water and connect
ed by a tube. If both have the same water level, water will not flow. However, if one 
side is higher than the other, the water will flow from that container to the other. In 
electricity, this potential di能rence is called electromotive force. The higher the EMF, 
the stronger the current will be. 

The key to e他ctive Qigong practice is reducing resistance in the Qi channels, 
and increasing the E扎1F in your bod}几 There are six sources of EMF in the body 
which can increase the flow of bioelectricity. 
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1. Natura1 energy. Your body is made of conductive material, so its electro
magnetic fìeld is a他cted by the sun, moon, clouds, gravi町" and other 
energies around you. The sun, moon, and the earth's gravity a他ct Qi cir
culation signifìcantly. W七 are now also a能cted by energy pollution by 
modern technology, such as radio, TV, microwave ovens, computers, and 
mobile telephone networks. 

2 . Food and air. To maintain life, we absorb food and air through our 
mouths and noses. These are converted into Qi through the biochemical 
reaction in the chest and digestive system (called the Triple Burner in 
Chinese medicine) . EMF is generated which circulates Qi through the 
bod予 A major part of Qigong is devoted to getting proper food and fresh 
alf. 

3. Thinking. The mind is the most important source ofbioelectric EMF. Any 
time you move to do something, you fìrst generate an idea (Yi，意) . This 
idea generates EMF and leads Qi through the nervous system, to energize 
and move the appropriate muscles. The more you concentrate, the stronger 
the EMF, and the stronger the flow of Qi you lead to the muscles to ener
gize them. The mind is the most important factor in Qigong training. 

4. Exercise. Exercise converts stored food essence (阳) into Qi, building up 
EMF. Many Qigong styles utilize movement 岛r this purpose. 

5. Converting Pre-Birth Essence into Qi. The hormones produced by our 
endocrine glands are called P町-Birth Essence in Chinese medicine. They are 
converted into Qi to stimulate the function of the body, incre臼ing vitality. 
Balancing hormone production when you are young, and inc阻挡ing its pro
duction when you are old, are important subjects in Chinese Qigong. 

6. Medical Methods. In Chinese medicine, methods such as acupuncture, mox
ibustion and m皿S咯，e generate EMF to regulate irregular Qi in 出e bod严
These have become important methods of treatment in Chinese medicine. 

The human body has an electrical circuit. To circulate bioelectricity requires a 
battery or power supply. There are three places which store Qi, called Dan Tians 
(elixir fìeld) . One is called the Lower Dan Tian, located one or two inches below the 
navel (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田). The second is at the lower sternum, called the Middle 
Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田). The third is the lower central forehead, or 
third eye, called the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田).

The Lower Dan Tian is the residence of \1Ç知er Qi, called Original Qi (Yuan Qi, 
元轧)， generated from Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精). In this area is a cavity 
called Qihai (Co-6，氯海， Qi ocean) . This produces Qi elixir, abundant as the sea. 
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To accumulate Qi in the Lower Dan Tian, you move your abdomen (Lower Dan 
Tian) through abdominal breathing. This exercise is called Qi Huo (起火)， which 
means starting the 自町， also called "‘back to childhood' breathing" (Fan Tong Hu Xi, 
返童呼吸). After exercising the Lower Dan Tian for about ten minutes, you feel 
warmth in the lower abdomen, as Qi accumulates there. Daoists call the abdominal 
area Dan Lu (丹墟) which means elixir furnace. 

What happens when the abdomen moves? It has about six layers of muscle and 
fat sandwiched between layers of fascia (Figure 2-2 1). When your mind moves the 
abdominal muscles, there is muscular contraction and relaxation , turning fat into 
bioelectricity. When bioelectricity encounters resistance from the fasciae , it turns into 
heat. Fat and fasciae are poor electrical conductors, while muscles are relatively good 
conductors. 11. 12•L1 When these materials are sandwiched together, they act like a bat
tery. Through abdominal movement, energy is stored and manifests as warmth. 

Real Lower Dan Tian. The front of the abdomen is not the real Dan Tian , but 
in fact a False Dan Tian Oia Dan Tian，假丹田). It generates Qi to a high level, but 
does not store it for long. It is located on the path of the Conception vessel, so what
ever Qi builds up, circulates in the Conception and Governing Vessels. It cannot be 
a battery as we understand the term , as a real battery should store the Q i. Where 
then , is the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田)?

Daoists teach that the Real Lower Dan Tian is at the center inside the abdomen , 
at the physical center of gravity in the large and small intestines (Figure 2-22). 

Life begins with sperm from 出e father entering an egg from the mother, forming 
由e original human cell (Figure 2-23).14 This cell divides into two cells, then four, and so 
on. When this group of cells adheres to the internal wall of the uterus, the umbilical cord 

Figure 2-2 1. Anatomic Structure of the Abdominal Area 
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S阳ts to develop. Nutrition and ener
gy for furtherα11 multiplication is 
absorbed 丘om the mother through 
this cord. The baby's abdomen mov<臼
up and down, pumping nutrition 
and energy into its bo啡 Immediately

a丘er bir由， air and nutrition are taken 
in through 出e nose and mouth, 
through the mouth's sucking action 
and the lungs' brea由ing. The child 
slowly forgets the natural movement 
of the abdomen. This is why abdom
inal breathing is called ‘back to child
hood breathing.' 

If your fìrst human cell were still 
alive, where would it be? Most like
ly it died long ago. Approximately 
one trillion cells die in the body 
each day.15 But if this fìrst cell were 
still alive, it would be located at our 
center of gravi可'. From this center, 
the cells multiply evenly outwards 
until the body is fully constructed. 
To maintain this process, Qi must 
be centered here and radiate out-
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Figure 2-22. The Real Dan Tian 
and the False Dan Tian 

ward. In the embryonic state, this is 
the center of gravity and Q i. As we grow after birth, this center remains. 

The physical center of gravity is occupied by the Large and Small intestines 
(Figure 2-24). There are three kinds of musde in our bodies, dassifìed according to 
our ability to control them. The fìrst is the heart musde, in which the electrical con
ductivity is the highest. The heart beats all the time, regardless of our attention, and 
through practice and discipline, we can only regulate its beating, not start or stop it. 
The second category of musdes are those which contract automatically, but over 
which we can exert signifìcant control if we make the effort. The diaphragm which 
controls breathing, our eyelids, and certain sexual responses are examples of this mus
de type, and their electrical conductivity is lower than the fìrst 可pe. The third kind 
of musde is directly controlled by our conscious mind. Their electric conductivity is 
the lowest of the three groups. 
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Figure 2-24. Anatomic Structure of the Real 
Dan Tian-Large and Smalllntestines 

The total length of your Large and Small Intestines is approximately six times 
'our body's height (Figure 2-25). With such long electrically conductive tissue sand
viched between the linings, which it is reasonable to believe are poor conductors, it 
lcts like a huge battery in our body (Figure 2-26).16 So the center of gravity, rather 
han the False Dan Tian, is the real battery in our body. 

Second Brain. According to a 1996 report in The New :防治 Times， the human 
)odyh邵阳o brains: one in the head, and the other in the digestive system, which is 
:..nown 臼 theE仰ríc Nervo阳 System. 17 • 18 Though these two brains are separated phys
cally, they function 剖 one through the connection of the spinal cord, which is high
y conductive tissue (Figure 2-27). 

The article explained that the upper brain thinks and remembers, storing data, 
.nd uses electrochemical charges. The lower brain has memory but not the capacity 
or thought. This discovery confìrms the Chinese belief that the Real Lower Dan 
lian, in the large and small intestines, stores Qi, while the Upper Dan Tian governs 
hinking and directs the Q i. The upper brain thinks, so it should be able to generate 
~MF， while the lower brain should have a large capacity for storing this charge. In 
)ther words, the lower brain is the human battery in which the life force resides. 
)nce the upper brain generates an idea (EMF) , the charge is directed from the lower 
)rain, through the spinal cord and nervous system, to activate the appropriate part 
)fthe bod严 18
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According to Ohm's Law in physics, 

ðV = i R 

where ð V is potential difference or 
EMF, i is current, and R is resistance. 19 

If R is constant, then the higher the 
potential or EMF, the stronger the cur
rent generated. If we assume the resist
ance of our body remains constant, then 
the more we concentrate the EMF, the 
stronger the Qi f10w will be. This paral
lels the Qigong concept that the more you 
concentra饨， the higheγ your energy level. 
Qigong trains higher levels of concentra
tion through still meditation. If EMF is 
constant , that means the mind's concen
tration remains the same. Then , the Figure 2-25. The Large and Smalllntestines are 
lower the R , the higher the current f10w About Six Times Your Height 

wiU be. According to Qigong, the more 
you relax , the more Qi can f1ow. 

We also examine the formula for manifestation of physical power: 

Power = ð V x i = i2 R 

The power generated depends on the current and the resistance. When one man
ifests physical strength, one tenses the body. This increases the body's resistance, ener
gy (current) is trapped in the muscles and power manifested. It is the same in exter
nal hard martial arts styles, such as Tiger and Eagle, which focus on building the 
muscles and tendons to manifest power to its highest level. 

The approach of the soft internal martial styles and Internal Elixir Qigong is 
quite different. Current is the energy manifested, and its in f1uence on power is much 
more signifìcant, since current is squared in the formula , therefore practitioners pay 
more attention to cultivating a stronger f10w of Qi. Meditation is vital for this, since 
it generates EMF to move the current. Smooth Qi circulation requires physical resist
ance or tension to be at a minimum , so relaxation is the key to the internal styles. 

The most focused manifestation of power which can be generated should come 
from both energy and muscle, both the current and the resistance. Sacrifìce either 
one, and power is reduced. Soft-hard martial styles of Qigong, such as White Crane, 
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Figure 2-26. Low Electrically Conductive Materials Such as Mesentery, Outer Casing, and 
Water in and Around the Intestines Makes the Entire Area Act Like a Battery 

(Used with permission: James E. Anderson, M.D., Grant's Atlas of Anatomy, 7th ed., COWilliams and Wilkins) 

Xingyiquan , and Da M的 Yi Jin Ji吨，
emphasize both Qi (current) and ten
sion (resistance). They do so by keep
ing the body as relaxed as possible, 
while using the concentrated mind to 

lead Qi to the body. Once Qi is led 
from the Lower Dan Tian to the 
limbs, right before impact, they sud
denly tense the body. These are called 
soft-hard styles, emphasizing both 
internal and external manifestation of 
power. 

Midd1e Dan Tian. The Middle 
Dan Tian is located at the diaphragm , 
which is a membranous muscular par
tition separating the abdominal and 
thoracic cavities (Figure 2-28). It 
functions in respiration and is a high
ly electrically conductive material. 
Above and below it are fasciae , which 

Upper Brain (Head) 
(Upper Dan Tian) 

Spinal Cord 
(Chong Mai) 

Lower Brain (Gut) 
(Lower Real Dan Tian) 

Figure 2-27. Two Polarities (Brains) 
of a Human Body 
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isolate the internal organs from the 
diaphragm. Here again is a good electrical 
conductor isolated by poor electrical con
ductors , thus able to store electriciry or Q i. 
Since it is between the lungs and the stom
ach , which assimilate Post-Birth Essence, 
namely air and food , into energy, the Qi 
accumulated in the Middle Dan Tian is 
classifìed as Fire Qi (Huo Qi , 火轧).
Naturally, this Fire Qi can also agitate your 
emotional mind. 

Upper Dan Tian. The brain is the 
Upper Dan Tian. The brain and the spinal 
cord constitute the central nervous system, 
having the highest electrical conductiviry 
in the body. The brain is segregated into 
separate portions by the arachnoid mater, a 
delicate membrane of the spinal cord and 
brain, lying between the pia mater and 
dura mater (Figure 2-29). It is reasonable 
to assume that these tissues are poor elec

Figure 2-28. The Middle Dan Tian is 
Connected to the Diaphragm 

trical conductors. This is another giant energy center which consumes a great amount 
of Qi , although it does not produce any itself. 

In this way we can compare ancient experience with modern scientifìc under
standing. Let us also look at Qigong from another scientifìc PO!nt of view, this time 
chemical. 

Cell Replacement. When we breathe, we inhale 0玛'gen and exhale a lot of car
bon in the form of carbon dioxide (Figure 2-30). Where does this carbon come from , 
and how much is actually processed out through breathing? The fìrst source of car
bon is from the food (glucose) we eat. Food is converted into energy, yielding carbon 
dioxide.20 

glucose+602 _.. 6C02 + 6H20 

ðGo1 = -686 Kcal (energy content) 

The second source of carbon is from dead cells. The body is constructed mainly 
from carbon, hydrogen, 0吗'gen and nitrogen, while other elements such as Calcium 
(Ca) , Potassium (P) , Chlorine (Cl), Sulfur (S) , Potassium (K) , Sodium (Na) , 
Magnesium (Mg) , Iodine (1), and Iron (Fe) comprise much less of our body weight. 
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Figure 2-29. The Upper Dan Tian-The Human Brain 

As many as a trillion cells die in the body every 24 hours. 's The average lifespan 
of a skin cell is 28 days. Different cells such as those of the bone, marrow or liver each 
have their own individual lifespans. We rely on our respiration to expel the carbon 
from the dead cells and to supply living cells with fresh oxygen. Carbon and other 
minerals are replenished from the food we eat. This process is vital to the formation 
of new cells and the continuation of lif已

The cell replacement process is ongoing and continuous. Health during our life
time depends on how smoothly and quickly it is carried out. If there are more new 
healthy cells to replace the old cells, you live and grow. If the cells replaced are as 
healthy as the original cells, you remain young. If fewer cells are produced or if the 
new ones are not as healthy as the original ones, then you age. 

To produce healthy cells requires hydrogen , oxygen , carbon , and other minerals 
which we absorb from air or food. Air quality, water purity, and the choice of food 
become critical factors when considering your health and longevity. 

Figure 2-30. We Inhale to Absorb Oxygen and Exhale to Expel Carbon Dioxide 
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Gather and Exchange Qi wi也 Nature and Partners. Energy from the sun, 
moon, earth, trees, and any other source of natura1 energy can nourish the body. By 
meditating facing the sun at dawn, one absorbs solar energy to enhance the body's 
Q i. Practicing Qigong facing the moon a couple of days be岛re full moon, is a1so a 
good w可 of absorbing Q i. Orienting a house by coordinating the sun's and the 
earth's magnetic fìelds is known 甜 Feng Shui (凰水， wind-water) ， which determines 
good energy for living. Using natura1 energy to nourish one's Qi is very important in 
Qigong practice. 

To harmonize and ba1ance Qi, and to nourish one another, many Daoists use 
partners to exchange Qi through meditation or specia1 Qigong practices. This is 
known as dua1 cultivation (Shuang Xiu，变修)， which is a1so described in Qigong
The Secret ofYouth, and in future publications. 

3. 5toring Qi (Xu Qi，蓄氯}
A丘er conserving, protecting, and cultivating Qi, you must store it in the biobat

tery at the Rea1 Lower Dan Tian. You lead the Qi there and keep it there. 
To keep the Qi there, you keep your mind there. When your mind strays, you 

are leading Qi away and consuming it. Keeping the mind at this center is ca11ed Yi 
Shou Dan Tian (意守丹田)， achieved through Embryonic Breathing (τ￥i Xi，胎息).
There is a document which explains the importance of Embryonic Breathing, which 
1 translate here with commentary. For more on the subject, refer to my previous 
book, Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 

Classic of Embryonic Brea由in矿.29.30

《胎息、锺〉
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Nobody knows when or by whom this classic w臼 written ， but it has been passed 
down for generations and is considered one of the most important documents about 
Embryonic Breathing. 

The Holy Embryo (Sheng 1礼重胎) or Spiritual Embryo (Shen 1泪，神胎) is 
conceived from Qi stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian. To obtain this concealed Qi, 
practice Embryonic Breathing. Once you have stored it abundantly, your life force 
becomes strong, bringing you good health and longevity. But to manifest this Qi 臼
physical life force, you need a strong spirit, to focus the circulation and manifesta
tion of Q i. Without this living spirit, you lose your health and die. One who culti
vates his spirit and Qi lives a long and healthy life. The fìrst part of the classic 
explains how to regulate the relationship between physicallife, Qi, and Shen. 

Keep your mind fìrmly at the Real Lower Dan Tian, called Xu Wu (虚杂)， which 
means nothingness. Your mind remaining at the Real Lower Dan Tian, is the state of 
Wuji (条植， No Extremity) , the state of no discrimination, or nothingness. Only here 
can you really be in a neutral state of mind. Clear out emotions and desires. This is 
described in Dao De ]ing as, ''Approach the nothingness to its extremity, and main
tain calmness with sinceri可~"31 The mind leads the Q i. When actively think.ing, you 
are leading Qi away from its residence and consuming it. To store abundant Qi, you 
must conserve, protect and build it. These three important things are emphasized in 
Internal Elixir Qigong (Nei Dan Qigong，内丹氯功).

To build up abundant Qi, you not only keep your mind at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian, but also practice Embryonic Breathing. To manifest Qi efficiently for daily life, 
you need a strong and highly controlled Shen. Qi consumption is limited and effi
ciency high. The key to longevity is to coordinate and harmonize Shen and Q i. To 
keep Shen pure and strong, calm the Xin. Xin is like a monkey, while Yi is like a horse 
(Xin Yuan Yi Ma，心猿意局). To keep the monkey steady, restrain it in ‘its cage' , the 
Wuji state. This is crucial to success. 

4. Transp。同ing Qi (Xing Qi，行氯}
Having preserved, protected, cultivated, and stored Qi, you need to circulate it 

efficiently. "Use your mind to lead the Qi" (Yi Yi Yin Qi，以意引氯). The key to this 
is "leading" (Yin，引). The mind should not be in the Qi, but ahead of it. If your 
mind pays attention to the Qi, it stagnates. If you want to move from where you are 
standing, your mind must be on the spot you wish to move to. If your mind stays at 
the place where you are standing, no movement can take place. "The Yi should not 
be on the Qi, if on the Qi, then stagnant"32 

The methods of leading and what you wish to accomplish depend on how exten
sively and profoundly you grasp the theo厅" the principles ofYin and Yang, and the 
goal of your training. There are fìve common goals for a Qigong practitione巳 which

vary according to the depth of the training. 
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Connection of the Yi and Q i. Before you can connect your Yi with the Qi, you 
must recognize the existence of the Qi, originating from the feeling of its existence. 
Qi is energy that cannot be seen but only felt. You train to establish a sensitive feel
ing for it. When this feeling focuses on the inner bod严 it is called Gongfu of Inner 
Vision (Nei Shi Gong缸，内视功夫).

A丘er this, you establish the connection between the Yi and the Q i. This feeling 
is like a piece of rope you hold connected to a cow's nose. Without this rope, you will 
not be able to lead the Q i. 

Once you have established this connection, then you must also know how much 
effort and force you need to lead the cow. Too strong or too weak, the cow will either 
resist or stay still. This coordination is called Harmonization of the Yi and Qi (Yi Qi 
Xiang He，意氯相合).

Leading Qi To or Away From a Speciflc Spot of the Bo年 Once you can lead 
the Qi, you lead it from one place to another in the body for di他rent purposes. For 
healing, you may lead it to a defìcient place for Qi nourishment (Bu，捕). You can 
also lead stagnant Qi away 丘om a specifìc place for releasing 仅ie， ~也). If your kid
neys are defìcient in winter time, you can lead Qi to them for nourishment. If you 
have a joint injury, you can lead Qi away to ease the pain and relax the joint, to expe
dite the healing process. 

Qigong practitioners also lead Qi above the diaphragm to energize and excite the 
mind and body (Yang), and lead it below the diaphragm to cool down (Yin). One 
leads Qi to the Laogong (P-8，劳宫) cavities and to the fìngertips 岛r healing, by 
exchanging Qi with a patient. Qigong martial artists lead Qi to the Yongquan (K-l , 
涌泉) cavities to establish a fìrm root for combat. 

There are many applications once you can efficiendy lead the Qi with your Yi. 
The more you practice, the better the results will be. Success depends on your Yi, 
how strong it is and how much you focus in meditation. 

Small Cyclic Heaven Circulation. For a healthy and resilient body, one builds up 
Qi, then circulates it in the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren, Du Mai, 
任·督服). This is called Small Cyclic Heaven Circulation 仪iao Zhou Tian，小周天)
or simply Small Circulation. When Qi circulation is abundant in these two vessels, 
the Qi in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels can be regulated smoothly. This maintains 
abundant Qi supply to the whole body, making it strong and healthy. 

Grand Cyclic Heaven Circulation. Once you have accomplished Small Cyclic 
Heaven, you have a fìrm foundation for Grand Cyclic Heaven (Da Zhou Tian, 
大周天) practice. This includes: A. Twelve Primary Qi Channels Grand Circulation, 
B. Martial Arts Grand Circulation, C. Mutual Qi Exchange Grand Circulation and 
D. Spiritual Enlightenment Grand Circulation. 

Since these are such large subjects, we introduce their the。可 and practice in sep
arate books. Martial Arts Grand Circulation is discussed in the book, The Essence 0/ 
Shaolin White Crane. 
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Spiritual Enlightenment. Even though Spiritual Enlightenment practice is part 
of Grand Cyclic Heaven Circulation, due to its profound theory and difficulty in 
practice, it is discussed separately. It is of more interest to Buddhists and Daoists aim
ing for Buddhahood or spiritual enlightenment. 

In Spiritual Enlightenment Grand Cyclic Heaven Circulation, you practice 
Embryonic Breathing to store Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, and condition the bio
battery there. Then lead Qi up through the spinal cord (Chong Mai，街腺) to ener
gize brain cells and activate their function. When the energy level of the brain reach
es a certain level, the Qi moves along the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) to reopen 
the third eye for enlightenment. We will discuss this in more detail in Spiritual 
Enlightenment Meditation. 

Jade Pendant Inscription of Transporting QF9.30 
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When circulating Qi in the bo牛 deep breathing rel阻es the body and calms the 
mind. Qi circulation can be deep and Qi storage abundant. Only then can Qi be 
strong enough to be distributed everywhere in the body. "Transport Qiωthough 
through a pearl with a nine-curved hole, even the tiniest place will be reached.吻IThe
body's metabolism becomes smooth, natural, and healthy. Abundant Qi is led down 
and stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian to stabilize and strengthen the life. 

Leading and storing Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian is the process of Embryonic 
Breathing (τ马i Xi，胎息). It returns mental and physicallife to its origin, in the Wuji 
state (杂植). Then new life can germinate and grow. A丘er fulfìlling the purpose of 
Qi manifestation, retreat and return to the origin, the Real Lower Dan Tian. This 
process is the way of the heavenly cycle (Dao，道). Conserving and storing Qi at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, you manifest it efficiently in your life. Having completed the 
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manifestation, you return the Qi and conserve it again at the Reallρwer Dan Tian. 
Manifesting Qi to the maximum depends on how thoroughly you purify your spirit 
and raise it up to govern the Qi circulation. The head is the heaven (Tian，天) while 
the abdomen is the earth (Di，地) in Qigong practice. The Upper Dan Tian is the 
residence of the spirit while the Lower Dan Tian is the residence of Q i. Store Qi at 
the Reallρwer Dan Tian and keep your spirit high and focused at the Upper Dan 
Tian to achieve longevity. 

牛6. REGULATING THE SPIRIT (TIAO SHEN) 拥神

Before you read this section, you are advised to re-read the defìnition of Shen in 
Chapter 3, to understand the profound meaning of ancient documents and the 
methods of cultivating Shen. 

Here we discuss two important Qigong terminologies, Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu, 
神谷) and Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) which appear in many ancient documents. 
W电 then introduce the fìve keys of training to regulate the Shen, followed by two 
main training keys. Finally we summarize the goals of Shen training. 

Valley Spirit and Spirit Valley 
In Chapter 6 of Dao De Jing ( 道德挫·六章)， it is said, "The Valley Spirit (Gu 

Shen) does not die, so it is called Xuan Pin. The key to reaching this Xuan Pin is the 
root of heaven and earth. It is very so丘 and continuous 副 if it were existing. When 
it is used, it will not be exhausted."34 

The spirit (Shen，神) resides at the space between the two hemispheres of the 
brain. It resembles a valley between mountains, trapping energy and generating reso
nant vibrations which correspond with the energy outside the valle}ιThe Shen in this 
valley is called Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) and the valley is called Spiritual Valley 
(Shen Gu，神谷). The Shen residing in this valley governs the energy vibration of the 
whole body and thus the Qi status and its manifestation. When this Shen is stro吨，
Qi manifesting in your life will be strong, and your life will be long and healthy. 

Xuan (玄) means original (Yuan，元). Pin (批) refers to female animals and 
means mothers. Therefore, Xuan Pin means the Origin or Root of Lives. When the 
Valley Spirit is centered (condensed) and functions actively, the life force is strong. 
Xuan Pin (玄机) is called 1均i (太植， Grand Ultimate) in η ]ing (The Book 0/ 
Change). This Taiji is the Dao (道) oflives in the great nature. Xuan Pin can be sum
marized 因 "The root of creation, variation, bearing, and raising of millions of lives. 
It is the mother of millions of objects in heaven and earth. It is another name for 
Da0."39 

The door to reaching this Xuan Pin is through natural Shen (heaven and earth). 
This is very so丘 and continuous as though existing, and yet not existing. It cannot 
be seen, but is felt through cultivation. When used, it will not be exhausted. 

To reach this natural Shen, you must open your third eye, called Tian Mu (天目，
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heaven eye) , or Yu Men (玉问， jade gate) by religious societies, and Yintang (M-HN-3, 

印堂， seal hall) by medical society. Wudang 's Illustration o[ Cultivating Truth 
(武齿修真圆) said, "The place under the Mingtang (明堂， Ezhong (M-HN-2)，额中，
center of forehead) , above the midpoint of the line connecting the two eyebrows, 
where the spiritual Iight emits, is named heaven eye (Tian Mu，夭目 )."36 It is also 
mentioned in the document, Seven Bamboo Slips o[ the Bamboo Bookcase ( 云在七接)，
"The space between the two eyebrows is the Jade Gate (Yu Men，玉问) ofNi Wan 
(泥丸)卢7 Ni Wan (泥丸) is a Oaoist term , meaning Mud Pill , namely the brain , or 
Upper Oan Tian. The lower center of the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) between 
the two hemispheres of the brain is called Ni Wan Gong (泥丸宫)， or Mud Pill Palace 
(Figures 4-13 and 4-14). 

To regulate Shen means to cultivate it until it reaches the supernatural divine 
state. In Oaoist society, there is a song which says, "There is a Shen in every human 
body. There is a supernatural divine Iight (Ling Guang，重光) which can be devel
oped in this Shen. This supernatural divine Iight alone can shine into thousands of 
valleys. Its Oao of variations is unlimited, spreading millions of ways." .lH Once you 
cultivate Shen to an enlightened level , it can reach everywhere in the universe. 

There is a song in Buddhist society which says, "00 not search far for Buddha 

Frontal lobe 

longitudinal fissure 

Precentral gyrus 

Central sulcus 

Postcentral gyrus 

Parietallobe 

Occipitallobe 

Figure 4-13. The Brain Encompasses Two Hemispheres 
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since he is in the Spiritual Mountain. Where is the Spiritual Mountain? It is actual
Iy in your mind. Everyone should have a pagoda at Spiritual Mountain, under which 
ro cultivate his being."I<J Pagoda (Ta，塔) implies good deeds you have done , and the 
comprehension of nature you have accumulated in spiritual cultivation. 

To conclude this subsection , 1 translate a few ancient documents about Shen. 
Keep reading them repeatedly, and you will suddenly comprehend the meaning of 
spiritual cu!tivation. 

Observing 快ssels

《月底室〉

The brain 刀 the Upper Dan Tian, the paL罕ce where the Or.智inaL Shen (Yuan 
Shen) resides. 扩one grasps this OriginaL Shen and makes it stay at this OriginaL 
hμce， then the goLden Qi arises auωmaticaLfy， and the ReaL Breathing can be 
stabiLized na阳raLLy. !f one way 打 opened， then hundreds 0/ ways ωLL aLL be 
opened. When the big gate is opened, then hundreds 0/ ga的 are aLL opened. 

腊梅上田，元神所居之宫'人能握元神，楼于本宫'别
金氛自升'真息自定'所言自一寂问而百寂密阔'大阔通
别百阔盏通也。

Figure 4-14. The Pituitary and Pineal Glands (Mud Pill Palace) in the Spiritual Valley 
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The brain is the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田)， the residence of the 
Shen. The Shen resides at the Upper Dan Tian since birth and is called Original Shen 
(Yuan Shen，元神). The document, Detailed Outline 01 Galenical ( 本草搁目) said, 
"brain is the residence of Original Shen."40 If you condense your Shen and contain it 
in its residence, the Qi in your body will be conserved. Keep your mind calm and 
peaceful, and avoid being distracted by human a也irs and emotional disturbances. 
Then Qi storage at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) will 
be abundant and can be led up to nourish the brain and Shen. The breathing 
becomes slender, soft, and steady. This clears aw可 obstacles to Qi in the entire body, 
and brings health and longevity. 

Concealed Secret of Fo吨's Family 

《渴氏锦囊〉

There is a crux in the bo.吵 namedXuan Pin, which enab如所ω伽句， receiv
ing Qi. This 打 the residence 01 Shen， 吵ere the Three 0咆ins (San Yuan) are 
gathered. It 勿 the cavi.沙 where ]ing (essence), Shen 俘irit}， Hun (soul) and PO 
(v缸.or) meet. It is the root where the Go/den Elixir 伊n Dan, Qi} re.阳rns to, and 
wliere the immortals conceive their Holy Embryo. 

身中一裹'名曰玄批'受氯以生'青海府神'三元所泵'
精神魂魄舍于此穴，乃金丹遣返之根'神仙凝结重胎之
地也。

This document describes the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷)， or Mud Pill 
Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫)， where the Shen resides. Having Shen, and with the 
body nourished by Qi, there is physicallife. When Shen departs from the body, there 
is death. To nourish this Shen, gather the Three Origins (San Yuan，三元)， namely 
Jing (精， Essence) , Qi (氯)， and Shen (神， Spirit) at this place. Then Shen can be 
raised up to a high level. 

PO (魄) is the vital spirit supported by Qi while one is alive. When one dies, the 
PO becomes Hun (魂， Soul) , meaning the spirit aher death. Jin Dan (金丹) means 
Golden Elixir and implies precious Q i. When this precious Qi is led up to nourish 
the Shen, you can reach immortality. Remember the song which says, "There is a 
Shen in every human body. There is a supernatural divine light {Ling Guang，重光)
which can be developed in this Shen. This supernatural divine light alone can shine 
into thousands of valleys. Its Dao of variations is unlimited, spreading millions of 
ways."38 Once you cultivate Shen to an enlightened level, it can reach everywhere in 
the universe. 
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Songs ofValley Spirit-l 
谷神歌-一

1 have an interior insubstantial empty valley. When talking about it, it seems to 
be there, again it seems not归的here. When talking abot叫 even 扩it were not 
there, we cou/d not伊ore it. When talking about it, -even 扩it were there, it cou/d 
not be resided in. 

协l句 valtφ so marvelous. Shen, Shen, it is the real Great Dao. Keep it, protect 
iι you can be on the list of those without death. Cultivate and re{ìne i，ι you can 
be called an immortal divine 仅ïan Ren). 

我有一腹空谷虚'言之道有又遗展，言之急兮不可舍'
言之有兮不可居。
谷兮谷兮太玄妙'神兮神兮真大道'保之守之不死名，
修之燥之仙人镜。

This song describes the importance of the Spiritua1 Va11ey (Shen Gu，神谷) and 
how crucia1 it is 岛r the cultivation ofVa11ey Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神). This Spiritua1 
Va11ey is between the two lobes of the brain (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫). It cannot be 
seen but only felt. In it, the Va11ey Spirit resides. To reach the Dao of enlightenment, 
you must feel the existence of the Spiritua1 Va11ey, keep the Shen there fìrmly, and 
cultivate it. This is the way to reach immorta1ity. Xian Ren (仙人) are those who 
have attained spiritual immorta1ity and enlightenment. 

Songs ofValley Spirit-2 
谷神歌-二

When the ~公lley Spirit obtains its 刃 (one)， the Ling βngenuity) can be developed. 
When the 争iri，仰H句句 obtains its Yi 阳时，卢llness can be achieved. If one 
ke，φs this oneness, then .from this alone one may achieve longevity. 

h 打 not too_difficult to obtain longevity. However, it cannot be achieved 扩one
n句glects the body. If trained and the-acc()mplishment achieved, the ordinary bones 
are changed naturally. 

神得一以重，谷得一以盈，若人能守一'只此自丧生。
丧生本不遣，雄身远不晃'燥之功若成'自然凡骨瘦。

Yi (一) here means one, singularity, or simplicity. If the Shen can condense into 
oneness at its residence without dispersing, the powerful spiritua1 vibration enables 
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you to develop Ling (重)， which means ingenuity, intelligence, dexterity, cleverness, 
and comprehension. 

When the Spiritual Valley obtains this concentrated Shen, the coherent resonant 
energy becomes full and strong, and the Qi is governed e他ctively by the Shen. To 
attain longevity, also heed your physical health and not just mental and spiritual cul
tivation. The key is both physical and mental. Only if these two balance each other 
and have a strong foundation , can you lead a long, healthy life. Daoists usually cul
tivate both body and mind. This dual cultivation is called Xing Ming Shuang Xiu 
(性命赞修) and means dual cultivation of temperament and life. 

Songs ofValley Spirit-3 
谷神歌-三

扩L协仿均句1 与争piωM附tdo伽oe.ωJ
硝阳s~φ斤yω 劝伽e D，臼'ao e.阳'Xists wωi劝i切n. When cultivating Shen to re阳rn it to the imub
stantial nothingness at midnighι use the river to tramport the Qi to Kunlun. 

Tbedmgon issing句and the tiger is also shouti咯 the wind and the clouds meet 
and the old yello'W ta吵打 screaming. The j告ir μ吵 in the卢re is shy and charm
inε Look inward to see the ba钞 in the water. 

谷神不死玄化问'出入绵锦道若存'修燥道虚夜半子，
河阜搬载上良番。
麓又吟、虎又啸'凰霎降舍黄婆叫'火中她女正舍婿，
回翻，水底婴兔俏。

Xuan (玄) means Original (Yuan，元)， and Pin (批) means mothers. So Xuan 
Pin (玄他) means the origin or root of lives, the key to longevity. To keep the Shen 
at its residence, follow the Dao, sofdy, gendy, and persistendy. Cut off external dis
tractions and emotional disturbances, gradually and gendy. If you try to force it, the 
emotional mind will be even more disturbed. To lead the Qi up through the 
Thrusting 快ssel to nourish the brain, you must train at midnight, because Qi is 
strongest at that time. 

Dragon (Long，施) and Tiger (Hu，虎) means Yin and Yang Qi in the body. The 
Old Yellow Lady (Huang Po，黄婆) is the matchmaker who brings Yin and Yang 
together. Through interaction of Yin and Yang, the spiritual baby embryo is con
ceived. Huang PO is the Shen and the breathing, which bring Yin and Yang together. 
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Theba钞 {YingEυ and theshy μ吵 (Cha Nu) meet the old yellow μ吵 (Huang
Po), and son aitd mother meet each other with the same 盯 (mind). In the Golden 
Palace 伊n Dian} and Jade Hall 什ú Tang), there are twelve doors. Golden Male 
伊n Gong) andl肠oden Mother (Mu Mu) are just coming. 

After passing μryers 01均 doors， immediat，吵 lock the gate. J，叩ect coω in the 
BigDipper ρou Niu}, and immedia均 start the fire. A.dvance the fire to elim
inate 刃n and initiate the sole }切ε Thousandyears 01 peach have started to bear 
truzt. 

婴兔她女克黄婆'兔女相逢雨意合，金殿玉堂内十二'
金公木母正来遇。
重阿通后牢阔锁'黠捻斗牛先下火，造火消除始一畴'
千或仙挑初结果。

The baby (Shen) and the shy lady (Qi) are now brought together by the old yel
low lady (Huang PO，黄婆， mind and breathing) in harmony with each other. They 
are led up from Huang Ting (黄庭) to the Upper Dan Tian, passing through twelve 
doors (throat area). Original Essence and Shen become one. Ying Er (婴克) means 
baby (son) and implies the Spiritual Embryo. Cha Nu (记女， the shy lady, mother) 
implies Q i. This means the Xin has been calmed and unifìed with the Shen at Huang 
Ting (黄庭). The baby embryo is conceived and led to the Upper Dan Tian. 

Jin Dian (金殿) is also called Jin Shi (金室)， or Golden Palace, and implies the 
lungs. Yu Tang (玉堂) means Jade Hall, the palate of the mouth. Twelve doors means 
the throat area. Jin Gong (金公) means Golden Male, or Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，
元精)， and Mu Mu (木母) means Wooden M。由er， or liver. Liver (Shen) belongs to 
wood in the Five Elements (Wuxing，五行) and produces heart 自由仅in，心). When 
Shen and Xin are harmonized, the mind is calm and the spirit condenses. 

A丘er p臼sing the throat to the Upper Dan Tian, immediately confìne the 
Spiritual Embryo there. Dou Niu (斗牛) means Big Dipper, which implies the 
process of condensing Shen at the Upper Dan Tian. A丘er long practice, the Spiritual 
Embryo can be born. 

The Golden Bird伊n Niao} flies on the east coast 01 the curved仰er (Qu ]iang). 
The Jade Rabbit 仰 Tu} shtnes with clear l钞t on the west coast. The bird and 
the rabbit wa品 ω 伽哗 01劝e mountain. The庐ir lady in the furnace takes off 
her blue cloth. 

A卢er takingqFtbe blur chtb, tbepuw clean boabb eqmed mg ba句I is then 
led to the layers 01 curtaim. After ten months 01 strong and heavy emotion, a boy 
is born. Say he can live long and will not die. 
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1 adl山'eyou ω practíce and cultíva缸 Ifthe 协句争irit does not di，ι the goal 01 
immortality can be achieved. Comp时end the theo吵 and ca1φ均I adopt those 
marvelous rletails. One句~ 1 will reach the Immortal Land (Ying Zhou) with you. 

曲江束岸金属巍，西岸清光玉兔辉'岛兔走蹄峰顶上'
墟中记女脱青衣。
胧省F 青农露素髓'婴兔引入重悻里，十月情浪庄一男'
就道丧生永不死。
勘君燥'勘君修'谷神不死此中求，此中悟取玄微庭，
舆君白日登泯洲。

QuJiang (曲江) means Curved River (Intestines, Real Lower Dan Tian). Jin Niao 
(金属) means Golden Bird (Original Spirit, Yuan Shen，元神). Yu Tu (玉兔) means 
Jade Rabbit (Original Essence, Yuan Ji吨，元精). The 自rst sentence means Original 
Spirit and Original Essence become one, being led up to the furnace, or Upper Dan 
Tian. The lady takes off her blue clothes, to give birth to the bab严 Blue clothes imply 
manifestation of Shen via the liver. The Liver's color is between blue and green in 
Chinese medicine. Shen is manifested through birth of the spiritual baby. 

The baby is born a丘er ten months of pregnancy and kept behind the curtain for 
nursing. It is the beginning of eternal spiritual life. Ying Zhou (泯洲) is the holy 
mountain in the east sea where dwell the immortals of Chinese legend. 
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谷神不死揄
(紫清指玄集·宋·白玉塘撰)

What is the valley? It means f指'avenly l-'lzL句 (Tian Gu). What is Shen? It means 
the Or.伊nal牛irit o[ the body. The f元'avenly v位J句 has the capability 01 creatíon 
and variatíon, though it holds the insubstantíal nihi.均 AvaL句 on earth contains 
millions 010伊'cts and has mountains and rivers. Humans have the same na阳ral
dispositíon as heaven and earth, thenφre we also have a vaL句t There is a realone
ness conceived in this va均I where the 0嗜inal争irit (Yuan Shen) resides. There 
are nine palaces in the head which comηpond with the nine heavens above. Among 
them, there is a palace at the center called Ni ，场n (Mud Pill), or Huang 刀ng
(Yellow 局rd)， aZso called Kunlun, or Tian Gu 任leavenly 协l句). The names are 
numeroω'. It is where the Original争irit resides. It is empty as a val句 andShen
lives in it. 7)伪 Shen is calle， 仇 Shen 仰f句争irit}.
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谷者'天谷也。神者，一身之元神也。天之谷，含造化，
容虚空;地之谷'容葛物，载山 )11 。人舆天地同所禀也'
亦有谷焉。其谷藏真一'宅元神'是以醺有九宫'上患
九天'中罔一宫'辅之泥丸，亦曰黄庭，又名良蓓'又
名天谷，其名颇多，乃元神所住之宫'其空如谷，而神
居之'故萌之谷神。

The space between the two hemispheres of the brain is called Heavenly Valley 
(Tian Gu，天谷). The head is regarded as Heaven, while the perineum (Huiyin, Co-
1 ，舍除) is considered the Sea Bottom (Hai Di，海底). This Heavenly Valley has 
many other names, such as Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷)， Yellow Yard (Huang 
Ting，黄庭)， Mud Pill (Ni Wan，泥丸) or Kunlun (良苦奋).

It is named Spiritual Valley because the Shen lives there. It is called Yellow Yard 
since it is an important place for cultivation. (The Huang Ting at the stomach area 
where the Spiritual Embryo is conceived is also called Yellow Yard). It is named Mud 
Pill due to the appearance of the pineal and pituitary glands. It is called Kunlun 
because that is one of the highest mountains in China. 

Though the Spiritual Valley is empty and does not contain material objects like 
the valleys on the earth, which contain rivers, trees, and many other objects, it h部
the capability of creation and variation. Daoists believe there are nine layers of spiri
tual cultivation, with a palace in each. The brain also has nine palaces corresponding 
to the nine palaces of heaven. Among them, the center one is most important. This 
is where the Original Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神) resides. This central palace is called Ni 
Wan Gong (泥丸宫， Mud Pill Palace). When you concentrate your mind there, the 
pineal and pituitary glands are activated by the abundant Qi. This signifìcantly 
enhances production of melatonin and human growth hormone (HGH) , two hor
mones crucial to longevity and vitality. 

1罗'hen Shen exist.ι there is l泸. When Shen goes, there is death. Being a阳ched to 
objects 伪uman 句ffairs) during 码ytime and ω dreams at night, Shen cannot 
abide peacφlly at home. YelLOw corn unripened, the dream not yet awakened, 
the whole Z拆s glory, splendor, wealth, and rank. A hundred years 01 sorrow, 
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If your mind is always distracted by human a伯irs and emotions, your Shen can
not stay at its residence. Human life is short and pωses like a dream. If you w臼te

time longing for glory, dignity, power, and wealth, neglecting to cultivate your Shen 
and keep it steady at its residence, you wake up one day to the realization 由at every
thing you have longed for is only a dream. To have immortal Shen, keep the Valley 
Spirit at the Spiritual Valley. Lao Zi said, "If the Valley Spirit (Gu Shen) does not die, 
it is called Xuan Pin (玄驰). The door to reach this Xuan Pin is the root of heaven 
and earth. It is ve可 soft and continuousωthough it existed. When used, it will not 
be exhausted."34 

玄者'踌也'天也;轨者，险也，地也。然别玄批二氧'
各有深旨'非遇重人'授以口挟'不可得而知也。〈黄
帝内、组〉云: ‘天谷元神'守之自真。'言人身中上有
天谷泥丸，藏神之府也;中有患谷锋宫，藏氛之府也;
下有重谷脯元'藏精之府也。

Xuari Pin (玄批) here means the interaction of Yin and Yang, to initiate life. 
Xuan Pin is the mother of life (creation and variations). It is difficult to understand 
and cultivate Yin and Yang Qi, and make them interact with each other. Usually, you 
need an experienced teacher to personally direct you on the right path. 

This document mentions three valleys in the body to cultivate. The Spiritual 
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Valley (神谷， Upper Dan Tian) where the Valley Spirit resides is in the head. In the 
chest is the Jiang Gong (锋宫， Middle Dan Tian) which collects Post-Birth Qi con
verted from food and air. The third valley is Guan Yuan (翩元， Lower Dan Tian) 
where P町-Birth Original Qi is converted from Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精).
These valleys conceal the essence of life. 

The}先'avenly ~公lIey is a mysterioω palace， the residence of Or，在rnal Shen, the 
"lan na阳ral spiritual d.年position， and the vital way of spiritual , 
ψ men follow the ru/es o[ heaven and earth and know the origii 
%ey protect the Shen and keep it at th打 mysterious palace, and s 
吵 at 肋e residence of Pin. Shen and Qαim刷ut仰uωal妙lyi切ntera叫 enab，t 
rpl品b肋ht，劝hecωultivati仰i切onoft.劝he realDa刷o nat阳ura均拟~ unifiedwωi劝 t础heL
t伽b加edo伽m仰ain ofb加bei喀 wit.

l宫仰en t.劝he 与争'piri阳阳aH协句Oey doe.衍'S noωtdi，仇古加仇e， it is c.ω'tlt.岭'ledXurJ.n Pin. Those J 

'ow to apply their cultivation in Xuan Pin, know how to create , 
,:e. When the Qi ofXuan Pin enters this root (Real Lower Dan 刀4

-gent. If you allow breathing to 
free~民 then it is out of control. So ke，φ it very s~斤 and continuo阳 without any 
gap or znterruptzon. 

天谷'玄宫也'乃元神之室'重性之所存'是神之要也。
重人则天地之要'知赞化之源'神守于玄宫'氯腾于批
府'神氯交威，自然成真，舆道海一'而入于不死不生'
故曰谷神不死'是胡玄驰也。重人道用于玄轨之内'造
化于恍惚之中，啻其玄化之氛，入乎其根'朗握别失于
急'任之别失于荡'欲其棉棉、啧绩，勿令闰断耳。

Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) is also called Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong, 
泥丸宫). The Original Shen (Yuan Shen，元神) residing in this palace is powerful and 
marvelous and the origin of creation and variations. It directs your mind and think
ing and is the Taiji (太握， Grand Ultimate) of the human universe. 

Those who obtain the Dao follow b。由 human and natural Taiji and can thus know 
the Way ofNature. They uni马， and resonate their Shen with the natural Shen at its res
idence, and nourish it continuously wi由 Qi. This is the way to achieve immortality of 
由e Sh钮， called Xuan Pin (玄批)， the mother of creation and variations. 

Keep Shen there through correct breathing, so丘 as a baby. Have a baby's heart 
(pure mind) without external attraction, which allows you to feel internally. Only 
then can you have so丘 breathing 臼 if it were there and 臼 if it were not there, being 
regulated without being regulated. Lao Zi said, "When concentrating the Qi to reach 
its so丘ness ， can it be as so丘 as a baby?" 
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are Xuan and Pin. If the nωe and mouth are Xuan and Pin, how can they be 
called the doorways of Xuan Pin? This is all beca阳e these people cannot compre
hend the marvelousness of trainin，恶的w can they understand扩'th吃y are not great 
holy men? 

若存者， J慎其自然而存之'神久自亭，息久自定'性入
自然，集海妙用，未曾至于勤劳迫切'故曰用之不勤。
即此而砚'别玄批A岛上下二源'氛母升降之正道明矣。
世人不蔚其根'不究其源'便以鼻海玄，以口梅仇。若
以鼻口均玄驰'别玄化之内又将何以名之?此皆不能造
其妙， 4~太重人安能究是理哉!

This last paragraph talks about Lao Zi's concept in spiritual cultivation. In Dao 
De]ing( 道德雄)， Chapter 6, it said "The Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) does not die, 
then it is called Xuan Pin. The key to reaching this Xuan Pin (玄批) is the root of 
heaven and earth (nature). It is ve可 so丘 and continuous 臼 if it were existing. When 
used, it will not be exhausted."34 

The meaning of "部 if it were existing" (Ruo Cun，若存) is to practice keeping 
the Shen at its residence and maintaining and conserving Qi at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian until it becomes natural, namely regulating without regulating (Bu Tiao Er 
Tiao，不拥而拥).

Xuan Pin (玄驰) is the interaction between Shen at the Upper Dan Tian and Qi 
at the Real Lower Dan Tian, namely unifìcation and harmony of Shen and Q i. This 
is the mother of creation and variations, and the way to achieve immortality. Many 
seculars falsely believe Xuan Pin to be the nose and the mouth (breathing). 

Five Trainings of Shen 
There are fìve trainings to regulate Shen: 1. Raising up the Shen (Yang Shen, 

..神)， 2. Protecting the Shen (Shou Shen，守神)， 3. Firming the Shen (Gu Shen, 
固神)， 4. Stabilizing the Shen (Ding Shen，定神)， and 5. Focusing the Shen (Ning 
Shen，凝神). These are called Lian Shen (妹神). Lian (妹) means to refìne, train, or 
discipline. There are also two training keys and two purposes of training Shen. 

Raising the Shen (Yang Shen，装神). Yang ( .. ) means to nourish, raise, or nurse. 
Yang Shen is the main training task for Scholars and Buddhists. Shen needs to be 
nourished with Q i. Fire Qi from food and air can raise up Shen easily, but also 
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increases emotional disturbance, leading Shen away from its residence. Using Yi 
nourished by Water Qi to raise up your Shen is harder, but this Shen is stronger and 
more concentrated than that 丘om Fire Q i. Adjust Xin (Yang) and Yi (Yin) to raise 
up your Shen properly so it is raised but not excited and stays at its residence. 

Raising the Shen correctly is like raising a child. You need great patience and per
severance. One way is to restrain his attention from the seven emotions and six 
desires. The other is to let him keep this contact with his human nature, yet educate 
his wisdom to make clear judgments, which is a long process, demanding under
standing and patience. Raising Shen is not about increasing emotional excitement. 
This scatters the Yi, and Shen becomes confused and loses its center. Yang Shen 
builds a strong spiritual center and helps it control your life. 

Protecting the Shen (Shou Shen，守神 ).A丘er raising your Shen, keep it at its res
idence and train it. A child needs to keep his mind with his family instead of stray
ing outside and running wild. Then you can educate him. 

Shou (守) means to keep and protect. The training involves keeping Shen at its 
residence, which is much harder than raising it up. Shou Shen training uses the reg
ulated mind to direct, nurse, watch, and keep the Shen there. It is like keeping your 
child at home instead of letting him leave home and run wild. Be patient and con
trol your temper, regulating your Xin and Yi. If you lose your temper, you only make 
the child want to leave home again. Once you have regulated your Xin and Yi will 
you be able to keep your Shen e他ctively.

Firming 由e Shen (Gu Shen，固神). Gu (固) means to coalesce and to fìrm. A丘er
keeping Shen at its residence, you fìrm and coalesce it (Gu Shen). Gu Shen means 
training Shen to stay at its residence willingly. A丘er you control your child in the 
house, make him want from his heart to stay. Only then will his mind be steady and 
calm. To reach this, you need more love and patience until he understands the impor
tance of staying home and growing up normally. This third step of Shen training is 
to make the Shen willing to stay at its residence in peace, by regulating thoughts and 
emot1ons. 

Stabilizing 由e Shen (Ding Shen，定神). Ding Shen (定神) means to stabilize and 
calm the Shen. When your child is at peace, he will not be attracted to external dis
tractions. Regulate your Shen to calm it down, so it is energized but not excited, with 
the mind peaceful and steady. 

Condensing 由e Shen (Ning Shen，凝神). Ning (凝) means to condense, con
centrate, refìne, focus , and strengthen. The 自rst four processes which raise up, keep, 
fìrm and stabilize, are the foundations of Shen cultivation. A丘er this, you condense 
and focus your Shen into a tiny spot. This is where you train the Shen to a higher 
spiritual state. When focused in a tiny point, it is like a sunbeam focused through a 
lens. The smaller the point, the stronger the beam. Here is translation and commen
tary of an ancient article on condensing the Shen. 
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Anthology of Daoist Village 

《道卿集》

夫凝者来也，神者心中之正念也。息者，先天之真氛也。
条形惠象'生于虚桓静篱之峙，穴即生先天氛之本根。
所以凝神氯穴者'即将我心中之正念'凝聚于氯穴'不
令神往外，她。神凝别火聚'火聚于下'水自土升，此水
火铜溃之要言矢。亦凝神氯穴之妙椅也。息者'呼吸也。
息息者，绵锦不断之教也。蹄者，返回也。根者'基本
也。息息蹄根'即呼吸不雄生氯根本。若存若忘'似有
似朵，昔所渭胎息者是也。须知此息'本乎自然'神既
凝于氯穴'息也定于本根。

This describes mutual unifìcation, coordination, and harmonization of Shen 
with Pre-Heaven Qi (Xian Tian Qi，先天筑， Original Qi) , which is conceived at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian. Shen is fìre (Yang, son) while Pre-Heaven Qi (mother) is water 
(Yin). Lead Shen down to unite with Pre-Heaven Qi, so mind and body can be calm 
and peaceful. Then Qi stays at its residence and is stored there. 

Reach this goal through so丘， slender, and continuous breathing, focusing your 
Shen at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is crucial in Embryonic Breathing, the root 
of life, so the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. Regulate Shen through training 
Embryonic Breathing, the crux of Internal Elixir Qigong (Nei Dan，内丹). Refer to 
the previous book, Qjg01害她'ditation-Embryonic Breathi1军 for more detail. 
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Two Training Keys 
Remember, there are two keys in regulating Shen: 1. Mutual dependence of Shen 

and breathing (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依)， and 2. Mutual harmony of Shen and 
Qi (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合).

Mutual Dependence of Shen and Breathing (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依).
After Shen has been trained to a high degr盹 put it to work. The fìrst 剖signment is 
coordinating with your breathing. In Qigong training, breathing is considered as the 
strategy. When this is directed by your Shen, it obtains optimum results. This strat
egy is called Shen xi Xiang Yi (神息相依)， which means Shen and breathing are 
mutually dependent. Shen xi (神息) means Shen breathing. Your Shen and breath
ing become one, and Qi is led efficiendy. This daunting task requires you to have reg
ulated your bod严 breathing， and mind. 

Anthology of Daoist V山age8

《道卿集〉

"Be calm， 劝enfoω on the Real Lower Dan Tian. Where your eyes focus， 刀n
should follo似 When Xin and eyes have reached the place and cea.叫 then Xin 
and breathing should accord with each other and gradua均I enter t.劝'he Great 
Steadi切ness ρd Dmin. ,"' e气τ:古5hen 打 s翩tabμi占缸zed i切n coordi古nat.仰i勿on w.ω'it.助'h b衍reat.劝仰b归in咯』阜F 
Breat，仰b归in咆w; i.打s peaι矿φulμin c，ω0ωordinati仰ion
othe饵巧 the Gn仰~at Sieadiness can be reached " 

‘能静峙糊，照下田，目之所在'心亦随之'心目得其所
止'而后心舆息依'渐入大定。'又吼神依息而定，息
依神而安'互相依附'始蜻大定。 9

Eyes focus means the Yi (意). Ancient documents onen say, "The eyes observe 
(Guan，觑) the nose (breathing) , and the nose observes the Xin卢I Restrain your 
eyes, and focus on breathing, through which Xin can be observed and regulated. 

Qigong society 0丘en says, Xin-ape and Yi-horse (Xin Yuan Yi Ma，心猿意局).
Xin means heart, related to emotional disturbance. Use the Yi-horse to govern the 
Xin-monkey, using breathing 臼 the strategy. With Xin under control, stabilize Shen 
at its residence. Shen and breathing mutually harmonize and accord with each other. 
This is called the Great Steadiness (Da Ding，大定).

In Buddhist society Da Ding means, "When Xin for Buddhism is clear and 
bright, it is called Da Ding."28 The mind is at peace and the body extremely relaxed. 
Shen and body harmonize and coordinate with each other. 

Mutual Harmony of Shen and Qi (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合). The second 
Shen training key uses Shen to direct the circulation and distribution of Qi, called 
Shen Qi Xiang He (神氯相合， Shen and Qi combine). In batde, the fìghting spirit 
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of the soldiers determines their ability to fìght and to execute strategy. Shen is the Son 
(Zi，子)， while Qi is the Mother (Mu，母). When mother and son unite in harmo
ny with each other, it is called Mu Zi Xiang He (母子相合， mutual harmony of moth国
er and son). Some ancient documents describe the practice: 

Secrets of spiritual applications of all veracious Holy Embryo 
(Methods of Transporting Qi) 

〈萄真重胎神用吉夫〉
(御氛之法)

Go to the f，ψωNn场n (Mud Pill Palace) and to the bottom to Mingmen (Real 
Lower Dan Tian). Two sceneries follow each other mutually, to save ihe remain
ing days and increase longevity. If Shen does not control exhaling, then breathing 
打 not mmpiktr-frsbrn dbrs nMEowm inbdin￡ tbe bwatbing b not complete 
either. Coordinate and harmonize Shen and Qi. mutua妙~ in ev，句 breath， . then 
tbermbqocan brmnuiwdjhm conceahdQLandQi can brproducedtbmugb 
Embryonic Breathing. Embryonic Qi coalesces interna均I and never dies. 

上至泥丸'下至命问'雨景相随'可救残老矣。若呼不
得神宰'一息不金'吸不得神宰，亦一息不金。若能息
息之中'使神氛相合，别胎徒伏氯中站，氯徒有胎中息'
胎氯内结，永不死矣。

Ni Wan (泥丸) implies the Upper Dan Tian. The Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu, 
神谷) between the two hemispheres of the brain is called Ni W白 Gong (泥丸宫，
Mud Pill Palace) , referring to the pineal and pituitary glands. When these two glands 
produce abundant hormones, they promote smooth metabolism. Vital force is strong 
and Shen high. Mingmen (命问， Life Door) here means the Reallρwer Dan Tian 
instead of the Mingmen cavi可 of acupuncture. The Real Lower Dan Tian stores Qi, 
the life 岛rce.

Circulate Qi, controlled by Shen, through the Upper Dan Tian and the Real 
Lower Dan Tian. Shen and Qi mutually coordinate and harmonize with each other, 
through Embryonic Breathing, so the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. Two polar
ities become one. This is the Wuji state, the initiation of life. 
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Ten Books of Cultivating Truth: short cut of miscellaneous writing 

《修真十害·雄著捷徨〉

Qi is nourished钞 Qi， and Qi then meets Shen. When Shen and Qi are not sep
arated, then it iS true cultivation. The son does not leave the mother, nor the 
mother the son. ，罗恪'en son and mother stay together, then live long without吵in各

氛善于氛，氯舍于神'神氯不散，是海修真。子不雄母，
母不放子，子母共守'丧生不死。

To accumulate abundant Qi, you must fìnd the extra Qi and store it at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) by keeping your Shen there. When 
Shen and Qi unite in harmon严 the Spiritual Embryo (Sheng 1泪，重胎) can be con
ceived. Shen and Qi, like son and mother, will not part from each other. This is the 
way to reach longevity. 

Marvelous applications of maintaining the shape 
and cultivating internal truth by Great Teacher Da Mo 

《逮摩大何住世留形内真妙用铁〉

Tian). 1ft.问 expω longevi，略 isn't 让 ωofor 切 be reached? 

若不知子母相守'氯雄呼吸于间'神常劳役于外'遂使
神常樵清而神不清。神既不清'即元和之氯渐散而不能
相守也。道人常用之'而不知根本以形神梅主。若人不
知守于内而守于外'自然令宅舍虚危'渐克衰壤矣。况
拌道之人'带神役思'操一息神轧注于氯海之中'而欲
室其丧生'直不遗乎!

Shen and the Qi must combine and not separate 丘om each other. First stop the 
mind from all outside distractions and emotional disturbances, lest your Shen 
become dirty. Through ∞rrect Embryonic Breathing, keeping Shen and Qi at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, you attain longevity. 
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Chapter of Clear Understanding 
(Mao, Ri-Xin; Song Dyn甜可)
《宋·毛日新;了明篇〉
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This poem describes the mutual dependency of Shen and Q i. Once Shen and Qi 
enter Ni Wan Gong (泥丸宫， Upper Dan Tian) , keep it there fìrmly. Jin Guan (金脯
, Golden Gate) means Upper Dan Tian. Jin Pin (金品， Golden Material) implies the 
Spiritual Embryo. Shi Er Shi (十二峙， twelve timings) are the traditional Chinese 
divisions of the day. 

Secrets of applying Qi wi由 Concentrated Shen29 

《用氯集神挟〉
(延陵先生集新蕾服氯锺·唐·延陵先生集)
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神集于虚'而安于责。神'心中知者也。安而黛欲，别
神王而氛和正。如此之峙'则一任所之'唯久铺善。行
之不己'髓氯至安'辅之祟天'祟天别毒。身外虚空亦
天也'身内虚通亦天也，霄之久久，乃明生焉。密自内
知之'久霄铺展而精，上合于明，明别内普于精，如是
乃至于道，道忠于德。德之成矣，用而竭仨'分而海载。

Shen is insubstantial and cannot be seen. However. it can be felt and condensed 
to a high spirituallevel. Though insubstantial, it must be in accord with the materi
al world of secular society. Shen is related to the wisdom mind (Yi，意) and the emo
tional mind (Xin，心). The emotional mind brings confusion and excitement, while 
the wisdom mind directs you to focused thinking and decisions. Shen can be raised 
and condensed, so the emotional mind under control becomes peaceful and calm. 
This results in harmonization of Shen and Qi￥ circulation ， the stage of unifìcation 
of Shen and Qi (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合). Practice 0丘en to achieve regulating 
without regulating, bringing health and longevity. Your mind becomes neutral and 
bright, clear and wise, reaching far and wide. Internally wise, externally you apply the 
Dao (道) of nature in action, which is called "De" (德). When Dao and De are 
applied in human society, it is benevolence (Ren，仨) and righteousness (载).

ness, inside 后in， connects ωth 仰伊tem. The Qj卢rmly concealed in the intestines 
should be nourished ωrmly and patien吵( In daily liJe, close your eyes and observe 
the仰malori挝n 01 the Qj. Whenever an event causes disturbance 01 the Ling伊r
itual mi材，伽yo叫'es gladly and伽附 theXin 切tema协均'ect it as though 
sdin￡ 14〉 Sbm aptd Qi dnconcedMdFzdkzyrhprdjFonzmy b044making mr 
able ω reach the Dao. " 1茄en heaven will bestow auspiciousness, because heaven 打
the Ling 01 the insubstantial Qj. Use it to reach the ultimate 01 the Dao. 
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精氯童出于首'夜栖于腹，啻自尊其首，重其腹。色庄
于外，敬直于中'感械集想'唯善是典，此神氯事贺'
合吾一髓'辅之大J慎'天保枯之'吉#毫不利。足，妙本有
所'神在心中之虚'上通其东，氯温腊中之责'恒宜温
..之。平居常宜罔目内祝氯源'每行一事利于生重'则
欣然罔目'内视其心'甜之若曰: ‘吾身之神氛，明接
于吾形，使吾连道也。'如是则天降之吉。故天者，虚
氛之重'吾能用之'道植于斯矣。

In daytime, brain 且缸缸mct
tωo the Real Lower Dan T古'ian fè岛:>r rechar呼ging. When you cultivate immortality, you 
must cultivate both Shen at the top (quality) and Qi at the bottom (quantity). 

Many distractions caωe emotional disturbance and increase desire. Whatever your 
thoughts and actions, let them be in the goodness of the Dao (道) and De (德). You 
feel righteous and enlightened internally, your spirit in harmony and at peaα. This 
follows the way of nature, and nature will protect you. 

Two Purposes of Regulating the Shen 
There are two main purposes of regulating the Shen in Qigong practice. For sec

ular society, it is to improve health and extend life, but for Buddhists and Daoists, 
the goal is to reach Buddhahood or enlightenment. 

Health and Longevity. Yi is related to Shen. When Yi is strong and concentrat
ed, Shen can be raised high. The most popular and essential purpose of Qigong prac
tice is to attain health, using Yi to lead the Qi (Yi Yi Yin Qi，以意引筑). If concen
trated Yi raises Shen, Qi circulates smoothly, and the body is healthy. Small 
Circulation meditation increases the Qi circulating in the Conception and 
Governing 快ssels ， and in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels. 

Qigong also enhances longevity. It raises the spirit up to a high level, then uses it 
to govern the Qi (Yi Shen Yu Qi，以神取氯) and to enhance Qi circulation in the 
bone marrow and brain. Qi is compared to soldiers in battle, while Shen is their 
fìghting spirit. When the general's spirit is high, the morale ofhis soldiers is also high, 
and his orders are carried out e能ctively. In the same way, Qi nourishes the bone mar
row and brain. Healthy marrow enhances production of blood cells, promoting 
metabolism and leading to longevity. 

The following ancient document describes this process. 
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Historical Record: Autobiography of Tai Shi Gong 

《史言己·太史公自序〉

凡人所生者'神也;所托者，形也。神大用别竭，形大
劳别敞'形神雄则死'死者不可徨生'离在者不可徨反，
故重人重之。由是翻，之'神者，生之本也'形者'生之
具也。

Buddhists regard the spirit 臼 the root ofhuman life, while the physical body is only 
the vehicle for its cultivation. To reach Buddhahood，由ey cultivate the spirit more 由m
由e body. But Daoists regard the cultivation of the spirit and 由e body 缸e being equal
ly important. It takes many years to cultivate the Shen to reach enlightenment. If the 
physical body is weak and unhealth严 your life will be too shon for spiritual cultivation. 

To Buddhists, the material world does not exist, so there is nothing to be culti
vated or considered. The Buddhist document, Altar G此ssic 01 劝e Sixth Ancestor 
(六祖遭挫) said, "Bodhi does not have a tree originally, nor is there a shining mirror 
in 丘ont. There are no objects there originally, so how can they be contaminated by 
dust or mud (objects or emotions)?"41 Bodhi means an enlightened mind. Buddha 
W部 enlightened under the Bodhi tree. Shining mirror means a pure and clean Shen. 
When you cultivate Shen, the material world disappears, so there is no tree or mir
ror stand. With no material concept in your mind, how can it be cleaned of secular 
emotions and desires? 

A Daoist document, The Thesis 01 Nourishing L沪两生输)， contrasts this, "Utter 
and receive Qi (Tu Na，吐纳) through breathing, absorb food to nourish the body, 
thus allow the shape (physical body) and Shen to be harmonized. This means the 
mutual coordination of external and internal."但 Tu Na (吐的) means uttering and 
receiving, an ancient term for cultivating Qi through breathing. 

Enlightenment. To spiritual cultivators, the fìnal goal of regulating Shen is reach
ing enlightenment. That means comprehending the meaning of nature and human 
life, then uni马ring the human spi出 with nature to become 部 one. This is the fìnal 
goal of the unifìcation of Heaven and Man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一).

To reach this, one must open the third eye for communication. First build up 
abundant Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is led up through the Thrusting 
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Vessel to activate the brain, and enhance the resonance of the Spiritual Valley. When 
spiritual energy reaches a certain level, the third eye reopens. 

To reach this high level of cultivation, fìrst regulate your mind. If it is trapped in 
emotional bondage, how can you build up your spirit and keep it neutral? Buddhists 
and Daoists defìne four steps in spiritual cultivation. 

Four Steps to Cultivate Spiritual Enlightenment 
Self-recognition (Zi Shi，自端). First set your spirit 仕ee from emotional bondage, 

orherwise rhe spirit srays in rhe emorional mud of secular society. Once rhe spirit is 
free from this bondage, it can reach the neutral state and fìnally uni马r with the n时，
ural spirit. Selιrecognition (Zi Shi，自端) means observing the heart (Guan Xin, 
觑心)， that is, observing the initiation of thoughts and emotions to discover your 
true identity. 

Important Script 0/ Similar Contents ( 同指要抄) said, "All religious styles, 
throughout generations, all considered observing the Xin (Guan Xin，现心)部 the
most important in cultivation. 

The Complete Book 0/ Principal Contents 0/ Human L拆 and Temperament 
(性命圭旨全害) said, "When learning the Dao, fìrst comprehend your own Xin. The 
deep hidden place of your own Xin is the hardest place to fìnd. Onαyou have found 
it and no other place can be found, you realize that a secular's Xin can be just like a 
Buddhàs."44 This describes the diffìculty of discovering your true self hiding behind 
the mask. Once you have discovered this hidden Xin, you recognize it and cultivate 
it. This cultivated Xin can reach the same level as Buddha. 

Self-awareness (Zi Jue，自凳). Having recognized your true identity, ponder 
deeply, and clearly discriminate truth from illusion. From discriminating between 
truth and falsehood, awareness arises. Your mind establishes contact with events and 
phenomena in your life. The feeling of selιawareness can be profound. 

To Buddhist society, this is the stage where observation is stopped. It is the begin
ning of regulating the temperament and spirit towards goodness. Anthology 0/ Daoist 
Village ( 道卿集) said, "The real meaning of Buddhahood which has been handed 
down is: observation is stopped. What is observation? It means to place my vision 
warmly on the ultimate goodness. What is stop? It means to focus my real intention 
on the ultimate goodness."45 Buddhist society has three observations (San Guan, 
三现): 1. Observing Emptiness, is observing the emptiness of all natural laws and 
events, 2. Observing Falseness, is observing the falseness of all natural laws, 3. 
Observing Between, is observing the non-emptiness and non-falseness of natural 
laws, keeping the neutral viewpoint. It also means double observation. 18 Zhi Guan 
(止戳， Stop Observation) is the way to reach Guan Zhi (现止， Observation is 
Stopped). Observe and analyze events and occurrences. Once you see through the 
events in your mind, nothing troubles you. This is the stage of Guan Zhi, reached by 
cultivating your mind to the stage of ultimate goodness. Pay attention to all good-
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ness, then nothing bothers yOU. You are kind, righteous and gentle, with no inner 
conflict. You are free from the affìnity of emotions and desires. 

Extreme calmness and peace within are the key to this selιawareness， reached 
through practicing Embryonic Breathing (τ￥i Xi，胎息)，臼 described in the book, 

Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 
Selιawakening (Zi xi吨，自醒 )(Zi Wu，自悟). Through Embryonic Breathing, 

you reach selιawakening. Your mind is clear and allows you to comprehend accu
rately the truth of your life and nature. This stage is called entering the observation 
(Ru Guan，入藏). Entering means to comprehend the observation and the tempera
ment (Wu xi吨，悟性)卢 This is the stage of enlightenment and Buddhahood (Fo, 

佛)， called understanding the heart and seeing through the temperament (Ming Xin 
Jian xi吨，明心晃性). Comprehension is no longer necessa可(Liao Wu，了悟).

How is Buddhahood defìned? It means to achieve awareness and wisdom, to 
awaken through understanding and observation, to awaken through knowing the 
mωons behind natural laws, and to discriminate them clearly. It is like being aw址，
ened from sleep and is called ‘awakening through realization'. Comprehend vexations 
through observation so they are not harmful. It is like observing and sensing ‘thieves' 
(contaminated thoughts) in secular society, so it is called awakening through obser
vation.47 Thesis of Buddha Ground (佛地输) said, ''All laws and all manifestations of 
nature can bloom and be awakened by themselves. W注 can also bloom and be awak
ened from emotional bondage, like being awakened from sleep and like the bloom
ing of the lotus flower. This is called Buddha."48 

To Buddhists, we are born and grow in emotional mud (Chen Tu，盛土， human 
matrix). W注 create dignity, glory, pride, happiness, sadness, jealousy, and desire. We 
lie and cover our faces with masks, and we all experience signifìcant spiritual pain liv
ing in this human matrix. The mud makes us blind and deaf, and nothing is clear in 
our minds. The conscious mind is active, while the sub-conscious Shen is asleep. We 
are dreaming in the human matrix and not awakening. 

Nevertheless, each of us has a lotus seed, our Original Shen. Through meditation, 

it buds and grows from deep in the mud. The subconscious mind grows, and atter long 
practice, the lotus flower emerges from the matrix, and you see everything clearly. To 
awaken your Shen, bring all thoughts to your Shen center and keep the Shen 由ere.
This Upper Dan Tian or Spiritual Mountain (Ling Shan，重山)， in which there is the 
Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷)， is where the Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) lives. 

Remember the song which says, "Do not search far for Buddha since he is in the 
Spiritual Mountain. Where is the Spiritual Mountain? In your mind."39 

In a state of extreme calmness and emptiness, your mind is clear to comprehend 
the truth of nature. The Righteous R仰 ofl岳'tlvenly Immortality: Straight Discussion 
of丑)0 Qj's Pre-Heaven and Post-Heaven ( 夭仙正理·先天后天二氯直输) said, "Those 
who apply Qi, how do they know it is true pre-heaven practice? When calmness 
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。ing，静) and emptiness (Xu，虚) have reached their extremities, there is no single 
slight thought involved in consciousness. This is the true p町-heaven practice."49 Pre
Heaven truth (Xian Tian Zhi Zhen，先天之真) means the truthful state before birth, 
where the mind is simple and pure, extremely calm and sincere. However, how do 
you know you have reached this state in practice? When there is not even the small
est thought existing or initiating in your mind. Your subconscious mind (Pre-Heaven 
truthful mind) awakens to activity. 

Qigong socie可 dassifìes the conscious mind 剖 Yang， generated by the brain since 
birth. The subconscious mind is Yin and is born with you. The conscious mind and 
memory are generated from conditioning by the environment and are not truthful. 
A thick facade covers the falseness of this conscious mind. However, the subconscious 
mind is truthful, connected with spiritual memory, which is active only when your 
body is calm and activities of your conscious mind have ceased. 

To return to the Pre-Birth stage, cease physical and mental activity. Then the sub
conscious mind acts, and directs you to the true path of spiritual cultivation. 

Freedom from Selιbondage (Zi T uo，自脱). The last stage of spiritual cultiva
tion is to free yourself from physical, mental, and spiritual bondage. Once you have 
awakened spirituall严 you see dearly who you are and how you want to be. Free your
self from the bondage of the human matrix. In Buddhist terms, the third eye opens. 
The lotus grows, and the flower emerges from the mud. Your spirit is reunited with 
the spirit of nature. 

Freedom from Material Bondage. Set yourself free 丘om the bondage of your phys
ical body and all material attractions around you. Your body is only recyded material, 
and beauty is only temporary. Material concerns trigger mental bondage. Take care of 
this recyded material, protect it and nourish it, but free yourself from attaching to it. 

What you need from the material world is enough energy supply for your physical 
strength, without sinking into the mud of materialism and losing the feeling of your 
life. Most material things you own willlast longer than you, and you own them only 
皿 long as you live. If you pursue material enjoyment, your mind stays focused on mate
rialistic concerns. To set yourself 仕'ee from material bondage, the fìrst step is to gain 
enough for comfortable living. Anyextra beyond that entangles you deeper in the mud. 
To reach profound spiritual cultivation, Buddhists believe you must cultivate a neutral 
state separate from the four emptinesses of earth, water, fìre, and wind (Si Da Jie Kong, 
四大皆宜， material world). They believe this is crucial to reaching Buddhahood. 

Freedom 击。m Mental Bondage. Mental bondage means the thoughts generated 
from the emotional matrix, and desires for both the mental and material worlds. 
Again, human suffering is caused by the seven p剖sions and six desires (Qi Qing Liu 
Yu，七情六惩). The seven p臼sions are happiness 仅i，喜)， anger (Nu，怒)， sorrow (Ai, 
哀)， joy (Le，祟)， love (Ai，爱)， hate (Hen，恨) and desire (Yu，德). The six desires 盯e
the sensory pleasures derived 丘om the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 
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We humans, in order to survive in the harsh reality of this world, lie and trick 
each other. Truth within is hidden behind the mask we wear, decorated with glory, 
dignity and honor, which are tools to enslave the souls and bodies of others. Lust for 
wealth and power has become the common core education for the next generation. 
A human emotional matrix has been created and all of us suffer within it. 

To escape from this matrix, fìrst awaken deep in your heart. With a neutral and 
open mind, see through the matrix we have created. The truth should always be in 
your mind, else the search for the Dao will be in vain. Ponder the words of Michael 
Faraday (1791-1867): "The philosopher should be a man willing ω listen 归 every sug
gestion, but determined to judge for himself He should not be biased by appearances, have 
noj♀vorite 吻。thesis， be 01 no school and in doctrine have no mas肌品 should not be 
a respecter 01 persons, but 01 things. Truth should be his primary 0伊ct. Jfω these quali
ties be added indiω句~ he may indeed hope 阳 wal是 within the veil 01 the temple 01 
Nature." Once you have this truth in your mind, you have achieved a peaceful mind, 
and your spirit can awaken and be cultivated. 

Freedom from Spiritual Bondage. You need to be free from mental bondage 
before setting out to escape from spiritual bondage. The spirit is overshadowed and 
blinded by traditional religious doctrines, based on the emotions of the past. 

The various religions bind us in their spiritual religious matrix, created by those 
considered holy men in the past. The concepts of God, heaven, and hell were creat
ed in the human mind and worship w部 initiated. As time passed, we have been led 
deeper and deeper away from the truth, and trapped in humanly-created spiritual 
bondage. Lao Zi, Chapter 1, said, "Dao, if it can be spoken (described) , then it is not 
the true everlasting Dao. Name, if it can be named, then it is not the true everlasting 
n缸ne.'嘀嘀电 humans， before really knowing the Dao, have already talked about Dao. 
Even if we know the true path to search for it, we still cling stubbornly to the old 
path and dare not change it. 

To achieve this true Dao, we must continue to search for it, talking and 
exchanging opinions. Always keep in mind that the Dao we are talking about may 
not yet be true. Having seen the truth, we should not be a.fraid to卢ce it, challenging 
our old thoughts and beliφ~ and daring 归 acc，φt mistakes and ω dream about the 
j如ture. Science should search for the true Dao, helping us to escape from the tradi
tional religious matrix. 

Escape from the traditional matrix and free yourself from spiritual bondage and 
doctrines. Awaken your subconscious spiritual mind, by bringing your mind and 
spiritual feeling to the day you were conceived. From this Daoist principle were 
derived the the。可 and techniques of Embryonic Breathing. 

To return to the embryonic state, fìrst get rid of the human emotional matrix. 
Focus the mind on the pineal and pituita可 glands at the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan 
Gong，泥丸宫). Where there are brain cells, that is where conscious thought and the 
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human matrix can be created. However, the lower center of the Spiritual Valley has 
no brain cells, so no matrix can be generated. Through this cente民 where the subcon
scious mind resides, we can resonate or communicate with the natural spirit. By 
calming the activity of the brain through absence of thought, we bring our spiritual 
awareness to a high level. 

For strong resonance between your spirit and the natural spirit, you need strong 
spiritual energy at this Mud Pill Palace. Store abundant Qi at your Real Lower Dan 
Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田)， and lead it up to nourish the Mud Pill Palace, 

raising spiritual energy up to a high level. Spiritual cultivation is discussed in more 
detail in my previous book, Qigm气g Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 

Once you bring your spiritual energy to a very high level, you reopen your 由ird
eye, called Tian Yan (heaven eye，天眼) by Daoist society and Yintang (M-NH-3 , 

sealed hall，印堂) by Chinese medicine. Having reopened the third eye, your spirit 
can unite with the natural spirit without obstacle. This is the fìnal stage of spiritual 
cultivation, the Unifìcation of Heaven and Man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合-).
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C H A P T E R 5

Theoretical Root of Small
Circulation Meditation

5-1. INTRODUCTION

There are six general purposes of Small Circulation Meditation:
1. Search for a peaceful mind.
2. Improve physical and mental health.
3. Find the center of self-being.
4. Comprehend the meaning of life.
5. Search for spiritual freedom.
6. Comprehend the meaning of the universe.

Through Small Circulation Meditation we rebuild the body from weak to strong
and train the mind to be calm and focused. The Qi in the Eight Vessels and Twelve
Primary Qi Channels becomes abundant, strengthening the immune system. Small
Circulation is the first step in Internal Elixir practice, the foundation of
Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong.

There are various styles of Small Circulation, each with a different name. In
Buddhist society it is called Turning the Wheel of Natural Law (Zhuan Fa Lun,

). Every style has its own theory and method. Study and compare them, and
take the best from each.

There is a Chinese story about six blind men who touch an elephant to know
what it looks like. The first one touches the elephant’s ear and says, “An elephant is
like a large fan.” The second one touches the side of its body and says, “No, it is like
a wall.” The third one describes the leg, “No, the elephant is like a pillar.” The fourth
one touches the nose and shouts, “The elephant is like a large moving branch of a
tree.” The fifth one touches the ivory, and says, “It is a large horn sticking out of a
huge mouth.” The sixth one who touches the tail says loudly, “An elephant is a large
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swinging broom sticking out of the wall.” If they were to put all of the information
together, they would have a reasonable description of the elephant. This story shows
we should not stubbornly insist there is only one viewpoint, as we often see only part
of the story.

When you practice, don’t waste time in just theoretical research. Practice and the-
ory should go together. From practice, you gain experience, and from theory, you
have a clear guideline for practice. Some people hesitate due to the danger involved,
accomplishing nothing and simply wasting time. Be cautious but determined, and
learn from the experience of others, and you will find the right path.

A priest staying in a church is told the dam wall has broken, and the church will
be flooded. He refuses to leave, and says God will save him. As water enters the
church and rises quickly, he climbs up on the roof and prays for mercy and a mira-
cle to save him. A boat comes to rescue him, but he refuses, waiting for God’s mira-
cle to save him. The boat leaves as the waters keep rising. Another boat comes to res-
cue him, but is again rejected. A third rescue boat receives the same answer. The
waters engulf the church, and the priest drowns.

He blames God for not working a miracle to save him, but God says, “I sent three
boats to save you but you rejected them all.” Will you wait for the perfect theory, or
grasp the opportunity while you can?

When Buddha traveled the countryside, he came to a river. An old Qigong mas-
ter lived there, who asked him, “You are the Buddha? If so, can you do the same thing
I can? I cross the river by walking on top of the water.” Buddha said, “That is very
impressive. But how long have you practiced it?” The old man replied, “It took me
nearly forty years to achieve it.” The Buddha looked at him and said, “It took you
forty years! It takes me only a few coins to cross it on the ferryboat.”

Often we spend too much time on unimportant things. Treat your time precious-
ly and use it efficiently. Get rid of your dignity. If you take your dignity too serious-
ly, you will not find a sincere teacher willing to teach from the heart.

A young Samurai swordsman entered the house of a famous Zen master. He
looked at the master, bowed and said, “Master! I have reached a deep level of Zen,
both in theory and practice. I have heard you are great so I come here to bow to you
and hope you can teach me something.”

The Zen master looked at this proud young man. Without a word, he went into
the back room and brought out a teapot and a teacup. He placed the cup in front of
the young man and started to pour the tea into the cup. The tea filled the cup quick-
ly and soon began to overflow. The young man looked at the old man with a con-
fused expression. He said, “Stop, master! The teacup is overflowing.”

Qigong Meditation—Small Circulation
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The old Zen master put the teapot down and smiled at him. He said, “This is
you. You are too full already. I cannot teach you. If you wish to learn, you must first
empty your cup.” Can you be as humble as an empty cup?

When you find a good qualified teacher or source of learning, treat it preciously,
so you don’t miss the opportunity of learning. This chance may not come again.
Traditionally, it was very difficult to find a qualified teacher. Even if you found one,
you would not necessarily be accepted.

Today, it is easier to collect information since there are so many books, video-
tapes, and DVDs available. But the guidance of an experienced teacher is generally
crucial to reach the final goal. Subtle advice can save you a great deal of time and
effort. When you are lost in a big city, even though you have read the map, guidance
from a passerby could save a lot of effort.

A young man had already spent more than seven years searching for a good mas-
ter. He came to where a great teacher lived deep in the remote mountains with a few
students. He was received kindly and expressed his intention of learning from the
master. The master looked at him for a while, then brought out a teapot and a teacup.
He poured tea into the cup, stopping when the tea reached the brim. He put the tea
pot down with a smile, hinting to the young man that the place was already full. He
could not accept another student.

The young man looked at the cup and realized what it meant. He lowered his
head in sadness. Noticing a rice straw on the floor, he picked it up and carefully stuck
it into the tea. The tea did not overflow. He looked at the master’s face with hope,
showing him, “Look, there is still space for me. The tea did not overflow.”

Through this silent communication, the old master realized that the young man
was one of those rare intelligent ones who could comprehend the profound feeling
of the art. He accepted him with delight. It is very difficult to find an intelligent stu-
dent able to comprehend the art deeply and to develop it. When a teacher finds this
kind of student, it will be like a precious pearl in his hands.

In the next section, I review the history of Small Circulation practice. Then I
summarize those acupuncture cavities related to the practice in section 5-3. We dis-
cuss the theory of Small Circulation in section 5-4. In section 5-5, crucial obstacles
to Small Circulation, The Three Gates, are explained. We discuss different Small
Circulation paths in section 5-6. Finally, an illustration of Internal Elixir meditation
passed down from the Chinese Tang Dynasty (618-907 A.D., ) is introduced and
interpreted.

5-2. SMALL CIRCULATION—PAST AND PRESENT

After more than 1500 years of study and development, the practice of Small
Circulation Qigong meditation has gradually evolved, from initial limited knowledge
to a stage which allows practitioners to have a clear understanding of the practice.
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Small Circulation Practice in the Past
The practice of Small Circulation (Small Cyclic Heaven, Xiao Zhou Tian,

) probably started in China around 500 A.D., when Da Mo’s Muscle/Tendon
Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing Classic (Yi Jin Jing, Xi Sui Jing; )
became available. There are a few reasons for this conclusion:

1. There are almost no Chinese documents available about the subject from
before 500 A.D.

2. Small Circulation is a necessary prerequisite to reach advanced accom-
plishment in Muscle/Tendon Changing.

3. Da Mo (483-536 A.D., ) was originally from India. When he arrived
in China during the Liang Dynasty (502-557 A.D., ), Indian Yoga had
already existed for 800 years. Small Circulation practice was an advanced
level of practice in Indian Yoga, called Microcosmic Orbit Meditation.

4. Daoist practice of Small Circulation was originally from Buddhist society,
called Turning the Wheel of Natural Law (Zhuan Fa Lun, ). Even
though Buddhism was imported into China during the reign of the Ming
Emperor of the East Han Dynasty (58-76 A.D., ), documents on
Qigong spiritual enlightenment practice were very scarce. It was not until
Da Mo arrived, that actual Qigong practices were passed down.

Later, theory and practice of Small Circulation and Grand Circulation medita-
tion were studied, researched, and developed in China. They blended with tradition-
al Chinese Daoist theory based on the Dao De Jing ( ), written by Lao Zi
( , 604-531 B.C.), and a new understanding and practice developed. The most
important influence from Dao De Jing was the theory of Embryonic Breathing (Tai
Xi, ). Without it, reaching the final goal of spiritual enlightenment would be
very difficult.

With the addition of Chinese medical knowledge of Qi meridians and vessels,
the theory and practice of Small Circulation were revised continuously and reached
a profound level during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912 A.D., ). Many docu-
ments were written about Small Circulation during this period. I present some of
them here with commentary.
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A Small Cyclic Heaven of Yin-Yang Circulation
Antithetic writing of regulating the path

(Wu, Shi-Ji, Qing Dynasty)

It (Small Circulation) is actually called ‘Small Cyclic Heaven of Yin-Yang
Circulation.’ Close the eyes and sit quietly. The nose inhales clean air. Expand the
abdomen to enable internal Qi to descend to the Lower Dan Tian under the
navel. Transport Qi past Huiyin and up the Governing Vessel. Pass the Tailbone
(Weilu), Squeezing Spine (Jiaji, between the shoulder blades) and Jade Pillow
(Yuzhen), Three Gates. Reach Baihui (Gv-20) cavity on top of the head, follow
the face to the tongue and connect with the Conception Vessel, descend down
along the front of the chest, finally reach the Dan Tian and again circulate
through the original path. Where there is a problem (Qi stagnation or pain),
inhale and think of the place, and exhale to lead the Qi back to the Dan Tian.
This strengthens the body and repels sickness. It is also named San Mei Yin.

This document, which was written by Wu, Ji-Shi ( ) in 1864, discusses a few
key points. First, to meditate, close your eyes to cut off the connection between your
eyes and your surroundings. Second, to circulate the Qi smoothly, sit quietly with your
body calm and relaxed. This is the pre-condition for Qi circulation. Third, breathe cor-
rectly. Breathing is the strategy of Qigong practice. When breathing correctly, Qi can
be guided efficiently. Fourth, generate and accumulate Qi at the Lower Dan Tian.
Without abundant Qi stored there, the path of Qi circulating in the Conception and
Governing Vessels cannot be widened, so regulating the Qi in the Twelve Primary Qi
Channels will not be effective. Fifth, the path of Qi circulation is from the Lower Dan
Tian, via the Huiyin, past the tailbone (Weilu, , Changqiang, ), Jiaji ( ,
Lingtai, ) and Yuzhen ( , Naohu, ), the Three Gates (San Guan, ),
then over the head, and down the front center line back to the Lower Dan Tian. Small
Circulation practice is the foundation of Muscle/Tendon Changing, which can change
your body from weak to strong. It is also called San Mei Yin ( ) in Buddhist soci-
ety, or San Mo Di ( , Samadhi) a special Buddhist term which means steadiness
of the mind and body (Ding, ).
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Small Cyclic Heaven
(Original truth of using no herbs)

(Wang Yang, Qing Dynasty)

First, stop the Nian (the thoughts lingering in the mind), calm the body and the
heart, face east, and sit with crossed legs (Jia Zuo). The breathing is peaceful and
harmonious. Use San Mei Yin and maintain it under the navel. Knock the teeth
sixty-six times and gather your spirit in the whole body. The tongue circles the
mouth sixty-six times both internally and externally, while you also circle both
eyes following the circles of the tongue. The tongue touches the palate, count the
breathing calmly until it reaches three hundred and sixty times. Wait until the
spiritual water (saliva) is full, rinse (the mouth) several times. Use Four Secret
Words (Si Zi Jue), lead Qi from the Conception Vessel, past the grain path
(Huiyin), and reach the tailbone (Changqiang). Use Yi to transport, slowly lead
Qi up to the central gate, Jiaji (Lingtai cavity). Gradually speed up. Close your
eyes and look up, inhale but do not exhale through the nose, thrust through
Yuzhen (Naohu cavity). Use the eye to lead it forward and pass Kunlun (Baihui),
down to Que Qiao (magpie bridge, tongue), then divide the saliva and send it
down the Chong Lou (throat), enter Li palace (heart, Middle Dan Tian), and
finally reach the Qihai (Lower Dan Tian). Pause for a moment, use the same
method and repeat it three times. Divide the saliva in the mouth into three gulps
and send it down. This is what is called “reversed flow of heavenly river water.”

This document was written by Wang, Ang ( ) in 1682 A.D. during the Qing
Dynasty (1644-1912 A.D., ). The Qi path is the same as in the previous docu-
ment, but it also describes the preparation for Small Circulation.

Nian ( ) is the thought lingering your mind and hard to get rid of. Jia Zuo
( ) is a special Buddhist meditation term which means to sit with crossed legs.
San Mei Yin comes from Indian Samadhi and means great steadiness of the mind and
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body. Si Zi Jue ( ) means Four Secret Words, namely Cuo ( ), Di ( ), Bi
( ), and Xi ( ). Cuo means to condense, to focus, to concentrate. It implies the
concentration of the mind and Qi. Di means to press up, namely the tongue is press-
ing up against the palate of the mouth. Bi means to close, as in close or hold up the
Huiyin (perinium). Xi means to suck in, as in “leading the Qi up the spine in coor-
dination with inhalation.”

Que Qiao ( ) means magpie bridge, or tongue, which bridges the
Conception and Governing Vessels. Chong Lou ( ) means layers of stories, name-
ly the throat area. Li Gong ( ) means Li palace, or heart. In the Eight Trigrams
(Bagua, ), Li represents fire, and the heart belongs to fire in the Five Elements
(Wuxing, ). Qihai ( ) is the Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian, ), which
belongs to water, and is called Kan palace (Kan Gong, ) in the Eight Trigrams.

To lead the Qi from Huiyin (Co-1, , perineum, sea bottom) up the back to
the crown is called reversed flow of the heavenly river water (Tian He Shui Ni Liu,

).

Sit quietly for a while. Let the left and right hand each rub the Lower Dan Tian
one hundred and eight times, including the navel. Then cover the navel with
clothes to keep the wind off. Rub the back of the thumbs until they are warm, and
wipe the eyes with them fourteen times to get rid of (excess Yang) heart fire. Rub
the nose thirty-six times to moisten the lungs. Rub the ears fourteen times to nour-
ish the kidneys. Rub the face fourteen times to strengthen the spleen. Cover the ears
with the hands and beat the heavenly drum (Ming Tian Gu). Raise the hands up
gradually as if worshipping heaven, and repeat three times. Slowly exhale dirty air
and inhale clean air. Hold the shoulders, move and shift the tendons and bones a
few times. Rub Yuzhen gate twenty-four times, rub kidney eyes one hundred and
eight times, and also the center of each foot one hundred and eight times.

This document describes the recovery Qigong exercises right after Small
Circulation meditation. Ming Tian Gu ( ) means to ‘beat the heavenly drum.’
Cover the ears with the palms, using the fingers to tap the base of the skull and the
two major neck muscles. Refer to the YMAA book, Eight Simple Qigong Exercises
(The Eight Pieces of Brocade, Ba Duan Jin, ).
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These documents briefly describe the practice of Small Circulation, but without
giving detail of how to build up Qi and the attendant dangers. The basic theory
remains the same, though with different approaches to the final goal.

Small Circulation meditation is commonly practiced in Chinese martial arts soci-
ety, as the foundation of Muscle/Tendon Changing, which strengthens martial power
significantly. The common procedures as learned from a master are:

1. Build up abundant Qi. A master would teach how to build the Qi to a
very high level at the Lower Dan Tian through abdominal breathing. The
student would spend up to ten years building this Qi and conditioning the
Lower Dan Tian.

2. Circulate Qi in the Small Circulation path. Since Qi is already abundant,
it can be dangerous without correct technique. The crucial keys were often
kept secret by the master, namely to control the Huiyin cavity in coordi-
nation with breathing and to touch the tongue to the palate of the mouth.
Only when the student had earned his trust were these secrets revealed.
There are three places, called Three Gates (San Guan, ), which are
dangerous in practice. The student would obey the master’s order step by
step to get through these three gates. The danger of being unable to con-
trol this abundant Qi, is that it can enter the wrong path, called ‘entering
the fire’ (Zou Huo, ). We discuss these three gates and their dangers
in detail in section 5-5.

An important point is that Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi, ) is the Yin side
of Internal Elixir (Nei Dan, ) practice. It is the crucial key in practicing
Marrow/Brain Washing and is unknown in secular society. Even in Buddhist and
Daoist monasteries, only a few monks reach a profound level to understand it.
Whenever stored Qi is built up to an abundant level at the False Lower Dan Tian,
the excess is immediately distributed through the Conception and Governing Vessels
and the Twelve Primary Qi Channels. The body, including the twelve internal
organs, grows stronger. This is the fundamental concept of Muscle/Tendon
Changing.

With Small Circulation training accomplished, the body and the manifestation
of martial power are significantly enhanced. But too much Muscle/Tendon Changing
training can also cause a serious problem called energy dispersion (San Gong, ).
When the physical body has been over-energized, it can lead to high blood pressure
and stroke. To balance this, practice the Yin side of training, Marrow/Brain Washing
Qigong. The first step is Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi, ), described in detail in
the previous book in this series, Qigong Meditation—Embryonic Breathing.
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Modified Practice in Present Day
Though Small Circulation has been known in Indian Yoga, Chinese Buddhist

Chan ( , Japanese Zen, ), and Chinese Daoist societies, still only a few Qigong
practitioners dare to practice it, due to the following reasons:

1. Lack of understanding of theory and practice. There is very little informa-
tion available to read and study.

2. Dangers during practice. The Three Gates (San Guan, ) are dangerous.
3. Lack of an experienced teacher. Often experience is essential for guidance,

especially when there is a problem.

The following practice methods have developed from my personal practice,
teaching, and study over more than 25 years. I believe this new approach has reduced
the danger to the minimum.

1. Teach theory first. Theory is like a map of a city. Without it, the student
can easily get lost, especially in today’s environment where he does not live
and practice together with the master. Most practitioners in the past did
not know the theory, but this has now been understood and revealed. For
any beginner, understanding the theory has become crucial for successful
practice.

2. Teach Embryonic Breathing first. To prevent too much Yang developing
and the problem of energy dispersion, a student should first learn the Yin
side of training, namely the theory and methods of Embryonic Breathing.
With this tool, he can manipulate the situation and balance the body’s Yin
and Yang easily and effectively.

3. Build up Qi only as much as necessary. Traditionally a student would
build up Qi to a highly abundant level, encountering the attendant dan-
gers. Before he has accumulated too much Qi, he should learn to circulate
it. In this way, there is not enough Qi to cause the problem of ‘entering
the fire’ (Zou Huo, ). 

4. Use the mind to circulate before the Qi storage reaches a harmful level.
Traditionally one accumulated abundant Qi, then learned to circulate it.
If we reverse this procedure, before a student’s Qi has reached a harmful
level, he can already lead it smoothly. That is like teaching a beginner driv-
er with a small car. Only when he is a skilled driver, is a bigger and more
powerful car provided. The disadvantage of this is that weaker Qi takes
longer to overcome blockages and widen its path. It is like opening a
blocked water pipe.
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5. First practice Small Small Circulation (Xiao Xiao Zhou Tian, )
to avoid danger, especially at the tailbone area, and circulate Qi in coor-
dination with the breathing, abdomen, and perineum. 

6. Carefully select the Qi turning points to avoid the problem of Qi stag-
nation. Before completing the whole small circulation, first train the cor-
rect turning points where Qi can be returned to the Lower Dan Tian. If
the turning points are wrong, Qi stagnation can occur, and also ‘entering
the fire’. These turning points were kept secret in the past. I have modified
them, and believe these are safer than the traditional points used in the
past. Once you understand the theory, you can modify the training path
without causing any problem.

5-3. SMALL CIRCULATION AND QI NETWORK

Qi Network
1. Diaphragm (Heng Ge Mo, , Junction of Upper and Lower 

Level Qi)
A. The diaphragm is a good electric conductor sandwiched between fasci-

ae, which are poor conductors. This area acts as a battery to store fire Qi
(Huo Qi, ), and is called the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian,

).
B. It divides the body into upper and lower bodies, in terms of Qi. The

chest area above it is where the External Qi (Wai Qi, , oxygen and
carbon dioxide) is exchanged. The diaphragm pumps the air in and out.
The stomach and abdomen below the diaphragm constitute the biobat-
tery where Internal Qi (Nei Qi, , bioelectricity) is stored. This
Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian, ) produces Qi and stores it. The
abdomen is the Qi pump, while the Huiyin (Co-1, , perineum) is
the controlling gate which regulates its flow.

C. External Qi (air) and internal Qi (bioelectricity) are closely related to
one other. Oxygen (air) and bioelectricity are proportional to each other.
When oxygen supply is more abundant, more glucose will be converted
into Qi to manifest as physical action, heat, and light.

D. When too much Qi accumulates at the Middle Dan Tian, the heartbeat
will be faster and breathing heavier, disturbing the emotional mind.
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2. Jing ( , Primary Qi channels)
A. There are twelve primary Qi channels, six Yin and six Yang. They act as

rivers which follow the limbs and distribute Qi throughout the body.
Three Yang (large intestines, Triple Burner, and small intestines) and
three Yin (lungs, pericardium and heart) channels connect six internal
organs with the upper extremities. Another three Yang (stomach, blad-
der, and gall bladder) and three Yin (spleen, kidneys, and liver) channels
connect the other six internal organs with the lower extremities. When
Qi circulation stagnates in these rivers, sickness is initiated.

B. The heart, lungs, and pericardium coexist and are isolated from the other
organs by the diaphragm. These three Yin organs are closely related and
harmonize with each other. For example, when the heart beats faster, the
breathing is faster. When the breathing is slower, the heartbeat slows.
The pericardium acts as a cooler for the heart which, like a car engine,
needs a radiator to maintain its function. These three Yin organs are con-
nected to the thumb (lungs), middle finger (pericardium), and pinky
(heart) and to three Yang organs, namely large intestine (index finger),
triple burner (middle finger), and small intestine (pinky).

3. Luo ( , Secondary Qi channels)
A. There are millions of secondary channels, called Luo, branching out like

streams from the primary channels and distributing Qi throughout the
body. They are like capillaries in the blood system. They branch out
from the primary channels, circulating Qi laterally.

B. Luo connect the primary channels to the skin surface and bone marrow,
and to the organs. When more Qi is led out through the Luo from the
primary Qi channels (Jing), the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi, ) is strength-
ened, Qi manifests more externally, so the body becomes warmer. When
more Qi is led in through Luo from the primary Qi channels, the
Marrow Qi (Sui Qi, ) is enhanced. More Qi is stored internally and
physical manifestation is weakened, so you feel chilly.

C. When exhalation is longer than inhalation, more Qi is led out and man-
ifested. When inhalation is longer than exhalation, more Qi is led in and
stored. With the sound of Ha ( ) and Hen ( ), manifestation and
storage are more effective.
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4. Mai ( , Vessels) xxxxxxxxxxxx
Vessels (Mai, ) are like reservoirs which regulate Qi in the Twelve
Primary Channels. One of the oldest Chinese medical books, Nan Jing ( ),
said, “Mai includes strange meridians eight vessels, which do not belong
to the Twelve Meridians.”1 Li, Shi-Zhen ( ) also explains in his book,
The Study of Strange Meridians and Eight Vessels ( ), “Strange
meridians include eight vessels which are not restrained like twelve merid-
ians. There is no matching and coordination on the surface or internally,
so they are called strange.”2

Chinese medicine recognizes the importance of the Conception and
Governing Vessels ( ) used in acupuncture practice. Due to lim-
ited understanding of the other six vessels, acupuncture usually does not
manipulate them. That is why, together with the Twelve Primary Qi
Channels (Shi Er Jing, ), they are commonly called Fourteen
Channels (Shi Si Jing, ) in Chinese acupuncture. In the book, The
Study of Practical Chinese Medical Qigong ( ), it says,
“Governing Vessel originates from Huiyin, Qi moves up the back of the
body, and is the total governor of the Yang vessels. Therefore, it is called
the ocean of the Yang vessel. Conception Vessel begins from Huiyin, (Qi)
circulates along the abdomen up the front of the body and is responsible
for all Yin vessels. Therefore, it is called ocean of the Yin vessels. If one cir-
culates Qi smoothly in these two, then hundreds of vessels all transport.
Qi circulates through the body without hindrance or stagnation. The Dao
of longevity depends on this.”3,4

How do these two vessels control the Qi status of the whole body? Let us con-
clude this from available documents.

Conception Vessel—Ocean of Yin Vessels (Ren Mai, ) ( ) (Figure 5-1)4,5

1. It circulates at the right center of the chest and abdomen to meet three Yin
primary Qi channels of the feet (liver, spleen, and kidneys) at Zhongji
(Co-3, ) and Guanyuan (Co-4, ) cavities. It joins Yang Linking
Vessel (Yangwei Mai, ) at Tiantu (Co-22, ) and Lianquan (Co-
23, ) cavities, and connects with Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai, )
at Yinjiao (Co-7, ).

2. The three Yin primary Qi channels of the feet join the three Yin primary
Qi channels of the hands (heart, lungs, and pericardium). Through this
network, the Conception Vessel regulates all six Yin channels.
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Governing Vessel—Ocean of Yang Vessels (Du Mai, ) ( ) (Figure 5-2)4,6

1. This vessel circulates at the right center of the back. It meets several times
with the six Yang primary Qi channels of the hands and feet. The most
central place is Dazhui (Gv-14, ) cavity. All three Yang channels of
the hands and feet meet here.

2. The Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai, ) begins below the hypochondrium at
the level of the 2nd lumbar vertebra connecting Mingmen (Gv-4, )
and encircles the waist like a girdle. Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei Mai,

) also connects the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, ) at Fengfu
(Gv-16, ) and Yamen (Gv-15, ). In this way, the Governing
Vessel governs the function of the Yang vessels.

Mai and Internal Elixir Meditation
How important are the vessels to Internal Elixir (Nei Dan, ) practice? Li,

Shi-Zhen ( , 1518-1593 A.D.) explains this in his book, The Study of
Strange Meridians and Eight Vessels ( ), “The Eight Vessels introduced
in all existing books are too brief and not understood in detail. So for those doc-
tors who do not know them, it is harder to explore the origin of sickness. For
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those immortal family (Qigong practitioners for enlightenment) who do not
know them, it is hard to install the furnace and tripod (position spirit and Qi).
Shi-Zhen is not wise, so refers to all available discussions and gathers information
here, so those immortal family and doctors can use it. If those doctors know these
Eight Vessels, then the major contents of Twelve Primary Qi Channels and fif-
teen secondary Qi channels can be understood. If those immortal researchers
know these Eight Vessels, then the marvelousness of ascending and descending,
tiger and dragon, and the hidden profound detail of Xuan Pin can be obtained.”7

Xuan Pin ( ) is what is called Taiji ( , Grand Ultimate) in Yi Jing (The
Book of Change). This Taiji is the Dao ( ) of lives in the great nature. Therefore,
Xuan Pin can be called the root of creation, variation, bearing, and raising of mil-
lions of lives. It is the mother of millions of objects of heaven and earth, anoth-
er name for Dao.

Finally, I summarize the key points of the Eight Vessels.
1. Conception Vessel (Ren Mai, )

a. A Yin vessel which balances the Qi status of the Yang Governing Vessel.
b. Responsible for regulating Qi in the six Yin primary channels. When Qi

is abundant, it circulates smoothly in the six Yin primary Qi channels.
c. With the Yang Governing Vessel, it completes the Small Circulation.

When Qi circulates smoothly in Small Circulation, the physical body
can be conditioned and health improved. Small Circulation is the fire
path (Huo Lu, ) of Internal Elixir (Nei Dan, ) practice. Qi cir-
culates strongly in the fire path during the daytime.

2. Governing Vessel (Du Mai, )
a. A Yang vessel which balances the Qi of the Yin Conception Vessel.
b. Governs and regulates the Qi in the six primary Yang Qi channels.

When Qi is abundant in this vessel, it circulates smoothly in the six pri-
mary Yang Qi channels.

c. With the Yin Conception Vessel, it completes the Small Circulation.

3. Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai, )
a. The main section of the Thrusting Vessel is the spinal cord, which con-

nects the brain (Upper Dan Tian) with the second brain (Real Lower
Dan Tian), constituting the central Qi system. Upper and lower brains
are the two poles of this system. 
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b. Qi circulates strongly at night, and the brain obtains its energetic nour-
ishment at this time. Due to abundant Qi supply at night, hormone pro-
duction is enhanced and the pituitary and pineal glands, adrenals, testi-
cles, and ovaries function fully.

c. This path is responsible for spiritual growth, while the Small Circulation
accounts for physical life. So circulating Qi in the Thrusting Vessel
(water path) is for spiritual cultivation (marrow/brain washing), while
circulating it in the Small Circulation (fire path) is for physical condi-
tioning (muscle/tendon changing).

d. Among the Eight Vessels, this vessel is classified as extreme Yin and bal-
ances the Girdle Vessel which is classified as extreme Yang. When Qi
accumulates here, the body is calm, and the marrow and brain obtain
nourishment (marrow washing). 

e. This central energy line gives a feeling of being centered.

4. Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai, )
a. Its Qi circulates strongly whenever you are standing up. This gives a feel-

ing of physical and mental balance, from which you find your center.
This vessel is classified as extreme Yang and balances the Thrusting
Vessel. One provides balance, while the other provides centered feeling.
That means though there are two vessels, they function as one.

b. The Qi circulating in this vessel is responsible for the body’s Guardian
Qi (Wei Qi, ). When this Qi expands abundantly, you are more bal-
anced and the immune system functions well.

c. How much the Guardian Qi can expand depends on the abundance of
Qi stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian. The more Qi stored in the Real
Lower Dan Tian, the more healthy, balanced, and centered you are.

5. Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao Mai, ) and Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei
Mai, )
a. These two vessels connect at the Huiyin (Co-1) ( ) with the

Conception and Thrusting Vessels. At the bottom, they connect to the
concave area of the feet. When sexual energy is strong, the Qi stored in
these two vessels is strong, manifesting as the strength of the legs. When
sexual energy is depleted, the legs are weak.

b. These two vessels balance the Qi status of the Yang Heel and Yang
Linking Vessels. While the Yin vessels store the Qi, the Yang vessels
manifest it.
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6. Yang Heel Vessel (Yangqiao Mai, ) and Yang Linking Vessel
(Yangwei Mai, )
a. These two vessels balance the Qi status of the Yin Heel and Yin Linking

Vessels. While the Yin vessels store Qi, the Yang vessels manifest it.
When the Qi is strong, the lower part of the body will be strong.

b. These two Yang vessels balance the above two Yin vessels. Though phys-
ically they are two, in function they are one.

Zi and Wu Major Qi Flow (Zi Wu Liu Zhu, )
To understand the Qi network, recognize that the body is alive and the Qi circu-

lation in it is affected by nature. This relationship with the cycles of nature is called
Zi Wu Liu Zhu ( ), which you need to follow to circulate Qi efficiently. 

Zi ( ) is the period between 11 P.M. and 1 A.M., and Wu ( ) between 11 A.M.
and 1 P.M. Liu ( ) means flow, and Zhu ( ) means tendency. So Zi Wu Liu Zhu
( ) means ‘the major Qi flow tendency which follows the time changes’.

The Inner Classic ( ) calls this the correspondence of heaven and man.8 The
major Qi flows of the Twelve Primary Qi Channels differ from each other. Qi flow-
ing in the Conception and Governing Vessels (fire path) is also affected by the natu-
ral cycle. As it circulates, the Qi level in one part of the path is always higher than
elsewhere. This area of stronger Qi moves around the path regularly every twenty-
four hours. It is this area of higher Qi potential which keeps the Qi flowing. Just as
water only flows from a higher to a lower level, Qi only moves from a place of high-
er potential to one of lower potential.

Great Collection of Golden Elixir ( ) said, “Zi and Wu are the middle
points of heaven and earth. In heaven, they are the sun and the moon; in humans, they
are the heart and kidneys; in time, they are Zi ( , midnight) and Wu ( , noon); in
the Eight Trigrams, they are Kan ( , Water) and Li ( , Fire); in orientation, they are
the south and the north.”9 Also, Dr. Yang, Ji-Zhou ( , 1522-1620 A.D.) explained
in his book, The Complete Book of Acupuncture and Moxibustion ( ),
“Conception and Governing Vessels of a human body, back and front are analogous to
nature’s Zi-Wu ( , midnight-noon). If analogous to south and north, they can be
divided and combined. When divided, Yin and Yang are not disordered, and when
combined, they coordinate seamlessly with each other. One is two and two is one.”10 In
the Small Circulation fire path, Qi circulates more strongly in the Conception Vessel
(Ren Mai, ) than in the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, ) during daytime, while it
circulates more strongly in the Governing Vessel at night. It seems they are two vessels,
but in function they are one, since they belong to the same circuit.

Li, Shi-Zhen ( , 1518-1593 A.D.) discussed this in The Study of Strange
Meridians and Eight Vessels ( ), “Conception and Governing Vessels are
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the body’s Zi-Wu ( ). It is the Dao of
ascending and descending of Yang-Huo
( ) and Yin-Fu ( ), used by the
Elixir Family (Dan Jia, , Qigong
society). It is the key place of Kan and
Li.”11 Yang-Huo ( , Yang fire) means
the way to increase the body’s fire to make
it more Yang. Yin-Fu ( , Yin magic
water) is the way to enhance the body’s
water, making its Yang more Yin. Fu ( )
is the magic water (Fu Shui, ) for
curing disease.

In the Fire Path, the major Qi flow at
noon is at the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong
Dan Tian, ). It moves down to the
Lower Dan Tian between 2 and 4 P.M. It
goes down to Huiyin (Co-1, ) at sun-
set and moves to the back in the evening,
reaching the top of the Baihui (Gv-20,

) at midnight. At sunrise, the Qi is in
the face, and by noon, it has reached the Middle Dan Tian to complete the cycle. This
cycle is used by martial artists for vital cavity strikes (Dian Xue, ) (Figure 5-3).

Cavities Related to Meditation 
Let us summarize the important cavities used in Small Circulation practice, so it

will be easier to follow the discussion in the rest of the book.
1. Shang Dan Tian ( , Upper Elixir Field) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The whole brain is regarded as the Upper Dan Tian. Brain cells are high-
ly conductive and can store and consume a lot of electricity. The space
between the two hemispheres of the brain is called the Spiritual Valley
(Shen Gu, ) where the Valley Spirit (Gu Shen, ) resides. At the
bottom center of the valley, where the pituitary and pineal glands are sit-
uated, is the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong, ). The brain is respon-
sible for conscious thought, while this space without any brain cells is
related to your subconscious mind. It is where you connect with nature
since birth. While your conscious mind is in the false human matrix, your
subconscious mind is free and truthful.
Baihui (Gv-20, ) at the crown and Yintang (M-NH-3, , third
eye) are the two gates where your spirit communicates with the natural
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Figure 5-3. Natural Qi Circulation
in the Fire Path

mid-night
(Baihui, Gv-20)

sunrise
yinjiao (Gv-28)

noon
Jiuwei (Co-15)
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2-4 P.M.
Qihai
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sunset
Huiyin (Co-1)
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energy and spirit. Though Baihui is
open, Yintang has been sealed in
humans for a long time.

2. Zhong Dan Tian ( , Middle
Elixir Field) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
There are different opinions about
the location of the Middle Dan
Tian. Some documents believe
Shanzhong (Co-17, ) is the
Middle Dan Tian since behind it is
the thymus gland, related to your
heart (emotional mind). Others
claim the heart itself is the Middle
Dan Tian since it relates to your
emotional mind and stores Post-
birth fire Qi. Others again believe
that Jiuwei (Co-15, , Wide
Pigeon’s Tail, lower sternum) is
where it is located (Figure 5-4).
Looking at the body’s structure, we
see the diaphragm, a good electric conductor, sandwiched between fasciae
(poor conductors) on both sides. This is like a battery, able to store charge
to an abundant level. It is between the lungs where air is exchanged and
the stomach where food is converted, so Post-birth Qi can be stored to a
high level. Qi stored in this area also affects the emotional mind.

3. Jia Xia Dan Tian ( , False Lower Elixir Field) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The False Lower Dan Tian is located about two inches below the navel in
the abdominal area. This is Qihai (Co-6, , Ocean of Qi) in Chinese
medicine (Figure 5-5). Daoists call it Dan Lu ( , Elixir Furnace).
These names indicate that this area can produce Qi (grow elixir) as abun-
dantly as the ocean.
When you move your abdomen up and down through abdominal breath-
ing, you produce Qi. This movement is called Qi Huo ( ) and means
to start the fire. Two ways of breathing build up the fire and store Qi. One
is Normal Abdominal Breathing (Zheng Fu Hu Xi, ), the other
Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Fan, Ni Fu Hu Xi, ). The
abdominal breathing is also called Returning to Childhood Breathing (Fan
Tong Hu Xi, ) or Post-Heaven Breathing (Xian Tian Hu Xi,

). A fetus uses this pumping movement to suck in nutrition and
oxygen from its mother through the umbilical cord. Most small children
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Figure 5-4. Shanzhong (Co-17)
and Jiuwei (Co-15)
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retain this habit of abdominal 
movement. These two ways of 
breathing have been discussed in 
section 4-3 and will be scientiflcal
ly analyzed in the next section. 

4. Zhen Xia Dan Tian (真下丹田，
Real Lower Elixir Field) 
Daoists regard the regular Lower 
Dan Tian at the abdomen as the 
ωse one. The real one is inside the 
body under the stomach, in front 
of the kidneys (Nei Shen，内膏)
and above the External Kidneys 
(~也i Shen，外膏， testicles). The 
Real Lower Dan Tian is the Large 
and Small Intestines where the sec
ond brain or biobattery is located, 
部 understood by scientists today 
(Figure 5-5). Daoist regard the reg
ular Lower Dan Tian as false 
because when Qi accumulates 
there, it automatically enters the 
Conception 快ssel and disperses 

Mingmen 
(Gv-4) 

RealDan 
Tian 

Yi时ia。
((0-7) 

Qihai ((0-6) 
(False Dan Tian) 

into the Twelve Primary Qi Figure 5-5. Real and False Lower Dan Tian 
Channels. So, though it generates 
Qi and stores it to some level, it 
cannot reach an abundant level. Though Qi stored at the False Lower Dan 
Tian is beneflcial for health, it is not enough for spiritual enlightenment. 
The Real Lower Dan Tian is the lower pole of the central energy line, con
nected with the brain (Upper Dan Tian) through the spinal cord 
(Thrusting Vessel). To have enough Qi to nourish the brain for spiritual 
enlightenment, flrst condition your biobattery, and store Qi there to an 
abundant level. 
The document, Observing ~是'Ssels (服重) says, "(Real) Dan Tian is the root 
of life. This is why Daoists who meditate for spiritual cultivation and 
Buddhists who meditate for Buddhahood all gather real Qi (Original Qi) 
under the navel. There is a Spiritual Turtle (Shen Gui，神危) in the Dan 
Tian which inhales and exhales this Real Qi (Zhen Qi). This respiration is 
not breathing through the mouth and nose, which are only the doors for 
respiration. Dan Tian is the origin of Qi and the place for those holy men 
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t 'O begin their cultivati'On. This is the place where they keep and st'Ore the 
Real Oneness (Zhen Yi) , S'O it is called Embry'Onic Breathing."12 
Zhen Yi (真一) means Real One 'Or True Singularity, namely the central Qi 
system c'Onstituted by the Tw'O P'Oles. The Yang p 'Ole at the Real L'Ower Dan 
Tian provides the quantity 'Of Qi, and the Yin p 'Ole at the Upper Dan Tian 
c'Ontr'Ols the quality 'Of its manifestati'On 臼 life (spirit). Physically, there are 
Tw'O P'Olarities but in functi 'On there is 'Only 'One, since theyare the Yin and 
Yang 'Of the same thing. If y'Ou keep y'Our mind in this Real One 'Or True 
Singularity, y'Ou raise up y'Our Spirit 'Of Vitality Qing Shen，精神) and 
establish abundant Qi st'Orage. 

5. Huang Ting (黄庭， Yell 'Ow Yard) 
Huang Ting (黄庭) can imply vari 'Ous places in the b 'Ody. Liang, Qiu-Zi 
(粱丘子) interpreted Huang Ting, in Classic 01 Huang Ting's Internal Scene 
(黄庭内景挫)， "Yell'Ow (Huang) , is the middle (c'Ol'Or) 'Of c'Ol'Ors. Yard 
(Ting) is the center 'Of a square. Externally, it means the αnter 'Of heaven 
(Tian Zh'Ong，夭中)， the center 'Of a man (Ren Zh'Ong，人中)， and the cen
ter 'Of the earth (Di Zh'Ong，地中). Internally, it means the center 'Of the 
brain (Na'O Zh'Ong，瞄中)， the center 'Of the heart (Xin Zh'Ong，心中)， and 
the center 'Of the spleen (Pi Zh'Ong，脾中 )."13 S'O HuangTing can imply the 
center 'Of many things. 
Shi, He-Yang (石和琦) interpreted Huang Ting in Classic 01 Huang Ting's 

External Scene ( 黄庭外景挫)，"地'Ove Mingmen，由ere are tw'O es'Oteric mar
vel'Ous aperturl白， le丘 is 元lan (玄) and right is Pin (驰， tw'O internal kidneys). 
There is an empty plaαbetween named Huang Ting川
The d 'Ocument, Secret Recording of NOU1证shing Life (善生秘鲸·金丹罔答)
姐d， "Whereαacdy is Huang Ting? Ab'Ove the bladder, under the spleen, in 
丘'Ont 'Of the ki出eys， le丘'Of the liver, and right 'Of the lungs."15 S'O Huang Ting 
is theαnter 'Of where the internal 'Or伊丽缸e l'Ocated (iιcenter 'Of gravity). 
Huang Ting is als'O called Yu Huan Xue (玉瑕穴， Jade Ring Cavity) , the 
name fìrst used in the Illustration 01 Brass Acupunc.ωre and Moxib仰on
(铜人俞穴针灸圃)， by Dr. \1Ç如ng， Wei-Yi (王唯一). The Da'Oist b'O'Ok \场ng
Lu Shi Yu ( 王镣畸馀) said, "In the Illustration 01 Brass Acupunc.阳re and 
Moxibustion it w臼 rec'Orded that within the b'Ody's cavities 'Of viscera and 
b'Owels, there is a Jade Ring (Yu Huan) , but 1 d 'O n 'Ot kn'Ow what the Jade 
Ring is." Later, Zhang, Zi-Yang (强紫畸) described the place the imm'Or
tals use to f'Orm the elixir, "The heart is 'On t'Op, the kidneys are under
neath, the spleen is t 'O the le丘， and the liver is t'O the ri阱t. The life d'O'Or 
(Sheng Men，生问， navel) is in 丘'Ont， the cl'Osed d 'O'Or is t'O出e rear, they are 
c'Onnected like a ring, white like c'Ott'On, an inch in diameter. It enc'Ompass
臼 the Essence and the refìnement 'Of the wh'Ole b'Ody. It is 'Opp'Osite the navel 
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and is the ro'Ot 'O f life. This is the 
Jade Ring."16 The life d'O'Or in the ._中-…s
fr'Ont means the Qi d'O'Or is 'Open ~ 
in 丘ont， and cl'Osed t'O the rear. t..Jι 
This c'Oncept was als'O c'Onfìrmed ~ιI 
in the d 'Ocument, MωdelTendon ~ 

Cha;哩iη!g Classic; Appendix 8-12 
(易筋挫·附鲸 ).17

MiHu{密户) means C 'Oncealed 
D 'O'Or (Mingmen , Gv-4，命问)
l'Ocated between L2 and L3 verte- Mingme~ 
brae (Figure 5-6). S'O Huang Ting (Gv-4) 
is actualIy the sec'Ond brai~ ， the (Mi Hu) 
Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia 
Dan Ti凹，真下丹田) 'Or bi'Obat-
tery 'O f the b'Ody. This place is the 
center 'O f gravity which st'Ores 
abundant Qi 'Or bi'Oelectricity. 
Other d 'Ocuments claim Huang Figure 5-6. Mi Hu (Mingmen , Gv-4) 
Ting t 'O be between the kidneys, 
while 'Others place it under the heart. 1 believe Huang Ting means the place 
ab'Ove the Real L'Ower Dan Tian, behind the navel, and in fr 'Ont 'O f the kid
neys. In Da'Oist spiritual enlightenment practice, this is where Kan and Li 
interact. Water Qi is st'Ored at the Real L'Ower Dan Tian while Fire Qi is 
accumulated at the Middle Dan Tian. W组ter and fìre Qi interact at Huang 
Ting, t 'O c'Onceive the Spiritual Embry'O. 

6. Baihui (Gv-20，百舍， Hundred Meetings) 
Baihui is l'Ocated 'On t 'Op 'O f the head and is where the wh'Ole b 'Ody's Qi ga白，
ers (hundred meetings). This is the m 'Ost Yang part 'O f the b'Od严 just as 
Huiyin (C'O-l ，舍险， perineum) is the m 'Ost Yin part 'O f the b'Od予 Through
the Thrusting Vessel , these tw'O cavities relate t 'O each 'Other (Figure 5-7). 
When Qi manifests at Baihui, the spirit (Shen，神) can be raised high and 
the b'Ody's Qi g'Overned efficiently by the mind. 
Baihui is the gate where the spirit exits and enters. Through it, the spirit 
leaves the b'Ody and enters t 'O return t 'O its residence, the Mud Pill Palace 
(Ni Wan G'Ong，泥丸宫).

7. Yintang (M-NH-3，印堂， Sealed Hall) 
Yintang (M-NH-3，印堂) cavity in Chinese medicine, is called Tian Yan 
'OrTian Mu (天眼·天目， heaven eye) in Da'Oist s'Ociety and the third eye 
in the West (Figure 判). It is called heaven eye because when it is 'Open, 

L2 
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you can communicate with the Qi 
and spirit of heaven. You can com
municate telepathically with other 
living beings. You are enlightened, 

knowing many natural secrets and 
seeing true reality. 
This is a paired cavi ty wi th 
Qiangjian (Gv-18，强罔). Thesetwo 
cavities are located at the end of the 
Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷).

8. Yi时iao (Gv-28 , 撮支， Gum's 
Junction) (Figure 5-8) 
This is the last cavity in the 
Governing 快ssel (Du Mai，督腺)
and connects with the Conception 
、电ssel (Ren Mai，任服). Yi时iao I "-~~--( Huivin 
cavity is the junction or connecting \ I ((0-1) 
bridge between the Yin Conception 
and Yang Governing vessels.Fi9ure54.Baihui{Gv-20}and Huiyinko1) 

connected by Thrusting Vessel 
9. Renzhong (Gv-26，人中， Philtrum) 

or Shuigou (水薄， Water Ditch) (Figure 予8)
This cavity under the nose is also called Shuigou (水薄， water ditch). It is 
a matching cavity with Naohu (Gv-17，脯户， Brain's Household) at the 
top of the neck. It connects with the conscious mind, and when one is 
unconscious, pressing this cavity can awaken you. 

10. Tiantu (Co-22，夭突， Heaven's Prominence) (Figure 予8)
Tiantu is at the bottom of the throat. When attacked, breathing capabili
ty can be affected. Its Qi corresponds with that of Dazhui (Gv-14，大椎)
on the back. 

11. Jiuwei (Co-15，鸪尾， Wide Pigeon's Tail) or Xinkan (心坎， Heart Pit) 
(Figure 5-9) 
Jiuwei is at the bottom of the sternum. It is connected with the heart and 
with Lingtai (Gv-lO，重量)， its paired cavity on the back. When these two 
cavities are struck at noon time, heart attack can occur. Jiuwei is called 
Xinkan (心坎) in Chinese martial arts society. 

12. Zhongwan (Co-12，中腕， Middle Cavity, Solar Plexus) (Figure 5-9) 
Zhongwan is at the solar plexus and called ‘center' in Qigong society. 
Behind it is the Huang Ting (黄庭 )αvity. Through Yin and Yang interac
tion of fìre and water Qi at Huang Ting, the Spiritual Embryo is conceived. 
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匠~

‘、----

Renzhong 
(Gv-26) 

Yinjiao/ 
(Gv-28) 

Figure 5-8. Yintang (M-NH-3), Qiangjian (Gv-18), Yinjiao 
(Gv-28), Renzhong (Gv-26), Naohu (Gv-17), Tiantu ((0-22), 

and Dazhui (Gv-14) 

This cavity is one of the vital cavities in martial arts socie可'. When struck 
upward with force, heart attack can occur. When struck straight 岛rward，
nausea can occur. When struck downward, the lungs can be sealed and 
breathing prevented. 

13. Abdomen Yinjiao (Co-7, ~金支 ， Yin Junction) (Figure 5-9) 
This should not be confused with Yinjiao (Gv-28) at the mouth. This c町，
ity is the junction of the Yin Conception Vessel and Yin Thrusting Vessel. 
It connects to the Real Lower Oan Tian and allows Qi to enter and exit 
from the human biobattery. It is a paired cavity with Mingmen (Gv-4, 
命问， Life￥ Ooor) located between L2 and L3 vertebrae. 

14. Qihai (Co-6，氯海， Sea of Qi) (Figure 5-9) 
Qihai is abollt two inches below the navel and regarded as the False Lower 
Oan Tian in Oaoist society. It is also called Elixir Furnace (Oan Lu， 丹墟)，
since it produces Q i. When moved up and down, fat (food essence) is con
verted into Q i. 
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Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Navel "'" -Yinjiao ((0-7) 
(Sheng Men) (hangqiang 

__ (Gv-1) 

Huiyin ((0-1) 

Figure 5-9. Jiuwei ((0-1 日， Lingtai (Gv-1 0), 
Zhongwan ((0-12), Abdomen Yinjiao ((0-7), 

Mingmen (Gv-4), and Qihai ((0-6) 

Figure 5-10. Longmen (M-(A-24), 
(hangqiang (Gv-1), Huiyin ((0-1) 
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15. Longmen (M-CA-24，施r" Dragon's Gate) or Xiayin (下障， Low Yin) 
(Figure 予10)

The groin area is called Longmen. It is also called Xiayin (下睡， LowYin) 
since the Qi here is Yin. It and Changqiang (Gv-l，最强， Long Strength, 
Weilu，尾固， Coccyx) are considered as a pair of corresponding Qi cavities. 

16. Huiyin (Co-l ，舍险， perineum) (Figure 予10)
Huiyin means to meet Yin, since it connects the four main Yin vessels, 
Conception, Thrusting, Yin-Heel, and Yin-Link.ing Vessels. It is regarded 
as a secret gate (Qiao Men，襄问) in Internal Elixir Qigong. When opened 
(pushed out) , Qi stored in the body can be released, and when closed (held 
up) , Qi can be retained and stored. This gate is the pump of the body's 
inner Qi, which controls Qi storage and manifestation. This cavity and 
Baihui (Gv-20，百舍， Hundred Meetings) are corresponding paired gates 
in the body's central Qi system. 
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17. Changqiang (Gv-l，丧强， Long 
Strength) or Weilu (尾罔，

Coccyx) (Figure 予10)

Changqiang is the fìrst gate 
obstructing the path of Small 
Circulation meditation. The Qi 
passage is narrow here due to the 
structure of the area. Since there 
is little conductive muscle 刨出任
don here, the p部sage of this area 
becomes narrower 臼 one e:e臼

'"':. Navel 、older.To widen this gaEe is the\ 
fìrst task of Small Circulation. 、

This is the fìrst dangerous gate. 
When one does not know the 

correctway附ad Qi past 川~ ~~~~~~ (~C:;~l 
Qi can flow into the legs instead, 
damaging the nerves. 

18. Mingmen (Gv-4，命问， Life￥ 

、
、
、一一~--_...-

Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Door) (Figure 予11) Figure 5-11. Mingmen (Gv-4) , Yinjiao ((0-7), 
Mingmen means life door, con- Jizhong (Gv哟， Lingtai (Gv-10), Shenzhu 
Elected to the Red Lower Dm {GV12), and Dazhui(Gv-14) 

Tian. It should not be confused with Gv-l 0 (重叠) behind the back, called 
Lingtai in medical socie可 but Mingmen by martial arts society. 
Mingmen is a corresponding cavity with Yinjiao (Co-7，除支)缸 the
abdominal area. Qi stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian can be led either 
from Yinjiao or 丘om Mingmen to enter the Small Circulation orbit. 

19. Jizhong (Gv-6，券中， Mid-spine) (Figure 5-11) 
]izhong is located at the middle of the spine. It is a Qi turning point for 
beginners in Small Circulation practice. 

20. Lingtai (Gv-l0，重叠， Spiritual Platform) or Jiaji (失脊， Squeeze the spine) 
or Mingmen (命问， Li fe Door) (Figure 予11)
Lingtai is a Chinese medical name. Due to its location between the shoul
der blades, it is called ]iaji (Squeeze the spine) in Daoist society. It is 0丘en
called Mingmen (life door) in martial arts society, because when it is struck 
at the right time, the heart can be shocked. 
Lingtai is the second dangerous gate or obstacle in Small Circulation med
itation. There is no anatomic structure to cause Qi stagnation, but it is con
nected to the heart. When excess Qi is led there, it can go to the heart and 
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Figure 5-12. Yamen (Gv-15), Fengfu (Gv-16), Renzhong (Gv-26), 
Naohu (Gv-17), and Qiangjian (Gv-18) 

make it too Yang, causing faster heartbeat. This may induce one to pay 
attention to the heart and thus lead more Qi there, precipitating a heart 
attack. 50 it is a dangerous cavity. When you practice, beware of it. If the 
heartbeat increases, simply ignore it and continue leading Qi up the spine. 

2 1. Shenzhu (Gv-12，身柱， Body Pillar) and Dazhui (Gv-14，大椎， Big 
Vertebra) (Figure 乡-1 1)

Both 5henzhu and Dazhui cavities can be used as turning points, because 
they join the path of the spine with that of the arms. Any Qi stagnation 
can be removed easily. 

22. Yamen (Gv-15，哑问， Door of Muteness) (Figure 予 12)
Yamen is at the rear center of the neck. Neck movement easily removes 
stagnant Qi in this area, so it can also be used as a Qi turning point. 

23. Fen民1 (Gv-16，凤府， Wind's Dwelling) (Figure 予 12)

214 

Fengfu is a pairing cavity of Renzhong (Gv-26，人中) and located exactly 
opposite it. It is a major cavity for treatment of stiff neck, numbness of the 
limbs, common cold, headache, stroke, and mental illness. 
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24. Naohu (Gv-17，瞄户， Brain's 
Household) or Yuzhen (玉枕，
Jade Pillow) (Figure 5-12) 
Naohu is about one inch above 
Fengfu, also called Jade Pillow 
(Yuzhen，玉枕) by Daoist socie
ty. It is the Third Gate of Small 
Circulation practice. When 
abundant Qi reaches this cavity, 
excess Qi may enter and cause 
brain damage, so one needs 
caution here. W旨 discuss the 
Three Gates (San Guan，三翩)
in more detaillater. 

25. Qj阳tgjian (Gv-18，强罔， Between 
Strength) (Figu时-12)

Qiangjian is opposite the heav
en eye (Tian Yan，天眠， third 
eye). These two are correspon
ding cavities, although Naohu 
(Gv-17，脯户) is also 0丘en con
sidered a paired cavity of the 
Third Eye. 

#2 Yintang 
(M-NH-3) -￥ 

#3 Renzhong_一
(Gv-2) 

Navel 、

#6 Yinjiao 
(Co-7) 

#7 Longmen 
(M-CA-24) 

#1 Huiyin 
(Co-1 ) 

_ #2 Qiangjian 
(Gv-17) 

#6 Mingmen 
(Gv-4) 

Figure 5-13. Seven Pairs of 
Corresponding Qi Gates 

Seven Pairs of Corresponding Qi Gates 
The human body has seven major pairs of corresponding Qi gates from which its 

Qi structure is constituted: 1. Huiyin (Co-1 ，舍陪) and Baihui (Gv-20，百舍); 2. 
Yintang (M-HN-3，印堂) and Qiangjian (Gv-17，强罔) [or Naohu (Gv-18，腊户)] ; 

3. Renzhong (Gv-26，人中) and Fengfu (Gv-16，凰府); 4. Tiantu (Co-22，天突) and 
Dazhui (Gv-14，大椎); 5. Jiuwei (Co-15，坞尾) and Lingtai (Gv-10，重叠); 6. 
Yinjiao (Co平，除支) and Mingmen (Gv-4，命问); and 7. Longmen (M-CA-24, 

施问) [or Xiayin (下除)] and Changqiang (Gv-1 ，最强) [or W乍ilu (尾朋)]. Among 
these seven, two pairs are the most important: Huiyin (Yin) and Baihui (Yang), and 
Yinjiao (Yin) and Mingmen (Yang). Huiyin is connected to Baihui through the 
Thrusting快ssel ,which establishes the central balance ofQi distribution in the body. 
Yinjiao is also connected to Mingmen through the Thrusting 驰ssel and joins the 
Conception Vessel in front and the Governing 民ssel behind, providing front and 
rear Qi balance to the body. These four are the main Qi gates (Figure 予 13).

Tiantu controls vocal vibrations and generates the sounds ofHen (哼， Yin) and Ha 
(哈， Yang) for manifestation of Q i. It is a gate of expression, and its energy is balanced 
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with Yintang, where the spirit resides. 
When spirit is high in Yintang, the energy 
manifested is strong, and alertness and 
aw町eness are high. Jiuwei and Lingtai ∞n
nect to the heart (emotional mind) and 
offer strong driving force to raise up 由e
spirit. These four minor gates control man
ifestation of Qi in the bod予 50 由e Eight 
Gates are defìned. 

5-4. THEORY OF SMALL CIRCULATION 
MEDITATION 小周天之理揄

In this section, 1 propose a theory of 
5mall Circulation practice from both 
Eastern and W恒stern understanding. If 
any ancient practice has survived thou
sands of years with its function and e能c
tiveness verifìed, it must be correct. Then 

Huiyin 
(Co-1 ) 

we should be able to interpret it in terms Figure 5-14. Qi Circulates in Thrusting Vessel 
of modern scientifìc logic. Ancient theory and Bone Marrow at Night 
and practice should be consistent with modern scientifìc interpretation, else either 
the。可 or practice need to be modifìed. 1 propose to demonstrate this connection and 
offer a new theoretical concept of this practice. 

General Concepts 
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1. From Chinese medicine and Qigong, we understand that the m吗or Qi 
flow during daytime is in the Conception and Governing Vessels, while at 
night time it is in the Thrusting 快ssel. The Conception Vessel regulates 
Qi circulation in the six prima可 Yin channels, while the Governing驰ssel

regulates the six prima可 Yang channels. These Twelve Primary Qi 
Channels (5hi Er Jing，十二姐) distribute Qi throughout the body via mil
lions of secondary Qi channels (Luo，格). During the day, when there is 
physical activi可; Qi circulates strongly in these two vessels. Exhalation is 
longer than inhalation and Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氯) expands. 
At night, your body relaxes and rests. Inhalation is longer than exhalation, 
leading Qi into the Thrusting 快ssel and bone marrow (Figure 予14). The 
brain and glands are nourished with Qi, while hormone production 
mcreases. 
We conclude that Qi in the 5mall Circulation path nourishes the body 
(muscle!tendon changing) , while that in the Thrusting 快ssel promotes 
longevity and spiritual cultivation (marrow/brain w:臼hing).
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2. Qi is stronger in 出e Conαption 

Vessel during the day and in the 
Governing Vessel at night. During 
da严ime， nature is Yang around you 
and Yin Qi in the Conception Vessel 
balances external Yang. At night, the 
缸ternal environment is Yin, and Qi 
in the Yang Governing Vessel bal
anαs natural Yin (Figure 5-15). 

3. There are three major obstacles to 
Qi circulation in the Small 
Circulation orbit, alllocated in the 
Governing Vessel. There is no 
obstacle in the Conception 快ssel.

4. Conception and Governing 快ssels

are constructed from many di能p
ent layers of tendon and fascia 
(Figure 5-16). Since the conductiv
i均t可y仇ndo创∞ons is h山hi脚gl阱ghe忧er川d阳t
the surrounding muscles, we can ------ --- -- -;:1 V;s;eï'a~Ni~ht 

臼sume that Qi circulation at this 
center line is more abundant than in the surrounding areas. Many layers 
of tendon and fascia (poor conductors) are sandwiched at these two vessels 
like a battery, able to store Qi to an abundant level. 
W恒 assume electrical conductivity of tendons is higher than that of mus
cles, for the following re凶ons:

a. The cross section area of a tendon connected to a muscle is much small
er than that of the muscle itself. Since both are insulated with fasciae 
which is a poor conductor, and the same current p副ses through both 
areas, the current must flow faster through the tendon than through the 
muscle. So the electric conductivity of tendons is higher than that of 
muscles (Figure 予17).

b. Tendon is stronger than muscle, so its Qi must circulate stronger than in 
muscle. 

c. After physical exercise, tendons are colder than muscles. More Qi is 
trapped in the muscle and manifested 部 heat， which means the muscle 
h臼 more resistance. 

These conclusions are derived from logical analysis, but require veriflcation 
with modern scientiflc equipment. 
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Governing Vessel 

Figure 5-16. Conception and Governing Vessels are Constructed 
from Many Different Layers ofTendon and Fascia 

Producing Qi (Sheng Qi，生乱}
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Let us summarize the methods of producing and increasing Qi in the body. 

1. From metabolism of food and air. The biochemical reaction is: 

glucose+602 ....... 6C02 + 6H20 

ðGo1 = -686 Kcal (energy content) 

From digestion of food and inhalation of 。可gen ， energy is generated. 
Different foods produce di他rent quantity and quality of Qi, and herbs 
especially are used to manipulate the Qi status of the body. This is called 
Fire Qi (Huo Qi， 火氯) or Post-Heaven Qi (Hou Tian Qi， 後天氯).
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2. From abdomina1 exercise. The 
Lower Elixir Field (Xia Dan Tian, 
下丹田)， called Qi Ocean (Qihai, 
Co-6，氯海) by Chinese medicine, 
is at the front of the abdomen a few 
inches below the navel. Qi is gener
ated here as abundantly as the 
ocean. This center is also called 
Furnace Tripod (Ding Lu，鼎壤) or 
Elixir Furnace (Dan Lu，丹壤)， but 
is said to be a False Dan Tian Oia 
Dan Tian，假丹田) by Daoists. 
Even though it produces Qi, it can
not store it to an abundant level. 
The up-and-down movements of 
‘ back to childhood breathing' facil
itate the biochemical reaction that 
converts stored fat into Q i. This is 

Muscle 

Tendon 

called Water Qi (Shui Qi，水氯)， Figure 5-17. Electric Conductivity of 
Pre-Heaven Qi (Xian Tian Qi , Tendons is Higher Than That of Muscles 

先天氯)， or OriginaJ Qi (Yuan Qi， 元氯). It is pure and dean like water to 
calm you physically and menta1J严 Fat is the essence of food , which is 
processed, purifìed, and stored in the body. Fat has a high calorifìc content 
and can be converted into energy efficiently. 
It is also called Pre-Heaven Qi or Original Qi because your Qi is convert
ed from your Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精， hormone). In my view, 
however, since hormones act as catalysts in the body's biochemical reac
tions, they cannot be converted into Q i. All they do is facilitate the process 
of converting fat into Q i. 
How is Qi generated at the Lower Dan Tian? The abdomen has six layers 
of musde and fascia. A lot of fat is stored in the layers of fascia. When you 
move your abdomen up and down , your mind controls contraction and 
relaxation of the muscles. This causes food essence to be converted into Qi 
through biochemical reaction. When those places where fat is stored are 
exercised, the fat gradually disappears and turns into energy, so it is reason
able to assume the same happens when we move the abdomen. 
Since muscles are good conductors, while fasciae are poor conductors, this 
area can act like a battery to store the Q i. All animals store fat (food essence) 
to survive in nature. In this way, extra food is stored for when there is none 
available. The largest storage place is the abdomen. Qi is converted and 
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stored more abundantly here than any other place in the body and distrib
uted efficiently to the body through the Conception and Governing 
快就ls.

Abdominal movement is coordinated with breathing in Qigong practice. 
This is called ‘Starting the Fire' (Qi Huo，起火)， and there are two ways 
of doing so. One is Normal Abdominal Breathing (Zheng Fu Hu Xi, 
正腹呼吸) and the other Reversed Abdominal Breathing (Fan , Ni Fu Hu 
Xi，反、追腹呼吸).

According to the intensity of Qi production, the practice is classifìedω 
Martial Fire (Wu Huo，武火)， or Scholar Fire (Wen Huo，文火). Rapid 
breathing quickly generates Martial Fire Qi to an abundant level, which is 
used to energize the body for battle, or for Wai Dan Qigong practice. It is 
hard to store this Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian. If you intend to store 
Qi internall严 breathe so丘ly and slenderly, then lead it to the Real Lower 
Dan Tian and store it there. This is called Scholar Fire (Wen Huo，文火)
breathing. 

3. From mωsaging the abdominal area. In muscle!tendon changing, m剖，
sage combined with herbs converts the fat into Qi , as described in 
Qigong-The Secret ofYouth. 

5toring Qi to an Abundant Level (Xu Qi，蓄氯}
Having produced extra Qi at the False Lower Dan Tian, lead it inward, and store 

it at the Real Lower Dan Tian. When it is left at the False Lower Dan Tian on the 
Conception 快ssel， it is distributed through the Small Circulation path to the Twelve 
Primary Qi Channels. This improves strength and health, but it is then not available 
to nourish the brain for enlightenment. Remember, each brain cell requires up to 
twelve times more Qi than other cells. To achieve enlightenment, along with mental 
conditioning, you need to lead considerable Qi to the brain from storage at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian. My book, Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing discusses this 
in detail. Here, 1 summarize key theories and training methods. 
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1. Condition the battery at 由e Lower Dan Tian to store abundant Qi, far 
stronger than that of other people. Conditioning is achieved through 
mωsage and physical stimulation (pounding and beating) of the stomach 
and abdominal area (Huang Ting，黄庭). This converts 缸 into Qi and 
reduces fat between the layers of muscle, allowing more charge to be 
stored. The most important factor is conditioning the nervous system in 
this area to raise its pain threshold. Qi cannot generally be stored abun
dantly because it causes pain and tension when storage reaches its thresh-
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old of tolerance, leading the Qi to disperse. Conditioning increases the tol
erance of the nerves, allowing Qi storage to increase. 

2.Increase 由e efficiency of conversion of fat into Qi, which depends on 由e
hormones (Original Essence) to regulate metabolism. Hormones act 副
catalysts for the biochemical reaction that converts food into Q i. When 
they are adequate, the reaction proceeds smoothly. 
There are three major glands surrounding the abdominal area (Huang 
Ting) , namely adrenals at the back, pancreas in front, and testicles or 
ovaries at the bottom. To increase their production of hormones, supply 
them with extra Qi through m臼sage.

There are two ways to massage the adrenals located on top of the kidneys. 
One is through alternating pressure on the lower back. The other is to 
massage the kidneys directl严When you reach a high level of practice, you 
can lead Qi directly to the kidneys using the mind. 
M臼sage the pancre臼 through abdominal exercise and massage. In the 
past, Qigong practitioners seldom used the mind to lead Qi to the pan
creas, because they did not recognize its capability of producing Original 
Essence. 
Testicles and ovaries are massaged direct忡; or the focused mind leads Qi 
there with the assistance of correct breathing. Qi is also led there by tens
ing and relaxing the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除， perineum). 

3. Store Qi to an abundant level at the Real Lower Dan Tian to reach spir
itual enlightenment. Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息) is the way to 
achieve this. Lοcate the two polarities of the body, Mud Pill Palace and 
Real Lower Dan Tian, and focus your mind there. Focus at the Mud Pill 
Palace so your mind is calm, centered and focused, and the spirit raised. 
Focus at the Real Lower Dan Tian to conse凹e Qi and lead it back to its 
residence. 
Once you synchronize these two centers, the strength of the central Qi sys
tem is fìrmly established. Next, bring your mind to the Huang Ting, where 
spirit and Qi are united, returning your being to the beginning oflife. This 
is called Unifìcation ofMother (Qi) and Son (Spirit) , namely Mu Zi Xiang 
Shou (母子相守)， or Wuji Breathing 仰uji Hu Xi，象植呼吸).

Circulating Qi (Xing Qi，行氯}

There are two main re臼ons to practice Small Circulation. One is to accumulate 
abundant Qi in the Conception and Governing 民ssels ， and the other is to circulate 
it smoothly in these vessels to regulate Qi in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels. Qi 
already circulates naturally in these two vessels, otherwise you would have encountered 
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some physical problem. But this circula
tion becomes stagnant 臼 we age, and the 
path of circulation becomes narrow. Small 
Circulation widens this path so Qi can cir
culate smoothly and abundantly again. 
There are three places, called Three Gates 
(San Guan，三脯)， where the path is espe
cially narrow, causing Qi circulation to 
stagnate. The aim of practice is to open 
and widen these three gates, a process 
called ‘Through Three Gates' (Tong San 
Guan，通三翩).
W电 now describe natural small circula

tion, the theory of opening the gates, and 
the traditional and modifìed methods of 
Small Circulation practice. Since the 
Three Gates are so important, we discuss 
them separately in the next section. 

Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Figure 5-18. Huiyin ((0-1), Yinjiao (Gv-28), 
1. Natural Qi Circulation in the Jiuwei ((0-1 日， and Lingtai (Gv-10) 

Small Circulation Orbit. "Internal Qi circulation in the Governing 驰ssel

is from the bottom to the top. It connects at Yinjiao (Gv-28，撮支， Gum's

Junction) with the Conception Vessel and circulates down the Conception 
Vessel, becoming cyclic circulation. The junctions of the Governing and 
Conception Vessels, at the top and bottom, are called upper magpie bridge 
(Shang Que Qiao，上鹊椅) and lower ma即，ie bd非他QueQiao，下鹊椅 )."18.19

Qi circulates from top to bottom in front of the body, and from bottom 
to top at the back. The two vessels are joined at the magpie bridges. They 
are Huiyin (Co斗，舍除) and Yi时iao (Gv-28，撮支)， which control Qi in 
Small Circulation practice (Figure 予18).

The major Qi flow in these two vessels is determined by the time of day 
and thus controlled by the sun. At midnight (11 P.M. to 1 A.M.) Qi accu
mulates at Baihui, connected with its corresponding gate, Huiyin, so 
Huiyin can also be classifìed as midnight. At dawn, depending on the sea
son, the m司or Qi flow is at the mouth (Yinjiao). Since external Qi is 
changing from Yin (night) to Yang (day) , internal Qi circulation also 
changes from Yang (Governing 快ssel) to Yin (Conception 快ssel). At 
noon, the m司or Qi flow is at Jiuwei (Co-15，喝尾) and its corresponding 
gate Lingtai (Gv-l0，重台) at the back. If these cavities are attacked at 
noon, a heart attack can be triggered. At dusk, the major Qi flow is at 
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Huiyin, where Qi circulation is changing from Yin to Yang, while external 
Qi is changing from Yang to Yin. That Qi flow corresponds to the time of 
the day was considered top secret in Chinese martial arts society, since seri
ous i时u可 can follow an attack on these cavities. 

2. Theory of Opening the Gates. As you age，也e Qi channels gradually block, 
choking the flow of Q i. Age spots, wrinkles, pain, numbness, and or:伊 mal
functions develop, made worse by lack of缸ercise. As the channels get n缸'
rower, the Qi circulation slows, narrowing them still further. 
In Qigong we widen the pa出 of Qi circulation in the Conception and 
Governing 快ssels. Qi st唔nation is more serio山 at cavities like Changqiang 
and Naohu. The pa由 is widened through abundant Qi circulation, j山E 部

when a river is blocked with 伊rbage， abundant water flushes it away and 
restores the flow. 
Small Circulation practice accumulates abundant Qi and 山白白e mind to 
circulate it. The Conception and Governing Vessels control Qi circulation in 
the Twelve Primary Qi Channels, spreading Qi to the whole body, so on臼
Small Circulation is accomplished, the body becomes strong and heal出.y.

3. Traditional Method and Modifìed Method. In traditional practice, the 
m邵阳 would teach his student to produce extra Qi in the Lower Dan Tian 
由ough abdominal breathing. After a long time, about ten years of practice, 
this area would be conditioned and plenty of Qi stored. Only then would 
the master teach his trusted student to lead the Q i. The main goal, besides 
increasing the quantity of Qi circulating in the Conception and Governing 
快'Ssels， would be to widen the Three Gates, so Qi could circulate smoothly. 
Qi was stored to an abundant level fìrst, to be able to re-activate Qi flow 
and widen the path. However, this may cause i时ury if it enters the wrong 
path, causing shock to the nervous system and a能cting normal function. 
To avoid the danger of injury, 1 have modifìed the ancient training proce
dures through twen可 years of teaching experience, in three major ways. 1 
teach students Embryonic Breathing fìrst, rather than abdominal breath
ing. This is the root of Internal Elixir practice. In the p臼t， Embryonic 
Breathing was not practiced for Small Circulation, due to the secrecy sur
rounding it. It was hidden in Buddhist and Daoist monasteries 岛r spiri
tual enlightenment practice. Having mastered Embrγonic Breathing, you 
can manipulate Qi even if it is ve可 strong.
Second, 1 reverse the order of traditional teaching. When a student has 
some Qi, 1 teach him to circulate it immediately. There is no danger since 
the Qi is not strong enough to cause harm. Having learned to circulate it, 
he spends the rest of his life accumulating Qi and gradually widening the 
path. Naturally, this revised method takes longer to achieve. 
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Third, to prevent danger caused from p凶sing the fìrst gate at \'lÇ也ilu (尾回，
Changqiang, Gv-l ，最强)， 1 teach circulating Qi in a smaller orbit called 
Small Small Circulation (Xiao Xiao Zhou Tian，小小周天). The student 
leads the Qi to Huiyin, passes Weilu and re-enters the Real Lower Dan 
Tian through Mingmen (Gv-4，命问) to complete this Small Small Orbit. 
Only then is he taught regular Small Circulation. 

Practicing Theory and Keys 
If you grasp the theory, you can achieve the goal more quickly. You should study 

the book, Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. The theory and practice of 
Embryonic Breathing is the essential root of Internal Elixir Qigong. 
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1. The Body is 由e Batdefteld (Tiao Shen，铜身).
The body is a battlefìeld and Qi like soldiers engaged in battle against sick
ness and aging. For religious Qigong, Qi generates crucial power to reopen 
the Third Eye. Qigong practice aims to increase the quantity of Qi and to 
improve the quality of its manifestation. So arrange the battlefìeld in your 
favor. 
Regulating the body (Tiao Shen，拥身) means keeping the torso upright, 
neck relaxed, joints opened, and legs crossed comfortably, as you strive for 
extreme relaxation of the whole body. This reduces to a minimum the 
resistance to Qi flow, so it circulates smoothly and abundantly. Blood 
flows smoothly too, car叩ing oxygen, water, nutrients and Qi throughout 
the body. The body's metabolism is e他ctive， so damage to the body can 
be repaired and the aging process slowed. 
Most important of all, your mind becomes peaceful and calm, so it can 
岛cus on leading the Q i. This is called harmonious balance of body and 
mind (Shen Xin Ping Heng，身心平衡).

2. Breathing 副 Strategy (Tiao Xi，拥息)
Breathing is the strategy in Qigong practice. When you breathe correctly, 
Qi circulates smoothly, and when it is awkward, Qi stagnates. The keys to 
regulating 由e brea出 are: A. Calm and silent Oi吨，静)， B. Slender ∞，如)，
C. Deep (Shen，深)， D. Long (Chang，最)， E. Continuous (You，悠)， F. 
Uniform (Yun，勾)， G. Slow (Huan，援)， and H. So丘 (Mian，均).
Once you reach this stage, oxygen and carbon dioxide exchange smoothly 
and the metabolism is healthy. Your mind is calm and peaceful and the 
body relaxed. This is called Mutual Dependence of the Xin and Breathing 
仪in xi Xiang Yi，神氯相合). Xin is the emotional mind which makes you 
excited, confused, or distracts you from leading the Q i. 
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3. Mind is the General (Tiao Xin, 内乱)
Mind is the general in charge of the battlefìeld (body) , strategies (breath
ing) , and soldiers (Qi). If the general's mind is calm and clear, he controls 
the situation e能ctively. If it is confused and scattered, his control will be 
weak and shallow. 
The mind generates EMF so Qi can be directed. When this mind is con
fused and weak, the Qi is poorly led. A highly concentrated mind can be 
achieved in a drowsy, semi-hypnotic state. Your conscious mind is there, 
yet not there. Entering the Herbal Mirror (入藕镜) describes this state, 
"The state of trance, remote and profound. Body and mind are naturally 
comfortable, as though drunk and like an idiot. Muscles and skin are 
refreshed and transparent. Its beauty is hidden within."20 Li, Shi-Zhen 
(李峙珍) desc巾es this state in his book, The Stu吵 01Strange Meridians 
and Eight 协'Ssels (奇挫八服考)， "Dusky (tranced) and silent, like a drunk 
and like an idiot."21 
To reach this state, your wisdom mind (Yi) governs your emotional mind 
(Xin). Once emotion is calm, use Yi to lead your Q i. 

4. Spirit is the Soldiers' Morale (Tiao Shen，胡神)
The spirit of practice is more important than the mind, Qi, or body. Spirit 
is invisible but controls the morale of the army. When morale is high, 
orders are executed e他ctively. When your spirit is down, your immune 
system is weak and you easily get sick. Raise up the spirit with a fìrm mind 
and strong will. Keep your motivation to practice high at all times, and 
govern Xin with Yi. Be decisive, with confusion reduced to a minimum. 
Keeping spirit at a high level, you harmonize Spirit and Qi (Shen Qi Xiang 
He，神氯相合)， so Qi is led effectively. 

5. Hui抖n is 也e Pump, and the Abdomen is the Bellows. 
The Huiyin cavity is the crucial valve controlling Qi in the 岛ur Yin ves
sels. When it is pushed out, the stored Qi is released, and when it is held 
up, the valve is closed, holding Qi in and conserving it. So the Huiyin 
pumps Internal Qi (Nei Qi，内氯) and governs the manifestation or 
preservation of the body's Q i. Controlling Huiyin in your practice makes 
a signifìcant di岳rence. Traditionally this w臼 one tricky place which the 
m臼ter would keep secret until the student w:部 trustworth严

6. Tongue is the Bridge ofYin and Yang. 
The tongue is the bridge or switch which connects the Yin Conception 
and Yang Governing Vessels, necessary so Qi can circulate smoothly 
between the two vessels. Your tongue should touch your palate whenever 
you practice Qigong. 
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5-5. THREE GATES 三阔

If one does not follow the cor
rect method, practicing Internal 
Elixir Qigong can be ve可 danger

ous. There are two dangers to be 
faced. One is Zou Huo (走火)，
which means ‘entering the fìre'. Qi 
enters into the wrong path, which 
may cause physical and mental dam
age. The other is Ru Mo (入魔)，
which means ‘enter the demon', or 
being bewitched. The mind enters 
the state of illusion or imagination 
during meditation. 

Each organ or part of the body 
has its own Qi threshold. When Qi 
becomes defìcient or exceeds this 
threshold, damage can occur. For 
example, if too much Qi enters the 
heart, it can cause heart attack. 

Jiaji 
(Lingtai, Gv-1 0) 

'" Weilu 
(Changqiang, Gv-1) 

Figure 5-19. Three Gates (San Guan): 
Yuzhen, Ji甜， andWeilu

When you meditate, you accumulate abundant Qi at your Lower Dan Tian and 
then circulate it. If your mind directs this Qi and keeps it in the Small Circulation 
orbit, there will be no problem. But if it strays from this path and enters the wrong 
one, damage can follow. So your mind plays a key role when you meditate. 

In the meditative state, your body is extremely relaxed and your mind calm and 
dear, so you are vulnerable to disturbing energy around you. These disturbances can 
cause illusion which can lead your mind astray，臼 when a cold breeze lets you feel 
you are in the presence of a ghost. 

There are three gates (San Guan，三朋) which can cause one to walk into the fìre 
and enter the demon. They are: Yuzhen (玉枕)， Jiaji (央脊)， and Weilu (尾罔). The 
Collection 0/ Great Ach仰ements in Go/t企n Elixir (金丹大成集) said, "Behind the brain 
is Yuzhen Guan. Jiaji is called Lulu Guan, while the junction of water and fìre is 
called Weilu Guan." (Figure 予 19)22 Yuzhen means jade pillow. In ancient times, rich 
people would thread small pieces of jade together to make a pillow. Yuzhen is a 
Daoist term, known in acupuncture 臼 Naohu.Ji司i means squeeze the spine, the cen
ter of the spine between the shoulder blades. Jiaji, or Lulu Guan (辘辘翩) means 
windlass gate, so called since it is at the center where the shoulders turn. Jiaji is called 
Mingmen (命问， lifedoor) by martial artists since it is connected to the heart and can 
cause death when struck. In acupuncture it is called Lingtai (Gv-l0，重壶， spiritual 
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platform). Weilu (tailbone) is the junction where Qi enters the water or fìre path. In 
acupuncture, 'W也ilu is called Changqiang (Gv-l ，最蚀， long strengrh) , but has always 
been confused in Qigong socie可 with Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除， perineum). 

First Gate: Weilu (尾罔)， Changqiang (Gv-l , ~是强)
The Weilu cavity is also called Xuwei (虚危穴， Endangered Cavity). It has many 

names, due to its imporrance in Internal Elixir cultivation. The Complete Book 01 
Princ.伊1 Contents 01 Human Lij♀ and Temperament (性命圭旨会害) lists them:23 

• Tian Ren He Fa Zhi Ji (天人合籍之械): The pivotal place for unifìcation of 
heaven and man. 

• Zi Mu Fen Tai Zhi Lu (子母分胎之路): The path of separation of son (embryo) 
and mother. 

• Ren Du Jie Jiao Zhi Chu (任督接支之虞): The junction of Conception and 
Governing 快ssels.

• Yin Yang Bian Hua Zhi Xiang (除畴攫化之卿): The village (location) of varia-
tions ofYin and Yang. 

• Jiu Ling Tie Gu (九重战鼓): The iron drum of nine spirits (meaning unknown). 
• San Zu Ji Chan (三足金塘): Golden toad with three legs (meaning unknown). 
.1马i Xuan Guan (太玄脯): Grand mysterious gate. 
• Cang Jin Dou (藏金斗): Hidden golden dipper (meaning unknown). 
.'W电ilu Xue (尾朋穴): Tailbone cavity. 
• Sheng Si Xue (生死穴): Cavity of life and death. 
• Chao Tian Ling (朝天岭): Approach remote heaven. 
• Qihai Men (氯海问): The gate to the Qi ocean. 
• Cao xi Lu (曹溪路): Cao xi road (meaning unknown). 
• San Cha Kou (三岔口): The junction of three paths. 
• Ping Yi Xue (乎易穴): Peace and easy cavity (meaning unknown). 
• Xian Chi (成池): Pond of wholeness. 
• Yin Duan (除端): Yin extremity. 
• Jin Men (禁问): Forbidden gate. 
• Huiyin (舍除): Meet Yin. 
• Gu Dao (毅道): Grain path. 
• Long Hu Xue (施虎穴): Cavity of dragon and tiger (Yin and Yang). 
• San Cha Gu (三岔骨): Junction bone of three paths. 
• He Che Lu (河阜路): The pa由 of river car (transporting Qi) 
• Shang Tian Ti (上天梯): The ladder to heaven (enlightenment) 
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Much attention has been focused on 
this cavity in Chinese Qigong history. The 
Complete Book 01 Princ.伊1 Contents 01 
Human L~作 and Temperament 
(性命圭旨会害) said, "It is because this cav
ity is where Jing (essence) and Qi are gath
ered and dispersed, where water and fìre 
begin, where Yin and Yang vary, where the 
substantial (body) and insubstantial (spirit) 
enter and leave, where son and mother 
separate." "This cavity is the center 
between the Conception and Governing 
V臼sels. Upward, it communicates with 
Tian Gu (Spiritual Valley) , and down
ward, it reaches Yongquan." "This cavity 
has the strongest influence (on life) , it is 
the key of one's life and death. So the 
immortals called it the hole of life and 
death." The book, Can Tong Qi ( 参同契)， Figure 5-20. Huiyin ((0-1) is the Junction of 
said, "This is where to establish and to Fire Path, Wind Path, and Legs 
fìrm the spiritual cultivation, the place to retain the storage, and the controlling gate 
ofQi." 后'llow Yard G印..ric( 黄庭短) said, "This is where to seal and close the life door 
so the jade (precious life) can be protected. This is also where to seal the path of 
sperm, so you may live long."24 

The documents are not clear on where exactly the cavity is, whether it refers to 
the tailbone (Weilu，尾朋)， or to the Huiyin. The anus is also sometimes considered 
to be the place and is commonly called Gu Dao (毅道)， or grain path. 

If we analyze the anatomy and the historical background, the confusion disap
pears. Almost eve可one in those days w副 illiterate and had difficulty understanding 
special medical terminology such 臼 Huiyin. Since the muscles of the anus area are 
connected with the perineum, it was easier to write anus instead of Huiyin. Through 
contraction and relaxation of the perineum, Qi can be regulated. If the anus is gen
tly held up, the perineum tightens and seals the Qi gate. When it is gently pushed 
out, the perineum relaxes, and the Qi gate opens. 

Also recognize that Huiyin is the key cavi可 where Qi divides into three paths, 
Fire Path (Huo Lu，火路) through the Governing 快ssel ， 'W也ter Path (Shui Lu，水路)
through the Thrusting驰ssel， and also down to the bottom of the feet through the Yin 
Heel 快ssels (Yinqiao Mai，除精腺) and Yin Linking 快ssels (Yinwei Mai，除雄腺)
(Figure 5-20). When Qi circulates abundantly in the Fire Path, then the Twelve 
Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Jing，十二.短) will also be full. 
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If Qi is led Up strongly through the 
W如er Path, the brain is nourished and 
energized. This is the key to Marrow/Brain 
Washing for spiritual enlightenment. 
Huiyin also regulates Qi f10w from the 
sexual organ to the legs, so when sexual 
energy is strong, the legs are strong. 

Qi enters the Fire or Water paths 
through the tri句 gate at Weilu (tailbone, 
Changqiang，最强). Contracting and 
relaxing the Huiyin musdes pumps Qi 
through Weilu into the Fire Path or the 
Water Path. In the beginning, Qi will tend 
to f10w down to the legs instead, because 
the Qi pa由s to the legs are wide open. 

This is not a problem if the Qi is 
weak, but abundant Qi can be dangerous 
if you don't lead it into the correct path. 

/ (Gv-14) 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 

Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

When abundant Qi encounters its fìrst Figure 5-21. Lingtai 临时 0)， Dazhui (Gv-14), 
obstade at the Weilu gate, it may instead and Shenzhu (Gv-12) 
rush down to the legs and damage the nervous system there. This is called ‘walking 
into the fìre' (Zou Huo，走火)， well known as the fìrst danger of practice, which can 
paralyze the legs. When you meditate, it is important to sit with crossed legs, to block 
off the Qi f10w to the legs. If too much Qi nevertheless rushes there during medita
tion, fìrst try to lead it back to the Lower Dan Tian. Then hit the legs to stimulate 
them, leading Qi from deep inside to dissipate at the skin. 

Second Gate: Ji司 i (央脊)， Lulu (辘罐)， Lingtai (Gv-l0，重叠)
This gate is not narrow and can be passed easily, but is dangerous because abun

dant Qi there can enter the heart, causing palpitations. A beginner may be distract
ed by this, focusing on the heart and triggering a heart attack. 

In practice, simply ignore this cavity. If you sense Qi f10w to the heart, focus on 
the Dazhui (Gv-14，大椎) or Shenzhu (Gv-12，身柱) cavities and lead the Qi there 
instead (Figure 5-21). With practice you get used to it and fìnd thatωlong 臼 your
mind is calm and dear, there is no problem leading Qi pωt this cavity. 

Third Gate: Yuzhen (玉枕， Jade Pillow) , Naohu (Gv-17，蹦户)
This is at the base of the skull and is dangerous due to its physical structure. 

There is a thin layer of musde between the skull and the skin. The Qi path sudden
ly narrows as the neck tendons end. When abundant Qi accumulates here, some of 
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Figure 5-22 Figure 5-23 

it can enter the brain through Naohu, which can excite the nervous system in the 
brain, damage its function , or even cause mental disorder. 

Be careful when you lead Qi past this cavity. Various sensations are generated. Pay 
attention to Baihui, and Qi will go there. If some Qi enters the brain through Naohu, 
fìrst lead it back to the Lower Dan Tian. 1￥p the head with your fìngertips to lead 
Qi to the surface (Figure 5-22), then brush it 岛rward and down the Fire Path with 
your palms (Figure 5-23). 

Having opened and widened these three gates, you complete the Small 
Circulation path. As you continue your practice, you accumulate more abundant Qi 
circulating in this Fire Path. The more abundant it is, the better your health and the 
stronger your 岛undation for Muscle/Tendon Changing practice. 

5-6. DIFFERENT PATHS FOR SMALL CIRCULATION 小周天之不同途徨

According to the Qi network and the physical structure, we can conclude a few 
possible paths for Small Circulation. Due to lack of information and personal expe
rience, 1 will only discuss those paths 1 am familiar with. 
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Yi时iao __ 
((0-7) 

Fire 
Path 

Yinjiao __ 
((0-7) 
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Figure 5-24. Small Small Circulation Figure 5-25. Fire Path 

1. Sma11 Sma11 Circulation (Foundation, Xiao Xia 'O Zhou Tian, 
小小周天·根基)

This path is very safe, and much easier for beginners learning to pass the 
fìrst gate at Weilu. Practice this path fìrst until you can lead the Qi 
smoothly, before continuing the Fire Path practice. 
Lead the Qi down 丘om the Real Lower Dan Tian, through Yinjiao, down 
to Huiyin, up past Changqiang, and fìnally enter Mingmen to reach the 
Qi residence at the Real Lο，wer Dan Tian (Figure 5-24). This is described 
in detail in Chapter 8. 

2. Fire Path (Regular Path, Huo Lu，火路， Shun Xing, )1民行)
Fire Path is the regular path that 岛llows natural Qi circulation and is the 
one most commonly practiced. It is 0丘en called Large Returning Elixir 
(Da Huan Dan，太远丹). Re，ωrning Elixir Secret ( 遣丹棋) said, "Keep the 
body upright and sit correctly, transp 'Ort Qi from Weilu , with 'One breath 
p臼s through San Guan (Three Gates) up t 'O Ni 'W组n， harm'Onize with 出e

spiritual water (saliva) and desαnd back t'O Dan Tian. This is Large Returning 
Elixir (Da Huan Dan). From kidn句rs to liver, fr'Om liver t'O heart，丘'Om heart 
t'O spleen, t'O lungs, and then rep臼t. Finally end at 由e Dan Tian. This is called 
Small Returning Elixir 仅ia'O Huan Dan，小道丹)."
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Yi时iao_...
((0-7) 

Figure 5-26. Wind Path 

Wind 
Path Fire 

Path 

Yinjiao_... 
((0-7) 

Wind 
Path 

Figure 5-27. (ombination ofWater 
Path and Front Fire Path. 

In this pa出， you lead Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian, p凶sing Yi时iao，
Hui抖n， Changqiang, Lingtai, Naoh比 and Baihui, then down 由rough 由e
Conception 驰ssel back to Yinjiao and the Real Lower Dan Tian (Figure 5-
25). This is also described in detail in Chapter 8. 

3. Wind Path (Reversed Regular Path, Feng Lu，凰路， Ni xi吨，迫行)
Wind Path is the reverse of the natural path, so it generates resistance 
(wind) (Figure 5-26). Its purpose is to slow down Qi circulation in the fìre 
path. 
Lead Qi up the front, down the back, then back to the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. 

4. Combination ofWater Path and Front Fire Path 
Qi is led up the Thrusting Vessel (Water Path) to Baihui, then down the 
Conception Vessel back to the Real Lower Dan Tian (Figure 5-27). This 
can be done by those with abundant Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian and 
who are able to lead it up to nourish the brain. You may feel Qi moving 
hy itself in the Thrusting Vessel，臼 all paths are already open to some 
extent. What you practice is to build abundant Qi, to circulate and to 
nourish 
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5. Combination of Back Fire Path 
and Reverse Water Path 
This path brings fìre Qi down 
through the Thrusting 快ssel. Qi 
follows the Fire Path up to Baihui, 
and then goes down through the 
Thrusting 快ssel back to the Rea1 
Lower Dan Tian (Figure 5-28). 
When the Qi is led up the 
Thrusting Vessel, the Shen is raised 
up and Qi activity increases. But 
when the Qi is led down the 
Thrusting Vessel, it returns to its 
residence. Physical and mental 
activities gradua11y cease. Once you 
complete the Fire Path, try this 
path, which is relatively safe and 
very efficient in bringing your fìre 
Qi down. 

6. Back Fire Path-Dazhui- Tiantu 
-Front Fire Path 
This path is little known and seldom practiced. Qi is led up the Fire Path 
to Dazhui (Gv-14，大椎)， then forward to Tiantu (Co-22，天突). It then 
goes down the Conception Vessel to Yi时iao ， returning to the Rea1 Lower 
Dan Tian (Figure 5-29). 

7. Back Fire Path-Dazhui-Reverse Water Path 
To avoid Qi going to the wrong path in the head, some practitioners use 
this path to cool down the fìre , instead of path number 5. Qi is led up the 
Fire Path to Dazhui, forward to the Thrusting 快ssel ， then down to the 
Real Lower Dan Tian (Figure 5-30). 
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Figure 5-28. Combination of Back Fire Path 
and Reverse Water Path. 

There is no path which enters Ji司 i cavity and then goes forward. This would lead 
extra Qi to the heart, and would be extremely dangerous. 

All paths are a1ready open to some extent. Too much stagnation or blockage 
would have made you sick a1ready. You aim to increase the level of Qi circulating 
there, to smooth its flow and to widen the path. Follow 自ve basic steps: 1. Train your
self (Lian Ji，妹己)， 2. Modulate the herbs (Tiao Yao，拥藕)， 3. Produce the herbs 
(Chan Yao，崖醺)， 4. Pick the herbs (Cai Yao，采撰)， and 5. Refìne the herbs (Lian 
Yao，燥藕). That means to regulate your emotiona1 mind and cultivate your tempera
ment. Be patient and study the method of cultivation. A丘er that, use this ca1m mind 
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l 咱吁-23:1
Figure 5-29. Back Fire Path-Dazhui-Tiantu- Figure 5-30. Back Fire Path-Dazhui一

Front Fire Path. Reverse Water Path. 

to regulate your breathing and Qi flow. You accumulate abundant Qi through 
abdominal and embryonic breathing, then use it for muscle!tendon changing and 
marrow/brain washing. Constantly refìne your breathing, build up your Qi, and cir
culate it for the rest of your life. 

Once your mind can lead the Qi efficientl严 you can lead it any way you like in 
your body. "Transport Qi as though through a pearl with a nine-curved hole, it will 
reach even the tiniest place产6

5-7. TANG DvNASTY INTERNAL ELlXIR MEDITATION ILLUSTRATION 
唐代内丹静坐内景圃

This was painted during the Tang Dynasty (618-907 A.D.，唐代) and revealed to 
secular society by a Daoist, Su Yun (素垂). Internal Elixir cultivation (Nei Dan，内丹)
is specifìed very clearly even though it was still in its early stages. Internal Elixir for 
longevity and enlightenment w剖 brought to China 丘om India by Da Mo during the 
Liang Dyn甜可 (502-557 A.D. , 果朝). His two classics ， η fin ]ing ( 易筋缸，
Muscle/Tendon Changing) and Xi Sui Jing (洗髓缸， Marrow/Brain Washing) have 
strongly influenced Chinese Qigong society. 

This illustration w臼 revealed more than a thousand years ago. Even though dis
agreements and discrepancies crept in later, the main structure and contents remain 
accurate today. Keep a few things in mind: 
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1. A1ways questi 'On what y'Ou see and read. Think and challenge the s'Ource. Then 
y'Ou will see much m 'Ore clearly. If y'Ou simply believe, y'Ou can easily be led 臼tray.

2. This illustrati'On can be interpreted in vari 'Ous ways, s'O refer t 'O all 'Of them, and 
depend 'On y'Our 'Own thinking, experience, and judgment. 

3. At least fìve functi 'Ons were deliberately misplaced in the illustrati'On (Figure 5-
31): A. The Mud Pill Palace, which refers t'O the pituitary and pineal glands, is 
l'Ocated at the t'Op 'Of the head. It sh'Ould be at the center 'Of the head behind the 
eyes. B. The right hand c'Olumn 'Of characters behind the throat sh'Ould be at the 
kidneys behind the spine, where the lady is weaving. C. The le丘 hand c'Olumn 
'Of characters behind the throat refers t 'O the small b'Oiler under the Real L'Ower 
Dan Tian, where the f'Our Yin-Yang symb'Ols are l'Ocated. D. The c'Olumn 'Of 
Chinese characters under the heart sh'Ould be placed ab 'Ove the Ir'On Bull culti
vating the land, which symb'Olizes cultivating Qi in the Dan Tian. E. The c'Ol
umn 'Of Chinese characters bel'Ow the bull's head sh'Ould be placed near the 
water wheels. 

4. The f'Oll'Owing interpretati'Ons derive 丘om my current understanding, which 
may change in the future, and sh'Ould n 'Ot be taken at face value (Figure 5-31). 

。)

Fa Zanv said: 
Use the Buddhist heart (mind) and viewpoint to understand the four great oceam 
{wor.ω. Then your spirit ωII reach the j如llness 01仰'tue gradua均， and sofi布A

法藏云:

柑目澄清四大海

白毫宛串串至须葡

Gan (甜) means Buddhist temple, and implies using the Buddhist heart to make 
judgment. Mu (目) means eyes and implies viewing and 'Observing. Bai Ha'O (白毫)
means many tiny white beams and implies the spirituallight emitted from the head 
(the third eye). Wan Zhuan (宛串串) means s'O丘， gradual, and gende. Xu Mi (须睛) is 
the Da'Oist term f'Or the spiritual being in the 且lllness 'Of human virtue. 

As l'Ong as y'Ou have a Buddha heart, y'Ou will have a neutral and clear p'Oint of 
view t 'O judge whatever y'Ou see. Y'Ou will be able t 'O cultivate y'Our temperament in 
the fullness 'Of human virtue. 
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ci Shi said: 
Once the space between the eyebrows (third eye) can emit tiny white beams j手'(!
que哟I itcan hφ seculars to eradicate the 吨庐'ring o[ reincarnation. 

总氏云:

眉罔常放白毫光

能城本生辑翰苦

Continuously cultivate your spirit to open the third eye located between the eye
brows to achieve enlightenment. Coundess tiny beams of s叩P阶i让ri阳i
emit f丘k白ror创m this place. You reach the fìrst stage of Buddhahood and are able to solve 
secular emotional suffering, which arises 丘om recurrent reincarnation. 

(11) 

1 am engrossed in cultivating my own μnd in myj♀mily (bo.吵~. There 打 d 伊ir
itual seeâ in it which can live ien tho侃randyears (longevity). 

Itsflower is li，如 yellow go/d without 码fferent color φrecio时1， and its户tits are 
like jade granules all around. 

To plant and cultivate, rely on the Earth in the C切tralPalace, and to irrigate it, 
depend on the Spri1军切 the L争per 协lley.

When the achievement o[ reaching 加 great Dao has been completed through 
practice, you become an immortal who lives le.仰rely without worry in this land. 

我家高疆自家田
内有重苗活葛年
花似黄金色不真
子如玉粒呆皆圆
栽培全精中宫土
灌溉须遇上谷泉
功操一朝成大道
逍遥隆地作莲仙

The spirit is like a seed, precious as gold. Cultivate it correcdy, so it allows you 
to live long. When cultivated and bearing fruit, it makes your spirit full. To cultivate 
it, rely on two things. First, build up elixir Qi at the Central Palace (Zhong Gong, 
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中宫)， the Huang Ting (黄庭) or the Real Lower Dan Tian. Also cultivate the spirit 
residing in the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷). The holy Spiritual Embryo con
ceived at the Huang Ting establishes the seed of spiritual enlightenment. The quan
tity of Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian provides healthy physicallife. The spirit at the 
Upper Dan Tian governs the quality of Qi which manifests 臼 life.

Having cultivated these two, uni马， them at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is 
called the unifìcation and harmonization of Shen and Qi (Shen Qi Xiang He, 
神氯相合). This is the goal of Embryonic Breathing. \1Ç如ter Qi at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian is led up to interact with fìre Qi descending from the Middle Dan Tian, 
to conceive the Spiritual Embryo at the Huang Ting. This is the fìrst step to reach
ing spiritual enlightenment. Having reached enlightenment, you live 囚 an immortal 
in this secular world. 

(//I) 

/ron Bull tills the land ω plant the golden coim. 

Thesto盼carving chi/d threads them (golden coim) together. 

钱牛耕地程金钱 (33)

刻石兔童把黄串 (20)

The False Lower Dan Tian is where the elixir land is plowed and the precious 
golden coins (Qi) grown. To build up Qi (start the fìre) through Abdominal 
Breathing (Fu Hu Xi，腹呼吸)， you must be patient and persistent like the stubborn 
Iron Bull. (The Chinese characters were misplaced, and should be near the bull.) 

To store abundant Qi (thread coins together) , you need a childlike, innocent 
heart, free from emotional bondage. The child at the heart area (Middle Dan Tian 
area) means the innocent and pure mind. Stone carving is hard work demanding 
patience，部 needed to store Qi to an abundant level. 
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A single grain o[ rice can conceal the wor/d, 

Ha仰ter boiler can hω伽 mountains and伽 rivers.

一粒米中藏世界(10)

半升结内煮山 )11 (34) 

A single grain of rice is ve可 small. It refers to the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong, 
泥丸宫) where the Shen resides. Keep your spirit there without being distracted by 
secular Xin, then you can use this Shen to govern your life. The physical body is 
heaven and earth (Tian Di，天地)， country (Guo，圃)， world (Shi Jie，世界)， or 
mountains and rivers (Shan Chuan，山 }II ). Qi is called the people, and spirit is called 
the king. 

The tiny boiler at the Lower Dan Tian produces enough Qi to supply the moun
tains and rivers (physical body). Abundant Qi at the Lower Dan Tian will supply the 
whole body's needs. Maintain your Shen at its residence to govern the quality of Qi 
manifestation, which means the quality of life. (The Chinese characters behind the 
throat were misplaced and should be under the four Yin-Yang symbols.) 

The eyebrows o[ the white-headed old man reach to the ground 

The northern flre，伊 monk with the blue eyes holds up heaven with his hands. 

白旗老子眉垂地 (4)

碧眼胡僧手托天(16)

The long eyebrows and white hair imply very old age and mean immortality can 
be reached through cultivation. Hands holding up heaven means the tongue is 
touching the palate of the mouth. This technique originated from Da Mo (逮磨)，
also known 臼 Bodhidharma， who had been a prince in southern India. From the 
Mahayana school of Buddhism, he was considered to have been a bodhisattva, an 
enlightened being who renounced nirvana to save others. From fragmentary histori
cal records, it is believed he w;臼 born about 483 A.D. He arrived in Canton in 527 
A.D. during the reign of the 'W恒i Xiao Ming emperor (魏孝明帝， 516-528 A.D.) or the 
Liang Wu emperor (粱武帝， 502-557 A.D.). 
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If one comprehends the knack 01 this mysti吗

then beyond i民 there is no more mystery. 

若向此绑玄舍得 (5)

此玄玄外更急绑 (5)

These are the secrets of spiritual cultivation. Grasp them, then there is nothing 
more to be understood. 

(IV) 

R旨eatedly and continuously, s句句Istep "!沪eat the cycle. 
Thepump 阳rns the water and makes i呐wω the&以
When the bottom 01 a deep lake 01 ten tho阳'tlndfothoms 例如 seen，
then the sweet 伊ring will emerge from 劝eend 0/劝e southern mountains. 

徨徨连连步步遇
械脯揩排水束流
离丈深潭鹿晃底
甘泉涌起南山葫

Huiyin is the secret c町ity which controls manifestation of the body's Yin and 
Yang. From this area, you lead Qi in the Fire Path. Your body is strong and healthy, 
manifesting Qi into physical form. 

However, if you lead the Qi up through the Thrusting Vessel, you enter the water 
path, which calms the body and raises the spirit. 

The boy and girl represent Yin and Yang, manifesting through continuously 
pumping the water wheel (Huiyin). Yin manifests the water path, while Yang mani
fests the fìre path. 

There was said to be an island called Peng Lai Xian Dao (蓬莱仙岛)， in the e部tern
ocean, where the immortals lived. Through cultivation, you can attain immortality. 

Your mind must be clear and calm like a very deep lake through which the bot
tom can be seen clearl严 This means you are not in emotional bondage, and your spir
it is free and pure. 

Once your mind is calm and peaceful and the spirit clear and focused, then sali
va (sweet spring) is generated in the mouth, to the south of the head. 
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九峰山(1)

Nine-peaked mountain. The top of the head is commonly referred to as the peak 
of a mountain or of heaven. Nine-peaked mountains means the brain in the top half 
of the head. Brain is also called Jiu Gong (九宫) which means nine palaces. 

E峰顶 (2)

Top of giant peak. The brain at the back of the head right behind Baihui. 

警握重叠 (3)

Obscure spiritual platform. Baihui is where spirit leaves and enters its residence. 

督服 (6)

Governing Vessel. One of four Yang vessels regulating the Qi status of the six pri
mary Yang channels. 

任月底 (6A)

Conception Vessel. One of four Yin vessels regulating the Qi status of the six pri
mary Yin channels. 

延毒 (7)

Extending life. Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息) condenses the spirit at the 
Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥，丸宫)， where growth hormone and melatonin are 
produced in the pituitary and pineal glands. This is the key to longevity and immor
tality. (Mud Pill Palace is misplaced and should be at the center of the head.) 

仙僧侣)

Immortal realm. The same as 7 above. 
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泥丸宫 (9)

Mud Pill Palace. Center of the head where pituita町 and pineal glands are situ
ated. Considered the Yin center (Yin He，除核) of the Yang Shen's (隋神) manifes
tation, and the residence of Original Shen (Yuan Shen，元神). Condensing the spir
it here through Embryonic Breathing produces hormones, the secret of longevity. 
When this center is fìrmed and under control, manifestation ofYang can be elevat
ed to a magnifìcent level without inducing chaos. (These Chinese characters were 
misplaced, and should be at the center of the head.) 

弄陈府 (11)

Uprising Yang residence. Same as Mud Pill Palace above. 

异法之源(12)

The origin of natural rule in spiritual raising. Same 囚 Mud Pill Palace above. 

重峰之穴(13)

Cavity of spiritual peak. Called Jade Pillow (Yu Zhen，玉枕) by Daoists or 
Naohu (Gv-17，脯户) by Chinese medicine. The Qi at this cavity balances that at the 
Tian Yan (天眼， third eye) , called Yintang (M-NH-3，印堂) by Chinese medicine. 
Through the Qi balance of this gate, the third eye can be opened. This is the third 
ga臼 needing to be opened in Small Circulation meditation. It is very precious in 
training, like jade. Because it helps open the third eye to reach the truth, it is a true 
gate. 

玉真上脯(14)

Jade true upper gate. Another name for Jade Pillow, see 13 above. 

精咽(1 5)

Food swallowing. The entranαof food into the body. When saliva is correctly 
swallowed with a sound En (嗯)， health is maintained and signifìcant progress made 
in meditation. 
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氯痪(17)

Qi u唱ency. This Qi is Kong Qi (宝氯， air). In meditation you regulate your 
breathing to be slender, soft, smooth, and natural. Without fìrst calming body and 
mind, the mouth will be dry and breathing urgent. Calm the body and mind 
through correct breathing, then saliva will be generated. 

降椅(18)

Descending bridge. Under this bridge, saliva (heavenly water, Tian Chi Shui, 
天池水) is generated. If swallowed correctl如 Qi descends and strengthens the Yin, 
副sisting physical and mental calm during meditation. 

十二楼叠藏秘挟(19)

In the twelve-storied pagoda, secrets are hidden. Twelve-storied pagoda is the 
throat. Sounds express emotions, controlling the body's Q i. For example, Ha (哈)
sound on exhalation raises the spirit and leads Qi outward, strengthening Guardian 
Qi (呗7ei~，街氯). Hen (哼) sound on inhalation calms the spirit, leading Qi inward 
and nourishing Marrow ~ (Sui Qi，髓氯).

This sentence can also be interpreted that throughωM吨， you willlearn all hid
den secrets of practice. 

牛郎椅呈 (2 1)

Cowherd bridge stars. The bridge joins Cowherd (Niu Lang，牛郎) and Weaving 
Lady (Zhi Nu，钱女)， so the baby embryo can be conceived. This bridge is the Xin 
(heart). The mind brings Yin and Yang together so they can interact. 

五十境内晦梆阔 (22)

In 由efì句， rea1ms，也e mysterious gateways are concea1ed. Fi丘y realms are the 
vertebrae within which the spinal cord (Thrusting Vessel) is concealed. Mysterious 
gateways refers to the 'W组ter Path (Shui Lu，水路)， circulating in the Thrusting 
民ssel. 'W始er path meditation is crucial to brain washing (xi Sui，洗髓) for spiritual 
enlightenment. Its secrets have been concealed in Buddhist and Daoist monasteries 
for more than fì丘een centuries. 
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腊神麓璀字威明 (23)

Gall bladder spirit, Long Yao, means m司estic and bright. The spi出 of the gall 
bladder is called Long Yao (麓耀). It is also associated with the liver. When it mani
fests, the 可es are bright and majestic. The gall bladder (Yang organ) is the paired 
organ of the liver (Yin organ). 

肺神革蜡自虚成 (24)

Lung spirit, Hua Hao, is completed from emptiness. The spirit of the lungs is 
called Hua Hao (筝蜡). It is associated with the nose, which takes in air (emptiness) 
and fìlls the lungs with life. 

肝神麓煌字含明 (25)

Liver spirit, Long Yan, contains brightness. The spirit of the liver, called Long 
Yan (施煌)， is associated with the eyes. When the liver is healthy, the eyes are bright 
and sharp. 

心神丹元宇守重 (26)

He缸t spi巾， Dan Yuan, contains and maintains the Ling. The spirit of the heart 
is called Dan Yuan (丹元). It contains the Ling (重) and maintains its activities. 

战女连串事 (27)

W也aving lady circulates and turns the wheel. This is the Huang Ting (黄庭)臼vi
ty where the Spiritual Embryo is conceived. The lady is preparing for 出e baby's birth. 

肾神玄冥宇育婴 (28)

Kidney spirit, Xuan Ming, (玄冥) contains nourishment 岛r 由e bab予It nour
ishes the production of sperm. The kidneys are called Internal Kidneys (Nei Shen, 
内膏)， while the testicles are called External Kidneys (~组i Shen，外膏). They are 
related to each other in function , responsible for reproduction and nourishment of 
new life. 
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脾神常在宇魂亭 (29)

Spleen spirit, Chang Zai, is concea1ed in the sou1 pavilion. The spleen spirit, 
Chang Zai (常在)， is related to the sou1. 

中丹田 (30)

Middle Dan Tian. The diaphragm, under the heart. 

二膏府之穴 (3 1)

Cavities of two ki缸ey residences. These two cavities are a1so ca11ed Shenshu (B-
23，骨俞， K.idney's Hollow). Through them, the kidney Qi enters and leaves at the 
back. (The descriptive characters should be behind the kidneys, not the throat.) 

正丹田 (32)

Rea1 Lower Dan Tian. Second brain or biobattery where abundant Qi is accu
mulated in Qigong practice. This maintains physica1 strength and hea1th. From here, 
Qi is led up through the Thrusting 快ssel (Chong Mai，街服) to nourish the brain, 

open the third eye and attain spiritua1 enlightenment. 

除畴玄踏阜 (35)

Stepping car (water pump) ofYin-Yang mystery. Water pump or water wheel, 
which implies the Huiyin. Through control of the Huiyin cavity, you can lead Qi to 
the Fire Path (Huo Lu，火路， Yang) or the Water Path (Shui Lu，水路， Yin). This 
method of controlling the body's Yin and Yang was kept secret in the past. (Chinese 
characters should be placed c10ser to the water pump.) 

坎水逆流 (36)

Kan water flows in the reverse direction. Kan (坎) represents water in the Eight 
Trigrams. Kan water (Kan Shui，坎水) refers to the Qi circulating in the bod严
Through the pumping action of the Huiyin, Kan water is led up to nourish the brain. 
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"This illustration has never bφre been passed down to others, because this Elixir 
Dao(丹道 ， Dao o/n听ningelixiυ is so wide and n听ned Those not wise enough 
will not be able ω gain 伪e key), so it is rarely seen in this world. 马'accident， 1 
found this illustration and writù喀 in Gao S01喀 Mountain (高松山 ， high pine 
mountain). It was hanging on the wall. The skills 0/ this drawing are very 
refined, and the tend01缸，卢ints， vessels, and Qj channels are clearly indicated and 
interpreted. Every one conceals the important key in detail. 1 looked and pondered 
it for a long time, and j专el 1 have comprehended some meaning within. 
Consequen吵~ 1 started ω realize deeply that the u仰ring and taking (Tu 胁，
吐纳 ) 1扩the whole body is just 应是e the substantial and insu如tantial0/ heaven 
and earth. 扩one can enlighten it and comprehend it clear步1， then more than ha扩
of t~e _ac~ievement 0/ reaching Great Dao 0/ Go始n Elixir (货n Dan Da Dao, 
金丹大道) will have been achieved already. 1 dare not keep this secret ω myse.扩
and thus publish it enthusiastically so it can be spread to the public. " 

一 Copied and discerned hy Su Yun Daoist 

此圃向集傅本'缘丹道庸大精微'钝根人熬徙领取'是
以罕傅於世。子偶於高松山费中榆觑害室。此圃遇愁壁
上'稽法工知'筋、筋、月底、格拉解分明。一一悉藏班
要'展玩，良久'凳有舍心。始悟一身之呼吸吐纳'即天
地之盈虚消息。苟能神而明之'金丹大道'思遇半矣!
锁，不敢私海确得'爱急付梓'以璜流傅。

素垂道人敬摹并裁

References 
1. (蝉挫·二十七蝉) :‘腺有奇‘姐八服者'不拘于十二雄。'

2. 李峙珍〈奇锺八服考) :‘奇挫凤，八服'不拘制于十二正挫'忽
表里配合，故捐之奇。，

3. (霄用轧功牵) :‘督服起於舍险'循背而行于身之后'均睹脱
之地督，故曰睹版之海。任服起於舍险'循鹿而行于身之前，海
除服之承任'故曰除眠之海。' 、人能通此雨睬'则百腺皆通'
自然周身流样， $.患有停奎之患'而丧生久视之道断在此矣。，

4. The Stua如 0/Practical Chinese Medical Qigong (霄用中罄氯功牵)， by 
Ma, Ji-Ren (局清人)，上海科牵技街出版社， Shanghai, China, 1992. 
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6. 督腺(跑督错晴) :一·它循行于背部之正中，其服氯多次舆十
二正挫的手、足的全部六傣隋担相交舍·最集中的地黠是大椎穴'
手足三睛挫都在追桓左右相舍。二·带服出于第二腰椎钝腰一搏'
畴雄服舆督服也支舍在凰府、咀问'远模督服就起著钝率的作用
了。

7. 李峙珍{奇挫八腺考) :‘八腺散在群害者'略而不悉。哥不知
此，罔探病械;仙家不如此，推安壤鼎·峙珍不敏，参考言者抗'
莘集于左'所以偏牵仙、罄者签蹄之用云。， 、是故罄而知乎八
服，则十二姐、十五格之大旨得矣;仙而知乎八脉，则虎施升降、
玄批幽微之襄妙得矣。，

8. (内短〉 ‘天人相属·

9. (金丹大成集) :‘子午乃天地之中也'在天A每日、月'在人局
心、霄'在峙海子、午'在卦梅坎、蝉，在位海南、北. " 

10. 杨罐洲在〈针灸大成) :‘人身之任督'以背腹言'天地之子午;
以南北言'可以分，可以合者也。分之以克~睛不雄'合之以克
浑渝之急罔，一而二'二而一也. .. 

1 1.李峙珍在《奇挫八腺考) : ‘任督雨腺'乃身之子午也'乃丹家
晴火障符升降之道，坎水雄火交蜻之卿. .. 

12. (服重) :‘丹田'性命之本·道士思神'比丘坐褥'皆最真氯
于腊下'良由此也·丹田内有神毡'呼吸真氯'拌口鼻之呼吸也·
口鼻只是呼吸之问户，丹田海氯之本源'重人下手之庭'收藏真
一所居'故曰胎息. .. 

13. (黄庭内景挫·粱丘子注) :‘黄者，中之色也;庭者'四方之
中也。外指事即天中，人中，地中;内指事即瞄中，心中'脾
中·'

14. (黄庭外景雄·石和畸注}
驰'中盛一虞，名曰黄庭. .. 

‘命问之土'有玄脯二襄，左玄右

15. (善生秘鲸·金丹罔答) :‘黄庭正在何虞?答曰:在膀胧之上'
脾之下'膏之前'肝之左'肺之右也. .. 

16. 王镰域馀云:、铜人针灸圃'载瞰腑一身俞穴有玉薇'余不知玉
瑕是何物。'最紫畸玉清金攀秘义'输神仙、结丹虞曰:‘心上膏
下'脾左肝右'生问在前'密户居後'其追如壤，其白如棉'方
圆徨寸'密裹一身之精粹'此即玉理。'
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17. (易筋挫·附鲸) :‘神仙雄丹虞·曰:心下臂上脾左肝右'生
问在前'密户居后'其追如壤'其白如棉'方圆徨寸'包裹一身
之精粹。…其虞舆腊相封·人之命腺根蒂也。'

18. 、督脉的问氯循行上向是自下而上'但至上唇撮支穴舆任腺交接
后，内氯别沿任腺土而下·成循瑕周流的情况。督腺舆任服上下
交接庭，分别稿A马上鹊椅舆下鸪椅. " 

19. The S，归功I 01 Practical Chinese Medical Qjgong ( 责用中罄氯功牵)， by 
Ma, Ji-Ren (局潘人)，上海科牵技街出版社， Shanghai, China, 

p. 682, 1992. 

20. (入藕镜) :‘恍恍惚惚'杳杳冥冥，自然身心如惕'如醉如痴'
肌膺爽远，美在其中. " 

2 1. (奇锺八腺考) : 

22. (金丹太成集〉
尾周翩。'

、昏昏默默，如醉如痴. " 

‘脯後曰玉枕脯，央脊曰辘罐脯'水火之畴曰

23. 撮《性命圭旨全害·采蟆蹄壶圃〉所列:天人合籍之械;子母分
胎之路;任督接支之虞; ，拿畴攫化之卿;九重战鼓;三足金塘;
太玄跚;藏金斗;尾罔穴;生死穴;朝天峙;氯海问;曹溪路;
三岔口;平易穴;咸池;除端;禁问;舍障;报道;施虎穴;三
岔骨;河阜路;上夭梯等。

24. (性命圭旨会害·天人合普采醺蹄壶) :‘革精氯聚散常在此庭，
水火费端也在此庭，障畸攫化也在此庭，有祭出入也在此庭，子
母分胎也在此虞. " ‘其穴言于任督二服中罔'上通夭谷'下速
滑泉. "又‘此穴干涉最大，牟人生死岸踊·故仙家名海生死窟。
《参同契〉云:筑固重株者此也·拘畜禁问者此也。《黄庭挫》
云:罔塞命问保玉都者此也·阔子精路可丧活者'此也。'

25. (遗丹挟) :‘端身正坐'逼氯自尾闹起.-撞三脯至1尼丸。合
而神水下降'徨遣丹田·曰太远丹。自野串串肝'自肝傅心'自心
傅脾，傅肺'周而徨始，再至丹田，曰小遗丹. '" 

26. 行氯如九曲珠· A在微不萝卜
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CHAPTER 6 

时可onic Breathin 

6-1. INTRODUCTION 介韶
More than a hundred ancient documents which discuss Embryonic Breathing 

(Tai Xi，胎息)， were written by experienced Qigong m臼ters in di佳rent historica1 
periods. Embryonic Breathing is one of the very few subjects discussed seriously and 
in depth. Why has this subject been regarded 邵阳 important to Nei Dan (内丹，
Interna1 Elixir) Qigong practitioners? 

In the previous chapter, we discussed the body's circulatory network of bioelec
tricity, or Q i. For this Qi to circulate smoothly, we must fìrst concern ourselves with 
the biobattery, the energy supply source of this network. For longevity we need a 
strong and healthy body, and an efficient Qi system. When this Qi system performs 
efficiendy, we cannot only maintain physica1 hea1th, but a1so lead extra Qi up the 
spina1 cord (Chong Mai，街服) to nourish the brain, which enhances the spirit of 
vita1ity. The method of using Qi to strengthen the body is ca11ed Musclel卫ndon

Changing Qigong (Yi Jin Gong，易筋功)， while using it to nourish the marrow and 
brain for enlightenment is ca11ed Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong 仅i Sui Gong, 
洗髓功).

In rea1izing these benefìts, we need to condition the biobatter严 the Rea1 Lower 
Dan Tian, to produce the Qi and store it abundandy. Embryonic Breathing is the 
method developed through thousands of years of experience. 

Embryonic Breathing is a1so called Cavity Breathing {Xue Wei Hu Xi，穴位呼吸)
or Dan Tian Breathing (Dan Tian Hu Xi，丹田呼吸). 1 ca11 it No Extremity 
Breathing (Wuji Hu Xi, A在植呼吸) or Second Brain Breathing. It is a1so ca11ed Wuji 
breathing because its 自na1 goa1 is the Wuji state, where you focus only at the center 
of your Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田).

The purposes of Embryonic Breathing are: 

1. To calm the bodyand mind. The fìrst goa1 is to establish the mind in a state 
of extreme calm, in the Rea1 Lower Dan Tian. Then Qi is not led away from 
the center and consumed. The brain is not agitated nor the body excited, 
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Figure 8-11 Figure 8-12 

3. Embryonic Breathing (1￥i Xi，胎息)
Embryonic Breathing is used to store Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian and 
to strengthen the Guardian Qi through Girdle Vessel Breathing (Dai Mai 
Hu Xi，带服呼吸) . This is achieved by keeping the mind there. It is com
monly called Yi Shou Dan Tian (意守丹田) which means to keep the mind 
at the Dan Tian. When the mind is there, the Qi is led there and stays in 
its residence (Qi She，氯舍). When the mind's focus is elsewhere, Qi is led 
away and consumed. To store the Qi, the inhalation should be longer than 
exhalation, and done in the spring and summer. If you strengthen 
Guardian Qi through Girdle Vessel Breathing, your exhalation should be 
longer than inhalation. The Girdle Vessel Breathing should be done in the 
fall and winter time, when strong Guardian Qi is important to protect 
against the cold. 

Since you are leading Qi laterally to the skin and bone marrow, you must use 
Reversed Abdominal Breathing. The only di岳阳nce is that when you inhale, the 
abdomen and lower back withdraw at the same time, while holding up Huiyin. 
When you exhale, the abdomen and lower back expand, at the same time pushing 
your Huiyin down, sofdy and gently. 
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Ag缸， you start frorn a srnall scale of rnovernent, until you control the rnuscles 
efficiently, then increase it. A丘er long practice, every rnovernent becornes natural, 
easy, and autornatic without too rnuch rnental effort, as you achieve real regulating. 
Slowly and gradually your rnind shifts to the Real Lower Dan Tian and rernains there 
at the center of your bod予

Before Srnall Circulation, practice Ernbryonic Breathing for a few rninutes. If you 
inhale longer than exhaling, you lead Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian and calrn your
self down. This calrns down your rnind and stores Qi for the circulation practice. 

In Nei Dan Qigong practice, the Real Lower Dan Tian is called Qi Cavity (Qi 
Xue，氯穴). Above it is the Yellow Yard (Huang Ting，黄庭)， the tripod (cooking 
utensil) in which the herb is cooked. When Kan \1Ç如er Qi frorn the Real Lower Dan 
Tian is rnixed with Li Fire Qi at the Huang Ting, the Spiritual Baby Ernbryo (Shen 
I泊， Sheng 1旨， or Ling 1:剖，神胎、重胎、重胎) is conceived. This interaction of 
W如er and Fire is called Kan and Li (坎雄). Once this Spiritual Baby Ernbryo is ready, 
it is led to the spiritual residence (Shen Shi，神室， Upper Dan Tian) for further cul
tivation and later leaves through the third eye to unite with the natural spirit. 

The Complete Book 01 Princ仰1 Contents 01 L泸 and Human Nature 
(性命圭旨全害) said, "Huang Ting is the tripod and the Qi cavity is the furnace. 
Huang Ting is right above the Qi cavity and they are connected with each other by 
Luo. This is the rneeting place of hundreds of channels in the body." The Original 
Qi condenses between the two cavities in the Srnall Tripod Furnace (Xiao Ding Lu, 
小鼎壤). "The position of Qian (乾) is tripod while the position of Kun (坤) is fur
nace." If this concept is applied in the Circulation Meditation, the brain (Ni Wan 
Gong, i~丸宫 or Upper Dan Tian，上丹田) is Qian (tripod) while the Lower Dan 
Tian 仅ia Dan Ti钮，下丹田) is Kun (furnace)!4 The 协rification Thesis 01 Golden 
Immortal (金仙征揄) said, "Those who pick up the herb (Qi) to transport the cyclic 
heaven (Srnall Circulation) should start the fÌre at the Kun furnace (Real Lower Dan 
Tian). Ascend to the Qian head (tripod) and descend to the Kun abdornen (furnace). 
This is what the ancients rneant by using Qian Kun as the cooking tools. Whenever 
Shen and Qi rise and fall, the tripod's Qi exists." When there is Shen and Qi, you 
have furnace and tripod. Without Shen and Qi, there is neither furnace nor tripOd. 15 

Therefore, when you start the fÌre in the False Lower Dan Tian and accurnulate 
it in the Real Lower Dan Tian, breathing signifÌcantly influences how the Qi builds 
up. If you build it up slowly with long, gentle technique, it is called scholar fÌre (\1Ç乍n
Huo，文火). If you build it up quickly with short, fast, heavy breathing, it is called 
rnartial fÌre (Wu Huo，武火). Anthology 01 Daoist Village (道卿集) asked, "What is 
scholar fÌre? It is to keep and to exist. Do not extinguish and do not assist."16 In schol
ar fÌre cultivation, it seerns the breathing is there but not there. It is like cooking with 
a very srnall fÌre to sirnrner the food. 
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The Daoist book, The Record 01 Reaching the均'StiC with Heavenly Nature ofWind 
and Moon (性天凰月通玄扭)， said, '~ong the calmness, there is movement of the 
fìre. This is the right time to refìne the large returning (Da Huan，大道， nourish the 
Shen with Qi). When Qi is picked up, it is the herb, and within the herb，出的 is 
自re. If asked for martial fìre, raise up the wind strongly, if asked for scholar fìre, 
Embryonic Breathing slow and soft."17 When you meditate, your body is in an 
extremely calm state. You build up the fìre at the Real Lower Dan Tian, then lead it 
up to the brain to nourish the spirit. Martial fìre is generated from quick, heavy 
breathing, while scholar 自re is produced from slow, gentle Embryonic Breathing. 

Since Embryonic Breathing is vital in storing Qi for spiritual cultivation, you 
should study this subject fìrst, as described in the previous YMAA book, Qigong 
Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 

8-4. REGULATING THE EMOTIONAL MIND 胡心

The way you regulate your mind depends on your purpose. But no matter what 
the purpose is, the general rule is simple. When the mind is calm and peaceful, it can 
be centered at the Qi residence, leading Qi to stay there. When the mind is else
where, it leads Qi out to be manifested and consumed. 

You regulate your mind according to your purpose. The fìrst purpose for regulat
ing the mind in Small Circulation is to store abundant Qi at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. Qi in the eight vessels is raised, and the twelve primary Qi channels are regu
lated, so the whole body's vital energy is strong, healthy, and in high spirits. The sec
ond main purpose of practicing Small Circulation is to lead the Qi to circulate 
smoothly in the Conception and Governing 快ssels. This strengthens the body and 
is crucial to the Muscle/τèndon Changing practice. 

In Small Circulation meditation, fìrst lead your mind 丘om the Third Eye to the 
Mud Pill Palace. This calms down random thoughts and leads it into the state of 
emptiness. You are regulating your emotional mind to set it free from the bondage of 
the seven emotions and six desires described earlier. If you have difficulty regulating 
this emotional mind, by paying attention to your third eye and leading it to the Mud 
Pill Palace, you may simply focus on your breathing. 

The normal procedure of taming the emotional monkey mind has three steps. 
"The eyes observe the nose, and the nose observes the Xin (emotional mind)."18 
Focus your vision inside by closing your eyes, then pay attention to the breathing. 
The breathing gradually regulates the Xin. 

Make the inhalation long, so丘， and slender, and allow the exhalation to happen 
slowly by itself. This calms down your mind and body. With clear inner feeling, you 
bring your mind to the Jiuwei (Co-15，鸣尾， Middle Dan Tian) and continue re伊'
lating your mind, assisted by the breathing. To cool down the body's emotional and 
physical 自re， you must fìrst cool down the Middle Dan Tian, which is the center of 
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the Post-heaven fìre Q i. Once yoU. cool down this fìre center, you can lead your phys
ical and mental bodies to a very calm and peaceful state. 

After this, shi丘 your mind to the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is Embryonic 
Breathing, which slowly leads Qi_to its residence. The physical body will not be ener
gized fur;her, and it st~rts to co~t down. Continue Edtbryonic Br~athing 岛r a while 
until you feel Qi has accumulated to a comfortable level. Then it is said you have 
grown the herb (Chan Yao，崖藕)， meaning you have built up a fìre. 

Producing the herb at the Real Lower Dan Tian depends on the movement of the 
tricky gate, Huiyin. Huiyin can lead the Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian and store it 
there (Yin) , and can also lead it to the physical and mental bodies to manifest it 
(Yang). Reversed Abdominal Breathing leads the Qi to store it at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. Then your mind can circulate it. This is picking up the herb (Cai Yao，采藕).

Set yourself free from lingering emotional bondage, which confuses the present 
and sows doubt about the future. This is caused by lack of understanding of the 
meaning of life. Recognize yourself, be aware of yourself and your environment, and 
let your mind awaken to comprehend occurrences. Then you can set yourself free 
from bondage. Confucius (Kong Zi，孔子) said, "Once the knowing (selιrecogni
tion) has stopped, then there is steadiness. A丘er steadiness, then it can be calm. 
When it is calm, then it can be peaceful. When it is peaceful, then you can think. 
Once you can think, then you will gain."19 This is the process ofbuilding up self二con
fìdence in life or in any study. Without it, your mind will wander and be confused, 
nor will your emotional mind be governed by the wisdom mind. 

The fìnal goal is called the righteous mind (Zheng Nian，正念)， the mind of no 
mind (Wu Nian，象念)， or the real mind (Zhen Ni钮，真念). The mind is complete
ly separated from emotional thoughts. It is said in. the book, The Complete Book 01 
Principal Contents 01 L泸 andHuman Nature ( 性命圭旨全害)， "If one d臼ires to cease 
the initiation of the Xin (emotional mind), one must start 丘om the thought of no 
thought."20 To reach this stage, body and mind must be extremely calm and empty. 
Dao De]ing, Chapter 16 said, "Reach the extreme emptiness, and keep the profound 
calmness."21 When this stage is reached, the Yin and Yang in the body interact in har
mony with each other, generating the Yang essence of life. The Complete Book 01 
Princ，伊lαntents olL泸 andHumanNaωre ( 性命圭旨金害) said，气When) there is 
nothing in your mind, it is emptiness. When no more thought arises, it is calmness. 
Reaching emptiness to its extremity, keeping calmness to its profundity. Yin and Yang 
interact naturally. Then the Yang essence is generated."22 

In Anthology 01 Daoist Village ( 道梆集)， it is said, "When Xin (desire) is generat
ed, then observe its crux. When no Xin (Wu Xin , Þ.在心) is generated, then observe 
the marvelousness. These words describe the applications of the Dao. The saying that 
'if desire is generated, then observe the cr山" is actually the application of the saying 
that 'if no desire is generated, then observe the marvelousness.' The saying that, 'if 
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desire is generated, then observe the marvelousness (of the Dao) ,' is, in fact, the core 
of the saying that,‘if desire is generated, then observe the crux.' ‘If there is desire, 
then observe its crux,' means having an intention of doing. It is the time when the 
spirit and Qi return to the body. ‘τ'here is no desire, and observe the marvelousness 
(of the Dao) ,' means there is no intention of acting. This is the state of no others, no 
self, no mountain, no river, gr臼s， or trees, mixed and indistinguishable, no sense and 
no feeling."23 

This paragraph discusses the two states of meditation, the state of desire and the 
state of no desire. In the state of desire, or intention, your emotional mind leads Qi 
to fulfìll your desire and to nourish and raise your spirit. Then, you are paying atten
tion to the methods (cr皿) of leading and cultivating. The other state is the state of 
no desire. This is the state ofWuji, of no extremity and no thought. When you reach 
a profoundly calm state, it is "the thought of no thought." In this state, you are part 
of nature and forget yourself and nature, both becoming indistinguishable. Your spir
it blends and unites with the natural spirit. This is the state of Unifìcation of Heaven 
and Man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一)， the end and the origin of life. 

When you practice Small Circulation in the state of Embryonic Breathing, your 
mind is at the center. If you have a desire to store Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian or 
expand it to the Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带腺)， you have an intention. However, 
once you have reached a ve可 deep level, the stage of "regulating of no regulating," 

then you have the "thought of no thought." You are in the extremely calm Wuji state, 
which allows you to be in harmony with nature. 

However, when you are in the state of using the mind to lead Qi in the 
Conception and Governing Vessels, you have an intention. Once you reach the state 
of "regulating of no regulating ," everything becomes natural and you enter "the 
thought of no thought." 

8-5. REGULATING THE QI 拥轧

Regulating the Qi in Small Circulation practice can be divided into two parts. 
The fìrst part is, through Embryonic Breathing, to build up abundant Qi and to 
store it in the Real Lower Dan Tian. The second part is using the mind to lead the 
Qi to circulate smoothly in the Conception and Governing 协ssels. Here we 岛cus

on methods of circulating the Qi in the Conception and Governing 快ssels.
There are many paths of Small Circulation, but here we only focus on the path 

of circulating the Qi in the Fire Path. This is the safest and most important path, and 
most favored by beginners and experienced practitioners alike. It follows the natural 
path of Qi circulation and strengthens the Qi circulation in the body. Most Small 
Circulation practitioners follow the Fire Path exclusivel予

There are also many ways of circulating the Qi in the Fire Path. Buddhists accu
mulate Qi at the Lower Dan Tian and lead it to circulate using Normal Abdominal 
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Breathing. However, Daoists prefer 
using Reversed Abdominal 
Breathing. The Daoist method is 
more aggressive, since the mind is 
more actively involved in leading the 
Qi, so it is classifìed as Yang method, 
compared with the Buddhist method 
which is classifìed 皿 Yin. 1 only prac
ticed the Buddhist method for three 
years, starting when 1 w;部 16 years 
old. After more than thirty years of 
practicing the Daoist method, 1 have 
more experience in that technique. 
Here, 1 share with you what 1 have 
experienced of Daoist Small 
Circulation techniques. 

The most important point in 
Small Circulation practice is that 
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\、

Yuzhen 
Naohu (Gv-17) 

Jiaji 
(Lingtai, Gv-1 0) 

" Weilu 
(Changqiang, Gv-1 ) 

there are three dangerous gates (San Figu陀 8-13. Three Gates (San Guan): 
Guan，三脯) whi~k acc~rding to Yuzhen, Jiaji, and Weilu 

experience, could cause serious injury, especially for beginners. They are called 1). 
Changqiang (medical society) or Weilu (Tailbone, Daoist society) , 2). Lingtai (med
ical society) , Mingmen (Life Door, martial society) , or Jiaji (Daoist society) , and 3). 
Fengfu (medical society) or Jade Pillow (Daoist society)(Figure 8-13). How to lead 
the Qi past these three gates was kept secret in ancient practice. Next, 1 share what 1 
believe is the safest and most natural ways to do so. 

To start, you should keep the mind at the False Lower Dan Tian and start the fìre 
for at least 自ve minutes. Not only is the fìre built, but your mind also gradually 
moves from outside the body to internal feeling. If you inhale longer than exhaling, 
you can easily calm down. However, if you know Embryonic Breathing, then you 
may use it instead, paying more attention to the inhalation. 

A丘er 自ve to ten minutes of False Lower Dan Tian Breathing or Embryonic 
Breathing, you should notice a distinct feeling of warmth in the area. You may also 
feel vibration if the False Lower Dan Tian is used. Don't be alarmed，部 all of these 
phenomena are very common. 

Keep your tongue touching the αnter of your palate gently. This is called Da 
Que Qiao (搭鹊楠， build the magpie bridge,) which allows you to connect the 
Conception (Yin) and Governing (Yang) V白sels in your mouth. Daoists call this 
place Shang Que Qiao (上鹊椅， Upper magpie bridge), while the Huiyin, which also 
connects the two vessels, is called Xia Que Qiao (下鹊楠， Lower magpie bridge). 
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To help beginners lead Qi pωE 
the fìrst gate, Changqiang or tail
bone, I teach what I call Small Small 
Circulation (Xiao Xiao Zhou Tian, 
小小周夭). The key is 归 lead the Qi 
by keeping the mind ahead 01 it. 
When the mind is on the Qi, then it 
stagnates. The mind sh'Ould n 'Ot be 
'On 由e Q i. 24 Place the mind one 'Or 
tw'O cavities ahead 'Of the Qi, then it 
can be led. 

In Small Small Circulati'On, y'Ou 
inhale keeping y'Our mind at the Yi时ia'O ___ 

L'Ower Oan Tian, then exhale t 'O lead (C~-7)---
the Qi t 'O the Huiyin. Inhale, and 

Real Dan Tian 

lead the Qi upward 丘om Huiyin to 
Mingmen (Gv-4，命问)， and then 
return t 'O the L'Ower Oan Tian 'Or 
Real Lower Oan Tian (Figure 8-14). 
Repeat the cycle. 

Figure 8-14. Small Small Circulation 

When y'Ou practice, y'Ou sh'Ould ign'Ore the existence 'Of the Changqiang cavity. 
The more you focus 'On this gate, the more the Qi stagnates there. 

Y'Ou may experience that your Qi m 'Oves faster than your mind. In this case, it is 
just like leading a c'Ow with a r'Ope, but instead the cow walks ahead 'Of y'Ou. This 
means your mind is not leading the Qi, s'O practice until y'Ou can d 'O it effectively. 
Sl'Ow d 'Own y'Our breathing, and m 'Ove y'Our Huiyin up and d 'Own slowly. Your mind 
needs t 'O be calm, peaceful, and concentrated. Y'Ou sh'Ould practice f'Or a few months 
until you are pr'Ofìcient in it. 

Next, y'Ou circulate Qi in the regular path 'Of Small Circulati 'On. Y'Ou lead it up 
the spine step by step, advancing a few cavities at a time. When y'Ou reach a certain 
p 'Oint, you must turn and lead the Qi back to the Real Lower Oan Tian. There are 
varipus turning p 'Oints which y'Ou can use, which are n 'Ormally kept secret in differ
ent styl臼. If y'Ou ch'O'Ose the c'Orrect p 'Oint, the danger can be signifìcantly reduced. 
0 '0 n 'Ot push to make it happen, but take your time, otherwise your ego and anxie可
can 'Obstruct and endanger y'Ou. Take it e血y and enj 'Oy the practice. The foll 'Owing 
turning p 'Oints are c'Onsidered the safest f'Or practice: 
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Baihui 
(Gv-20) 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
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Lingtai Jizhong 
(Gv-10) (Gv-6) 

Yi时ia。 Mingmen 
(CM)\L47Xr(Gv-4} 叫ia。

\队 ((0-7)
--‘一 Real Dan 

Tian 

Inhale Exhale梢\1\111- Inhale 

Figure 8-15. Real Dan Tian-Yinjiao-Huiyin
Mingmen-Huiyin-Yi时iao-Real Dan Tian 

Figure 8-16. Real Dan Tian-Yi时iao-Huiyin

Jizhong-Huiyin-Yinjiao-Real Dan Tian 

1. Mingmen (Gv-4，命问). Use Mingmen as the fìrst turning point. Since 
Mingmen connects to the Real Lower Dan Tian, if there is any stagnation, Qi 
can easily return through this cavity. 
First exhale and lead the Qi to the Huiyin, then inhale and lead it up to the 
Mingmen. Exhale again to lead Qi back to the Huiyin, and fìnally inhale and 
lead it back to the Real Lower Dan Tian (Figure 8-15). There is a sirnple rule 
to coordinate your breathing with leading the Q i. Whenever you lead Qi out from 
the Dan Tian, you exhale, and whenever you lead it back ω the Dan Tian, you 
inhale. 

2. jizhong (Gv-6，脊中). Once you can lead the Qi to the Mingrnen easily, you 
extend the path by leading it up to the Jizhong, which rneans spinal center. Use 
this cavit}:': for a turning point because it is away from the vital cavity Lingtai 
(Gv-10，重台)， the second tricky gate. First exhale and lead Qi to the Huiyin, 
then inhale and lead it up to the Jizhong. Exhale and lead it down to the 
Huiyin, and fìnally inhale and lead it back to the Dan Tian (Figure 8-16). 
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3. Shenzhu (Gv-12，身柱) or Dazhui 
(Gv-14, 大推). Again, after you 
have practiced for a while and feel 
com岛rtable leading the Qi to the 
]izhong, then can you proceed to 

lead it to the Shenzhu or Dazhui 
cavity. These cavities are chosen 
because if the Qi is stagnant there 

Jizhona 
after practice, it can easily be dis- J(G叫r
persed into the arms to prevent any 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Mingmen 
(Gv-4) 

RealDan 
Tian 

Inhale 

problem. Between ]izhong and these 
two cavities is the dangerous Lingtai 
cavity. The method of dealing with 
this gate is to ignore it. The more 
you focus on it, the more Qi is led 
there and enters the heart. Ignore it 
and pay attention to the Shenzhu or 
Dazhui cavities. First exhale and 
lead the Qi to the Huiyin, then 
inhale and lead it up to Shenzhu or 
Dazhui. Exhale and lead it back to 
Huiyin, and fìnally inhale and lead it 
back to the Dan Tian (Figure 8-17). 

Figure 8-17. Real Dan Tian-Yi时iao-Huiyin

Dazhui-Huiyin-Yinjiao-Real Dan Tian 

Baihui 
(Gv-20) 

4. Yamen (Gv-15，咀问). The next step 
is leading the Qi to the Yamen, or 
Mute Door, located at the rear cen
ter of the neck. One moves the neck 
all the time, so any Qi stagnation 

Jizhona 
d怕e can be remov由as均 b伽
Cαau山se臼s harm. First exhale and lead 
the Qi to Huiyin, then inhale and 
lead it up to the Yamen. Exhale and 
lead it down to Huiyin, and fìnally 
inhale as you lead it back to the Dan 
Tian (Figure 8-18). 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Mingmen 
(Gv-4) 

Real Dan 
Tian 

Inhale 
5. Baihui (Gv-20 , 百舍). Above 

Yamen is the Fengfu (Gv-16，凰府)
or ]ade Pillow (Yuzhen，玉枕)， the 
third tricky gate, which you ignore. 
The more you pay attention to it, 

Figure 8-18. Real Dan Tian-Yinjiao-Huiyin
Yamen-Huiyin-Yinjiao-Real Dan Tian 
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the more Qi stagnates there. Simply 
lead the Qi to Baihui, the "hundred 
meetings" which is connected to the 
central energy line. When the spirit 
is raised up at this cavity, the whole 
body's Qi can be governed efficient
l严 and any stagnation easily led 
away. First exhale and lead the Qi to 
Huiyin, then inhale 凶 you lead it up 
to Baihui. Exhale and lead it down 
to Huiyin, and fìnally inhale and 
lead it back to the Dan Tian (Figure 
8-19). 

6. Palate (Shang E，上顿). The palate 
of the mouth is the Qi junction of 
the Yin (Conception) and Yang 
(Governing) vessels. There you 
change your inhalation to e址lala

tion and lead the Qi down the front 
of the body to Huiyin to complete 
the cycle. You 自rst exhale and lead 
Qi to Huiyin, and then inhale to 
lead it up p臼t Baihui and down to 
the palate of the mouth. Exhale and 
lead the Qi down the front of the 
body to Huiyin (Figure 8-20). 
While leading it down past Yinjiao 
(Co-7，除交)， you are also leading 
more Qi from the False or Real Dan 
Tian to join the Qi flow to enhance 
its circulation. 

Now you have completed the Small 
Circulation. You should continue circu
lating for twenty minutes or more, 
depending on your condition. How fast 
should the Qi be led by the mind? This 
depends on each individual's technique. 
Ancient documents described three ways 
of leading the Qi in Small Circulation, 
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Baihui 
(Gv-20) 

Jizhong 
(Gv-6) 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Mingmen 
(Gv-4) 

Real Dan 
Tian 

Inhale 

Figure 8-19. Real Dan Tian-Yi时iao-Huiyin

Baihui-Huiyin-Yinjiao-Real Dan Tian 

Baihui 
(Gv-20) 

Shang E___': 
(palate) 

旦HALE

Jizhong 
(Gv-6) 

Yamen 
(Gv-15) 

Dazhui 
(Gv-14) 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
出HALE

Lingtai 
(Gv-10) 

Mingmen 
- (Gv-4) 

Real Dan 
Tian 

Figure 8-20. Small Ci rculation 
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called He Che (河卑， River驰hicles). From \1Ç也ilu to Jiaji w部 classined 部 "Sheep vehi
cle" (Yang Che，羊阜)， and its Qi movement should be slow. From Jiaji to Yuzhen w;剖
classined as "Deer vehicle" (Lu Che，鹿阜)， and the Qi movement should be fast. 
Finally, from Yuzhen to Niwan is classined 副 "Bull vehicle" (Niu Che，牛车)， and 
the Qi movement should be strong. These three ways of Qi's transportation are com
monly called San Che (三阜) which means three vehicles.25 This is only for your reι 
erence. The most important of all is your feeling. 

If you enjoy it and feel comfortable, you may meditate for a 'couple of hours. 
However, if you feel une臼y even just for a short time, you should stop and try again 
later. You should not force yourself to sit long, if it causes you more tension and dis
comfort. I would like to remind you of a few important points: 

1. When you lead Qi to a cavity, do not 岛cus on its exact location. Simply pay 
attention to the area. This is different from acupuncture, in which the accura
cy of the needling is ve可 important. In meditation, if you pay too much atten
tion to the exact location, your mind stagnates together with the Q i. Simply pay 
attention to the area, and the Qi will be led smoothly. 

2. The Conception 快ssel is Yin, while the Governing 快ssel is Yang. They regu
late the six Yin and six Yang primary channels independently. To prevent the 
Yin vessel from becoming more Yin, when you lead Qi in it, you exhale (Yang) 
to balance the Yin. Similarly, when you lead Qi in the Governing Vessel, you 
inhale (Yin) to stop it becoming too Yang. This balances the Qi status when you 
meditate. Huiyin is used 副 the turning point when you change the breathing 
丘om exhalation to inhalation, and the palate is the turning point as you change 
it from inhalation to exhalation. 

3.0丘en， to make the breathing more smooth and natural, a master teaches his 
student two-cycle breathing. If one-cycle breathing for Small Circulation is too 
urgent and uncomfortable, you may add another inhalation and exhalation. 
From my personal experience, the best place to add this extra breath is in front. 
That means when you exhale to lead the Qi down from the palate, instead of 
leading it to the Huiyin directly, nrst exhale to Yinjiao (Co-7，除支)， then 
inhale and lead the Qi into the Real Lower Dan Tian. Finall严 exhale again and 
lead the Qi to Huiyin to complete the cycle (Figure 8-21). 

4. Remember a simple rule. When you practice Small Circulation, do not hold 
your breath. Inhale and exhale smoothly and naturally. Whenever you hold 
your breath, you tense your body and mind, and this causes Qi stagnation. 

5. If you cannot yet control the abdominal area, don't lead the Qi, as it means your 
mind is still regulating your abdominal breathing. If you lead the Qi regardless, 
your stomach and abdominal area will be tense and uncomfortable. This hin
ders the meditation process. You should practice abdominal breathing for a 
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while until it becomes very natural, 
smooth, and comfortable. 

6. While meditating, pay attention to 
your back. It can become tense a丘er

meditating for a while. First regulate 
your body until it is regulated. Then 
regulate your breathing until it is 
regulated. Only then have you pro
vided good conditions for your 
mind to lead the Q i. Take it easy 
and be natural. Whenever your 
body is tense, the Qi circulation 
becomes stagnant. 

8-6. REGULATING THE SPIRIT 拥神

Regulating the spirit is the fìnal stage 
of Qigong regulating. According to diι 
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Baihui 
(Gv-20) 

旦HALE

Jizhong 
(Gv-6) 

Yamen 
(Gv-15) 

Dazhui 
(Gv-14) 

Shenzhu 
(Gv-12) 
INHALE 

Lingtai 
(Gv-l0) 

Mingmen 
- (Gv-4) 

Real Dan 
Tian 

ferent schools, the purposes of spiritual Figure 8-21. Small Circulation 
regulating are also diff"er~nt. For e~ample， (Two Respirations) 

for medical Qigong, regulating the spirit is simply for raising the spirit of vitality for 

healing purposes. For the scholar group, it regulates the spirit until it reaches extreme 
calmness and peace. To martial arts Qigong, regulating the spirit raises up the aware
ness and fìghting morale. 

To reach this state of peace, scholar Qigong practitioners strive to be free from 

emotional bondage. Dao De Jing, Chapter 1, said, "Always maintain the state of no 
desire , so can see its marvelousness产6 Chapter 16 said, ''Attain the insubstantial 

extremity, and maintain true calmness."27 What is the insubstantial extremi可? It is 
what 、也lefìnc巳也也呼irit. All Applicatioη 5ecrets 0/ Real Holy Embryon山 5p讯t

(言者真重胎神用棋) said, "What is spirit? It is the application of insubstantiality and 
nothingness."2B Spirit is invisible, empty and intangible. It is the master of being, 
residing in our physical form. 

However, in religious socie町; regulating the spirit is intended to give birth to the 

Spiritual Embryo, to open the third eye for enlightenment or Buddhahood. 
Buddhists and Daoists also strive 岛r emotional emptiness, or freedom from emo
tional bondage. The Buddhist classic, 5ixth Ancestors Lecturing Classic ( 六祖瑾挫)
said, "Bodhi does not have a tree originall严 nor is there a shining mirror in front. 
There are no 0问ects there origir叫ly， so how can they be contaminated by dust or 
mud (objects or emotions)?叨 Bodhi is a special Buddhist term which refers to the 
ultimate wisdom, developed from a high level of spiritual cultivation. Tree means all 
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the physical objects around us and mirror reflects the emotional reactions to events. 
If there is neither object nor emotional disturbance in your mind, how can you be 
disturbed by the emotional dust or mud? 

Spirit is called Yuan Shen (元神， Original Spirit). This spirit w部 born originally 
in physical 岛rm and resides in the brain. The book, A Detailed Outline 0/ Basic品rbs
(本草搁目) clearly points out, "brain is the residence of Original Spirit卢o The brain 
is also called Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田) by Daoists. The book, 

Observing VessetS ( 服重) said, "The brain is the Upper Dan Tian, the palace where the 
Original Spirit resides. If one fìrms the Original Spirit and keeps it residing in its 
original residence, then the golden Qi is raised and the real breathing steady auto
matically. This is what is said, when one knack opens, a hundred knacks will open. 
When the big gate is passable, then hundred gates are passable."31 The Original Spirit 
resides at the Mud Pill Palace, the center of the brain where the pineal and pituitary 
glands are situated. These two glands are shaped like small mud pills. The Daoist 
book, Further Stu吵 0/Can Tong Qi ( 参同契费挥) said, "Follow the real breathing's 
to and fro , allow the real Qi to ascend and descend freely. From morning till evening, 
the Original Spirit should always reside in Mud Pill."32 Again, it is fìrst very impor
tant to read and understand the book Qigong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing. 

Original Spirit is also called Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神)， because the space 
between the two hemispheres of the brain 岛rms a valley which generates echo and 
resonance. This space is also called Spirit Valley (Shen Gu，神谷). Dao De ]ing, 
Chapter 6 said, "Valley spirit does not die, it is called Xuan Pin. The door of Xuan 
Pin is the root of heaven and earth. It is 臼 though it were existing. When used, it will 
not be exhausted."33 Daoists believe the spirit does not die with the physical body. 
The spirit fìnds a new body and enters it for reincarnation. Xuan Pin (玄批) means 
the creation of life from the combination of the physical object and the invisible spir
itual energy. From Xuan Pin, millions of lives are born. Therefore, Xuan Pin is the 
root of the physical world. If we know how to keep this spiritual force strong, it will 
last forever. Spirit is called Original Spirit or Valley Spirit and its residence is the 
brain, Upper Dan Tian, Spiritual Valley, or Mud Pill Palace. 

To Buddhists and Daoists, the fìnal goal of regulating the spirit is to open the 
third eye and allow the spirit to communicate with the external spiritual world. This 
is called the unifìcation of heaven and man (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一). The third 
eye is also called heavenly eye (Tian Mu，天的， as explained in the Daoist book, The 
Illustration 0/ Cultivating the 开uth in Wudang ( 武官修真圃): "Under the Mingtang, 
the upper mid-place of the line between the two eyebrows, there is a spiritual light 
emitted here; it is called heavenly eye."34 Mingtang (明堂) means the forehead. The 
third eye is called Yintang (M-HN-3，印堂) by medical society and heavenly yard 
(Tian Ting，天庭) by the general public. 
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The third eye is the door for the spirit to exit and e~ter the Spiritual Valle严 The
Daoist book, Seventh Bamboo Labelol Bookcase (云复七接) said, "The place between 
the two eyebrows is the (precious) jade door of Mud Pill."35 The third eye is the door 
to the Mud Pill Palace, the residence of Original Spirit. 

There is an ancient document which describes the cultivation of spirit in Small 
Circulation: 

Anthology of Daoist Village 

《道梆集〉

it is harm{ùl. It does not matter u功'ether it is movement or calmness, each must 
follow its 仰or，阳ni伽. In this case, it is coordinating with the natural ρlao). 
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In Small Circulation practice, fìrst you build up the Qi (Fire) through abdomi
nal breathing. You focus your mind and spirit at the False Lower Dan Tian to initi
ate the seed fìre. Through abdominal breathing for some time, abundant Qi accumu
lates. The abdomen fìrst feels warm and later starts to vibrate by itself. This state is 
called Chan Yao (崖禁). Next, you lead this Qi to circulate in the vessels. This stage 
is called Cai Yao (采藕) and means picking up the herb. Herb here means Qi or elixir. 
When you reach this stage, the Qi will have an intention to move. Use your mind 
and spirit to lead Qi to the Huiyin, and then up the Governing Vessel to reach the 
Upper Dan Tian. When your mind leads the Qi, you should coordinate it with the 
breathing. Breathing is regarded as the strategy of Qigong practice, which signifìcant
ly enhances the leading of the Q i. 

When you use your mind to lead the Qi, you should not concentrate but simply 
pay attention and lead it gently. When your breathing enhances Qi circulation, it 
should be smooth and natural, otherwise it becomes stagnant. Though you are using 
your mind to lead the Qi, do not forget that mind and spirit should always be kept 
in the Real Lower Dan Tian. It is the same as travelling away from home; your mind 
should always be concerned for your family at home. 

Xuan Guan (玄翩) means Lower Dan Tian, and Xuan Qiao (玄襄) means Upper 
Dan Tian. Though you are inhaling, you are leading the Qi upward, and after p邸，
ing the Upper Dan Tian, you allow Qi to flow down the Conception Vessel in coor
dination with the natural exhaling. Finally, complete the Small Circulation circuit. 

When you reach a profound meditative state, you are as though asleep and 臼
though awake. It seems you are sleeping but your conscious mind is still aware in a 
drowsy state, and the Qi in the brain is strong. The Daoist document, A Comparative 
S阳吵 oftheZhou 's η(周易多同契) said, "When a truthful person reaches the stage 
of marvelousness, it seems to be there and seems not to be there. It is like a great deep 
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gulf, suddenly sinks and suddenly floats. When it retreats, it spreads and maintains 
its position.叼6

When you reach this stage after long practice, you open your third eye and reach 
enlightenment. 联 will discuss this more in the forthcoming book，争iritual
Enlightenment Meditation. 

8-7. REGULATING THE ESSENCE 拥精

In Qigong and medical society, Jing (精， Essence) , Qi (氯)， and Shen (神， spir
it) are three precious treωures of life. If you prl臼erve Original Essence (Yuan Jing, 
元精)， inherited from your parents and absorb Post-Birth Essence (air and food) cor
rectly, you have a fìrm foundation to generate abundant Q i. When this Qi nourish
es the brain, the spirit is raised to a high level, and you will have a long, healthy life. 
This process is necessa可 to attain Buddhahood or enlightenment. 

What is the Original Essence? It is the foundation of one's life (生命之本). It is 
formed from the Original Qi of nature. Through the mother's body, a new life is 
born, and the Original Essence is carried with it. The document, Discω'Sing 
Extraordinary Balance ( 输衡·超奇) said, "Heaven has the natural endowment of 
Original Qi; when man absorbs it, it becomes Original Essence."37 Comparative Siωdy 
01 Ancient Documents ( 古文参同契) said, "The Original Qi that is abundant and 
refìned is called Original Essence.均日

Original Essence also means the hormones or sperm stored in a man's testicles. 
When a man abuses his sexuality, he loses too much Original Essence. This weakens 
the function of his kidneys because the Original Essence is stored there. The kidneys 
with adrenal glands are called Internal Kidneys, while testicles are called External 
Kidneys. These internal and external kidneys are connected and closely related. 
When the Qi level in one is weakened, the other is a他cted 剖 well. So techniques to 
preserve and control the ejaculation of sperm are a major task in Qigong training. 
The Complete Book 01 Principal Contents 01 L泸 and Human Nature ( 性命圭旨全害)
said, "Those who refìne the essence, it is to refìne the Original Essence. It is to draw 
the original Yang 丘om Kan. When the Original Essence is fìrmed, then sperm is not 
released during intercourse."39 The groin area is considered Yin，部 water， and called 
Kan (Water). The penis is considered Yang within Yin in the groin area. 

One method of fìrming this essence right after meditation, has been recorded and 
passed down to us: 
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Original 阻:planation of not using herbs 
(Secrets of Golden Elixir) 

《匆蔡元栓·清·汪昂辑〉
金丹秘吉夫

One rubs and one ho峙~ left and ri.沪t change hands. The achievement 01 Ni盼
Nine (81 times), the real }áng will not be released. Shu (7 ω 9 P.M.) and Hai (9 
to 11 P.M.) 仰'0 periot.击~ the 归n strengthens, while the 始ngweakenι one hand 
hoú去 up the External Kidneys, one hand rubs under the navel. Lφ and r，结ht
change hands， 句句-one times each. Ha扩mon伪" the伊m勿卢rmed. The longer 
the better. 

一擦一兜'左右换手'九九之功'真畴不走。戍、亥二
峙，除盛畴衰之候'一手兜外膏'一手擦腊下'左右换
手'各八十一'半月精固，久而葡佳。

Use 'One hand t 'O h 'Old the testicles. H 'Old up y'Our Huiyin thr'Ough 'Out the process. 
Inhale and exhale n 'Ormally with deep relaxati'On. Then use the 'Other hand t 'O rub the 
area between navel and groin with a circular m 'Oti 'On. Circle 岛r eighty-'One times and 
then change hands and repeat in the 'Other directi 'On. This fìrms the essence and 
increases h 'Orm 'One producti'On. 

Qig'Ong emphasizes techniques 'Of increasing h 'Orm 'One producti'On in the adrenal 
glands, sex glands, and pituitary and pineal glands. When the producti'On 'Of Original 
Essence (h'Orm 'One) is strong and healthy, the li岳阳ce Qi is strong and the spirit 
high. We describe meth 'Ods 'Of pr'Oducing gr'Owth h 'Orm 'One and melat'Onin in an 'Oth
er b'O'Ok. F'Or ways t 'O increase h 'Orm 'One producti'On in the adrenal glands, please refer 
t 'O the YMAA b 'O'Ok, The Root 01 Chinese Qigong. 

8-8. RECOVERY FROM THE MEDITATIVE STATE 静坐後之恢徨

The c'Orrect way t 'O rec'Over fr 'Om meditati'On is m 'Ost imp'Ortant. If y'Ou d 'On't do it 
c'Orrectly, y'Ou may experience headache (mental imbalance) 'Or s'Ome physical tight
ness, especially in the spine. C 'Orrect rec'Ove可 meth'Ods rem 'Ove Qi stagnati'On caused 
by meditati'On. 

The meth 'Ods 'Of rec'Overing 丘om meditati'On 缸'e b'Oth mental and physical. The 
trick is t 'O reverse the n 'Ormal regulating process 'Of meditati'On. First regulate y'Our mind, 
then y'Our breathing, and fìnally y'Our b'Ody. Here I intr'Oduce the general meth'Ods 'Of 
rec'Ove可由at have been passed d 'Own, 'Or gained through my pers'Onal experience. 

Regulate the Mind, Qi, and Brea由ing. The fìrst step in rec'Overy fr'Om medita
ti 'On is keeping y'Our mind calm. Sl'Owly awaken 丘om y'Our semi-hypn'Otic state. It 
seems that y'Ou have just w 'Oken up 丘'Om a deep sleep, yet y'Our c'Onscious mind is still 
in c'Ontrol. 
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Bring your mind to the Real Lower 
Dan Tian. This is very important. Your 
mind leads your Qi back there, removing 
it from the path of Small Circulation, 
where it could otherwise stagnate. Real 
Lower Dan Tian is the residence of the Qi, 
so the fìrst step is to return it there to pre
vent disturbance. This is the same 臼 the

treatment in c凶e of shock, if suddenly 
awakened from deep meditation. 

Keep your mind in the Real Dan Tian, 
and resume Embryonic Breathing for a 
couple of minutes until you feel that Qi 
has returned. A丘er Embryonic Breathing, 
you may practice a few minutes of skin 
breathing, if you know it well. 1ìη， to 
exhale longer d叫2you inhale. This leads 
the Qi to the skin surface and rouses the 
body from the sleeping state. 

Then move your mind to the Upper 
Dan Tian, and relocate your spiritual center. Sit there for a couple of minutes. When 
you do this mentally, you wake yourself up completely and comfortably. 

Remember, when you recover from your meditative state mentally, you should 
not resist or speed up the process. You should take it easy, be natural and comfort
able. From this, you obtain great satisfaction, peace, and harmon严

Regu1ate 由e body. After bringing your mind back to the concrete world, you 
should then regulate your body and arouse it from sleep. Through correct movement, 
you disperse stagnant Qi that may be caused by long sitting or improper posture. 
Next, some effective movements and stretches are recommended. 

Upward torso stretching. First stretch your torso. Interlock your hands and 
push upwards (Figure 8-22). This stretch loosens any tightness of the torso or 
spine caused by long sitting. After your hands have reached the highest position, 
stay there, inhale deeply and then exhale. Inhale again and lower your arms. 
Repeat twice. 
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Figure 8-23 

Sideways torso twist. After the upward stretch, twist your torso sideways. Turn 
your body to the le丘自rst， and use your right hand to pull your le丘 thigh while 
pushing your left shoulder backwards (Figure 8-23). Stay in this position, inhale 
and then exhale. Next, repeat on the other side. 

Spine waving. Next, loosen your vertebrae, section by section, from the 
sacrum up to the neck. Place your hands on your knees, and pull them to gener
ate a waving spine motion (Figure 8-24). When you begin to pull, the lower torso 
is thrust 岛rward， and you inhale deeply. When the waving motion reaches the 
upper spine, you exhale. Move comfortably and naturally, with the spine move
ment of a sigh. When you are depressed or feel great emotion stuck in your body, 
you generally inha1e deeply, with the "Hen" sound, and generate a waving 
motion from the lower back. When the motion reaches the upper torso, you 
exha1e. This is the most natural torso movement and it allows you to relax the 
torso and release any trapped emotional energy. 

Loosening the shoulders. Next, loosen the upper spine, and remove any stag
nant Qi there. Slowly move your shoulders clockwise in a big circle at least six 
times (Figure 8-25). When they circle forward, inhale deeply, and when they cir
cle backward, exhale deeply. After you complete the clockwise circling, reverse 
direction and repeat for the same number of times. However, this time you 
should inha1e deeply when you circle backward and exhale when you circle for-
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Figure 8-25 

ward. To lead sragnant Qi down and 
loosen up rhe rorso, you may circle one 
shoulder 岛rward and rhe other one back
ward (Figure 8-26). Repeat six times, then 
reverse direction. In this case, you may 
coordinate your breathing any way you 
choose. 

Turning the head. To loosen the neck, 
slowly turn your head to the sides (Figure 
8-27). E址lale deeply, and inhale when it 
turns forward. Turn to each side at least six 
umes. 

Chapter 8: Small Circulation Meditation Practice 

Figure 8-26 

Figure 8-27 
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Figure 8-28 

Massage the head. After loosening the neck, rub your hands until they are 
warm (Figure 8-28). Then brush the face downwards twen町-four times, using 
the pa1ms (Figure 8-29). This m部sage is ca11ed washing the face (Xi Lian，洗脸L
It rejuvenates the skin with enhanced Qi and blood circulation. 

Immediately after washing the face, use the pa1ms to brush the hair from the 
forehead backward to the neck twenty-four times (Figure 8-30). This is ca11ed 
combing the hair (Shu Tou，梳蹋). It keeps your hair hea1thy and looking young. 

Next, rub your hands until they are warm again and use the base of your 
thumbs to cover your eyes (Figure 8-31). This is called ironing the eyes (Tang 
Yan，烫眼)， which nourishes degenerating eyes. Also m副sage your eyes with a 
circular motion to improve the Qi circulation. 

Next use your thumb and index fìngers to m臼sage the ears for a few minutes 
(Figure 8-32). Di他rent parts of the ears are related to di能rent organs (Figure 8-
33). Massaging them keeps the interna1 organs hea1th严 Then cover your ears with 
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... 

Figure 8-30 

Figure 8-32 
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Figure 8-33. Acupuncture Points in the Ear 
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Figure 8-34 

the pa1ms and circle ten times on each 
side (Figure 8-34). This improves the 
circulation of Qi and blood in the 
deeper parts of the ears. Fina11y, press 
the ears and pop them severa1 times 
(Figure 8-35). This stimulates the 
eardrums and improves their circula
tion. All these are simple ways of main
taining the ears in a hea1thy condition. 

Next, use your index 6nger and 
thumb to rub and press down a10ng 
the sides of the nose and then sideways 
(Figure 8-36). This releases pressure 
built up in the fronta1 sinus. 

Chapter 8: Small Circulation Meditation Practice 
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Figure 8-37 

Finally, use the fìngertips to tap your head from front to back and from the 
center to the sides for a few minutes (Figure 8-37) This tapping action leads the 
Qi accumulated inside the head to the skin surface. After tapping, use both hands 
to brush your head lighdy from the front backward (Figure 8-38). 

M描S唔e 由e three Yin Channels on the legs-spleen, liver and ki也明嘻.Af无er
sitting for a long time, Qi and blood may be stagnant in the hip and knee are臼.
To remedy this, straighten your legs and bend 岛rward to stretch them out 
(Figure 8-39). Massage them from the thighs to the bottom of the feet, especial
ly the insides of the legs where the three Yin channels are located. A丘er massag
ing for a couple of minutes, use your thumb to press the Sanyinjiao cavity (Sp-
6，三JIk交)(Figures 8-40 and 8-41). Sanyinjiao means Three Yin junctions and is 
the junction of the three Yin channels: spleen, liver, and kidneys. Press in for fìve 
seconds, and then release. Repeat three times. This leads Qi down from the hips. 
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(Sp-6) 
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Figure 8-40 

Sanyinjiao 
(Sp-6) 

Figure 8-41. The Sanyi时iao (Sp-6) Cavity 
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Figure 8-42 

Next, massage the inside of the feet where the two Yin vessels (Yin Heel and 
Yin Linking 快ssels，除蜻服·除维月底) end (Figure 8-42). Finally, massage the 
Yongquan cavity (K斗，涌泉) for a few minutes (Figure 8-43). 

Chanting. Often right after meditation, a meditator makes specifìc chanting 
sounds. This leads the Qi down to the Lower Dan Tian. These chanting sounds 
are commonly used 岛r healing purposes as well. Three of the most common ones 
used are An (唾)， A (阿)， and Hong (哗). The use of these three sounds has been 
recorded in a Buddhist classic, which 1 would like to translate for your reference. 
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Classic of Positioning 由e Image into the Extreme Calmness40 

〈安象三昧傲短〉

After chanting these real words (Buddhist c，如'Sic)， imagine the perfectness 01 the 
B阳idha's image. Then use An, A , Hong, three words; and place them on the 
image. Place the word An on the crown, place the word A on the mouth, and 
plaù the word Hong in the heart. 

捅此真言已'使想如来如真责身言者相圆满'然以听任阿啡
三字'安在像身三庭，用喳字安顶上'用阿字安口上'
用哗字安心上。
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Figure 8-44 Figure 8-45 

It is common for a Buddhist to imagine a likeness of Buddha in his mind and 
then per岛rm some chanting or meditation. This brings him to a profound level of 
peace and calmness. The three words, An, A, and Hong, are also commonly used 
right a丘er chanting of the Buddhist scripturl臼 or deep meditation. 

Many meditators use the fourth word to lead Qi down to the Lower Dan Tian. 
The fourth word does not have sound, and the word itself does not exist. It only 
exists in the mind right atter chanting the third word, as you lead the Qi downward 
to return to its residence at the Lower Dan Tian. That means returning your being 
to the Wuji state. 

First inhale deeply while raising up your arms from the sides of your body, with 
the palms facing upward (Figure 8-44). When both hands reach their highest point, 
start to exhale, lowering the hands with the palms facing downward, while making 
the sound of An (呛 )(Figure 8-45). You feel a strong vibration at the back of your 
brain when the sound of An is made. Continue to exhale, lowering your hands until 
they reach the level of the mouth, then change the sound into A (阿)， and continue 
to lower them (Figure 8-46). When the A sound is made, the throat vibrates strong
ly. Continue exhaling as you lower your hands until they reach the sternum, then 
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Figure 8-46 Figure 8-47 

change the sound to Hong (斗)(Figure 8-
47). When this happens, you feel a strong 
vibration in your upper chest. Finally, keep 
quiet while still e也aling， and use 由e

mind to lead the Qi down to the Lower 
Dan Tian to complete the chanting 
process. You may repeat the whole process 
three times. 

The positions where you change the Jiuwei 
words of your chanting are at the Yintang ((0-15) 

(M-HN-3, Upper Dan Tian) , Tiantu (Co-
22), Jiuwei (Co-15) , and Qihai (Co-6) 
(Figure 8-48). These four cavities are four 
of the 7 ma;or corresponding gates of the 
body. 

If necessary, walk for a few minutes. If 
you wish, after you have fìnished the 
recove可 mωsage and exercises, you may 
walk or simply lie down to rest for a few Figu陀 8-48. Yintang (M-HN剖， TIantu 
minutes. ((0-22), Jiuwei ((0- 1 日， and Qihai ((0-6) 
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8-9. MEDITATION AND HEALlNG 静坐舆自燎

There are a few ancient documents which record how you can use Small 
Circulation Meditation 也r e能ctive selιhealing. The the。可 is very simple. Since 
your mind can feel and focus on the affected area, it can lead the Qi there to improve 
circulation of Qi and blood. This is no di能rent 丘om physical m臼sage， which also 
improves the circulation of Qi and blood. To improve them through meditation is 
much harder. You need to have reached a high level of meditation to e他ctively lead 
the Qi for healing. Next, 1 translate some ancient documents about healing through 
meditation. First, one about sealing the breath (Bi Qi，罔氯).

、电ssel Viewing 

《服重〉

Sealing the Breath does not mean ω ho/d and choke the breath. It means the spir
U 打 steady and the Qi harmonious, stop thinking and forget about woη allow 
the nose breathing to be natural smooth, and slender, as though it were there and 
yet as though it were not there. 

朋氯者，非朋噎其氯也'乃神定氛和， ~1邑思忘虑，便鼻
息悠悠'若有若品。

This document re臼sures us that regulating the breathing is not to hold it but to 
regulate it until it can be natural, smooth, and slender. 

The Secret of Cultivating Original Qi Internall严 byHuan Zhen 
《幻真先生内服元氯挟〉
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忽有修眷乖宜'偶生疾患'宜速于密室'依服氯法'布
足花别铜氯咽之'念所苦之庭，罔氯想注，以意攻之。
氛植别吐之'花，徨咽。相罐依前攻之'氯急别止'氯
铜徨攻，或二十至五十'攻凳所苦庭，汗出通洞即止。
如未捕'即每日夜半'或五更童日频作'以意攻及。若
病在琪面、手足'但有疾之庭别攻之。

Sicknesses here means common uncomfortable feeling, such as the beginning of 
catching cold, joint pain, internal pain caused by Qi and blood stagnation, or minor 
injury. Normally, these problems can be corrected through meditation. 

First build up Qi in the Lower Dan Tian through abdominal breathing, or the 
Real Lower Dan Tian by Embryonic Breathing. Then, inhale smoothly and slender
l严 and swallow (Yan，咽) the saliva while using your Yi to lead the Qi to the painful 
place. Hold the breath until it reaches its limit, and then exhale slowly, and use the 
mind to lead the Qi away from the painful place. Repeat these processes continuous
l予 Ifyou feel breathing becoming urgent, return to normal breathing until it is com
fortable once more. Then repeat the whole process. You may have to do it many 
times, but it doesn't matter, keep doing it until you start to sweat and become flushed 
and red, then stop. If it does not ease the pain, repeat day and night until the pain 
has gone. 

The Important Secret Song of Embryonic Breathing 

《胎息秘要歌挟〉

Scriptions. 
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To place the hands at the Lower Dan Tian area is to hold fìrm (Wo Gu，握固).
Then the mind is in the Dan Tian, and the Qi is stored efficiently. Knocking the 
teeth (Kou Chi，扣齿) wakes up the brain and raises the spirit. Burn incense (Fen 
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Xiang，焚香) to calm and focus the mind. Other descriptions of training methods 缸e
the same as in the previous document. 

These two documents about using meditation for selιhealing are translated for 
your reference. The most important way to achieve successful healing is through 
practice and accumulated experience. Through constant practice and pondering, you 
soon grωp the secret key of healing. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Questions and Future 
Human Possiblities 
疑问舆人类员之未来

Many Qigong practices were kept secret in the pωt and their theories and meth
ods passed down at random. Only recently have many of them been revealed to the 
general public, so practitioners can !earn the secrets of other styles. Even so, because 
of the long years of secrecy, many available documents remain incomplete or uncon
fìrmed. To compile them and formalize a systematic theory is ve可 difficult. During 
the course of my study and research, many questions have arisen, the answers to 
which seem accurate but need scientifìc verifìcation. Some questions are beyond the 
scope of any test which could be carried out with current scientifìc equipment. 

Some questions arise due to my limited understanding of Qigong training, oth
ers from advances in modern science. In the course of my continuing research, many 
will be answered. 1 also await answers from other Qigong masters. Many questions 
need to be investigated through experiments involving modern equipment. Some 
may remain unanswered, since 1 fìrmly believe that nobody could achieve the ve可
high level of Qigong practice attained by earlier masters. 

Personally, 1 hope these questions help stimulate interest in Western scientifìc 
socie可" and lead to further research. Although the material sciences continue to 
develop rapidly, our spiritual sciences remain in the same state of stagnation as cen
tunes ago. 

About Essence 

1. Chinese medicine and Qigong society tell us that one's Original Essence is 
stored in the kidneys. How is it stored? 

2. Why is it stored there instead of in other organs? We need a theoretical 
explanation and experimental proof for this. 

3. If Original Essence is stored in the kidneys, what about those people who 
have only one kidney? Will they die earlier? Will the Original Essence 
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stored in the single kidney be enough for life? Will its conversion to Qi be 
reduced? 

4. How could we tell a person whose Original Essence is strong 丘om some
one whose Essence is weak? Normally, it is judged from one's spirit of vital
ity and state of health, but there is no standard for this. Is there any scien
tifìc way of doing so? 

5. Could we see Original Essence? Is it material? Is it the source ofhormones? 
Could we see it in a dead body? 

6. Does Original Essence comprise the genes or the hormones? Many sources 
lead me to believe that genes and hormones are what the ancient Chinese 
called Original Essence, or at least they are closely related. 

7. Could the quantity of Original Essence be increased and its quality 
improved through modern technology? 

8. Could the stimulation of semen production be done in a modern way? For 
example, through minor electrical stimulation? Would this cause prob
lems, since the one who is stimulated need not regulate his mind? 

9. Could the stimulation of semen production through modern technology 
achieve the same purpose of longevity? Could this be done for an old man 
without causing problems, such 臼 a heart attack? 

10. Could technology enhance the conversion of Essence to Qi, suchωusing 
an electromagnetic fìeld to lead Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian to the 
brain? 

11. Could artifìcial hormones benefìt the body as much 臼 the Essence gener
ated inside the body? What side-e他cts wO\lld there be? 

12. What biochemical reaction occurs during the conversion of Essence to Qi? 
If we knew this, could we enhance it with modern technology? 

13. Could we use modern technology to transfer Essence from one person to 
another, like a blood transfusion? 

14. Is it true that Water Qi is converted from Original Essence? How is this 
done? If Original Essence consisted of the body's hormones, then it could 
not be converted into Q i. The function of hormones is to regulate the 
body's metabolism by regulating the biochemical reactions in the body. 
They act as catalysts which ensure that biochemical reactions occur 
smoothly, without actively participating in them. Perhaps Original 
Essence refers to fat being converted to Q i. 
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About Qi 

1. Is the traditional concept of human Qi the same 臼 bioelectromagnetic
energy, or is it a synthesis of various types of energy? Many practitioners 
are not convinced that human Qi is merely bioelectromagnetic energy cir
culating in the bod严 Many Qigong phenomena cannot be explained sat
isfactorily by this hypothesis. For example, how does a Qigong master 
hold a burning coal in his hand without being burned? 

2. How do we standardize the me部urement of Qi? A unit system is neces
sa可~ Many di他rent types of equipment have been designed to measure it 
in terms of heat (infrared) , temperature rise, and electricity. Since human 
Qi has not been defìned, there is no specifìc equipment which we are con
vinced is the most accurate method for me臼uring it. However, if it is 
proven that Qi is human electromagnetic energy, then we could use an 
electric unit system to measure it. 

3. Since the general defìnition of Qi is universal energy, how do we relate all 
kinds of di能rent energy into one, if that were possible? To me, there is no 
absolute way to relate them. The unit system used to measure heat cannot 
me臼ure electricity. It may be better to designate Qi, referring for example 
to Heat Qi or Electric Q i. 

4. Qi is transferred from one person to another, what, other than heat and 
bioelectricity, is transferred? 1 have 0丘en wondered how one person could 
be more effective in transferring his Qi than another. There must be some 
extra force transferred emotionally to help the patient build up EMF to 
cure himself internally. What is this force? Brain waves, emotional touch, 
orselιconfìdence， perhaps? 

5. If Qi is bioelectricity, how could modern technology increase its circula
tion in the body and achieve the same resultsωwith Qigong practice? It 
W臼 not possible to generate electromagnetic 自elds in ancient times, but 
very easy to do so today. There should be a way to use external 自elds to 
increase circulation, regulate Qi and clean the marrow. Naturally, we must 
proceed with caution to determine the side-e能cts. How could an external 
fìeld duplicate the mental calmness necessa可 for enlightenment? Even if 
circulation could be improved, without a disciplined mind there would be 
fewer benefìts. Might other problems arise if people become exceptionally 
powerful without the discipline of control? 

6. How do clouds and fog a能ct Qi circulation? Low clouds generate an elec
tric fìeld which a他cts the human energy fìeld. Does fog do this as well? 
When you are in fog, do the charges surround you uniformly? Can this 
a能ct your Qi circulation? 
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7. Is there any modern way to stimulate and raise fasciae for Qi storage? 
Would this cause problems if we could not generate enough Qi to keep 
them full? 

8. Since Qi and the brain are closely related, could we adjust the Qi nourish
ment of the brain to cure mental illness? 

About Spirit (Shen) 

1. How do we defìne spirit? Is it a form of energy? Could a spirit have its own 
thoughts? If so, how? 

2. How do we defìne spirit and mind? The relationship between them is ve可
confusing. Is Shen generated from mind? If Shen must be generated 丘om
mind, how can it exist a丘er physical death? If it can, does this Shen have 
a mind and can it think independendy? How do they relate to brainwaves? 
Can Shen be measured? 

3. Can the spirit and soul exist even if there is no physical life form? It is 
believed in Chinese religions that the spirit and soul exist even a丘er death. 
Are spirit and soul in energy form? Are they part of the non-human natu
ral energy, or are they the residues of human energy? 

4. Is it true that there is another dimension or world not known to science, 
yet which can be reached by the spirit or soul? There are many stories of 
people dying and then coming back. They 0丘en s勾， th句， were outside 
their physical bodies and could see it. The Chinese believe that the world 
we live in is the Yang World (Yang Jian，睹罔)， and when a person dies, his 
spirit enters the Yin World (Yin Jian，除罔). According to the theory ofYin 
and Yang, Yang must be balanced by Yin. Could this Yin world be reached, 
other than by energy or spirit? 

5. Are events recorded in the spiritual world? Could this spiritual memo可 be

erased? 1 believe what happens in nature influences its energy, and this 
influence is recorded in nature. 1 believe once human science has reached a 
certain level, we will be able to trace p臼t events through spiritual memory. 

6. Is a thought energy or matter? How could it travel from one end of the 
universe to the other instantaneously? Could it penetrate the p臼t or the 
future? 

7. Is the mind the God (τ与iji or Dao) of the human universe (small heaven 
and earth)? If so, could we then use the model of the human universe to 
understand the grand universe? Isn't mankind derived from the grand uni
verse, with all spiritual and energy structures being similar to that of the 
grand universe? 
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8. How does a human spirit communicate with that of another human or 
animal? Through the vibrations of the Spiritual Valley? From the structure 
of the brain, can we regard every brain as a radio transmitter and receiver? 
Could this spirit communicate with the natural spirit in the same way? 

9. Could one person a能ct another's thinking through brainwave correspon
dence? 

10. Could modern technology increase the flow of bioelectricity to the brain 
to activate more brain cells? Would there be any side e能cts? Nowadays, 
many body builders use electricity to speed up the growth of their muscles 
to develop the body in a short time. Later they discover that the inner 
body cannot produce enough bioelectricity to support the muscles, so they 
degenerate faster than normal. Would we encounter this problem if we 
activated brain cells in the same way? 

11. Could we open the gate of the Upper Dan Tian, the third eye, through 
external electrical stimulation? What would happen if we opened it quick
l严 without enough Qi internally to support this wandering spirit? Would 
we go crazy? 

12. When we reach a higher level of spiritual enlightenment, wil1 we then be 
able to communicate with aliens from outer space? If they are thousands 
of years ahead of us scientifìcally, they should have reached a higher spiri
tuallevel, so we should be able to contact them somehow. 

13. Is the spiritual dimension a new dimension in which we can travel much 
faster than the speed of light? Would that be how UFOs travel to earth? 

14. How important a role wil1 the human spirit play in human history when 
science leaves its present stage of infancy and enters the stage of its youth? 

15. What is the scientifìc explanation for the halo around the head, or the 
glow around the body, of a meditator? Though 1 try to explain it 部 air de
ionization generated by the body's electrical charge, an experiment needs 
to be conducted to determine whether this is true. 

16. How is spirit generated in a new-born baby? Where does it originate? Does 
it start when the baby begins to think? Does it exist only in humans? 

17. Does a newborn child need an already-existing spirit? Some religions say 
that it does, in order to form a complete human. If so, where does this 
spirit come from? From those who died before? If a newborn baby needs 
this pre-existing spirit, then how does the population keep increωing? 
Where do the new spirits originate? Do they come from the sun, or from 
universal energy? Could spirits from other planets immigrate to the earth 
and be born into human bodies? 
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18. What are the di他rences between spirit and soul? Since there is no exact 
translation 丘om Chinese into English, 1 would like the exact differences 
and defìnitions of these words. 

19. How do we generate a "spiritual baby" in Qigong training? In the Qigong 
tradition, to reach enlightenment you must train until you give birth to 
this spiritual baby. Only when it has grown to be independent can your 
spirit survive, and live forever. Is this true? Scientifìcally, how could this be 
possible? Could modern science explain it, or is it still beyond what today's 
science can gr部p? If we believe 由at a highly developed mind could speed 
up the process of evolution, then it might be able to reach many other 
things still beyond human understanding. 

20. 00 the spirits of enlightened people who have died continue to exist? If so, 
can they help the living? If the answer is yes, do you agree that spirit and 
soul can exist even a丘er death? When you pr部 do you actually receive 
help from God or the spirits of the dead, or are you helping yourself by 
building your selιconfìdence? 

21. Ooes a spirit make its own decisions or is it a岳侃d by natural Qi? Can a 
spirit think? How could it help a living person? Through brainwave commu
nication? Or is 由e spirit only some human energy residue roaming around 
in the energy world and being affected by surrounding energy 也rces?

22. When someone communicates with animals, is this brainwave correspon
dence? 1 once saw a woman on a live TV show who seemed able to com
municate with all kinds of dogs. The information she learned w臼 verifìed
by the owners. If this were real, would it be brainwave communication? 
00 the brains of animals and man function on the same frequency band, 
or just partially overlap? 

23. Could a highly concentrated mind make an object move without touch
ing it? What would be the principle behind this? How could brainwave 
energy become strong enough to do this? Are miracles done with brain
waves or through the spiritual dimension? 

24. Could the spirit really leave the body and travel, or is it only that the brain
waves sense something and match its frequency so that you can be aware 
of it? When someone is hypnotized, he can sense many things beyond his 
ordinary capability. Is this similar to what happens when a person seems 
to leave his body during meditation? 

25. Could modern technology create an electromagnetic wave whose wave
length is equivalent to the human brainwave? Our technology seems to 
have progressed that far already. If so, could a brainwave machine generate 
a wave to a能ct our thinking and judgment? That would truly be brain-
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washing. Could we create a machine to generate brainwave white noise, to 
act 臼 a shield against such a weapon? Could the wars of the future be 
fought using brainwave machines? 

26. If it is possible to make a brainwave machine, could we determine what 
丘equencies are associated with crime, and somehow block them? Is it pos
sible to really brainwash criminals? Of course, if such a machine fell into 
the hands of criminals, they would have a powerful tool for evil. Could we 
accept the moral responsibility for changing an individual's brainwaves? 

27. Could a good Qigong meditator avoid being controlled and affected by a 
brainwave machine? Personally, 1 believe that one who regulates his mind 
e能ctively would be able to avoid the effects, but how long would he be 
able to do so? 

28. What is the bandwidth of the brainwave? What existing materials could 
shield them out? Metal is usually a good insulator against radiowaves, but 
could it also keep out brainwaves? If not, is there any material which could 
be used to shield against them? 

29. What is the relationship between spirit (Shen) and brainwaves? 1 person
ally believe that when your Shen is high, your brainwaves are stronger, and 
probably more focused and sensitive in different wavelengths. Is this true? 

30. Since our spirit is so closely related to Qi or the energy fìeld, how much 
h部 our spirit been affected by energy pollution such as radio waves? 

About Channels, Vessels, and Cavities 

1. How did the ancients fìnd out about, and locate the Qi channels, vessels, 
and cavities? How did they fìnd them with such accuracy? How did they 
discover they could use them to cure illness? 

2. How do blocked channels interfere with the Qi flow? This is a simple 
question, but one without an easy answer. It will take the most advanced 
technology to fìnd out exactly how the Qi channels become blocked. Is it 
caused by an accumulation of fat which signifìcantly reduces electric con
ductivity, or by some defect in the electrically conductive tissues? 

3. How do the channels conduct Qi? How much stimulation can make it 
move? If Qi is bioelectric energy, then the question is, how much EMF can 
make the energy move, and where is it? 

4. How do the vessels store Qi? If Qi is bioelectric energy, then is a Qi vessellike 
a battery or a capacitor, which can store and release energy when neαssa可?

S. What do the Qi channels and vessels actually look like? If they are areas 
where electrical conductivity is di他rent， then experiments should deter
mine how they are shaped. 
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6. How could we design a machine sensitive enough to accurately locate all 
the Qi channels and cavities? This would be ve叩 helpful for acupuncture 
practlce. 

7. Why are there four vessels in the legs and none in the arms? Is it because peo
ple 山e 由eir legs more than their arms? 1 believe the vessels in the legs evolved 
to supply 饵tra Qi to 由e legs and help regulate them more efficiently. 

8. Are there any other vessels which have not yet been discovered? It is pos
sible that there are other, smaller vessels in the body which remain undis
covered. For example, 1 believe there should be extra vessels in the arms, 
to serve much the same purposes as those in the legs. 

9. What actually happens when we open a channel (gate) in Qigong practice? 
Does the channel recover its conductivity? What is the best way to do 
this? 

10. Could we use modern bioelectric technology to open the channels and 
smooth the Qi circulation? 

11. Could we use technology to flll up the Qi reservoirs? If they are bioelec
tric capacitors, we might be able to use external electromagnetic methods 
to reflll them. We would then have enough Qi to nourish the whole body 
and slow down the aging process signiflcantly. 

12. What actually happens when an experienced Qigong m臼ter helps a stu
dent open his channels? Does he really transport his Qi into the student's 
body to do the job, or does he only 0能r stimulation and confldence to 
the student, allowing him to open them by himself? 

13. Exactly what are cavities? Do all cavities have higher electric conductivity, 
and do they di他r in capacity? Is increased electrical conductivity the 
only factor for locating cavities, or did the ancients have additional crite
ria? 

14. Why are there cavities? Do they just circulate Qi to the skin surface to 
nourish it and regulate Qi channels, or are there any other purposes than 
these? 

15. How does acupuncture actually correct the Qi flow? We need a more com
plete explanation through modern experimentation and scientiflc study. 

16. Su Wen (素间) said our lives run in cycles of7 years for women and 8 years 
for men. When the book w臼 written， boys reached puberty around the 
age of 16, and girls around 14. Now that puberty comes 2 to 4 years ear
lier, have the cycles changed? Did they have objective reality, or were they 
more philosophical ideas? 
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About Mutual Qi Nourishment 

1. Two people can practice together to balance their Qi through mutual Qi 
nourishment. The one with the stronger Qi gives his Qi while the weaker 
one gains it. Two people with weak Qi can help each other build it up. In 
this kind of mutual Qi nourishment, each must be able to coordinate with 
the other in every aspect, especially in breathing. Emotionally, they must 
be willing to share with each other. In this kind of practice, is it inevitable 
that they will fall in love? If not, how are they to touch and share Qi with 
each other? If the answer is "Yes," isn't it contra可 to the principle of med
itation that the mind should be calm and peaceful, without emotional dis
turbance? 

2. When two people practice mutual Qi nourishment, do they actually share 
Qi, or do they stimulate each other's minds to enhance the brain's EMF 
and thereby increase their own Qi circulation, or both? 

3. Love is a natural way of promoting mutual Qi nourishment and helping 
the other one recover from illness. Could this be a form of Qigong? 

4. Is sexual activity the ultimate natural way of mutual Qi nourishment? Sex 
is a natural human desire. Through regular sexual activity, a person 
achieves mental calmness and peace, and releases the pressure generated by 
emotional disturbance. Could this be a form of Qigong practice? 

5. When a man ejaculates, he loses Qi to the woman. How does this happen? 
Is this why women live longer? If she has reached a higher level of Qigong, 
could the man receive Qi instead of losing it? 

6. How is it that Essence and Qi are lost during 司aculation? In certain 
Qigong practices, men avoid ejaculation. How is Qi transmitted under 
such circumstances? 

7. If sex is benefìcial for Qigong practice, why did all Buddhist monks and 
many of the Daoists hide in the mountains to avoid sexual contact? Were 
they afraid that sex and love would destroy the calm and peaceful mind 
they were cultivating? 

8. Why did the Daoists develop so many techniques which used sexual activ
ity for Qi nourishment? Could these techniques have been developed by 
those whose minds could not be calm? Or did they want, on the one hand 
to reach enlightenment, and the other hand to enjoy a natural, normal 
human life? 
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About Health and Longevity 

1. Could we use external electromagnetic stimulation to cure sickness in the 
same way that Qigong and acupuncture reinstate normal bioelectric circu
lation? Qigong cures many kinds of cancer. Could this be achieved with 
modern electric and magnetic technology? 

2. Could the immune system be strengthened through electromagnetic stim
ulation to cure AIDS and cancer? The immune system is related closely to 
the body's bioenergy system. Could we increase the EMF of the brain and 
strengthen the bioenergetic circulation in the body? 

3. Is it dangerous to use electricity and magnetism in acupuncture when we 
do not understand Qi science completely? So 缸" there is no conclusive 
report on the use of electricity and magnetism in acupuncture, even 
though they are widely used. Are they safe for general practice, or do we 
need more research? 

4. Is practicing Qigong to obtain a longer life the correct goal? 1 believe that 
if someone really wants a much longer life, he needs to leave society to 
avoid emotional disturbance. However, when he does this, he loses the 
ordinary meaning of human life. 1 believe the correct purpose of Qigong 
practice is to achieve a healthy body and mind, while still experiencing life. 
You extend your lifespan somewhat because you are healthy, and you are 
still able to experience life. 

5. What is the meaning of life? Could Qigong help humanity understand it? 
Does a long life mean more to you than a happy one? If you want both, 
what should you do? Qigong practice has helped me understand nature, 
and myself. It has stopped me wondering and being confused. Do you 
expect the same? 

6. Could we use modern technology to reach the same goal 部 marrow wash
ing training and obtain a longer life without sacrifìcing our emotions? 1 
feel certain that once we understand exactly how marrow washing training 
works, we will be able to use modern technology to quickly reach the same 
goal. 

About Qi and Modern Living 

1. Could we use ice to maintain the body's Qi balance during the summer? 
It w部 not possible to research this before refrigerators were invented. In 
summertime, when the heart is on fìre (Yang), could placing ice in the 
palm of your hand cool the heart, or would it quench the heart fìre too 
quickly and cause problems? What if we were to use alcohol instead of ice? 
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2. How does working night shitts a能ct one's Qi circulation? In ancient 
times, few people worked at night, so there are no documents available 
today which discuss this. Since the time of day has to be taken into 
account when giving acupuncture treatments, would being on night sh的
affect the treatment? 

3. How is Qi circulation a能cted when you travel several time zones in a 
short time? Does jet lag indicate that the body's Qi is disturbed? 

About the Human M鸣netic Field 

1. Theoreticall严 there are two magnetic poles in the human body, matching 
that formed by the Earth's magnetic fìeld. Do these two poles reverse when 
you move from the Northern to the Southern Hemisphere? 

2. The Earth's magnetic fìeld starts at the South Magnetic Pole and goes to 
the North Magnetic Pole. Since one's south magnetic pole seems to be on 
the head if one is in the Northern Hemisphere, does this mean his brain 
constantly receives energy nourishment? If the human magnetic poles are 
reversed in the Southern Hemisphere, does this mean that the brains of 
people there constantly lose nourishment? 

3. Does this explain why the most highly developed technology has been cre
ated in the Northern Hemisphere? 

4. If those in the Southern Hemisphere have their south magnetic poles in 
the Lower Dan Tian, do they have more energy, and does this help them 
live longer? 

5. When people are sick, could they speed their recovery by flying to the 
equator, where the effect of the Earth's magnetic fìeld is minimized? 1 
believe many illnesses are caused or worsened by disturbances in the body's 
electromagnetic fìeld. The earth energy can worsen the situation, since 
your body loses its natural balance. Could you remove this hindrance by 
moving to the Equator? 

6.~也 are surrounded by energy fìelds , both natural and man-made. Could 
we insulate a room against them to help people convalesce? Would this 
also be a good place to meditate? 

Others 

1. Are there specifìc spots on earth where natural energy is especially benefì
cial for Qigong? Many practitioners believe there are places where Heaven 
or Earth Qi nourishes your Qi and speeds up your training. Is this true? 
Would these are副 be good for hospitals? 
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2. What happens when we are exposed to a strong electromagnetic fìeld for 
a long time? How does it affect the body? Could it energize our vital force 
and improve our health? 

3. Since ancient times, Qigong practitioners have claimed that there is a prac
tice which makes the body light. Is this true? Is this beyond scientifìc 
explanation? 

4. The Chinese have used jade for generations to regulate Qi in their bodies 
or absorb excess Q i. Has this ever been investigated scientifìcally? 

5. Could we use electromagnetic means to increase the Qi on the scalp to 
prevent hair loss or increase its growth? 

6. Meditators talk about absorbing energy from the earth through the feet. Is 
this different from magnetic energy? 

7. Could a highly trained Qigong practitioner predict the future, or is this 
simply a matter of judgment, combined with experience and wisdom? 
Some Qigong m臼ters are said to read your mind and even predict your 
future. 1 believe it is possible to read minds through brainwave correspon
dence, but predicting the future needs more than this. Intelligence and 
wisdom are needed, and a lot of experience. üne's personality is the main 
factor in success, and it can be read in the face and even in the palms. Is 
this how the future is read, or is there another way? 

8. How does the material your clothing is made of, a他ct your health? 
Natural materials such 臼 cotton and wool dissipate some energy to the 
surrounding environment. Most man-made materials generate a Qi shield 
which does not allow your Qi to exchange with nature. This a能cts your 
body's electromagnetic fìeld and perhaps 凹en disturbs your Qi circulation. 
This needs to be investigated. 

9. How does the weather affect our moods? Moods may be caused by the 
electric fìelds generated between low clouds and the ground. These strong, 
natural, electric fìelds affect your body's electromagnetic fìeld and may 
cause sickness or emotional disturbance. 

10. Is there a w可 to energize the muscles to a higher level via external elec
tromagnetic stimulation, or must we rely on traditional practices? If it 
were possible, would it be fair in competitive sports such as boxing or 
football? Could it be safe for bodybuilders to use electrical stimulation of 
the muscles? 

11. Would there be any danger in these experiments? We don't understand the 
human body very well, and we are such delicate and complicated creatures. 
Naturally, many experiments could be performed on other animals fìrst, 
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but since the inner energy fìeld is closely related to emotions, it is proba
ble that most need to be conducted directly on humans. 

12. Why do many Qigong practitioners hide themselves in caves for their cul
tivation? Is it because a cave shields one from external energy disturbances, 
such as electromagnetic fìelds or ions in the clouds? 

13. Have there been several human civilizations on earth in the past, before 
the beginning of our recorded history? If there were, what happened? Did 
they destroy each other? How many cycles of civilization have there been? 
Is there some truth to the legend of Atlantis? 

14. Will our human civilization survive or will we destroy ourselves, or be 
destroyed by natural disasters like those which came before us? 

15. Will the development of our spiritual science ever match that of our mate
rial science? Although material science has advanced to a level capable of 
leading us to selιdestruction， our spiritual development remains disap
pointingly stagnant. 

16. While we frantically search for the origin of the material world, we have 
ignored the origin of our spiritual world. What is the root of our spiritual 
being? 

17. We are increasingly playing the role of God in material science. Will we 
attempt to play the role of God in spiritual science as well? 

18. Since the study of science such as mathematics and physics is a way of 
meditation, will humanity be able to open our third eye in the next few 
generations? 

19. Did people from an earlier civilization go to Mars? Did Mars once have a 
similar climate to that on earth. If so, what happened? Did the settlers 
destroy each other, and the planet with them? 

20. Will the 21st centu可 be a spiritual century? 

21. If modern medical science progresses to a point which allows humans to 
live for centuries, will we gain new understanding of the meaning of 
human life? 

22. Would we obtain a harmonious life if we could live 岛r several hundred 
years while still w剖ting this time searching for wealth and glory, whose 
importance gets instilled in us from an early age? Would we fìnd new 
meaning in life? 

23. Could we reach the stage ofWuwei (条海) in human society? Wuwei means 
doing nothing and regulating without regulating, ruling without ruling, a 
matrix without order. To achieve this, we would need to communicate tele
pathically. Would the whole of mankind need to open the third eye? 
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24. If we had been visited by intelligent aliens, this would mean their under
standing of spiritual and material science would be far more advanced then 
our own. Have they opened their third eyes? Have they experienced a sim
ilar historical pattern as that of the human race? 

25. If aliens had any intention of invading and taking over the earth, why 
would they have waited until now? Human technology is advancing rap
idly. If they had intended taking over the earth, they could easily have 
done so in the p凶t.

26. Were aliens in the pωt taken for Gods in the West or Immortals in the 
East? If our technology advanced to a level which allowed us to visit other 
undeveloped planets, would the local population consider us Gods? 

27. If there were aliens 缸nongst us, would they help us? Is it important for us 
to learn everything the hard way so we can gradually evolve spiritually by 
ourselves? If we were helped by intelligent aliens, would we appreciate it? 
Or would we be greedy and take their help for granted? We have not pro
tected nature which provides for us. We simply take it for granted and 
destroy it. 

28. How could we help each other to wake up and start building a spiritual 
connection with nature? 

These are some questions 1 have. 1 have found some answers during forty years 
of stud严 but many of them need to be verifìed. You also have many unanswered 
questions in your mind. You should not ignore them but continue searching for the 
answers. This is the way and the meaning of our lives. 
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Conclusion 
结言命

If we attempt to comprehend any profound philosophy, we must fìrst be calm. 
When the mind is calm and clear, judgment becomes logical and accurate. Through 
thousands of years of meditation and profound thought, science has developed. 
Unfortunately, most of this effort has been on developing material science, while 
spiritual development has been widely ignored. Since the eighteenth century, the gap 
between these two has increased rapidly. Most people seek glory, power, and wealth, 
becoming bogged down in the emotional bondage of material satisfaction, while the 
Yin spiritual side has been degraded. 

To save humanity, we need to spend more effort contemplating spirituality 
instead of concentrating solely on material science. The various religious organiza
tions must recognize their role and teach their followers the correct methods of med
itation and spiritual development. This requires them to make revolutionary changes 
in policy. They must teach their followers that meditation is 岛rselιawakening and 
enlightenment, not for worship. If they continue to educate their followers to wor
ship and 岛llow blindly, then we follow the same destructive paths 臼 we have in the 
p部t， remaining in the domain of spiritual abuse. 

Meditation has been widely practiced in the East. Often these meditators lived in 
obscurity in the mountains. Through meditation, they comprehended the Dao of 
mankind and of nature. 1 believe the documents written by these pioneers are 
amongst the most precious treasures mankind possesses. That is why 1 continue to 
study and translate them into English. Unfortunately, my progress has been ve可
slow. 1 sincerely hope that an organization with a good fìnancial foundation can 
sponsor and host the conversion of these ancient Eastern philosophical texts into 
English. If this study were introduced into every level of education 1 believe it would 
beve可 successful in gradually changing the view that Western society h副部 a whole 
on the world of spirituality. 
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1 would like you to keep a few things in mind in the course of your study and 
research. These are: 

Avoid prejudice. Any culture and tradition which has survived must have had 
some bene自ts to 。他r. Perhaps some of them do not fìt in with our view of the world 
today, but they still deserve our respect. If you deny your past, you pull out your root. 
You should not be stubborn and claim 由at traditional culture is absolutely correct, 
or that a foreign culture must be better than your own. What you should do is keep 
the good of your own tradition and absorb the best of the foreign. 

Be objective in your judgment. You should consider everything from the view
point of both sides to analyze it objectively. Your emotional rl臼ponses should be 
taken into account, but should not dominate your judgment. 

Be scienti6.c. Although many things still cannot be explained by science, you 
should always judge scientifìcall予 New sciences are constantly being developed. 
Phenomena which could not be tested before, should be examined with modern 
techniques. 

Be logical. Whenever you read or study, always ask "Is it logical and does it make 
sense?" Contemplate and understand, instead of blindly believing. 

Do not ignore prior experience. Prior experience which has been passed down is 
the root of research. You should always be sincere and respectful when you study the 
p臼t. From it, you come to understand the present. By understanding the present, 
you create the future. The accumulation of experience is the best teacher. You should 
respect the past, be cautious about the present, and challenge the future. 

China has more than 7000 thousand years of culture. There have been many 
incredible accomplishments, of which Qigong is only one. There has never been such 
open communication between the di能rent cultures as there is today. It is our respon
sibility to encourage the general public to accept, study, and research other cultures. 
In this wa严 humanity can adopt the good aspects of each and live in a more peace
ful and meaningful w部

Chinese Qigong is part of traditional Chinese medical science. It has sought to 
achieve calm, peace, and happiness for thousands of years. 1 believe this 臼pect of 
Chinese culture can help 咱也sterners， especially in spiritual training. Further publica
tions need to be encouraged, and scholastic and scientifìc stud严 research， and testing 
need to be conducted, especially by universities and medical organizations. We 
should not fear to face the truth and challenge old beliefs and ways of thinking. 

1 predict that the study of Chinese medical science and internal, meditative 
Qigong will produce great results in the next few decades. 1 invite you to join me and 
become a pioneer in this new fìeld in the Western world. 
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Ai哀 Sorrow.

ApPENDIX A 

Translation and Glossary of 
Chinese Terms 
中文衔言吾之翻荠舆解释

Ai爱Love， kindness. 

An Lu 安越 To install a furnace, by establishing abundant Qi at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田)， using Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi， 胎息).

An Mo 按摩 Press and rub. Together they mean massage. 

An Tian Le Ming 安天然命 Peace with heaven and delight in your destiny. 

BaChu 八崩 The Eight Touches, which are sensations 0丘en felt during Qigong prac
tice, such as heat, touch, or heaviness. 

BaDuanJin 八段锦 Eight Pieces of Brocade. A Wai Dan Qigong (外丹氯功) practice 
said to have been created by Marshal Yue, Fei (岳处) during the Southern Song 
Dynasty (1 127-1280 A.D.，南宋).

BaMai 八腺 The Eight Extraordinary Vessels. These are considered to be Qi reser
voirs, which regulate the Qi in the primary Qi channels. 

BaiHao 白毫 Tiny white beams of spirituallight, emitted from the head or third eye. 

BaiHe 白鹤White Crane. A well known southern Chinese martial style which orig
inated in the Shaolin Temple (少林夺).

Bagua (Ba Gua or Ba Kua) 八卦 Eight Divinations, also called Eight Trigrams. In 
Chinese philosophy, the eight basic variations in the η Jing ( 易短， The Book 0/ 
Change) designated as groups of solid and broken lines. 

Baguazhang (Ba Kua Zhang)八卦掌 Eight Trigrams Palm. One of the internal mar
tial styles, believed to have been created by Dong, Hai-Chuan (董海川1) between 
1866 and 1880 A.D. 
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Bai Ri ZhuJi 百日集基 One Hundred Days to Build the Foundation. In Yi Jin Jing 
(易筋锺) and xi Sui Jing (洗髓锺)， the training of the fìrst hundred days is the 
most important because it lays the foundation for further progress. 

Baihui (Gv-20) 百舍 Hundred Meetings. An important acupuncture cavity located 
on top of the head. It belongs to the Governing Vessel (Du Mai，督腺).

Baihui Hu xi 百舍呼吸 Baihui Breathing, also called Spiritual Breathing (Shen Xi, 
神息).

Bao 抱 Embrace， hold together, stick together, enfold, harbor, or cherish. 

Bao xi (2852-2737 B.C.)包截An ancient ruler of China. 

BaoYi 抱一 Embracing the state of oneness. To keep the spirit (or mind) and Qi 缸
the central energy line, and uni马， spi出 and Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian 
(Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田).

Bao Yuan 抱元 Embrace the origin. That means to keep your spirit at its residence, 
the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫)， and keep the Qi at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田).

Bi 阴 To close, namely to close and hold up the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除)， or to hold the 
breath. 

BiHu 闭户 The closed door, also called Mi Hu (密户) implying the Mingmen (Gv-4, 
命问) cavity between L2 and L3. 

BianQue 扁鸽 Awell known physician who wrote the book, Nan ]ing ( 推艘 ， Classic 
on Disorders) during the Chinese Qin and Han Dynasties (255 B.c.-220 A.D., 
秦·漠).

BoYang 伯晴 A nickname of Lao Zi (老子).

Bu 捕 Nourishment.

Bu Tiao Er Tiao 不拥而胡 Regulating without regulating. The stage of doing noth
ing (Wuwei，集海)， when regulating is no longer necessa町; and all regulating 
processes ce副e.

Cai Yao 采然 Picking up the herb. A Daoist term 由atm四ns to receive the generated Q i. 

ChaNu 她女 The shy lady (mother) , implying Q i. 

Chan 禅 Buddhist practices, which include cultivating, refìni吨， and studying 
Buddhahood. It is also a Buddhist term for meditation, and means to regulate the 
Xin (心) until it is calm and steady. Chan is called Zen (忍) in Japan. It also refers 
to a Chinese school of Mahayana Buddhism that 臼serts enlightenment can be 
attained through meditation, selιcontemplation， and intuition. 
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Chan Yao 崖禁 Produce the herb (Qi). 

Chang 丧Long.

Chang Chuan (Changquan) 丧拳 Lοng fìst or long sequence. Chang Chuan 
includes all northern Chinese long range martial styles. Taijiquan is called Chang 
Chuan because its sequence is long. 

ChangZai 常在 The name of the spleen's spirit, which is related to the soul. 

Changqiang (Gv-l) 丧强 Weilu (尾阁， Coccyx) in Daoist society or Long Strength 
m acupuncture. 

Chen 沈 Sink.

Chen Tu 屉土 Dust. According to Buddhism, secular society is fìlled with emotions 
and desires, regarded as emotional mud or dust. 

Cheng Fo 成佛 Achieving Buddhahood. 

Cheng, Gin-Gsao (1911 to 1976) 曾金灶 Dr. Yang, ]wing-Ming￥White Crane master. 

Chi (Qi) 氯 The general defìnition of Qi is universal energy, including heat, light, 
electromagnetic energy, and any other type of energy. A narrower defìnition of 
Qi refers to the bioenergy (bioelectricity) circulating in human or animal bodies. 

Chi Kung (Qigong)氯功 The Gongfu (功夫)， or study, of Q i. 

Chi Lao Huan Ji Yun Dong 遵老返械邃勤 Qigong exercises to slow aging and return 
the function to a healthy state. 

Chin Na (Qin Na) 擒拿 Seize Control. A type of Chinese Gongfu which emphasizes 
grabbing techniques to control the opponent's joints, while attacking certain 
acupuncture cavities. One of the four main fìghting categories in Chinese mar
tial arts. The four categories are kicking (Ti，踢)， striking (Da，打)， wrestling 
(Shuai，摔)， and controlling (Qin Na，擒拿).

Chong Lou 重楼 Multi-towers， means layers of stories, which refers to the throat area. 

ChongMai 衡腺 Thrusting 悦ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

ChongQi 克氯 To accumulate Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

Chou Pi Nang 臭皮囊 Smelly skin bag, a Buddhist term for the human body. 

Chu Gan 崩i(. Touch Feel, also called Moving Touch (Dong Chu，勤崩). A sensa
tion which occurs in meditation. 

Chun Qiu 春秋 Spring and Autumn. One of the Chinese warring periods (722 to 
484 B.C.). 
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Confucius (551-479 B.C.)孔子 A Chinese scholar, during the Spring and Autumn 
Period, whose philosophy signifìcantly influenced Chinese culture. 

Cuo 撮 To condense, focus, or concentrate. It means to concentrate the mind and Q i. 

DaDing 大定 Great Steadiness. Profound steadiness of body and mind. 

Da Ding Lu 大鼎壤 Large tripod and furnace. The fìnal stage of conceiving a 
Spiritual Embryo (Shen 1礼神胎 at the Huang Ting (黄庭) cavity is to unite the 
Shen with the Qi at the Huang Ting. The head is a tripod while the Huang Ting 
is a furnace. 

DaFan 大返 Great Return. To return the human temperament to the natural state. 

DaHuanDan 太远丹 Large Returning Elixir. The meditation which is used to lead 
Qi up, to nourish the brain 岛r spiritual enlightenment. 

Da Mo 速磨 The Indian Buddhist monk credited with creating the Yi Jin Jing 
(易筋短) and xi Sui Jing (洗髓雄) at the Shaolin mon臼tery (少林寺) during the 
Liang Dynasty (502-557 A.D.，梁朝). His last name w臼 Sardili (刹地利)， and he 
W臼 also known 凶 Bodhidarma. He had been a minor prince in southern India. 

Da Qiao (Da Que Qiao) 搭椅(搭鹅椅) To build the magpie bridge. Touching the 
roof of the mouth with the tip of the tongue to form a Qi bridge between the 
Governing and Conception Vessels. 

Da Zhou Tian 大周天 Grand Cyclic Heaven or Grand Circulation, called 
Macrocosmic Meditation in Indian Yoga. After a Nei Dan practitioner completes 
Small Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天)， he circulates Qi throughout the 
body or exchanges it with nature. 

DaZuo 打坐 Meditation is called Da Zuo in Daoism, which means engaging in sitting. 

Dai Mai 带腺 Girdle 快ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary 快ssels.

Dai Mai xi 带腺息 Girdle 驰ssel Breathing. Also known as Skin Breathing (Fu Xi, 

膺息) or Body Breathing (Ti Xi，越息).

Dan 丹 Elixir.

Dan Ding Dao Gong 丹鼎道功 The Elixir Cauldron Way of Qigong. A form of 
Daoist Qigong training. 

DanJia 丹家 Elixir Famil严 meaning Daoist Qigong society. 

DanLu 丹罐 Elixir Furnace. Abdominal area (False Lower Dan Tian) which pro
duces elixir. 
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Dan Tian 丹田 Elixir Field. Locations in the body which store and generate Qi in 
the body. The Upper, Middle, and Lower Dan Tians are located respectively in 
the brain, at the sternum Qiuwei, Co-15，鸡尾)， and just below the navel. 

Dan Tian Hu xi 丹田呼吸 Dan Tian Breathing. 

Dan Yuan 丹元 The name of the heart's spirit. It contains the Ling (重) and main
tatns 1(S actlvlt1es. 

Dao 道 The Way, or Natural Way. 

DaoDeJing 道德锺 Classic on the Virωeof劝e Dao. Written by Lao Zi (老子) dur
ing the Zhou Dynasty (1 122-255 B.C.，周朝).

Dao Jia (Dao Jiao) 道家〔道教 J Daoism. Created by Lao Zi (老子) during the 
Zhou Dynasty (1 122-255 B.C.，周朝). During the Han Dyn甜可 (58 A.D.，漠朝)，
it was mixed with Buddhism to become the Daoist religion (Dao Jiao，道教).

Dao Jia Hu xi 道家呼吸 Daoist breathing, also called Reversed Abdominal 
Breathing (Fan Fu Hu xi or Ni Fu Hu Xi，反腹呼吸·逆腹呼吸).

Dao Wai Cai Yao 道外抹藕 To pick the herb outside the Dao (道).A 岛rm ofDaoist 
Qigong training. 

Dao Yin 事引 Direct and lead. Another name for Qigong. 

Dazhui (Gv-14) 大椎 Acupuncture name for a cavity on the Governing Vessel. It 
means Big Vertebra. 

De 德 The manifestation of the Dao or the activities of nature. 

Di 地 The Earth. Earth (Di，地)， Heaven (Tian，天)， and Man (Ren，人) are the 
Three Natural Powers (San Cai，三才).

Di 抵 To press up. The tongue presses up against the palate of the mouth. 

Di 蒂 The stalk of a fruit or flower, connecting to the root of life. 

Di Li Shi 地理何 Di Li (地理) means geomancy, and Shi (何) means teacher. 
Therefore Di Li Shi is a master who analyzes geographic locations according to 
the formula in the η]ing (易雄 ， The Book of Change) and the energy distribu
tion in the Earth. Also called Feng Shui Shi (凰水间).

DiQi 地氯 Earth Q i. 

Di Wu Xin Hu xi 第五心呼吸 Fifth Gate Breathing, also called Baihui Breathing 
(百舍呼吸)， or Upper Dan Tian Breathing (Shang Dan Tian Hu Xi，上丹田呼吸).

Dian Mai 黠腺 Mai means the blood vessel (Xue Mai，血脉) or the Qi channel (Qi 
Mai，氯腺). Dian Mai means to press the blood vessel or Qi channel. 
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Dian Qi 雹氯 Dian means electricity, so Dian Qi means electrical energy. ln China, 
a word is often placed before "Qi" to identi马， the di能rent kinds of energy. 

Dian 泊le 黠穴 Cavity Press. Qin Na (Chin Na，擒拿) techniques that attack 
acupuncture cavities to immobilize or kill an opponent. 

Diao 掉 Shake.

Ding 定 To stabilize or fìrm. The goal is to reach steadiness, the fìrmness of the body, 
mind, and spirit. 

DingLu 鼎罐 Furnace Tripod, also called Elixir Furnace (Dan Lu，丹埠). A Daoist 
term. 

Ding Shen 定神 To stabilize the spirit. To keep the spirit at one place (usually the 
Shang Dan Tian at The Third Eye). An exercise for regulating Shen (神， spirit) 
in Qigong. 

Ding Xin 定心 To stabilize the mind from emotional disturbance. 

Dong 勤 Moving.

Dong Chu 勤崩 Moving Touch, or Touch Feel (Chu Gan，踊"'). A sensation in 
meditation. 

DongMian Xi冬眠息 Hibernation Breathing. 

Dou Niu 斗牛 Big Dipper. Condensing the Shen at the Upper Dan Tian. 

DuMai 督腺 Governing Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary 民ssels.

Duan Pin 端品 Straighten the behavior. Keep good habits. 

Emei Shan 峨崛山 Name of a mountain in Sichuan province (四川1).

Ezhong (M-HN-2) 额中 The acupuncture name for the center of the forehead, 
above the mid-point of the eyebrows, also called Mingtang (明堂).

FaLun 法翰Wheel of Law. Buddhist translation of lndian term Dharmachakra. The 
common name for Buddhism. 

Fan Fu Hu xi 反腹呼吸 Reversed Abdominal Breathing. A Qigong breathing 
method, also called Reverse Breathing (Fan Hu Xi，反呼吸) or Daoist breathing 
(Dao Jia Hu Xi，道家呼吸).

Fan Hu Xi反呼吸 Reverse breathing. Also called Daoist Breathing. 

Fan Jing Bu Nao 返精捕瞄 To return the Jing to nourish the brain, a special Daoist 
Qigong term. 
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Fan Tong Hu xi 返量呼吸 Back to Chi1dhood Breathing, also called Abdominal 
Breathing. A Nei Dan practice through which one regains control of the muscles 
in the lower abdomen. 

Fei Sheng 通升 Spiritual Asαnding. Separation of the spiritual body 丘'Om 由e physical 
body. 

Fen Sui xu Kong 粉碎虚空 Tocrush 由.e nothingness. Daoist training for enlightenment 
which destroys the illusion ∞nnecting the physical world and the spiritual plane. 

Fen Xiang 焚香 Burning incense. 

Feng Lu 凰路 Wind Path. The reverse of the Fire Path (Huo Lu，火路) of Small 
Circulation. 

Feng Shui 凰水 Wind Water. Geomancy. Divination of natural energy relationships 
in a location, especially the interrelationships of wind and water, hence the name. 

Feng Shui Shi 凰水崎 Wind Water Teacher. Master of divination. Also called Di Li 
Shi(地理何).

Fengchi (GB-20) 凰池· Wind Pond. An acupuncture cavity on the Gall Bladder 
Primary Channel. 

Fengfu (Gv-16) 凰府 Wind's Dwelling. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing Vessel. 

Fo 佛 The stage of enlightenment of truth, the stage of Buddhahood. 

Fo Jia (Fo Jiao) 佛家(佛教) Buddhist family or religion. Jiao means religion. 

Fo Jia Hu Xi佛家呼吸 Buddhist Breathing or Normal Abdominal Breathing (Zhen 
Fu Hu Xi，正腹呼吸).

Fu 符 Fu Water (Fu Shui，符水)， the magic water for curing diseωes. 

Fu 符 To accord, match, harmonize, coordinate, or cooperate. 

Fu )孚 Float.

FuQi 伏轧 Tame the Q i. To govern Qi at will. 

Fu Shi Hu xi 腹式呼吸 Abdominal Way of Breathing. As you breathe, the muscles 
in the lower abdomen control the diaphragm. Also called ‘ Back to Chi1dhood 
Breathing' . 

Fu Shui 符水 Fu water, the magic water for curing dise臼es.

Fu Xi庸息 Skin breathing. A Nei Dan Qigong (内丹氯功) breathing practice. 

Gao, Tao 高海 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's fìrst Taijiquan master. 
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Gao Wan Yun Dong 晕丸逗勤 Testicle exercises. Qigong exercises. 

Gong (Kung)功 Energy or hard work. 

Gon阱(Kung Fu) 功夫 Energy Time. Any stud严 learning， or pr町ice which 
requires patience, energy, and time to accomplish. Chinese martial arts require a 
great deal of time and energy, so they are commonly called Gongfu. 

Gu 固 To solidi马r and to fìrm. 

GuDao 毅道 Grain path, anus. 

GuJing 固精 To solidi马r the Essence. A Qigong exercise for fìrming the Essence. 

Gu Shen 谷神 Valley Spirit. 

GuShen 固神 Regulate the Shen (神)， fìrm and strengthen the spirit at its residence. 

Guan 现 To look, observe, pay attention. To feel and to sense. 

Guan Nian 觑念 Observing the Thoughts. 

Guan Xin 嗣~ Observing the Xin. Pay attention to the activities of the emotional 
mind. 

Guan Yuan 翩元 Key Origin. Lower Dan Tian, where Pre-Birth Qi, or Original Qi, 
is converted from Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精).

GuanZhi 觑止 Observation is stopped and no longer necessa可~ Once you have reg
ulated your emotional mind, then no more regulating is necessary. The observa
tion of Xin stops by itself. 

Guanyuan (Co-4) 脯元 Hinge at the Source. An acupuncture cavity on the 
Conception Vessel. 

Gui 鬼 Ghost. When you die, if your spirit is strong, your soul's energy does not 
decompose and return to nature. This soul energy is a ghost. 

GuiQi 鬼氛 The Qi residue of a dead person or ghost. 

Gui Xi ..息 Turtle breathing. A turtle lives long because it breathes deep and slow-
ly. This breathing leads Qi to the skin surface and to the marrow. 

Guo 圆 Country.

Haidi 海底 Sea Bottom. Martial arts name for the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除)， or perineum. 

Han (206 B.c.-221 A.D.) 漠 A Chinese dynasty. 

Han, Ching-Tang #..堂 A well known Chinese martial artist, especially in Taiwan 
in the last forty years. Long Fist grandmaster of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming. 
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He 和 Harmony or peace. 

He Che 河牟River Vehicles. The means of transporting Qi in Small Circulation 
Meditation. 

Hen 恨 Hate.

Hen 哼 A Yin Qigong sound 由at is the opposite of the Yang Ha (哈) sound. This 
sound leads the Qi inward to the bone marrow. It can also be used for anack when 
only partial manifestation of power is desired. One of two sounds used in Taijiquan. 

HengGeMo 横踊膜 Diaphragm.

Hou Tian Qi 後天氯 Post-Birth Qi or Post-Heaven Q i. This is converted from the 
Essence of food and air, and classifìed as Fire Qi, since it makes your body Yang. 

Hu 虎 Tiger.

Hua 滑 Slippery.

Hua Hao 筝鳝 The name of the spirit of the lungs. Associated with the nose which 
takes in air (insubstantial material) and fìlls the body with life. 

HuaTuo 筝伦 A缸no山 doctor during the Jin 0严部ty( 骨) during the 3rdαnturyA.D. 

Huan 後 Slow.

Huan Jing Bu Nao 遗精辅硝 To Return the Essence to Nourish the Brain. A Daoist 
Qigong process wherein Qi produced from Essence is led to nourish the brain. 

Huang PO 黄婆 Old Yellow Lady. The match-maker who brings Yin and Yang 
together. 

Huang Ting 黄庭 Yellow Yard. The area at the solar plexus, called Jade 阳ng (Yu 
Huan，玉穰) in Daoist society. It is the place where Fire and ~也ter Qi blend to 
generate a spiritual embryo (Shen 1泪，神胎). Huang Ting can also refer to the 
Middle Dan Tian. 

Hui Guo 悔遇 Confess.

Hui Neng 慧能 Sixth Chan (禅) ancestor during the Tang Dyn囚ty (713-907 A.D. , 
唐朝). He changed some meditation methods and philosophy, and wωlong con
sidered a traitor. 

Hui抖n (Co-l) 舍除 Meet Yin. The perineum, an acupuncture cavity on the 
Conception 快ssel.

Hun 魂 The Soul. Commonly used with the word Ling (酌， which means spirit. 
Daoists believe one's Hun (魂) and PO (魄) originate with his Original Qi (Yuan 
Qi，元氯)， and separate from the physical body at death. 
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HuoLu 火路 Fire Path. The regular path of Small Circulation which follows the n町，
ural Qi circulation of the body. 

Huo Qi 火氯 Fire Qi or Post-Heaven Q i. From the Middle Dan Tian. Makes the 
bodyYang. 

HuoQi 活氯Living Qi or Vital Q i. When something is alive, it has Vital Q i. 

Ji Xing 稿行 Accumulate good deeds. Doing good things 岛r others. 

Jia Guan 假现 Observation of falseness or illusion. 

Jia Xia Dan Tian 假下丹田 False Lower Dan Tian. Called Qihai (Co-6，氯海， Qi 
ocean) in Chinese medicine. Daoists believe that the Lower Dan Tian in front of 
the abdomen is not the Real Dan Tian or center of gravity. 

JiaZuo 助，坐 A special Buddhist meditation term, which means to sit with crossed legs. 

Jian 坚 Hard or strong. 

Ji司i 失脊 Squeezing Spine. Daoist name 岛r the cavity between the shoulder blades. 
Called Lingtai (重叠) in acupuncture. 

Jiang Gong 锋宫 Crimson Palace. The space under the heart, or Middle Dan Tian. 
A term 0丘en used 甜 an alternative for heart (Xin， 心). The Middle Dan Tian 
provides you with Post-birth Qi converted from food and air. 

Jie Jia Fu Zuo 枯蹄，政坐 Buddhist term for sitting with crossed legs. 

Jie T;挝、结胎 Conceive the embryo. 

Jie 卫10 解脱Liberate yourself from spiritual bondage. 

Jin Dan 金丹 Golden Elixir. Precious Q i. 

Jin Dan Da Dao 金丹大道 Golden Elixir Large W俘 Major Daoist Qigong training. 
The elixir is produced in the body and used to extend life. 

Jin Dian 金殿 Golden Palace, also called Jin Shi (金室). The lungs or brain. 

Jin Gong 金公 Golden Male. Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精).

Jin Guan 金嗣 Golden Gate. Upper Dan Tian. 

Jin Niao 金岛 Golden Bird. Original Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神).

Jin Pin 金品 Golden Material. Spiritual Embryo. 

Jin Que 金阀 Golden Palace. The space under the heart. The Middle Dan Tian. 

Jin Shi 金室 Golden Residence. Also called Jin Dian (金殿). Upper Dan Tian or the 
lungs. 
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Jin Zhong Zhao 金锺罩 Golden Bell Cover. A high level of Iron Shirt training. 

Jin. Shao-Feng 金组峰 Dr. Yan吨g， Jw圳in吨1屯g

J庐in鸣g 锺 Channels 0町r me町ri凶d出ia削ns. Twelve organ-related rivers w咄hi灿ch circulate Qi ) 
throughout the body. 

Jing 静 Calm and silent. 

Jing 精 Essence. The most refìned part of anything. What is le丘 after something has 
been refìned and purifìed. In Chinese medicine, Jing can mean semen, but it gen
erally refers to the basic substance of the body enlivened by the Qi and Shen. 

Jing Lian 精燥 To refìne or puri马， a liquid to a high quality. 

Jing Liang 精良 Pure and Good. Excellent quality. 

Jing Ming 精明 Keen and clever. 

Jing Qi 景氯 Qi scenery or Qi view, a feeling generated in meditation by the Q i. 

Jing Qi 精扎 Essence Qi or semen Qi, converted from Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，
元精).

JingShen 精神Essence Spirit. Spirit ofVitality, raised by Qi but restrained by Yi (意).

Jing xi 精伺 Pure and Fine. Delicate and painstaking. 

Jing Zi 精子 Son of Essence. A man's most refìned essence. The sperm. 

Jing Zuo 静坐 To sit quietly in meditation. 

Jiu Gong 九宫 Nine palaces. A Daoist name for the brain. 

Jiu Nian Mian Bi 九年面壁 Nine years of facing the wall. The last stage ofXi Sui Jing 
(洗髓雄) training 岛r enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

Jiuwei (Co-15) 鸡尾 Wide Pigeon's Tail. An acupuncture cavity at the lower sternum 
on the Conception Vessel. Called Xinkan (心坎， Heart Pit) by martial society. 

Jizhong (Gv-6) 脊中 Middle of the Spine, an acupuncture cavity on the Governing 
Vessel. 

Ju Jing Hui Shen 聚精舍神 Gathering Jing to meet Shen. Concentration. 

Jun Qing 君倩 A Daoist doctor during the Jin Dyn甜可 (265-420 A.D.，骨朝).
Credited with creating the Five Animal Sports (Wu Qin Xi，五禽践) Qigong 
practIce. 

Kai Qiao 阔襄 Opening the tricky gate. Opening the gate of the Upper Dan Tian. 
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Kan坎 Water. One of the Eight Trigrams. 

Kan Gong 坎宫Kan Palace. Qihai (氯海， Qi ocean) or Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan 
Tian，下丹田).

Kan-Li坎雄Kan represen臼 water and Li represents 自re. Kan and Li means to use 
water and fìre to adjust the body's Yin and Yang. 

KongGuan 空现 Observation of emptiness. 

KongQi 空氯 The air is called Kong Qi, which means the Qi in space. 

Kong Zi (551-479 B.C.)孔子 Confucius. A famous scholar and philosopher during 
the Spring and Autumn Period (722-484 B.C.，春秋).

Kongdong 喧响 There are three mountains called Kongdong, located in Henan 
(河南)， Jiangxi, (江西) and Gansu (甘肃) provinces. 

Kou Chi 扣齿 Biting the teeth. 

Kung Fu (Gon快)功夫 Energy Time. Any stud严 learning， or practice which 
requires patience, energy and time to accomplish. Chinese martial arts require a 
great deal of time and energy, so they are commonly called Kung Fu. 

Kunlun ~杏山 One of the highest mountains in China, located in the west. 

La Ma 喇嘛 Tibetan priests are called Lamas. 

Lao Dan 老-'t Lao Zi (老子).

LaoJun 老君 Lao Zi. Lao Jun is the name given by his followers. 

Lao Zi (604-531 B.C.)老子 The creator of Daoism, also called Li Er (李耳)， Lao Dan 
(老瑞)， or by his nickname, Bo Yang (伯晴).

Laogong (P-8) 努宫 Labor's Palace. A cavity on the Pericardium Primary Channel in 
the center of the palm. 

Le祟 Joy or happiness. 

Lei 雷 Thunder.

Leng 冷 Cold.

Li雄 Fire. One of the Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦).

Li立 To establish. 

Li Er 李耳Lao Zi. 

Li Gong 雄宫Li Palace. The heart. Li means fìre in the Eight Trigrams. 

Li Zhi 立志 To establish or build strong willpower. 
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Li, Mao-Ching 李茂清 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's Long Fist m臼ter.

Li, Shi-Zhen (1518-1593 A.D.) 李咛珍 A famous doctor and Qigong master who 
wrote a book about the eight Qi vessels, titled Qi Jing Ba Mai Kao (奇锺八腺考，
TheSi叫 ofStrange Meridians and Eight ~sseLr) in the 16th centu早

Lian 楝 To refìne, train, or discipline. 

LianJi 珠己 Train the self. Selιdiscipline. 

Lian Jing Hua Qi 保精化筑 To refìne the Essence and convert it into Q i. A Qigong 
trammg process. 

Lian Qi 妹氯 To train, strengthen, and refìne. Daoist training to strengthen and 
increase Q i. 

Lian Qi Hua Shen 妹氯化神 To refìne the Qi to nourish the spirit. Qigong training 
to lead Qi to nourish the brain and Shen (神， spirit). 

Lian Qi Sheng Hua 楝氯界筝 To train the Qi and sublimate it. xi Sui Jing (洗髓锺)
training to lead Qi to the Huang Ting (黄庭) or the brain. 

Lian Shen 楝身 To train the body. 

Lian Shen 楝神 To train the spirit. To refìne, strengthen, and focus the Shen. 

Lian Shen Fan xu 妹神返虚 To train the spirit to return to nothingness, to attain 
freedom from emotional bondage. An advanced stage of enlightenment and 
Buddhahood training to lead the spirit to separate from the body. 

Lian Shen Liao Xing 妹神了性 To refìne the spirit and end human nature. The fìnal 
stage of enlightenment training where you keep your emotions neutral, undis
turbed by human nature. 

Lian Yao 燥然 Refìne or purify the herb (Qi). 

Liang (502-另7 A.D.) 梁 A Chinese dynasty. 

Liang 旅 Cool.

Lianquan (Co-23) 廉泉 Modesty's Spring. An acupuncture cavity on the Conception 
快ssel.

Liao 了 The end or completion of the cultivation. 

Liao Wu 了悟 The end of comprehension. Enlightenment. 

Ling 重 1. The spirit ofbeing, which acts upon others. Ling only exists in highly spir
itual animals such as humans and apes. It represenωan emotional comprehen
sion and understanding. When you are alive, it is your intelligence and wisdom. 
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When you die, it is the spirit of the ghost. Ling a1so means divine or supernatu
ra1. Together with Shen (Ling Shen，重神) it means supernatura1 spirit. Qi is the 
source which nourishes it, ca11ed Ling Qi (重氯)， meaning supernatura1 energy, 

power, or force. 

2. Supernatura1 Shen is ca11ed Ling. Ling describes someone who is sharp, clever, 
nimble, and able to quickly empathize with others. Ling can a1so be a supernat
ura1 psychic capability which a110ws you to communicate with nature or other 
spiritua1 beings. 0丘en， it means Divine Inspiration which a110ws you to compre
hend and understand changes or variations in nature. 

Ling Guang 重光 Supernatura1 divine light. 

LingGui 重鬼 Spiritua1 ghost. 

Ling Hun 重魂 Spiritua1 soul. 

Ling Shan 重山 Spiritual Mountain. A Buddhist 臼rm equiva1ent to the Spiritua1 
Va11ey (Shen Gu，神谷) of the Daoists. 

Ling Shen 重神 Supernatura1 spirit or Divine. 

Ling Tai 重胎 Spiritua1 embryo. 

Lingtai 重量 Spiritua1 Platform or Station, meaning Spiritua1 Va11ey (Shen Gu，神谷).

Lingtai (Gv-l0) 重叠 Spiritua1 Platform. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing 
Vessel. Ca11ed Jiaji (失势， Squeeze the Spine) by Daoists and Mingmen (命问，
Life Door) by martial arts society. 

Liu 流 Flow.

Liu He ßaFa 六合八法 Six Combinations Eight Methods. One of the Chinese inter
na1 martia1 arts. Its techniques combine Taijiquan (太拯拳)， Xingyiquan (形意拳)，
and Baguazhang (八卦掌). This style w副 reportedly created by Chen, Bo (昧博)
during the Song Dynasty (960-1280 A.D.，宋朝).

Liu Zu Shuo Chuan Fa 六祖貌，傅法 Sixth Ancestor Disrupting the Passed Down 
Method. The sixth Chan (禅) ancestor of Chan (禅)， Hui Neng (慧能)， who 
lived during the Tang Dyn甜可 (713-907 A.D.，唐朝)， changed some of the med
itation methods and philosophy and w;凶 long considered a traitor. Because of 
this, the Chan divided into Northern and Southern styles. This is well known in 
Buddhist society. 

Long 施 Dragon.

Long Hu Jiao Gou 麓虎交娟 Intercourse of dragon and tiger. Implies the interaction 
ofYin and Yang. 
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LongYan 施煌 The name of the liver's spirit, which is associated with the eyes. When 
the liver is healthy, the eyes are bright and sharp. 

Long Yao 施耀 The name of the gall bladder's spirit, which is associated with the 
liver. 

Longmen (M-CA-24) 施问 Dragon's Gate. An acupuncture cavi可 in a miscellaneous 
category. Also called Xiayin (下险， Low Yin) which implies the groin area. 

Lower Dan Tian 下丹田 Lower Elixir Field. 

LuChe 鹿阜 Deer Vehicle. The way of leading Qi 丘om Jiaji (央脊) to Yuzhen (玉枕).
The leading of Qi should be fast like a deer. 

Lulu Guan 辘辘脯 Windlass Gate. A cavity located at the center of the back where 
the shoulders turn. Also called Jiaji (失势， squeezing spine) by Daoists and 
Mingmen (命问， Life Door) by martial artists. Also called Lingtai (Gv-l0)( 重壶，
spiritual plat也rm) in acupuncture. (Note: Mingmen cavity in acupuncture is 
located on the lower back.) 

Luo 络 The small Qi channels which branch out from the prima可 ones， and which 
connect to the skin and bone marrow. 

Ma 局 Horse.

Mai 腺 Vessel or Qi Channel. The Eight Vessels involved with transporting, storing, 
and regulating Q i. 

Mencius (372-289 B.C., Meng Zi) 孟子 A famous follower of Confucius during the 
Chinese Warring States Period (403-222 B.C., Zhan Guo，峨圈).

MiHu 密户 Concealed Door. The Mingmen (Gv-4，命问) cavity located between L2 
and L3 vertebrae. Also called Bi Hu (阴乒).

Mi Zong 密宗(秘宗) Secret style. Tibetan Qigong is called Mi Zong because it is 
kept secret from outside people. 

Mian 绵 Soft.

Mian Bi 面壁 Face the wall. 

Ming 命 The physical body is called Ming, which means life. 

MingTianGu 鸣天鼓 To Beat the Heavenly Drum. The head is regarded as heaven. 
Using the tips of the fìngers to tap it, is called Ming Tian Gu, one of the exercis
es in the Eight Pieces of Brocade (Ba Duan Jin，八段锦).

Ming Xin Jian Xing 明心克性 Understand your Xin to see your human nature. 
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Mingmen 命问 Mingmen (Life Door) 0丘en means navel or Qihai (Co-6，氯海) in 
Daoist society. 

Mingmen (Gv-4) 命问Life Door. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing Vessel on 
the lower back (between L2 and L3). Sometimes, it means the two kidneys in 
Qigong society. In Chinese martial arts, Mingmen is the area between the shoul
der blades. It also implies the Lower Dan Tian. 

Mingtang 明堂 The space between the two eyebrows, one inch inward is called 
Mingtang. 

Mu 母 Mother.

MuMu 木母 Wood Mother or liver (Shen). 

Mu Zi Xiang He 母子相合 Mutual Harmonization of Mother and Son. Qi is referred 
to as mother and the spirit 臼 the son. When the spirit is led down to unite with 
the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, it is called Mu Zi Xiang He, the state of 
Embryonic Breathing. 

Mu Zi Xiang Yi 母子相依 Mutual Dependence of Son and Mother. 

Naohu (Gv-17) 膳户 Brain's Household. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing 
Vessel. Also called Jade Pillow (Yuzhen，玉枕) by Daoist society. 

Nei Dan 内丹 Internal Elixir. A 岛rm of Qigong in which Qi (elixir) is built up in 
the body and spread out to the limbs. 

NeiGong 内功 Internal Gongfu. All training in which the mind leads the circulation 
of Qi, either for manifestation or enlightenment. 

NeiQi 内筑 Lower Level Qi, also called Inner Qi 仅ia Ceng Qi，下屠筑).

NeiShen 内膏 Internal Kidneys. In Chinese medicine and Qigong, the real Kidneys. 
W注i Shen (外膏， External Kidneys) refers to the testicles. 

Nei Shi Gon供1 内视功夫 To look inside to determine your state of health and the 
condition of your Q i. 

Ni Fu Hu xi 迫腹呼吸 Reversed Abdominal Breathing. Also called Fan Fu Hu xi 
(反腹呼吸) or Daoist Breathing (Dao Jia Hu Xi，道家呼吸).

Ni Wan Gong 泥丸宫 Mud Pill Palace. Qigong term for the brain or Upper Dan 
Tian. Mud pills refer to the pineal and pituitary glands. 

Ni Xing 遂行 Reversed Path. The direction of Qi circulation is the opposite of nor
mal Qi circulation (Fire Path). Reversed path is also called Feng Lu (凰路， Wind 
Path). 
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Nian 念 The thoughts which linger in your mind and is hard to get rid of. 

Ning 凝 To concentrate, condense, refìne, focus , and strengthen. 

Ning Shen 凝神 To condense or focus the spirit. Once you can keep your spirit in 
one place, you condense it into a tiny spot to make it stronger. 

Niu Che 牛阜 Bull 民hicle. When leading the Qi from Yuzhen (玉枕) to Niwan 
(泥丸， Baihui} , the Qi movement should be strong as a bull. 

NiuLang 牛郎 Cowherd. A legendary love story in heaven. The cowherd falls in love 
with the weaving lady (Zhi Nu，俄女). But their union is forbidden, and they are 
only allowed to meet once a year. 

Niwan 泥丸 A Daoist name for the crown, brain, or Upper Dan Tian. 

Nu 怒Anger.

Nuan 暖 Warm.

Peng Lai Xian Dao 蓬莱仙岛 Peng Lai Immortal Island. An island in the East Sea 
where the immortals resided, according to Chinese legend. 

Peng, Zu 彭祖 A legendary Qigong practitioner during the period of Emperor Yao 
(2356-2255 B.C.，先)， who was said to have lived for 800 years. 

Pin ltt. Female Animals, or Mothers. 

Pin Chang Hu xi 平常呼吸 Normal regular breathing. 

Ping 平 Peace and harmony. 

PO 魄 Vigorous life force. The PO is considered to be the inferior animal soul. It is 
the sentient animallife which is an innate part of the body. At death, it returns 
to the earth with the rest of the body. When someone is in high spirits and gets 
vigorously involved in some activity it is said he has PO Li (魄力)， which means 
he has vigorous strength or power. 

Qi (Chi) 氯 The general defìnition of Qi is universal energy, including heat, light, 
and electromagnetic energy. A narrower defìnition refers to the energy circulat
ing in human or animal bodies. A current popular model is that Qi in the body 
is bioelectricity. 

Qi An Mo 氯按摩 Qi massage. One of the high levels of massage techniques in which 
amωsage doctor uses his own Qi to remove Qi stagnation in the patient￥ body. 
Also called Wai Qi Liao Fa (外氯擦法) which means healing wi由 external Q i. 

QiHuo 起火 To start the fìre. Build up Qi at the Lower Dan Tian 仪ia Dan Tian, 
下丹田}.
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Qi HuaLun 氯化输 The。可 ofVariations of Q i. An ancient book on changes in n缸'
ural energy. 

QiJing 奇锺 The extraordinary vessels or strange meridians They function like res町'
voirs and regulate the distribution and circulation of Qi in your body. 

Qi Jing Ba Mai 奇锺八腺 Strange Channels Eight 快ssels. The Eight Extraordinary 
民ssels. Called strange because they are not well understood, and some do not 
eXlst m palrs. 

Qi Qing Liu Yu 七情六惩 The seven p臼sions and six desires. The seven pωions are 
happiness 仅i，喜)， anger (Nu，恕)， sorrow (Ai，哀)， joy (Le，然)， love (Ai，盘)，
hate (Hen，恨)， and desire (Yu，惩). The six desires are the six sensory pleasures 
derived from the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 

Qi Shi 乱势 Shi means the way something looks or feels. Qi Shi is the feeling of Qi 
ωit expresses itself. For example, the spiritual state or morale of an army is called 
ltS energy state. 

Qi-Xue 氯血 Qi Blood. According to Chinese medicine, Qi and blood cannot be 
separated, and the two words are commonly used together. 

Qian Shan 逼善 Shi丘 into goodness. Change from bad to good. 

Qiangjian (Gv-18) 强闰 Between Strength. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing 
Vessel. This and the third eye are located at the exit of the Spiritual Valley. 

Qiao 襄 The changes or variations of nature. 

Qiao Men 襄问 A secret way of learning and practicing. 

Qigong (Chi Kung) 氯功 Gong(功) means Gongfu (功夫). Qigong is the study and 
training of Q i. 

Q血ai (Co-6) 氯海 Qi Ocean. An acupuncture c町ity on the Conception 快ssel ，
about two inches below the navel. 

Qin and Han Dynasties (255 B.c.-223 A.D.) 泰、漠 Two dynasties in Chinese history. 

Qin Na (Chin Na) 揄拿 Seize Control. Gongfu which emph臼izes grabbing tech
niques to control the opponent's joints, while attacking certain acupuncture cav
ities. One of the four main fìghting categories in Chinese martial arts. The 岛ur
categories are kicking (Ti，踢)， striking (Da，打)， wrestling (Shuai，摔)， and con
trolling (Qin Na，擒拿). Qin Na specializes in controlling the enemy through 
misplacing the joint (Cuo Gu，错骨)， dividing the muscle (Fen Jin，分筋)， seal
ing the breath (Bi Qi，朋氯)， and cavi可 press (Dian Xue，黠穴).

Qing 桓Light.
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Qing Dynωty (1644-1912 A.D.) 清朝 The last Chinese dynasty. 

Qing Xiu Pai 清修派 Peaceful Cultivation Style. A branch of Daoist Qigong. 

Qingcheng 青城 A mountain in Sichuan province (四川省).

QuJiang 曲江 Curved Rivers. Intestines, Real Lower Dan Tian. 

Que Qiao 鸪椅 Magpie bridge or tongue which bridges the Conception and 
Governing Vessels. 

Re 熟 Hot.

ReQi 熟氯 Re means warmth or heat. Re Qi represents heat Q i. 

Ren 1:二 Humanity， kindness, or benevolence. When Dao and De are applied in 
human society, it is benevolence (Ren，仁) and righteousness (Yi, A). 

Ren 人 Man or mankind. One of the Three Powers (San Cai，三才)， which are 
Heaven (Tian，天)， Earth (Di，地)， and Man (Ren，人).

Ren (Zen) 忍 To endure. The Japanese name for Chan. 

Ren Mai 任腺 Conception 民ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary 快ssels.

RenQi 人氯 Human Q i. 

Ren Shi 人事 Human Relations. Human events, activities, and relationships. 

Renzhong (Gv-26) 人中 Philtrum. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing 驰ssel.

Also called Shuigou (水游)， meaning water ditch. 

RuDao 入道 Enter the Dao. Means getting involved in Daoist study and practice. 

Ru Ding 入定 Enter the state of mental and physical steadiness. 

RuGuan 入现 Enter the observation. The mind is calm and clear, which allows you 
to enter a profound state of observation and analysis. 

RuJia 儒家 Confucian family. Those followers of Confucian precepts. 

RuJing 入景 Enter the scenery. When you meditate profoundl严 you experience all 
kinds of phenomena. This is called Ru Jing. 

RuMo 入魔 Enter the devil. Wrong feeling or perception can lead you into fascina
tion, illusion, and imagination. 

Ruan 软 So丘-

Ruo Cun 若存 As if it were existing. 

San Bao 三曹 Three Treasures. Jing (Essence，精)， Qi (energy，氯)， and Shen (spirit, 
神). Also called San Yuan (三元， three origins). 
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San Ben 三本 The Three Foundations. 

SanCai三才The Three Powers. H四.ven (Ttan，天)， Earth (Di，地)， and Man (Ren，人).

San Che 三阜 Three Vehicles. Three ways of leading Qi in the course of Small 
Circulation practice. Sheep vehide, deer vehide, and bull vehide. 

San Gong 散功 Energy Dispersion. Premature degeneration of the body where Qi 
cannot effectively energize it, generally caused by excessive training. 

SanGuan 三翩 Three Gates in Small Circulation. They are Weilu, Jiaji, and Yuzhen. 

SanGuan 三视 Three observations in Buddhist meditation. 1. Observing Emptiness 
(Kong Guan，空糊. )-to observe the emptiness of all naturallaws and events, 2. 
Observing Falseness Qia Guan，假规 )-to observe the falseness of all natural 
laws, 3. Observing Double Reflections (Zhong Guan, 中视 )-to observe 
between the two. 

San Hua Ju Ding 三花默顶 Three flowers reach the top. One of the fìnal goals of 
Qigong, whereby the Three Treasures are led to the top of the body to nourish 
the spirit at the Upper Dan Tian. 

San Jiao 三教 Three Schools. Buddhism, Daoism, and Confucianism. 

SanJie 三界 Three Worlds. The secular matrix. 1. The world of desires, 2. The world 
of colors (material world) , 3. The world of no color (extreme calmness through 
meditation). 

San Mei Yin 三昧印 San Mo Di (三摩地， Samadhi) , a special Indian Buddhist term 
which means steadiness of the mind and body (Ding，定). The Buddhist name 
for Small Circulation. Also called Yin-Yang Xun Huan Yi Xiao Zhou Tian, 
除畴循穰一小周天) which means Yin-Yang Circulation Small Heavenly Cyde in 
Daoist socie可·

San Mo Di 三摩地 San Mei Yin 

San Nian Bu Ru 三年哺乳 Three years of nursing. 

San Qi Gui Yuan 三氯蹄元 The three Qi's (essence, Qi, and spirit) all return to their 
ongms. 

San Yuan 三元 Three origins. Also called San Bao (三霄， Three Treasures). 

Sanyi时iao (Sp-6) 三除支 Three Yin Junctions. An acupuncture cavity on the spleen 
channel. The junction of the three Yin channels, namely spleen, liver, and kidneys. 

Se 涩 Harsh.

Seng Bing 僧兵 Monk Soldiers. Shaolin martial monks. 
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Shang Ceng Qi 土屠氯 Upper Level Q i. Also called Wai Qi (外氯， External Qi). 

Shang Dan Tian 上丹田 Upper Dan Tian in the brain at the Third Eye, the residence 
ofShen. 

Shang Dan Tian Hu xi 上丹田呼吸 Upper Dan Tian Breathing. Spiritual Breathing 
(Shen Xi，神息).

ShangE 上顿 Palate of the mouth. 

Shang Que Qiao 上鹉椅 Upper magpie bridge, the tongue, which bridges the 
Conception and Governing 快ssels.

Shanzhong (Co-17) 擅中 The central area between the nipples. Some Qigong prac
titioners consider Shanzhong to be the Middle Dan Tian. lts acupuncture name 
is Penetrating Odor. 

Shaolin 少林 YoungWoods. A Buddhist temple in Henan，也mous for its martial arts. 

SheJing 捧精 Absorb the essence. 

Shen 深 Deep.

Shen 神When a spirit becomes divine, it is called Shen. 

Shen 神 Spirit. The conscious functioning of mind and thought. lt resides at the 
Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，土丹田).

Shen Bu Shou She 神不守舍 The Spirit is not kept at its Residence. 

Shen Gu 神谷 Spirit valley. Formed by the two hemispheres of the brain, with the 
Upper Dan Tian at the exit. 

Shen Gui 神.. Spiritual T urtle. 

Shen Hun 神魂 The spirit of a dying person, between Shen and Hun. 

ShenJiao 神支 Spiritual communication. 

Shen Ming 神明 Spiritually divine or enlightened beings. 

Shen Qi Xiang He 神氯相合 Mutual Harmony or Unifìcation of Shen and Q i. The 
fìnal regulating of Shen. 

Shen Tai 神胎 Spiritual embryo. Also called Ling 1￥(重胎).

Shen Xi神息 Spirit breathing. The stage of Qigong training where the spirit is coor
dinated with the breathing. 

Shen xi Xiang Yi 神息相依 Mutual Dependence of Spirit and Breathing. 
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Shen Xian 神仙Xian originates with Shen, sometimes ca11ed Shen Xian, or immorta1 
Splflt. 

Shen Xin Ping Heng 身心平衡 Body and heart are ba1anced. There is ba1ance body 
and the mind. 

Shen Ying 神婴 Spiritua1 baby or spiritua1 embryo. 

ShenZhi 神志 The mind generates the will, which keeps the Shen fìrm. The Chinese 
commonly write Shen and Zhi (will) together as Shen Zhi, because they are so 
closely related. 

Shen Zhi Bu Qing 神志不清 The spirit and the will (generated from Yi) are not clear. 
The mind is confused and unsteady. 

ShengMen 生问Life Door. Implies navel. 

Sheng Ming Zhi Ben 生命之本 The root of our lives. 

Sheng Qi 生氯 To produce Q i. 

ShengTai ~胎 Holy embryo. Another name for the spiritω1 embryo (Shen Tai，神胎).

Shenshu (B-23) 肾俞Kidney's Admittance or Kidney Hollow. Two acupuncture cav-
ities on the bladder channels. They are the immediate entrance and exit of kid
ney Qi to the outside through the back. 

Shenzhu (Gv-12) 身柱 Body Pillar. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing快ssel.

Shi ErDi Zhi 十二地支 The Twelve Terrestria1 Branches, the traditiona1 Chinese divi
sions of the day: Zi (子， 11 P.M. to 1 A.M., Rat) , Chou (去， 1 to 3 A.M., Ox) , Yin 
(寅， 3 to 5 A.M. , Tiger) , Mao (卵， 5 to 7 A.M., Hare) , Chen (辰， 7 to 9 A.M. , 
Dragon) , Yi (己， 9 to 11 A.M., Snake) , Wu (午， 11 A.M. to 1 P.M., Horse) , Wei 
(未， 1 to 3 P.M., Sheep) , Shen (申， 3 to 5 P.M., Monkey) , Qiu (酋， 5 to 7 P.M., 
Cock) , Shu (戍， 7 to 9 P.M., Dog) and Hai (亥， 9 to 11 P.M., Boar). 

Shi Er Jing 十二锺 The T welve Primary Qi Channels in Chinese medicine. 

Shi Er Jing Luo 十二锺格 The Twelve Primary Qi Channels and Their Branches. 

Shi Er Shi 十二峙 Twelve Timings. Shi Er Di Zhi, The T welve Terrestria1 Branches. 

Shi Jie 世界 The world. 

Shi TianGan 十天干 TheTen Celestia1 Stems. The Chinese use The Ten Celestia1 Stems 
toge出erwi出 the Twelve Terrestria1 Branches (Shi Er Di Zhi，十二地支) to form a 
cycle of sixty. From 由is，也可 distinguish the di能rent natura1 cycles of the year. The 
Ten Celestia1 Stems are: Jia (叭， Yi (乙)， Bing (丙)， Ding (丁)， Wu (戊)， Ji (己)，
Geng (庚)， Xin (辛)， Ren (圣)， and Gui (葵).
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Shi Yue Huai Tai 十月慷胎 Ten months of pregnancy. The stage in Yi Jin Jing train
ing during which the spiritua1 embryo is nourished. 

Shiqizhuixia (M-BW-25) 十七椎下An acupuncture cavity located below the 17th 
vertebra. 

Shou 守 To keep and protect. 

Shou Jue Yin Xin Bao Luo Jing 手厥除心包格锺Arm Absolute Yin Pericardium 
Primary Qi Channel. One of the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Shou Shao Yang San Jiao Jing 手少畴三焦短Arm Lesser Yang Triple Burner Primary 
Qi Channel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Shao Yin Xin Jing 手少除心锺Arm Lesser Yin Heart Primary Qi Channel. One 
of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Shen 守神 To focus the mind on the spirit. Qigong meditation training. 

Shou Tai Yang Xiao Chang Jing 乎太陈小蹄锺Arm Greater Yang Sma11 Intestine 
Primary Qi Channel. One of the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Shou Tai Yin Fei Jing 手太除肺锺Arm Greater Yin Lung Primary Qi Channel. One 
of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Yang Ming Da Chang Jing 手隋明太蹄银Arm Yang Brightness Large Intestine 
Primary Qi Channel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Yin 手印 Hand stamp. Hand forms that assist meditation. Stamp here means 
to press. 

Shu Tou 梳顽 Combing the Hair. A Qigong practice using the same movement. 

Shuang Xiu 赞修 Double cultivation. A Qigong training method in which Qi is 
exchanged with a partner to ba1ance the Q of both. It a1so means dua1 cultiva
tion of the body and the spirit. 

Shuang Zhao 赞照 The observation of double reflections, or relative comparison. A 
Buddhist terminology which implies comparison with the opposite position. 

Shui Huo Zhi Ji 水火之降 The Junction ofWater and Fire. Weilu (尾闹， tailbone) is 
where Qi enters the water or fìre path. It is ca11ed Changqiang (Gv-l ，最强， long

strength) in acupuncture. 

ShuiLu 水路 Water Path. One Qi path in which Qi is led up through the Thrusting 
Vessel to the brain for nourishment. It can ca1m down the excitement of your 
body. It is a1so the path of spiritua1 enlightenment cultivation. 

Shui Qi 水乱 W垣ter Q i. Qi created from Origina1 Essence, which can calm your body. 
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Shuigou 水潜 Water Ditch. Another name for Renzhong (Gv-26，人中) acupuncture 
caVl可-

Shun Xing )1民行 Following the Natural Path. Fire Path (Huo Lu，火路) in Small 
Circulation. 

Si Da 四大 Four Greatnesses or Four Larges. These are the earth (Di，地)， water 
(Shui，水)， fire (Huo，火)， and wind (Feng，凰， air). 

Si Da Jie Kong 四大皆空 Four Larges are Empty. A stage of Buddhist training where 
all four elements (earth, water, fire, and air) are absent from the mind, so that one 
is completely indi能rent to worldly temptations. 

Si Qi 死氯 Dead Q i. The Qi remaining in a dead bo啡Also called ghost Qi (Gui 
Qi，鬼氯).

Si Zi Jue 四字棋 Four Secret Words, are Cuo (撮， condensing or concentrating) , Di 
(抵， pr臼sing up) , Bi (朗， closing) and xi (吸， drawing in). 

Song and Yuan Dynasties (960-1367 A.D.) 宋、元 Two dynasties in Chinese history. 

Suan Ming Shi 算命郎 Calculate Life Teacher. A fortune teller who calculates your 
future and destiny. 

Sui Qi 髓氯 Marrow Q i. 

Ta 塔 Pagoda.

Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) 太握拳 Great Ultimate Fist. An internal Chinese martial 
art. 

Tai xi 胎息 Embryonic Breathing. A Qigong breathing technique which stores Qi 
in the Lower Real Dan Tian. 

Tai xi Jing Zuo 胎息静坐 Embryonic Breathing Meditation. 

Tai 元旦太虚 Grand Emptiness. The great nature of the universe (Dao，道).

Taiji 太桓 Grand Ultimate. Taiji is the invisible 阳ce which makes Wuji (集桓， no 
extremity) derive into Yin and Yang poles, and into which the two once again 
resolve into one. Also 0丘en called Xuan Pin (玄批).

Taijiquan (Tai Chi Chuan) 太握拳 A Chinese internal martial style based on the the-
ory ofTaij i. 

Taipei Xian 台北躲 A county in the north ofTaiwan. 

Taiwan 台湾An island to the southeast of mainland China. Also called Formosa. 

Taiwan University 台湾大牵 A well known university in Taipei. 
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Taizuquan 太祖拳 A southern style of Chinese external martial arts. 

T创世ωng 淡江 A university in Taiwan. 

Tang Dyn甜可 (713-907 A.D.) 唐朝 One of the Chinese dynasties. 

TangYan 如良 Iron the Eyes. A Qigong practice which keeps the eyes in a healthy 
condition. 

Ti Xi越息 Body Breathing. Also called Skin Breathing (Fu Xi，庸息). This Qigong 
breathing technique enables you to lead Qi to the skin surface, to strengthen 
Guardian Q i. 

Tian 天 Heaven or S均~ One of the Three Powers (San Cai，三才). In ancient China, 
people believed Heaven to be the most powerful force in the universe. 

Tian Chi Shui 天池水 Heavenly Water. Saliva. 

Tian Di 夭地 The physical body is often called Heaven and Earth in Qigong. 

Tian Gu 天谷 Heavenly Valley. The space between the two hemispheres of the brain. 
It has many other names, such as Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷)， Y迁llow Yard 
(Huang Ting，黄庭)， Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸) or Kunlun (且挂在).

Tian He Shui Ni Liu 天河水边流 Reversed Flow of the Heavenly River Water. To lead 
Qi up from Huiyin to the crown is called reversed flow of the heavenly river water. 

Tian Ling Gai 夭重盖 Heavenly Spiritual Cover. The crown, or Baihui (Gv-20，百舍)
m acupuncture. 

TianMu 天目 Heavenly Eye. Called the Third Eye by Western society. The Chinese 
believe that prior to our evolution into humans, our race possessed an addition
al sense organ in our forehead. This third eye provided a means of spiritual com
munication between one another, and with the natural world. As we evolved and 
developed means to protect ourselves from the environment, and as societies 
became more complex and human vices developed, this third eye gradually dosed 
and disappeared. 

Tian Qi 天氯 Heaven Q i. Commonly refers to the weather, which is governed by 
Heaven Q i. 

Tian Ren He Yi 天人合一 Heaven and Man Unifìed as One. A high level of Qigong 
meditation in which one can communicate with the Qi of Heaven. 

Tian Shi 天咛 Heavenly timing. The repeated natural cydes generated by the heav
ens, such as seasons, months, days, and hours. 

Tian Ting 天庭 Heavenly yard. The Third Eye. Called Yintang (M-HN-3，印堂) in 
acupuncture. 
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Tian Yan 天眼 Heaven Eye. The Third Eye or Yintang cavity in acupuncture. 

Tianshan 天山 Sky Mountain. The name of a mountain in Xinjiang province 
(新疆省).

Tiantu (Co-22) 天突 Heaven's Prominence. An acupuncture cavity on the 
Conception Vessel. This cavi可 connects with the Dazhui cavity (Gv-14，大椎) on 
the back, and they are regardedωa pair of corresponding cavities. 

Tiao 拥 A gradual regulating process, resulting in that which is regulated achieving 
harmony with others. 

Tiao Qi 胡氯 To regulate the Q i. 

Tiao Shen 拥神 To regulate the spirit. 

Tiao Shen 拥身 To regulate the bod予

Tiao xi 胡息 To regulate the breathing. 

Tiao Xin 胡心 To regulate the emotional mind. 

Tie Bu Shan 战布衫 Iron shirt. Gongfu training which toughens the body external
ly and internally. 

Tie Sha Zhang 战砂掌 Iron Sand Palm. A special martial ar岱 conditioning for the palms. 

Tong San Guan 通三翩 Pass through Three Gates. The Three gates are Weilu, Ji司i，
and Yuzhen. 

Tu-Na 吐纳 Qigong is commonly called Tu-Na, which means to utter and admit. 
This implies uttering and admitting the air through the nose in respiration. 

TuiNa 推拿 To push and grab. Chinese m臼sage for healing and treating injuries. 

Tuo Yue 囊俞 Bellows. A tube used to fan the fìre in a furnace. 

WaiDan 外丹External Elixir. External Qigong exercises to build up Qi in the limbs 
and lead it into the center of the body for nourishment. 

WaiJia 外家 External Family. Those schools which practice external styles of Chinese 
martial arts. 

W剖 Qi 外氯 External Q i. Also called Upper Level Qi (Shang Ceng Qi，上屠氯).

Wai Qi Liao Fa 外氯撩法 External Qi Healing. A high level of Qi m部sage， in which 
you use your own Qi to remove Qi stagnation in the patient. 

Wai Shen 外肾 Chinese defìne the kidneys as internal kidneys and external kidneys. 
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WanZhuan 宛串串 So丘， gradual, and gentle. 

WeiQi 街乱 Protective Qi or Guardian Q i. The Qi at the surfaαof the body forms 
a shield to protect the body from negative external in f1uences such as cold. 

明币eilu 尾朋 Coccyx. Called Changqiang (Gv.斗，-ft弦， Long Strength) in medical 
soclety. 

Wilson Chen 隙威伸 Dr. Yang, Jwing占rling's martial arts 丘iend.

WoGu 握固 To hold and fìrm. 

Wu 午 Noon. One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (1 1 A.M. to 1 P.M.) 

WuNian 杂念 The mind of no mind, or the thought of no thought. 

Wu Qi Chao Yuan 五氯朝元 Five Qi's Return to their Origins. When Qi has been 
regulated to its normal original level in the fìve Yin organs, it is called Wu Qi 
Chao Yuan. The fìve internal organs are the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and kid
neys. 

WuQinShi 五禽践 Five Animal Sports. A set of medical Qigong practice created by 
Jun Qing (君倩) during the Jin Dyn甜可 (265-420 A.D.，骨朝). It imitates the 
movements of the tiger, deer, bear, ape, and bird. Others say it was created by Dr. 
Hua Tuo (筝伦).

Wu Tiao 五胡 Five regulating methods in Qigong practice, namely regulating the 
body, the breathing, the mind, the Qi, and the spirit. 

唱ru Tiao Er Tiao A在拥而铜 The regulating of no regulating. All actions are so natu
ral that no more regulating is necessary. 

Wu Xin 操心When there is no emotional mind generated, it is called Wu Xin. 

Wu XinHu Xi五心呼吸 A Nei Dan Qigong practice in which one uses the mind in 
coordination with breathing, 10 lead Qi to the center of the palms, feet, and 
head. 

Wu Xing 五行 Five Phases or Five Elements, namely metal Qin，金)， wood (Mu，料，
water (Shui，水)，自re (Huo，火)， and earth (T u，土).

Wu Xing 悟性 To comprehend the temperament. One requirement for spiritual cul
tlvatlon. 

WuZhen 悟真 To comprehend the truth. Implies reaching spiritual enlightenment. 

Wudang Mountain 武啻山 Located in Hubei province (湖北省).

W币lji A在拯 No Extremity. The state of undifferentiated emptiness before beginning. 
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Wushu 武街 Martial Techniques. A common name for Chinese martial arts. Many 
other terms are used, including Wuyi (武莓， martial arts)，币'ugong (武功， mar
tial Gongfu) , Guoshu (圆衔， national techniques) and Gongfu (功夫， energy
time). Because Wushu has been modifìed in mainland China over recent decades 
into gymnastic martial performance, many traditional Chinese martial artists 
have given up this name, to avoid confusing modern Wushu with traditional 
Wushu. Recently, mainland China has attempted to bring modern Wushu back 
to its traditional roots and practice. 

Wuwei $.在海 Doing Nothing. Regulating without regulating. 

Wuxing 五行 Five Elements. Metal Qin，金， Lungs, Fall) , Wood (Mu，木， Liver, 
Spring) , Water (Shui，水， Kidneys, Winter) , Fire (Huo，火， Heart, Summer) , and 
Earth (Tu，土， Spleen, Four Seasons). 

xi 息 Embryonic Breathing. 

xi 喜 Joy， delight, and happiness. 

xi 吸 To draw in or to suck in. Leading Qi up the spine together with inhalation. 

xi 如 Slender.

xi Huo 熄火 Cease the fìre. 

xi Lian 洗脸 Washing the face. A practice in which both hands brush downward on 
the face. 

xi Sui Gong 洗髓功 Marrow and brain washing Qigong practice. 

Xi SuiJing 洗髓短 Marrow and Brain \脱shing Classic. Qigong training to lead Qi to 

the marrow to cleanse it, or to the brain to nourish the spirit for enlightenment. 
It is regarded as the key to longevi可 and spiritual enlightenment. 

XiXin 息心 To cease the activity ofXin is called xi Xin. 

xi Yuan 息、缘 To cease the affìnity which connects with secular affairs is called xi 
Yuan. 

Xia Dan Tian 下丹田 Lower Dan Tian. 

Xia Que Qiao 下鹊椅 Lower magpie bridge. Huiyin, which joins Conception and 
Governing Vessels. 

Xia Zhen Dan Ti皿下真丹田 Real Lower Dan Tian, or the second brain. Called the 
Enteric Nervous System in current Western medical science. 

Xian 仙An Immortal. One who has attained enlightenment or Buddhahood and 
whose spirit can separate from and return to his physical body at will. 
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Xian Ren 仙人 Those who have reached spiritua1 immorta1ity or enlightenment. 

Xian Tai 仙胎 Immorta1 Embryo. 

Xian Tian Qi 先天氯 Pre-Birth Qi or Pre-Heaven Q i. Also ca11ed Dan Tian Qi 
(丹田氯). The Qi which is converted from Origina1 Essence and stored in the 
Lower Dan Tian. Considered to be Water Qi, it ca1ms the b。中

Xian Tian Zhi Zhen 先天之真 Pre-Heaven Truth. The truthful mind before birth. 

Xiao 孝 Filial Piety. 

Xiao Ding Lu 小鼎壤 Sma11 Tripod and Furnace. Huang Ting (黄庭) is a tripod, 
while the Rea1 Lower Dan Tian is a furnace. 

Xiao Tong 小通 Sma11 smoothness. The smooth circulation of Q i. 

Xiao Zhou Tian 小周夭 Sma11 Cydic Heaven or Sma11 Circulation Meditation. 
Ca11ed Microcosmic Orbit in Yoga, or T urning the Wheel ofNatura1 Law (Zhuan 
Fa Lun，串串法翰) by Buddhist society. A Nei Dan Qigong (内丹氯功) training in 
which Qi is generated at the Dan Tian (丹田) and then moved through the 
Conception and Governing Vessels. 

Xiao Zhou Tian Jing Zuo 小周天静坐 Sma11 Circulation Meditation. 

Xiayin 下除 Low Yin. The groin. Also ca11ed Longmen (M-CA-24，施月， Dragon's 
Gate) in Chinese medicine. 

Xie i也 Releasing.

Xin 心 Heart. The mind generated from emotiona1 disturbance, desire. 

Xin 信 Trust.

Xin Shen Bu Ning 心神不事 The (emotiona1) mind and spirit are not at peace. The 
mind is scattered. 

Xin xi Xiang Yi 心息相依 Heart (mind) and breathing are mutua11y dependent. 

Xin Yuan Yi Ma 心猿意岛 Heart Monkey Yi Horse. Xin (heart) represen臼 the emo
tiona1 mind, which acts like a monkey, unsteady and disturbing. Yi is the wisdom 
mind generated from ca1m, dear thinking and judgment. The Yi is like a horse, 
ca1m and powerful. 

Xin Zhai 心膏 Purifìed Xin, which implies a ca1m , sincere mind. 

Xing 性 Human nature or temper缸nent.

Xing Gong 行功 To carry out the Gong. To train. 

Xing Ming Shuang Xiu 性命赞修 Double Cultivation of Human Nature and Life. 
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Originally a Buddhist, though now predominantly a Daoist, approach to 
Qigong, it emphasizes the cultivation of both spirituality and the physical bod予

Xing Qi 行氯 Transporting or circulating the Q i. 

Xinkan 心坎 Heart Pit. Martial arts name for Jiuwei (Co-15，地尾， Wide Pigeon's 
I马il).

Xingyiquan (Xingyi) 形意拳 Shape-Mind Fist. An internal style ofGongfu in which 
the mind determines the shape or movement of the body. Its creation is attrib
uted to Marshal Yue, Fei (岳她) during the Chinese Southern Song Dynasty 
(1 127-1280 A.D.，南宋).

Xinzhu Xian 新竹躲 Birthplace of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming in Taiwan. 

Xiong Bu Hu xi 胸部呼吸 Chest breathing. 

XiuQi 修乱 Cultivate the Q i. Buddhist Qigong training to protect, maintain, and 
refìne. 

Xiu Shen 修身 Cultivating the physical body. 

Xu 虚 Emptiness， nothingness. 

XuMi 须确 The Daoist term for the human spiritual being in the fullness of human 
vlrtue. 

Xu Qi 蓄氯 Store the Qi to an abundant level. 

XuWu 虚集 Nothing.

Xuan 玄 marvelous， incredible, or mysterious. It also means original (Yuan，元).

Xuan Guan 玄脯 Tricky Gates. Key places in Qigong training. 

XuanMing 玄冥 The spirit of the kidneys. It produces sperm so a baby can be born. 

Xuan Pin 玄北 The marvelous and mysterious Dao, mother of creation of millions 
of objects. 

Xun Dao Zhe 等道者 Dao searcher. One who studies the truth of the Dao. 

Yamen (Gv-15) 哑问 Door of Muteness. An acupuncture cavity on the Governing 
Vessel. 

Yan 言 Speaking or negotiating. 

Yan Guan Bi 眼棍鼻 To use the eyes to look at the tip of the nose. To pay attention 
to the breathing. 

Yan Xi晏息 Meditation or profound breathing. 
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Yang 装 To nourish, increase, raise up, or to cultivate. 

Yang 癖Itching.

Yang 晴 One of the two poles (Liang Yi，雨傲). The other is Yin. In Chinese philos
ophy, the active, positive, masculine polarity is classifìed 臼 Yang. In Chinese 
medicine, Yang means excessive, overactive, or overheated. The Yang (or outer) 
organs are the Gall Bladder, Small Intestine, Large Intestine, Stomach, Bladder, 
and Triple Burner. 

YangChe 羊牟 Sheep 快hicle. The way to lead Qi from Weilu to Jiaj i. The Qi move
ment should be slow. 

Yang-Huo 隋火 Yang Fire. The way of increasing the body's fìre so it becomes more 
Yang. 

YangJian 晴闰 Yang World. The material world in which we live. 

YangQi 善氯 Nourishing and protecting the Q i. 

YangShen 餐神 Yang means to raise, nourish, and maintain. Shen means spirit. Yang 
Shen is the main Buddhist approach to regulating the Shen. 

Yang Shen 晴神When Shen manifests Qi into action, it is powerful. Though Shen 
itself is considered Yin, it is called Yang Shen. 

Yang Style Taijiquan 杨氏太植拳 A style of Taijiquan created by Yang, Lu-Shan 
(揭露禅， 1799-1872 A.D.). 

YangYing 眷婴 Nursing the baby. 

Yang, Jwing-Ming 杨俊敏 Author of this book. 

YangqiωMai~揭晓腺 Yang Heel Vessel. One of the eight Qi vessels. 

Yangwei Mai 晴雄腺 Yang Linking 快ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary 快ssels.

Yao (2356 B.C.) 先Ancient Chinese emperor said to have lived to be 800 years old. 

Yi 一 Oneness， singularity. 

Yi .A Justice, righteousness. 

Yi 椅Ripple.

Yi 意 Mind. (Pronounced "ee") Specifìcally, the mind generated by clear thinking 
and judgment, which can make you calm, peaceful, and wise. 

YiJin ]ing 易筋银 TheMωdelTendon Chang切iK Classic, credited to Da Mo {这磨)
around 550 A.D. It describes 鄂、i Dan Qigong training for strengthening the 
physical body. 
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Yì]ing 易挫 The Book 01 Changes. A book of divination written during the Zhou 
Dynasty (1 122-255 B.C.，周).

Yi Qi Xiang He 意轧相合 Harmonization of the Yi and Q i. 

Yi Shen Yu Qi 以神驭氯 Use spirit to govern and manage the Q i. 

Yi Shou Dan Tian 意守丹田 Keep your Yi at your Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian, 
下丹田). In Qigong training, you keep your mind at the Lower Dan Tian to accu
mulate Qi. When you circulate it, you always lead it back to your Lower Dan 
Tian at the end of practice. 

Yi Yi Yin Qi 以意引氯 Use the Yi to lead the Q i. 

Yin 除 In Chinese philosophy, this is the pωsive， negative, feminine polarity. In 
Chinese medicine, Yin means defìcient. The Yin organs are the Heart, Lungs, 
Liver, Kidneys, Spleen, and Pericardium. 

Yin He 除核 Yin center. The weak Yin which exists within the great Yang. This Yin 
stabilizes the Yang's manifestation. 

Yin Jian 除阴 Yin world. The spirit world after death is considered Yin. 

YinQi 引氯 To lead the Q i. 

Yin Shen 除神 Yin Spirit. The Yin center of the Upper Dan Tian. 

Yin-Fu 除符 Yin magic water. The way to enhance the body's water, so its Yang can 
be made more Yin. 

Yin-Yang Xun Huan Yi Xiao Zhou Tian 除晴循穰一小周天 A Yin-Yang Circulation 
Small Heaven Cycle. Daoist name for Small Circulation. Called San Mei Yin 
(三昧印) or San Mo Di (三摩地) in Buddhist socie可·

Ying Er 婴兔 Baby (son) , which implies the Spiritual Embryo. 

YingGong 硬功 Hard Gongfu. Any martial training which emphasizes strength and 
power. 

Ying Qi 警氛 Managing Q i. The Qi which manages the functions of the body and 
ltS organs. 

Ying Zhou 泯洲 A legendary mountain in the East Sea where the Chinese immor
tals dwell. 

Yi叫iao (Co-7) 雄主 Yin junction. The junction of two vessels, Conception Vessel 
and Thrusting Vessel. Yi时iao is on the Conception Vessel. It is also considered a 
paired cavity with Mingmen (Gv-4，命问， Life￥ Door) ， located between L2 and 
L3 vertebrae. 
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Yinjiao (Gv-28) 根支 Gum's Junction. An acupuncture cavity at the mouth, on the 
Governing Vessel. 

Yinqiao Mai 险境腺 Yin Heel Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

Yintang (M-HN-3) 印堂 Seal Hall. A miscel1aneous acupuncture cavity, located at 
the Third Eye area. 

Yinwei Mai 除雄腺 Yin Linking 快ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

Yongquan (K-l) 涌泉 Gushing Spring. An acupuncture cavity on the Kidney 
Primary Qi Channel. 

Yongquan Hu xi 涌泉呼吸 Yongquan breathing. The mind leads Qi to the Yongquan 
(K-l ，涌泉) cavities on the bottom of the feet. 

You 悠 Continuous.

Yu 惩 Desire or lust. 

Yu Huan 元le 玉穰穴 Jade ring cavity. The space inside the solar plexus (Huang 
Ting). 

YuMen 玉问 Jade Gate. The Third Eye. 

Yu Tang 玉堂 Jade Hall. Implies the palate of the mouth. 

YuTu 玉兔 Jade Rabbit. Implies Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精).

Yuan Jing 元精 Original Essence. The fundamental, original essential substance 
inherited from your parents. It is converted into Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯).

Yuan Qi 元氯 Original Q i. Created from the Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精)
inherited from your parents. 

Yuan Shen 元神 Original Spirit. The spirit you already had when you were born. 

Yue 曰 To speak. 

Yue, Fei 岳先 A Chinese hero of the Southern Song Dynasty (1 127-1280 A.D.，南宋).
Said to have created Ba Duan Jin (八段锦)， Xingyiquan (形意拳)， and yi肘's Ying 
Zhua (岳家属爪).

Yun 勾 Uniform.

Yuzhen 玉枕 Jade Pillow. The Daoist name for 由e acupuncture cavity Naohu (Gv-17, 
腾户， Brain's Household). This cavity is the third gate of Small Circulation. 

Zai Jie Pai 栽接派 Plant and Gra丘 Style. A style of Daoist Qigong training. 

Zen (Ren) 忍(禅) To endure. The Japanese name for Chan (禅).
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Zhan Guo 峨圆 Warring States Period in Chinese history (403-222 B.C.). 

Zhang, Dao-Ling ~民道陵 A Daoist who combined scholarly Daoism with Buddhist 
philosophies to create Religious Daoism (Dao Jiao，道教) during the Chinese 
Eastern Han Dyn剖ty (25-220 A.D.，束漠).

Zhang, Xiang-San ~民祥三 A well known martial artist in Taiwan during the 1960s. 

Zhen Nian 念 The real righteous mind or thought. 

Zhen Ren 真人 Real Person or Truthful Person. A Daoist. 

Zhen Ru 真如 Real Buddhahood. 

Zhen Xi真息 The real breathing or true breathing. Breathing that has been regulat
ed to a deep and profound level. It implies Embryonic Breathing. 

Zhen Xia Dan Tian 真下丹田 Real Lower Dan Tian, the main Qi reservoir or bio
electric battery in the body. 

Zhen Yi 真- Real One, Real Singularity, or Real Oneness. One, or Singularity refer 
to one's main energy polarity comprising the spiritual center and the Qi center. 

Zheng Fu Hu xi 正腹呼吸 Abdominal Breathing, commonly called Buddhist 
Breathing (Fo Jia Hu Xi，佛家呼吸).

Zheng Nian 正念Righteous mind or thought. 

Zheng Qi 正氯Righteous Q i. When one is righteous, he is said to have righteous 
Qi which evil Qi cannot overcome. 

Zhi 止 Stop.

Zhi Guan 止貌 To stop the observation, which implies stopping the observation of 
the activities of the Xin. 

Zhi Nu 俄女 Weaving Lady and Cowherd. A legendary love st。可 in Heaven. The 
weaving lady falls in love with a cowherd (Niu Lang，牛郎)， but their union is 
forbidden by heaven, and they are only allowed to meet each other once each 
year. 

Zhong 重 Heaη

Zhong 忠 Loyalty.

Zhong Dan Tian 中丹田 The Middle Dan Tian located at the Shanzhong (擅中) area 
at the center between the nipples. 

Zhong Gong 中宫 Central Palace, or Huang Ting (黄庭) area located between the 
Real Lower Dan Tian and the Middle Dan Tian. It means the solar plexus. 
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ZhongGuan 中规 Observation of neutral (neither empty nor illusory). That means 
to observe events 丘om a neutral point of view. 

Zhong Xi踵息 Sole breathing. 

Zhongji (Co-3) 中握 Middle Summit. An acupuncture cavity on the Conception 
快ssel.

Zhongwan (Co-12) 中脆 Middle Cavity. Solar plexus. An acupuncture cavi可 on the 
Conception 快ssel.

Zhou 周 To be complete, perfect, or round. 

Zhu 注 Tendency. It also means major flow or pouring. 

ZhuJi 祟基 Build a foundation. 

ZhuanFaLun 将法输 Turning the Wheel ofNatural Law. A Buddhist term for Small 
Circulation. 

Zhuang Zhou 摇周 Zhuang Zi. A Daoist scholar during the Warring States Period 
(403-222 B.C.) He wrote a book called Zhuang Zi ( 路子).

ZhuangZi 摇子 The book written by the Daoist scholar Zhuang Zhou during the 
Chinese "W组rring States Period. 

Zi 子 Son.

Zi 子 Midnight. One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches. 11 P.M. to 1 A.M. 

ZiJue 自量 Selιawareness.

Zi Shi 自端 Selιrecognition.

Zi 币10 自脱 Freedom from emotional or spiritual bondage. 

Zi 明ru 自悟 Selιawakening.

ZiWu LiuZhu 子午流注 Zi (子) refers to the period around midnight (1 1 P.M. to 1 
A.M.) , and Wu (午) refers to midday (1 1 A.M. to 1 P.M.). Liu Zhu (流注) means 
the tendency to flow. The term refers to a schedule of Qi circulation showing 
which channel has the predominant Qi flow at any particular time, and where 
the predominant Qi flow is, in the Conception and Governing 快ssels.

Zi Xing 自醒 Self-awakening.

Zou Huo 走火 Entering the flre pa由. False and unrealistic feelings can lead you to a 
state of emotional disturbance, and away &om 出e correct practice of Qi cultivation. 

Zou Huo Ru Mo 走火入魔 Walk into the flre and enter the devil. If you lead your 
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Qi into the wrong path, it is called walking into the flre. If your mind has been 
led into confusion, it is called entering the devil. 

Zu Jue Yin Gan Jing 足厥除肝锺 Leg Absolute Yin Liver Primary Qi Channel. One 
of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Shao Yang Dan Jing 足少晴臆锺 Leg Lesser Yang Gall Bladder Primary Qi 
Channel. One of the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Zu Shao Yin Shen Jing 足少除膏短 Leg Lesser Yin Kidney Primary Qi Channel. One 
of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Tai Yang Pang Guang Jing 足太晴膀胧锺 Leg Greater Yang Bladder Prima可 Qi

Channel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Tai Yin Pi Jing 足太除脾锺 Leg Greater Yin Spleen Primary Qi Channel. One of 
the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Yang Ming "W电i Jing 足晴明贾锺 Leg Yang Brightness Stomach Primary Qi 
Channel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zuo Chan 坐禅 Meditation is called Zuo Chan by Buddhists, which means to sit for 
Chan. 
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Daoist 34, 267-268, 299 
Daoists 92 
daytime 25-26, 167-168, 177-178, 202, 204, 

216, 217, 254 
desire 16-17, 35, 81-82, 112, 118, 141-148, 

176-178, 181-183, 257, 262, 282, 292, 353, 
378, 389, 393 
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Detailed Outline 01 Galenical162 
diaphragm 68-69, 71-72, 87-88 , 104, 129, 157, 

198, 206, 245 , 256, 264, 270, 290, 367, 369 
diet 64, 74, 112 
Door of Li fe 265 , 266 
Du Mai 54, 77, 85-87, 105, 143, 157, 201 , 210, 

253 , 362, 366 
ear 330 
earth's magnetic fìeld 5, 115 , 261 , 275 , 278 , 355 
EEG 77-78 
Eight Pieces ofBrocade 14, 195 , 286, 361 , 375 
Eight Trigrams 7 , 18-19, 50-51 , 195 , 204, 245 , 

361 , 372 
Eight Vessels 9, 13, 28 , 53-57, 64, 74-75 , 89 , 

189, 200-204, 225 , 250 , 253, 310, 373, 375 , 
378 

electroencephalogram 77-78 
electromagnetic fìeld 6, 43 , 44 , 63 , 66, 274, 275 , 

346, 355, 356 
Electromotive Force 28 , 62, 65-66, 123 
Elixir Field 10, 205 , 206 , 207, 219 , 264 , 365, 

375 
embryo 33，邸， 94-95 , 102, 109-117, 209 , 227, 

238 , 243 , 252 , 258-260, 270, 309, 319, 364, 
369, 374, 381-383 

Embryonic Breathing 129, 308 
purpose 249 
theory of 250-253 

EMF 28 , 62-72, 95-96 , 110, 115 , 225 , 347, 351 , 
353 

emotion 39-40, 93 , 124-125 , 141 , 165-166, 
225 , 326 

emotional disturbance 20-21 , 28，刃， 143-144, 
149-154, 171 , 173-174, 178, 257, 262, 320, 
353, 354, 356, 366, 389, 395 

emotional mind 9-10, 19, 20-21 , 23, 28 , 38, 72, 
74 , 77, 80, 93, 94, 106, 114-120, 139-149, 
150-155 , 164, 177, 198, 206, 216, 224, 225 , 
233 , 262 , 275 , 310-312 

energy supply 182-183, 249 
enlightenment 4 , 107-109, 115-118, 192, 202 , 

207, 209, 220, 223 , 227, 234, 237, 243, 249 , 
250 , 253 , 259 , 270, 273 , 275 , 285 , 323 

essence 50, 66-67, 72, 75-76, 80, 85 , 90-91 , 93-
94 , 101 , 102, 107-113, 122, 139, 153, 157-
158, 162-169, 208 , 211 , 228 , 250, 264 , 282, 
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exercise 12-13, 25, 28, 43, 44, 64-65 , 66, 67, 
120, 153-154, 217, 219, 221 , 223, 263, 294, 
295 , 366, 368 

extending life 110, 137, 241 
External Elixir 10, 12, 13, 74-75 , 119, 386 
fasciae 67, 71-72, 111 , 198, 206, 217, 219, 253, 

263, 348 
Feng Shui 7-8, 155, 275, 365, 367 
Fire Path 86-87, 87-88, 205, 231 , 232, 233, 288, 

312, 367, 370, 376, 383, 384, 395 
Five Animal Sports 8-9, 14, 286, 371 , 387 
Five Elements 165, 195, 387, 388 
fìve gates 131-132, 136-137 
Five Regulatings 119 
food 6, 9-11 , 27, 33, 102-109, 112, 122, 139, 

152, 169, 170, 179, 206, 211 , 218, 221 , 242, 
295 , 300, 309, 323, 369 

Four Gates Breathing Circulation 90 
Four Phases 51 
Furnace 309, 321 
geomancy 7-8, 365, 367 
Girdle Vessel 57, 131 , 201 , 203, 253, 254, 257, 

258, 266-270, 308, 312, 364 
Golden Elixir 37-38, 92-93, 109, 162, 204, 226, 

246, 324, 370 
Governing Vessel 27, 54-57, 85-87, 105, 111 , 

253, 254-258, 304, 318, 322 
Grand Circulation 4-5, 11 , 33-34, 143, 157, 

192, 260, 364 
Grand Circulation and Enlightenment 

Meditation 260 
Grand Circulation Meditation 90, 91-92, 95-96, 

192 
Grand Cyclic Heaven 157, 158, 364 
Guardian Qi 20, 40, 57, 76, 86-87, 90-96, 105, 

121-129, 199, 203, 216, 253, 254, 257, 267, 
269, 274, 307, 385, 387 

halo 32-33, 117, 349 
health 23, 24-25, 52-57, 65 , 73-75, 79, 83-84, 

95-96, 101-105, 108, 111 , 135-137, 141 , 
156, 162, 177, 189, 202, 207, 220, 230, 242, 
245, 249, 264, 286, 297, 346, 354, 356, 376 

Kan 195, 204, 205 , 209, 245 
Holy Embryo 33, 108, 109, 110, 111 , 114, 156, 

162, 174, 382 



hormones 25-28, 29, 33, 39, 44, 66, 75-76, 93-
94, 97, 111 , 153, 167, 174, 219, 221 , 242, 
250, 254, 264, 266, 282, 292, 323, 346 

Huan Zhen 337 
immorta1ity 38, 149-150, 162-163, 166, 169, 

170, 176, 178, 181-182, 239, 240, 241 , 389 
Interna1 Elixir 4-5 , 10-13, 70-75, 92-96, 119, 

122, 129-131 , 156, 172-173, 189, 191 , 196, 
201 , 212, 223-227, 234, 249, 376 

interna1 martia1 styles 18, 70-72, 361 
interna1 vision 43-44, 305 
intestine 57, 58, 59, 97 
intestines 104, 152-153, 166, 177-178, 199, 

207, 257, 262 
JinJing4, 10, 17, 25, 35, 36 
Jing 35-36, 36-37, 101-108 
Jizhong (Gv-6) 315 
Kan 18-23, 52, 84-89, 94, 109-112, 121-123, 

127-129, 133, 139, 154-155, 252, 258, 259, 
270, 275 , 279, 309, 323, 372 

Kan and Li 18-20, 20-22, 22-23, 84-85 , 89, 94, 
109, 112, 122, 133, 154-155, 205, 209, 252, 
258, 259, 260, 270, 309, 372 

Kan-Li 18-19, 87-88, 110, 123, 252, 259, 372 
kidneys 15-16, 40, 75-76, 90-91 , 102, 103, 106, 

111 , 121 , 132-133, 141 , 157, 195, 204-209, 
221 , 231 , 236, 244, 264, 266, 284, 295 

Lao Jun 372 
Lao Zi 15, 37-38, 49-50, 168, 169-170, 183, 

192, 251 , 362, 365, 372 
Leading 出e Qi 113, 261 , 267, 268, 300, 313, 

314, 315, 316, 317, 322, 377 
Leg Absolute Yin Liver Channel 坷-60

Leg Greater Yang Bladder Channel 57 
Leg Greater Yin Spleen Channel 58 
Leg Lesser Yang Ga11 Bladder Channel 57-如
Leg Lesser Yin Kidney Channel 58 
Leg Yang Brightness Stomach Channel 57 
Li 7-9, 18-23, 52, 84-89, 109-114, 121-129, 

133, 139-140, 154, 186, 194, 200, 204, 205 , 
209, 225, 252, 258, 270, 275 , 278, 309 

Li adjustment 20, 22-23, 84-85, 112 
Li Zhen Ren 139 
Ling Jian Zi 252 
Lingtai 116, 313, 315-319, 370, 374 
Liu He Ba Fa 18, 374 
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longevity 26-30，刃，刃， 73-76, 82-89, 95, 101 , 
108, 116, 129-131 , 156, 164, 200, 216, 234, 
237, 241 , 242, 249, 346, 354, 388 

Lu, Yan 154 
Mao, Ri-Xin 176 
Marrow Breathing 269 
Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong 刃， 81

martia1 ar臼 society 374 
martia1 society 18, 76, 313, 371 
massage 8-13, 19-20, 54, 66, 90, 152-153, 220, 

221 , 263, 264, 265 , 280, 288, 290, 292, 328, 
332, 334, 336, 337, 361 , 377, 386 

medical society 113, 160-161 , 213, 264, 313, 
320, 323, 387 

meditation 76-77, 77-81 
mercury 36-37 
metabolism 27-28, 44, 122, 152, 153, 158-159, 

174-175, 178-179, 218, 221 , 224, 250, 264, 
266, 306, 346 

Mingmen 68, 86, 174-175, 254, 265 , 266, 362, 
374, 375, 376, 392 

Mingmen (Gv-4) 315 
Mud Pill Pa1ace 160-163, 167, 174-175, 183-

184, 205 , 209, 221 , 236, 241 , 242, 256-262, 
265 , 281 , 310, 320, 362, 376, 385 

Muscle/Tendon Changing 4, 10, 17, 24-25，刃，
53, 81-85, 152-153, 189, 192-196, 203, 209, 
216, 220, 230, 234, 249, 263, 310, 391 

Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain 
Washing Qigong 4, 10, 17, 152-153, 189, 

Musc/elTendon Changing C/assic 24-25 , 209, 391 
natura1 spirit 31-33, 45, 77, 81 , 92, 95 , 116, 

180, 184, 285 , 309, 312, 349 
Nei Dan 4-5, 10-13, 18, 74-75 , 95-96, 113, 119, 

122, 139, 143, 156, 172-173, 196, 201 , 234, 
249, 253, 261 , 309, 364, 376, 387, 389 

Nei Shi Gongfu 43-44, 119-120, 157, 305, 376 
night time 216, 217, 255 
Norma1 Abdomina1 Breathing 94, 123-127, 127-

128, 129, 131-132, 132-133, 206, 220, 268, 
306, 307, 312, 367 

Norma1 Breathing 124 
Ohm's Law70 
Origina1 Essence 27-28, 66, 80, 93, 102, 107-

111 , 139, 153, 165, 169, 219, 221 , 250, 264, 
300, 323, 345, 368-371 , 383, 389, 393 
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Original Qi 66, 80, 94, 103-108, 112, 113, 135-
137, 169, 172-173, 207, 219, 252, 259, 306, 
309, 323, 337, 368, 369, 393 

Original Shen 108, 135-136, 161 , 168, 181-182, 
242 

ovaries 75, 203, 221 , 250, 253, 264, 265 , 386 
Peng, Zu 377 
primary Qi channels 361 , 382, 383, 396 
perineum 56, 87, 125-126, 134, 139, 167, 195, 

198, 209, 212, 221 , 227, 256, 306, 368, 369 
physical body 10-12, 26-27，日， 81-87, 93, 95, 

96, 105, 106, 110, 116, 120, 123, 179-180, 
182, 202, 239, 311 , 320, 367, 369, 375 

pineal gland 161 , 265, 266 
pituitary gland 76, 113, 161 , 265, 266 
PO 162-163, 164-165, 252, 369, 377 
polarities 208, 221 
Post-Birth Qi 6, 104, 105, 122, 169, 206, 369, 

370 
potential difference 65 , 70, 115 
practice 260-261 
practice, place 275-276 
practiα， time 276 
pre-birth essence 33, 66 
pre-birth qi 104, 105, 368, 389 
pregnancy 94, 108, 114, 166, 383 
preparation 273-275 , 279 
primary Qi channels 9-13, 28, 53-57, 64, 77, 86, 

90, 95 , 123, 127-128, 157-158, 178, 189, 
193, 196, 199-204, 207, 216, 220, 223, 228, 
250, 310 

Puri命ing Qi and Converting it into Spi由 108 ，

114 
Qi 

about 5, 6, 103-108, 262, 347-348, 354-355 
and Shen 371 
C现vities 351-352 
Center 250, 251 , 259, 394 
channels 103, 104, 199-202, 250, 253, 288, 
310 
defìned 60-63 
flow65 , 70, 89, 90, 103, 112, 204, 216, 222-
229, 234, 301 , 303, 306, 317, 351 , 352, 395 
Gates 215-216 
network 198-200 
nourishment 353 
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storage 74-77, 85, 155, 158-159, 162, 197, 
208, 212, 221 , 250, 256, 348 
Vessels 103, 112, 123, 259, 351-352, 373, 
391 

Qigong 
practice 10-11 
types 13-18 
Buddhist 34, 40-42 
Daoist 35-40, 40-42 
defìned 7-8, 8-10, 63-64 
pmportance of 42-44 

Qihai66, 68, 86, 125, 175, 264, 336, 370, 372, 
376, 378 

raising the Shen 105, 170-171 
recovery 195, 324, 336, 355 
Refìne Spirit and Return It to Nothingness 114 
Refìne the Essence 323, 373 
Refìne the Essence and Convert it into Qi 373 
Refìning Spirit and Returning it to Nothingness 

94, 108 
Refìning the Essence and Converting It into Qi 

109 
Regulating the Body 119-122, 138, 153, 224, 

300, 305, 387 
Regulating the Breathing 119-122, 133-138, 

150, 306, 337 
Regulating the Emotional Mind 310 
Regulating the Essence 323 
Regulating the Mind 15-16, 76, 136-137, 138, 

139-140, 141-142, 149-150, 153-154, 262, 
294, 310 

Regulating the Qi 152, 193, 241 , 274, 312 
Regulating the Spirit 119, 159, 319, 320 
religious 3-4, 8-9, 10, 15, 16-17, 24, 29-30, 34, 

56, 76, 77, 80, 81 , 82, 224, 359, 394 
religious society 77, 81 , 319-320 
Ren Mai 54, 55, 77, 85, 86, 105, 143, 200, 201 , 

202, 204, 210, 253, 379 
reverse abdominal 94, 123, 126, 126-127, 127-

128, 129, 132-133, 139, 206, 262, 268, 290 
Reverse Abdominal Breathing 126-128 
San Ca巧， 7， 365 ， 379 ， 380， 385
scholar fìre 220, 309-310 
scholar society 9-10, 15-16, 76, 150 
science 3- 7, 19-20, 42-47, 52, 53, 60-63, 97, 

115, 118, 152, 183-184, 286, 345-350, 354, 
357-360, 388 



seasonal changes 15 
seasons 7-8, 14-15, 26, 385, 388 
selιawareness 79, 80, 92, 115, 180-181 , 395 
semen 40, 84, 101 , 112114, 292, 346, 371 
sex 39-40, 112, 265 , 266, 282, 294, 295 , 324, 

353 
sexual activity 102, 103, 265 , 282, 294, 295, 353 
Shang E 317 
Shaolin monks 17 
Shen 262, 348-351 
Sheng Men 208, 212, 213, 265 , 266, 382 
Shenzhu (Gv-12) 316 
sickness 13-16, 23-25 , 29, 53, 54, 87, 112, 141-

142, 337-338, 354 
Skin/Marrow Breathing Circulation 90 
skin-marrow 131 
Skin-Marrow Breathing 131 
Small Circulation 

about 192, 216-217 
defìned 86 
meditation 77, 81-88, 95 , 121 , 178, 369, 389 

Small Cyclic Heaven 157-158, 192, 193, 194, 
389 

Small Tripod Furnace 259, 309-310 
spine 87, 193, 195, 213, 214, 226, 236, 253, 

264, 292, 314-315, 324-371 , 374, 375, 388 
spiritual baby 109, 112, 164-165, 166, 309, 350, 

382 
spiritual cultivation 52, 77, 81-84, 92, 95, 161 , 

164, 167, 169, 170, 179-184, 203, 207, 216, 
228, 240, 250, 257, 299, 304-305, 310 

Spiritual Embryo 88, 94, 109-117, 156, 165, 
167, 172-173, 174-176, 209, 210, 244, 252, 
258, 259, 270, 319-320, 369, 374, 381 , 382 

spiritual enlightenment 81 , 91-96, 108, 129-
133, 151 , 157-158, 180, 192, 209, 221 , 229, 
238, 245 , 253, 323, 349, 364, 387 

spiritual freedom 79, 80, 189 
Spiritual τùrtle 207, 381 
Spiritual Valley 115, 159, 174-175, 180-182, 

205 , 210, 228, 238, 251 , 252, 261 , 281 , 320-
321 , 374, 378, 385 

st:唔nation 9, 14-16， 29，旬，刃， 64， 87，的， 133-
134, 138, 193, 198, 200, 213, 223, 233, 283, 
301 , 315-318, 324, 345, 377, 386 

storage 13, 29 

stretching 325-326 
Tai Shi Gong 179 

Index 

Taiji 11 , 31 ，日， 52, 76, 84, 90, 159-160, 169, 
202, 256, 348, 384 

Taijiquan 18, 64, 84, 363, 367, 369, 374, 384, 
391 

Tang Dynasty Illustration 234-236 
terminology 刃， 228， 383

testicle 112, 113 
testicles 75 , 84, 111 , 112, 113, 203, 207, 221 , 

244, 250, 253, 264, 323-324 
Thesis on the Origins and Symptoms of Various 

Diseases 302-303 
thinking 24, 28-29, 30, 36, 43-44, 53, 66, 69, 

74, 78, 79, 93, 111 , 115, 139, 140-141 , 144, 
145, 147-148, 156, 169, 175, 177, 236, 282, 
294, 337, 349, 350, 360, 389, 391 

Third Eye 30, 32-33, 66, 77 
three gates 226-230 
Three Powers 5, 6, 7, 379, 380, 385 
Three Stages of Relaxation 120-121 
Three Treasure哩 36-37， 101 ， 108 ， 379， 380

Thrusting Vessel 27, 54-56, 87, 91 , 105, 111 , 
143, 164, 179-180, 202, 210, 216, 232, 253, 
256, 258, 269, 363, 383, 392 

Tibetan 16-17, 34, 35, 372, 375 
translation of ancient documents 106, 171-172 
Transliteration ofWisdom Garden 150 
Twelve Primary Qi Channels 53-54, 57 
two polarity centers 256 
unifìcation of Shen and Qi 177, 2日， 259， 381
vegetari扭 74

vertebrae 209, 211 , 243, 326-327, 375, 392 
Wai Dan 10-13, 17-18, 25, 74-75 , 113, 119, 

220, 361 , 386, 391 
Wang Lu Shi Yu 110, 208 
Water Path 87, 203, 228, 229, 232-234, 240, 

243, 245 , 383 
weather 5毡， 7-8, 9, 296, 356, 385 
Wind Path 86, 87, 228, 232, 367, 376 
Wisdom Mind 19, 20-21 , 31-32, 93, 106, 107, 

108, 120, 141-142, 144, 177, 225 , 258, 284, 
311-312, 389 

Wuji 221 , 384, 387 
Wuji Breathing 221 , 249, 258, 265, 266, 270, 

271 
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Wuji Center 251 , 258, 259 
xi Sui Jing 4, 10, 17, 35, 36, 81-87, 109, 111-

113, 192, 234, 263, 362, 364, 371 , 373, 388 
xi Sui Jing Qigong 36, 111 
xi Sui Qigong 112 
Xin (Emotional Mind) 80, 150-152 
Xin and Yi 139-152 
Xin, Stabilizing 150-152 
Xingyiquan 18, 71 , 374, 390, 393 
Yamen (Gv-15) 316 
Yang channels 56, 57, 85 , 201 , 216, 241 , 253 
Yang Girdle 快ssel 57 
Yang Heel Vessel 54, 55, 57, 204, 255, 391 
Yang Linking 飞'essel 54, 55, 57, 200, 201 , 204, 

256, 391 
Yang Vessels 54, 56, 200-204, 241 , 253 
Yangqiao Mai 54，妇， 204, 255 , 391 
YangweiMai54, 55, 200, 201 , 204, 256, 391 
Yellow Emperor 26-27, 168 
Yellow Yard Gμrric 228 
Yi Jin Jing 111 , 192, 234, 263, 362, 364, 383, 

391 
Yi Jin Jing training 84, 111 , 383 
Yi Jing 49, 50, 51 , 80, 135-137, 159-160, 202, 

361 , 365, 392 
Yin and Yang 121 , 257-258, 271 
Yin center 242, 256, 257, 261 , 262, 266, 269, 

392 
Yin channels 56, 57, 58, 85 , 200, 216, 241 , 253, 

332-334, 380 
Yin Heel Vessel 另-57， 203 ， 255 ， 393

Yin Linking Vessel 55-57, 203, 255 , 393 
Yin Vessels 54, 56, 200, 201 , 203, 204, 212, 225, 

241 , 253, 256, 265, 334 
Yin-Yang 18-19, 31 , 88, 94, 123, 193, 236, 239, 

245, 380, 392 
Yinqiao Mai 妇， 56， 203 ， 228 ， 255 ， 393

Yinwei Mai 妇， 56， 203， 228， 255 ， 393

Zhi You Zi 144 
Zhuang Zi 8-9, 15, 132-137, 149 
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The Root of Spiritual Enlightenment
Small Circulation, or the Microcosmic Orbit, is the practice of circulating energy, within the
human body, Qi, through the two main pathways, or “vessels” of the body. This practice is
considered to be the foundation of Internal Elixir Qigong, and was a fundamental step on the
path of meditation training in ancient times. Over the centuries, this practice has slowly been
lost from many meditation traditions, and its importance has been forgotten.  

Small Circulation regulates the Qi circulating in the Twelve Primary Qi channels, making it
abundant throughout the entire body, which has been known for centuries for promoting
health and longevity. This is also the foundation of Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong (Yi
Jin), which deeply conditions and strengthens the body. It is advised that you begin your
meditation training by practicing Embryonic Breathing, which will help you establish your
central energy system, and conserve and store this energy to
abundant levels. Building on this foundation, Small Circulation
is the next required stage of meditation training. Ultimately, one
then practices Grand Circulation Meditation, which circulates
Qi everywhere in the body and exchanges it with partners and
the surrounding environment. Its purpose is to open the third
eye and reunite the human spirit with the spirit of nature.

This book contains translation and analysis of many ancient documents used to transmit Small
Circulation and Internal Elixir cultivation to future generations, and offers modern scientific
explanation for learning and training safely. Though meditation is popular today for relaxation
and general health, the ultimate goal of this training, in both Daoism (Taoism) and Buddhism,
is spiritual enlightenment. 

• Small Circulation Meditation builds the body from weak to strong and trains the mind
to be calm and focused.

• Dr. Yang presents a modern method for learning safely.
• Includes scientific analysis, translation and commentary of ancient documents, and a

summary of the practice methods.
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Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming is a renowned author and teacher of Chinese martial arts and Qigong.
Born in Taiwan, he has trained and taught Taijiquan, Qigong, and Chinese martial arts since
1961. He is the author of over thirty books. Voted by Inside Kung Fu magazine as one of the
ten people who have “made the greatest impact on martial arts in the past 100 years.” Dr.
Yang lives in Newton, Massachusetts, USA.
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